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ABSTRACT
Plants have evolved highly sophisticated mechanisms of self-repair to regenerate proteins that
become photo-damaged over time. Key to this self-repair process is the reversible self-assembly
of protein complexes, which is characterized by the molecular recognition of parts, kinetic
trapping of meta-stable thermodynamic states, and chemical signaling to switch between
states. In this thesis, we mimic such regenerative mechanisms in an effort to develop biological
light-harvesting devices with prolonged lifetimes. We demonstrate the first synthetic
photoelectrochemical cell capable of mimicking key aspects of the self-repair process. Surfactant
addition and removal was used to signal between the disassembly and re-assembly of a
photoactive complex demonstrating photo-conversion efficiencies of 40%. These dynamic
complexes consist of lipid bilayer disks housing photoactive reaction centers (RCs) that align
along the length of a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT). Application of a regeneration
cycle that reversibly signals between the assembled and disassembled states extends the lifetime
of the photoelectrochemical cell indefinitely and increases cell efficiency by over 300% over 168
hours.
We modeled the kinetic and thermodynamic forces that drive the reversible self-assembly, and
we fit this model to spectrofluorimetric measurements that monitor complex formation. The best-
fit rate constants for lipid bilayer and bilayer-nanotube complex formation are 79 mM-Is'Iand
5.4x 10 mM-1 s- 1, respectively. We find that these reactions do not occur under diffusion-
controlled conditions, and the phase diagram predicts a locally optimal surfactant removal rate of
8 x 10-4 s-1. This model was subsequently fit to cyclic complex assembly and disassembly
measurements, demonstrating that the forces modeled in this study may form the basis for
synthetic and natural photoactive complexes capable of dynamic component repair.
In an effort to extend our scope to study natural regeneration mechanisms, we established a
platform for quantifying reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation in isolated chloroplasts
capable of autonomous regeneration. ROS generation from illuminated chloroplasts from S.
oleracea was examined in the presence of dextran-wrapped nanoceria (dNC), cerium ions (Ce3 ),
fullerenol, and DNA-wrapped SWNTs. ROS concentrations were evaluated using the oxidative
dyes, 2',7'- dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (H2DCF-DA) and 2,3-bis(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-
sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide sodium salt (XTT). Chloroplast photoactivity was
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monitored throughout the illumination period using chloroplast fluorescence and the artificial,
photosynthetic electron accepting dye, dichloroindophenol (DCPIP). The results of this study
indicate that dNC offers a promising mechanism for effective ROS scavenging whilst preserving
chloroplast photoactivity at concentrations below 5 [tM.
We have also established several platforms for studying the glucose production of isolated
chloroplasts for biofuel cell applications. We developed an algorithm to quantify single-molecule
efflux measurements from individual, photoactive chloroplasts. Near-infrared fluorescing
SWNTs have been used in previous studies to report single-molecule binding events via
stochastic fluctuations in fluorescence. In this thesis, we develop and compare several algorithms
for extracting concentration-dependent rates from the stochastic fluctuations. Overall, the birth-
and-death model most accurately predicts the rate constants, whereas the moment analysis is
more accurate at large forward rates (>10-3 s-1). Glucose efflux from chloroplasts was
characterized using a glucose oxidase assay, high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC), and a
biofuel cell. Calculated export rates of 1.9 and 6 tmol/(mg chlorophyll hr) were measured using
the HPLC and fuel cell, respectively. Maximum power densities of 110 pW/cm 2 were achieved
with alginate encapsulated chloroplasts. In the presence of regenerative materials, such as dNC,
this biofuel cell setup provides a promising platform for demonstrating a biological light-
harvesting construct capable of autonomous regeneration
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1. Introduction
The work, text, and figures presented is reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry (http://pubs.rsc.org/en/Content/ArticleLanding/2011/EE/cl eeO 13 63g), 30 and
reprinted with permission from Ref. 5,31-33 (Copyright 2010 Nature Publishing Group, Copyright
2011 Wiley, Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society, Copyright 2011 American Institute of
Physics).
1.1 Photosynthetic Self-repair Cycle
Over the centuries, plants evolved dynamic self-repair mechanisms to create fault-tolerant energy
conversion schemes necessary to withstand climatic and illumination variability.3 4-38 These
regenerative mechanisms account for the enhanced photoefficiency and the continual
prolongation of plant lifetime.
1.1.1 Chloroplast Structure and Function
Natural light-harvesting mechanisms in plants are primarily carried out in the chloroplast, an
organelle responsible for the conversion of sunlight into energy (Figure 1.1).3' Like most
organelles, the chloroplast is surrounded by an outer as well as an inner membrane. A thick,
aqueous fluid, the stroma, fills the organelle. The stroma contains genetic material, including
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), ribonucleic acid (RNA), and several ribosomes. The most
pronounced containment within the chloroplast is the stacks of thylakoid membranes, or grana
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stacks. Each of the thylakoid membranes contains four key protein complexes used in
photosynthesis: photosystem I (PSI), cytochrome b6f (cyt b6f), photosystem II (PSII), and
adenosine-5'-triphosphate (ATP) synthase. These complexes are responsible for carrying out the
first stage of photosynthesis, the light-dependent reactions.39
Outer Inner Stroma
membrane membrane lamellae
Strom
Intermenbrane
Thylakoid Granum
(Stacks of thylakold
membrane)
Figure 1.1 | Chloroplast Structure.
The chloroplast (left) consists of an outer membrane surrounding stacks of photoactive
membranes, or granum. The thylakoid membrane contained within each of these stacks (right) is
embedded with several protein complexes, including photosystem II (PSII), cytochrome b (cyt
b6 f), photosystem I (PSI), and ATP synthase. Initial electron-hole separation occurs largely
within PSII, with subsequent electron transport via successive redox reactions occurring in the
following complexes. ATP synthesis, the end product of the reaction scheme, occurs within the
ATP synthase of the membrane.
The light-dependent reactions are initiated by the absorption of light in PSII (Figure 1.2a). In
PSII, light is primarily absorbed by the P680 site at approximately 680 nm. The light harvesting
antennas surrounding the protein complex contain an array of pigments and chlorophyll
molecules that absorb light at various wavelengths throughout the solar spectrum, enhancing the
overall absorbance of light by the plant. The photons absorbed by these antennas are then
transferred to the P680 site via resonance energy transfer. Absorption of light at the P680 site
excites an electron, transferring it to the pheophytin (Phe) site of the PSII reaction center. The
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hole remaining in the P680 site is used in the oxidation of water for the production of oxygen and
hydrogen.
2H20- >0 2 + 4e- + 4H* Reaction 1.1
Meanwhile, the electron is transferred to the QA and QB sites of PSII, where it is ultimately
shuttled via a redox carrier to the next major transmembrane protein complex, cyt b6 f.
Cyt b6 f is responsible for electron transfer between the two major reaction centers of the
membrane, PSI and PSII. The electron transfer between the two centers is coupled to the
establishment of a transmembrane proton gradient between the outer stroma and inner thylakoid
space. The electron undergoes a series of redox reactions demoting electron energy in exchange
for proton transfer from the outer stroma to the inner thylakoid lumen. At the conclusion of this
series of redox reactions, the electron is emitted at a lower energy state.
The electron emitted from cyt b6f is transferred via a redox carrier to the next major protein
complex, PSI (Figure 1.2b). Like PSII, PSI is surrounded by a variety of pigment- and
chlorophyll-containing antennas. The P700 site of PSI is responsible for light absorption at
approximately 700 nm. As before, the surrounding antennas broaden the absorbance of the
chloroplast and transfers this absorbed energy to the P700 site via resonance energy transfer.
Upon energy absorption, the photoelectric effect is used to excite the electron at the P700 site,
where it is emitted towards the ferrodoxin site for pickup by the next major complex. Excited
electrons emitted by PSI are then subject to a variety of chemical pathways, one of which is
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) production. In its reduced state, the
NADPH's reducing power is used to power the Calvin-Benson cycle, or the second stage of
photosynthesis in the light-independent series of reactions, which takes place in the stroma.
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The fourth, and final, major complex embedded within the thylakoid membrane, ATP synthase,
is not directly involved in the preceding series of light-dependent reactions. In ATP synthase, a
hydrogen ion is extracted from other sites in the membrane, including the water-oxidizing site of
PSII, to produce ATP. ATP, which is also used in the Calvin-Benson cycle mentioned above,
stores the light-absorbed energy in chemical form to produce carbohydrates such as glucose
according to the reaction,4 1
6CO2 +12NADPH+12H *+6H20+18ATP -> CH 1 2 O 6 +6H 2 O +12NADP* +18ADP +18P
Reaction 1.2
a hV D2 Protein Di Protein
P680
Light-ha rvesting Oxygen-evolving
antenna %H20 % 02 +Q
Figure 1.2 | Structure of Photosystems II and I.
b hv
(a) Photon absorption at the P680 site in PSII results in electron-hole separation. The hole is used
in the oxidization of water to produce oxygen, whereas the electron is driven to the pheophytin
(Phe) and QA site of the complex. The potential difference between the quinone sites drives
electron transport to the QB site, where it is subsequently removed to enter the electron transport
chain in cyt b6f. Except for the QA site, which is located on the D2 protein, the remaining sites
(P680, Phe, QB), are located on the Dl protein that is susceptible to damage with a high turnover
rate. (b) Photon absorption at the P700 site in PSI results in electron excitation and expulsion.
Subsequent electron extraction to the ferredoxin site occurs, leaving the P700 in the oxidized
state. The electron in the ferredoxin site is then used to ultimately reduce NADP* to NADPH.
The surrounding antennas allow for increased absorption of light at wavelengths throughout the
solar spectrum. Resonance transfer from the surrounding antennas to P700 is similar to that
demonstrated by PSII.
NADP+
1.1.2 Photosystem II (PSH) Regeneration
In addition to carrying out the carbon-fixation processes in the form of the Calvin-Benson cycle,
the stroma of the chloroplast also contains genetic material needed to reproduce itself and
synthesize necessary proteins, along with the necessary machinery to continually repair photo-
damaged proteins that accumulate during the first stage of photosynthesis.42 The D1 protein in
particular, which contains the P680 site required for light absorption and the Phe and QB sites
required for electron separation, demonstrates the highest turnover rate.4 3 The self-repair cycle
associated with photosynthesis is an evolutionary adaptation allowing plants and photosynthetic
organisms a wide range of adaptability. 42 These self-repair processes enable plants, for example,
to not only adapt in a manner that minimizes damage, but also fully recover from a state of
excessive protein denaturation. Without these self-repair processes, plants would produce less
than 5% of their typical photosynthetic yields 42 with lifetimes on the order of minutes under
intense illumination.44
Upon continuous illumination, the D1 protein in PSII becomes photo-damaged, resulting in the
total photo-inactivation of the protein complex. Upon photo-inactivation, PSII partially
disassembles to release the damaged protein. The damaged D1 protein is replaced with a newly
biosynthesized D1 protein and PSII spontaneously re-assembles, incorporating the new protein to
create a fully functional PSII (Figure 1.3). In the meantime, the damaged D1 protein undergoes
protease degradation. 45
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PHOTOSYSTEM || D1
Stroma Protein Light-induced
photoinactivation of D1
hprotein
Thylakoid
Oxygen-evolving units
Partial disassembly of
Re-assembly of PS 11 photodamaged PS |1
complex with newly complex
synthesized D1 protein
Figure 1.3 | Self-Repair and Regeneration of D1 Protein in PSII.
The self-repair process in plants is driven by the molecular recognition of parts as the system
transitions through a series of meta-stable states. Upon photo-damage (right), the photo-
inactivated DI protein becomes denatured, triggering the partial disassembly of the PSII complex
(bottom). The damaged Dl protein diffuses towards the outer regions of the membrane scaffold
for degradation in exchange with a newly synthesized Dl protein that diffuses towards the
disassembled complex. Introduction of the new Dl protein triggers the spontaneous re-assembly
of the complex (left) to create a functional, light-harvesting PS II (top).
Under non-saturating light conditions, Dl degradation and synthesis occur at the same rate as Dl
protein damage, which is determined by light intensity, among other factors. Thus, the Dl
turnover rate increases with increasing light intensity. However, under excessive light intensities,
the damage rate is too large for the repair rate to match, resulting in the overall inhibition in PSII
activity. When stressed plant cells are returned to moderate, non-saturating conditions, they
recover their photosynthetic activity via replacement of the photo-damaged Dl protein.
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However, after prolonged stress conditions, the cells reach an irreversible, inactive state from
which there is no recovery, 44 which is in part due to damage to the transcriptional and
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translational machinery used to synthesize D1 proteins, as well as other proteins involved in the
cell cycle.
Although the exact nature of the cause behind PSII photo-damage and repair are still under
investigation, several key players in the process have been identified. For instance, it is known
that toxic oxygen radicals are produced under excessive light intensities. 48 These radicals are not
only responsible for protein cleavage and denaturation, but also for bleaching the light-
harvesting antennas that surround the photosystem and for general damage to the gene
expression machinery used to synthesize new proteins. It is hypothesized that the production of
the above reactive species is limited when cells are exposed to saturating light conditions for
only limited periods of time, since the cells initially demonstrate virtually no decrease in
photoactivity. This limitation may be due to the inherent presence of scavengers such as
xanthophylls, carotenes, and specific enzymes that work to deactivate the oxygen radicals until
they are no longer sufficient to "buffer" against prolonged exposure to saturating light
intensities.44 Further evidence also suggests that radical occupancy of the QB site of the Dl
protein is specifically linked to photo-inhibition sensitivity 49' 50 and that it is the first target of
high light stress. 1' 52 The D1 protein, which contains an abundance of proline, glutamine, serine,
and threonine, is hypothesized to undergo cleavage at the Arg-238 or Phe-239 site upon photo-
damage. 53 Degradation at QB would account for the decrease in the electron transport from the
QA to the QB site observed upon photo-inactivation, where QA remains in the reduced state.
Not only does the exact cause of photo-damage remain unclear, but also the precise mechanism
by which the plant initiates protein degradation and synthesis is elusive. 4 6 It has been suggested
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that phosphorylation may play an active role in regulating D1 degradation and synthesis. 54 The
steady-state level of D1 phosphorylation increases with increasing D1 protein photo-damage,5 5
and degradation of the phosphorylated form of the protein is reduced.56 Several studies have
examined protein self-assembly by artificially inducing phosphorylation36'47 at decreased
temperatures and monitoring re-assembly at elevated temperatures. However, nothing is known
about the Dl protein phosphorylation when PSII is under repair and new reaction centers have
been formed.37 Regardless of the details of the molecular mechanism, one fact remains certain:
for plant regeneration, both Dl protein degradation and synthesis must occur at a rate sufficient
to match that of protein damage.
1.1.3 Motivation Behind Photosynthetic Design of Synthetic Devices
The dynamic processes that govern mechanisms of photo-protection and plant viability
ultimately contribute to the overall enhancement of photosynthetic efficiency. Photosynthetic
efficiency has frequently been cited as being less than 1%,57'5 far below the 10-30% benchmark
set by synthetic devices. However, these reported efficiencies pertain to biomass formation, a
process that includes efficiency losses incurred via respiration, plant repair, reproduction, and
plant survival. Provided that plants have evolved under conditions selective for survival and
reproduction, plant growth and biomass generation is of secondary importance and may even
become detrimental to plant survival under high fluence conditions. 59 In contrast to biomass
efficiency, the electronic conversion efficiency of photoautotrophs is comparable to efficiencies
obtained with synthetic devices. A study conducted by Blankenship and co-workers60 compared
the photo-efficiencies of the water-splitting mechanisms in plants to the water-splitting
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mechanism of a monocrystalline photovoltaic (PV) coupled to an electrolyzer. Taking into
account efficiency losses in both devices, the glucose production efficiency of C4 plants is
approximately 6%, half of the 12% efficiency cited for synthetic devices. In the absence of
inefficiencies introduced during respiration, glucose production in plants increases to 12%
efficiency.
Mechanisms involved in both natural and synthetic devices can be used to optimize the
efficiency of a light-harvesting device for solar energy applications. Though the production
efficiency of plants lags behind those of their synthetic counterparts, as discussed above, such
discrepancies are due to the fact that plants are optimized for survival, rather than energy
production. With 100% quantum efficiencies, the photosystems generate electrons at a rate in
excess of the photoproduction rate, even under temperate illumination conditions. This excess
energy, which accounts for up to 80% of the absorbed energy,61 is dissipated in the form of waste
heat or fluorescence to ensure plant survival. Further, though plants contain an assortment of
pigments and antennas to broaden absorption wavelengths, they have evolved to access only
50% of the solar spectrum.57 Methods for improving photosynthetic efficiency include the ability
to broaden the absorption spectrum and utilize losses otherwise incurred during respiration and
energy dissipation.60
The proposed platform for synthetically optimizing natural light-harvesting systems is
reciprocative; synthetic devices have recently sought enhanced device efficiencies through
improved designs that are reminiscent of those found in photosynthetic machinery. For instance,
the optimal geometrical placement of the light-harvesting antennas surrounding the photosystems
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is the source of motivation behind the recent design of synthetic constructs.62 The densely
packed forest of elongated proteins surrounding the photosystem, which enhance photo-
conversion due to light-trapping mechanisms and the efficient collection of diffusion-limited
photo-generated charge carriers, has been the source of inspiration for the recent development of
low-cost, efficient, silicon-based PVs. 63'64 Such advancements in the field have paved the way
for bio-inspired technologies, or technologies that derive their improvements in device
functionality based on the geometrical, compositional, chemical, or structural design of natural
systems.
1.2 Biomimetic Solar Energy Conversion Devices
Although plants have evolved highly sophisticated, dynamic mechanisms that allow them to
replace photo-damaged proteins to prolong lifetime and enhance efficiencies, as well as
structures that seek to optimize light absorption, man-made energy devices lack this capability of
dynamic assembly, repair, and possible self-replication. Several studies have made progress
towards applying energy conversion and self-repair processes used by plants to synthetic
devices.s,6 -72
1.2.1 Artificial photosynthesis via water-splitting catalysis
As discussed, photosynthesis ultimately results in the formation of an electron-hole pair upon
absorption of sunlight. The electron is captured and shuttled to PSI, whereas the hole is used by
the oxygen evolving complex (OEC) for the oxidation of water, resulting in the formation of
hydrogen. In an effort to duplicate photosynthesis, researchers have sought the creation of a
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device capable of electron-hole separation upon light absorption where the hole is used in water
oxidation such that solar energy is stored chemically in the bond formation of H2 and 02. For
decades, researchers have focused on mimicking the OEC near PSII by creating catalysts capable
of converting water, carbon dioxide, and light into carbohydrates, releasing hydrogen as a source
of fuel. 67 A synthetic, non-protein based form of catalysis that can oxidize water as efficiently as
the OEC is the ruthenium (Ru) "blue dimer", which requires activation via a strong oxidizing
agent (Figure 1.4a). '73
Ruthenium
hllue dim em +4Ce(IV) + 2 H 20 -4Ce(III) + 0 2 +4H* Reaction 1.3
However, unlike the OEC, this catalyst can only catalyze the reaction for a limited number of
cycles prior to degradation due to the generation of reactive catalytic intermediates. Unlike its
organic predecessors, the inorganic tetra-Ru-based catalyst developed by Kirgerler, Botar, and
co-workers7 0 is able to catalyze water oxidation in the absence of the oxidative degradation that
would otherwise occur due to the highly oxidizing nature of intermediate species. Such
technologies are able to catalyze water oxidation with a turnover number of 385 and a yield of
90% over 2 hours, as opposed to turnover numbers of less than 100 for previous Ru-based
catalysts. The next generation of catalysts, which include an iridium (Ir)-based complex, also
requires a strong oxidizing agent (Figure 1.4b). These catalysts maintain efficiencies on the order
of 66% well over 2000 cycles. 26 Though they are the first non-Ru-based catalysts for
photochemical water oxidation with a known structure, unfortunately, they rely on the use of
costly Ir.
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To circumvent issues of catalytic photo-degradation and instability, some of the most recent
advancements in the water-splitting field apply self-repair mechanisms reminiscent of the PSII
regeneration process in photoautotrophs. Nocera and co-workers have synthesized a biomimetic,
Co-based catalyst capable of performance under ambient conditions (pH 7, 1 atm, 25'C) using
earth-abundant elements in an aqueous solution.7 4 In this platform, an aqueous solution
containing Co2+ and phosphate ions are subjected to a bias that induces the anodic oxidation of
Co to the Co3+ state. The oxidized Co precipitates out of the solution and electroplates the
electrode surface. The electrodeposited, amorphous, phosphate-containing, Co oxide (or
hydroxide) films can catalytically oxidize water to form 02. The in situ formation of the
electrodeposited catalyst indicates a mechanism of self-repair. This platform consists of an
equilibrium between solution-phase Co2+ and precipitated Co3+. Since Co 3+ is substitutionally
inert compared to Co 2+, one can modulate the reversible in situ formation of this catalyst using
an appropriate choice of an anion. This ability to modulate catalytic activities based on relative
solubilities and dynamic stabilities relies on the same thermodynamic forces that govern dynamic
plant part replacement for photosynthetic regeneration.
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Figure 1.4 Molecular Structure of Catalysts for Artificial Photosynthesis.
(a) The Ru "blue dimer" catalyzes the oxidation of water into 02 and H2 with efficiencies
approaching those of the OEC. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 6. Copyright 2010 The
Royal Society of Chemistry).6-8 (b) The Ir-based catalyst demonstrates larger turnover
frequencies for the oxidation of water. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.26 . Copyright 2008
American Chemical Society).
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1.2.2 Coupling Artificial Photosynthesis with Hydrogenases
These water-splitting systems can be interfaced with hydrogenases for hydrogen production.68
Like plants, cyanobacteria and green algae synthesize glycogen and starches from CO 2 when
under illumination. Under anaerobic conditions, hydrogenases catalyze the recombination of
hydrogen ions with electrons to produce hydrogen gas according to the reaction
2H 2e ++ H 2  Reaction 1.4
To couple the water-splitting reactions during photosynthesis with hydrogenases that remain
active under aerobic conditions, a synthetic PSI-hydrogenase hybrid was assembled onto a gold
electrode using a genetically engineered, cyanobacteria-derived PSI and a soil bacterium-derived
hydrogenase. Light-activated hydrogen production in these biomimetic devices occurs at higher
potential and lower energies than synthetic (bio)nanoelectronic devices that do not implement a
photosynthetic apparatus. As argued by Krassen and co-workers, 75 one drawback of integrating
isolated proteins into synthetic devices is the inherent instability of extracted proteins such as
PSI, which undergo an 80% photo-degradation over only 1 hour of illumination even in the
presence of stabilizing surfactants. In the absence of self-repair machinery, the damaged protein
is no longer replaced with newly synthesized protein. Thus, to remain economically feasible,
such a platform must employ proteins with enhanced stabilities to offset protein isolation and
surface modification costs. In this sense, the future of this field will tend towards devices
consisting of photosynthetic organisms and mechanisms, rather than just protein complexes. In
fact, several recent studies have taken steps in this direction with the development of nanoprobes
capable of direct electron extraction from intact algal cells. 76 Some studies have even advocated
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for the development of biofuel cells that directly incorporate algal cells, 77 as well as living plants
and bacteria. 78
1.2.3 Biomimetic Systems Utilizing Plant-derived Photosystems
Conventional technology cannot equal the molecular circuitry found in photosynthetic
complexes. 79For example, PSI, which has yet to be synthesized synthetically, has quantum
efficiencies of approximately 100% and energy yields of 58%.80 Several studies have focused on
the assembly of monolayers of PSI onto various substrates, including gold (Au). One study
examined the adsorption of PSI extracted from commercial spinach leaves onto gold surfaces
coated with various amine groups. 81 Another such study examined PSI adsorption on a hydroxyl-
coated Au electrode surface.69 To fill in the electrode-exposed areas between the adsorbed PSIs,
the interstitial, shorter hydroxyl chains were replaced with longer thiol chains, confining the
protein layer between hydrocarbon chains. This incorporation of the PSI amongst long,
hydrocarbon chains closely resembles the natural environment in the thylakoid membrane, thus
stabilizing the PSI and conserving secondary structure upon exposure to various solvents.
In addition to PSI assembly, monolayer assembly has also been extended to photosynthetic
reaction centers (RCs) in photoelectrochemical cells. 66 Immobilization of His-tagged RCs onto
an electrode was demonstrated using a Ni-NTA terminated substrate. To enhance device
efficiency, RC configuration was altered to more closely mimic the native orientation of the
protein complex with cytochrome such that the primary donor is facing the electrode surface.
Photoelectrochemical measurements were obtained via immersion of the decorated electrode into
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a ubiquinone-containing redox solution, as the redox potential of ubiquinone closely matches
that of the QB site for electron extraction.
The effect of varying orientations of PSI monolayers was studied by Greenbaum and co-
workers. 82 Au electrodes were coated with negative, positive and hydrophilic surfaces and
incubated with spinach-extracted PSIs for adsorption. Depending on the hydrophobicity and
charge of the electrode surface, the PSI would orientate itself horizontally, upwards, or
downwards, with I-V characteristics similar to semiconducting and diode-like devices.
Monodispersion of PSI onto chemically treated Au surfaces allowed for the first, single PSI
photoelectric measurements via Kelvin force probe microscopy (KFM).83
Covalent attachment of spinach-derived PSI via imine binding with lysine residues upon
vacuum-assisted solution evaporation was also used in device fabrication. 84 Upon evaporation,
the decreased solubility of PSI and selective precipitation out of solution were used to create
highly dense layers on a functionalized Au substrate. Using this fabrication technique, the PSI is
orientated such that its electron transfer vector is directed away from the Au surface.
Photoelectrochemical measurements reveal that such dense monolayers of PSI yield enhanced
photocurrents of 1 OOnA/cm 2.
Alternative approaches for monolayer assembly have focused on obtaining the covalent
attachment of PSI in specific orientations. An approach to directly tether PSI as a monolayer
onto a Au surface required genetic mutation at various cysteine sites in the vicinity of P700.8 5
Since the PSIs were isolated from the cyanobacteria Synechocystis sp., they require no stabilizing
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agents, since the antenna chlorophylls are integrated within the core subunits of the photosystem
rather than as a peripheral attachment as in plants (Figure 1.2). Although the fundamental
optoelectronic properties of PSI remain conserved upon attachment to gold, the attached PSI
underwent an increase in spectral range and a loss in photo-potential.
Dry multilayers of PSI on gold substrates were also achieved to fabricate bio-inspired, solid-state
devices.23 As with the monolayer devices developed by Carmeli and co-workers in 2005,
genetically-altered, cysteine mutants were attached via sulfide binding in the stacked
configuration shown in Figure 1.5, with binding events occurring on the Au substrate for the
first monolayer and on sequentially deposited Pt for the subsequent layers. Such high-density
devices resulted in enhanced absorption and increased device efficiencies.
Pt
nctionazed
Au Elctrode
Figure 1.5 1 High-density Stacked Configuration for Enhanced Efficiencies.
Multilayers of genetically altered PSI covalently attached to a Au substrate result in high-
density arrays with enhanced absorption properties and increased efficiencies. (Reprinted with
permission from Ref. 23. Copyright 2008 Wiley).
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A more direct attempt at reconstructing leaf-like structures using PSI was obtained using similar
lysine-binding chemistries onto a nanoporous gold leaf (NPGL), wherein PSIs were immobilized
onto structured, rather than planar, electrodes for increased surface area. 71 Greater control in
layer assembly mechanisms was shown to enhance photoelectrochemical efficiency.8 6 This
surface enhancement quadrupled photocurrents, producing currents of ~400 nA/cm 2.
Another attempt at enhancing surface area coverage of PSI onto electrode surfaces was made
using nanoparticle-PSI hybrid systems.87 Gold nanoparticles were deposited onto a planar gold
electrode via sedimentation. Electrostatic deposition of cyanobacteria-isolated PSI onto the
negatively charged Au nanoparticles created a bio-nanohybrid material with
photoelectrochemical currents exceeding those of analogous planar-based electrodes.
As opposed to non-covalent deposition, direct tethering of PSI to a functionalized surface is
another approach used by research scientists to extract photoelectrical output. 88 In one such
study, Au nanoparticles were decorated with artificial vitamin K1 tethers, and native vitamin K1
tethers were removed from bacteria-extracted PSIs. Incubation of the modified PSI complexes
with the functionalized nanoparticles creates synthetically tethered PSIs with direct electron
extraction from the quinine pocket. In another study, planar Au electrodes were coated with
electrostatically adsorbed, synthetic vitamin K1 wires.65 Incubation of the adsorbed wires with
PSI where natural vitamin K1 tethers have been removed covalently attaches the photoactive
protein complex to the Au electrode surface.
An extension of this work also resulted in a similar, direct binding of PSI to carbon nanotubes 89-
91 and a tethered, indirect binding to a GaAs substrate.92,93 To improve the efficiency, Lebedev
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and co-workers used arrayed carbon nanotube electrodes. 94 Advantages of these electrodes
include enhanced electron transfer capabilities and length-scale compatibility with proteins,
providing an efficient scaffold for protein interaction and charge extraction. Further, since these
tubes can be grown in densely packed arrays, they allow for the increased concentration of
immobilized proteins of 27 x 10-12 mol/cm 2 , which is 4-5 times greater than that achieved for a
comparable planar surface electrode with the same planar surface area, for enhanced efficiencies.
In addition to unidirectional electron transfer and enhanced contact area, immobilization within
the carbon tube is also hypothesized to contribute to protein shielding, resulting in enhanced
stabilities relative to exposed protein complexes. The RCs encapsulated inside carbon nanotube
arrays were bound to the inner tube walls in a unidirectional orientation via organic molecular
linkers. The efficiency was improved five-fold by increasing the number of RCs attached to the
electrode surface compared to RCs immobilized on a planar graphite (HOPG) electrode. In an
alternative platform developed by our laboratory, RCs were attached with diazonium salts to
covalently functionalized carbon nanotubes, and the His-tagged RCs were reversibly assembled
in a SWNT-NTA-Ni2 complex. 95
In contrast to liquid-based devices, photosystem-based, solid-state versions were also explored in
a research study by Baldo and co-workers that developed both PSI- and RC-based devices with
12% internal quantum efficiencies. 96 These photosynthetically-derived proteins were
immobilized onto a gold-coated ITO substrate using NTA functionalized surfaces with His-
tagged protein subunits. Self-assembly of the PSI onto the functionalized surface relies on the
exchange of an intrinsic subunit from the PSI complexes with an immobilized, functionalized
subunit. Such replacement is similar to the exchange process used by plants to naturally replace
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photo-damaged subunits. To stabilize the immobilized protein into the solid-state device, peptide
surfactants and amorphous organic semiconducting layers were deposited during device
fabrication. These thin films impart the device with not only protein stability, but also "solid-
state antennas" reminiscent of the light-harvesting antennas used to enhance optical absorption in
natural systems.
Though the field has made significant advancements towards enhanced photo-conversion
efficiencies and device stabilities of PS-based PVs, several key challenges must be overcome
prior to the competitive commercialization of biological PVs. For instance, such studies
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often rely on the labor-intensive isolation of PSI and mutation of specific subunits in order to
achieve densely packed layers with increased efficiencies. Manufacturing-intensive device
fabrication is not new to the commercializable solar field and, as monocrystalline silicon PVs
have shown, may still result in a competitive technology. However, the issue herein lies with the
substantially diminished stabilities of isolated proteins, which encumbers the recovery of
isolation and purification costs. One approach to addressing this issue is to stabilize the
photosystem in an assortment of surfactants, gels, lipid bilayers, and other comparable
constructs. As discussed above, some surfactant-based systems lose 80% of their initial
photoactivity within just 1 hour of illumination. Immobilization in lipid bilayers have shown
enhanced stabilities, retaining 40% of the initial photoactivity within the hour. Even with the use
of designer surfactants and customized matrices, under illumination, protein stabilities are still
limited on the order of hours due to excessive photo-damage - photo-damage that plants have
naturally evolved to overcome. An alternative approach to enhancing protein lifetimes, and the
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topic of this thesis, is the development of a regenerative platform that allows for the dynamic
self-repair of biological light-harvesting devices.
1.3 The Motivation and Goals of This Work
Plants have evolved highly sophisticated mechanisms of self-repair to regenerate proteins that
become photo-damaged over time. Key to this self-repair process is the reversible self-assembly
of protein complexes, which is characterized by the molecular recognition of parts, kinetic
trapping of meta-stable thermodynamic states, and chemical signaling to switch between states.
Although photosynthetic light-harvesting machinery demonstrates dynamic mechanisms of
regeneration and component replacement, most synthetic light conversion devices to date have
remained largely static, lacking robustness in fault tolerance, photostability,97 material
abundance, 98 photoefficiency, 99-11 and cost effectiveness. 12,io3'The promising prospect for low-
cost, high-efficiency devices derived from photosynthetic machinery is thus undermined by long-
term protein instability. A major challenge in creating photosynthetically derived devices with
long-term stabilities is the lack of implementation of dynamic, regenerative processes in
synthetic devices. The goal of this thesis is to develop photosynthetic devices that utilize both
natural and biomimetic mechanisms of regeneration to prolong device lifetime. This ability to
autonomously regenerate a protein-based device may help circumvent the aforementioned
stability issues.
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2. Biomimetic Synthetic Regeneration
This chapter focuses on the development of a photoelectrochemical complex that embodies
biomimetic self-assembly mechanisms from the plant self-repair cycle. It details complex
synthesis, structural characterization and photoelectrochemical measurements that apply a
biomimetic regeneration cycle.
2.1 Introduction
One approach to mimicking the plant self-assembly process is to use nanoscaled materials with
controllable properties to interface with biologically-derived, photoactive components to create a
photoelectrochemical cell capable of plant-like regeneration. Advancements in the nanoscale
development and manipulation of materials have enabled this direct interfacing of synthetic
components with biological complexes on the microscale and nanoscale. This ability has fueled
advancements in the electronic and biological fields, where high surface area-to-volume ratios
and nanoscaled molecular interactions impart both synthetic and natural systems with high
efficiency and biomimetic capabilities. Direct coupling of synthetic, nanoscale components with
biological complexes has been used to study biological systems104 10 5 as well as develop new
biomimetic electronics.io'-ios In this chapter, we directly interface single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNTs) with photosynthetic components in a self-assembly process for cost-
efficient device fabrication and enhanced device efficiencies.
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2.2 Self-assembly of a Photoactive Complex
The self-assembly of the first synthetic photoelectrochemical complex capable of mimicking key
aspects of this self-repair cycle is summarized in Figure 2.1. An aqueous solution consisting of
the phospholipid 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), membrane scaffold
proteins (MSPs), single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) and sodium cholate surfactant (SC)
is dialyzed to selectively remove surfactant from the mixture. Upon surfactant removal, the
remaining components spontaneously self-assemble into the complex shown in Figure 2.1
(right). The assembled complex consists of an individual SWNT with lipid bilayers, or nanodisks
(NDs), on either side of the nanotube. As shown in Figure 2.2, nanodisks contain DMPC lipids
arranged in a bilayer wherein the hydrophilic heads are facing outwards toward the aqueous
solution and the hydrophobic tails are sandwiched in between. Two strands of MSP wrap along
the circumference of the 4-nm high disks. These NDs align along the length of the nanotube to
form a one-dimensional array of disks. These disks contain photosynthetic RCs that are
hypothesized to be specifically orientated such that the hydrophobic end containing the P680 site
is facing the nanotube and the hydrophilic end containing the QA and QB sites is facing outwards
towards the solution. This configuration, which is reminiscent of that of the protein within its
native bilayer membrane, utilizes the relative variation in hydrophobicity throughout the protein
to interface with the other nano-components of the system at a specific orientation. Re-
introduction of the surfactant to a solution containing the assembled complex disassembles the
complex into its initial micellar state. Structural characterization of the complex was verified
using atomic force microscopy (AFM), small-angle neutron scattering (SANS) and spectroscopic
measurements, as discussed in the following section.
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Figure 2.1 | Self-assembly of Photoactive Complex.
In the disassembled state, a solution containing RCs, SWNTs, phospholipids, and MSPs is
dispersed using SC (SC) (left). Upon dialysis of the latter, the remaining components
spontaneously self-assemble into a photoactive complex (right). This complex consists of a
SWNT with lipid bilayer disks, or nanodisks (NDs), aligned along its length. Each of these NDs
can house up to one RC, orientated such that its hole injection site faces the SWNT. This self-
assembly process is completely reversible in that the re-addition of surfactant once more
disassembles the complex into its initial micellar state (left).
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Figure 2.2 | Nanodisk (ND) Structure.
The ND consists of a phospholipid (1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine;
DMPC) bilayer surrounded by two strands of membrane scaffold protein (MSP). The
particular NDs used in this study are approximately 4 nm high and 10 nm wide.
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2.3 Complex Purification and Characterization
Removal of surfactant from the micellar solution forms not only these RC-ND-SWNT
complexes, but also RC-ND, ND-SWNT and ND complexes. Therefore, characterization of the
RC-ND-SWNT complex requires additional steps to purify the complex from the reaction
mixture. Purification in this study was achieved via density gradient centrifugation (Figure 2.3).
In density gradient centrifugation, separation is obtained based on size and density differences in
the reaction products. After centrifugation, samples were fractionated into 250 pL aliquots and
analyzed using fluorescence and absorbance measurements. Fluorescence emissions of a lipid
soluble Laurdan dye were used to track ND formation in the hydrophobic phase.
Photoluminescnence (PL) measurements were used to monitor the formation of RC-containing
complexes. These measurements, along with nanotube fluorescence emissions (discussed in the
next section) were used to track and isolate the RC-ND-SWNT fraction within the centrifuged
sample.5
The purified ND-SWNT samples were visualized using fluid-phase AFM (Veeco Metrology) in
contact mode (Figure 2.4). Briefly, the complexes were placed on a mica surface in a fluid cell
with imaging buffer (10 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 0.15 M sodium chloride (NaCl) and 10 mM
magnesium chloride (MgCl 2)). As shown in Figure 2.4, the AFM images show an oscillatory
variation in complex width along the nanotube length, consistent with the one-dimensional
alignment of NDs along the nanotube length.
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Figure 2.3 | Spectroscopic Identification of Purified Complex.
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Fluorescence intensity distributions are shown for Laurdan (a), RC (b), and SWNT (c) PL from the self-
assembled complexes as a function of density after ultracentrifugation at 30,000 rpm for 7 hours. After
ultracentrifugation, each sample in a centrifuge tube is fractionated in 250 pL aliquots into a 96-
wellplate.The RC-ND and ND-SWNT samples are also examined as controls. Laurdan, an organic dye, is
used to identify the ND distribution. Note that free lipids (i.e., no MSP) are located only in the layer of
density below 1050 kg/m 3. The highlighted portions are collected for structural and photoelectrochemical
characterizations.
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Figure 2.4 | AFM Image of ND-SWNT Complex.
(a) The ND-SWNT complex was imaged on a mica substrate. Cross sectional profiles (black line) were
acquired, and (b) the corresponding height profile indicates that these nanostructures are -8 nm in
height.
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The purified sample was also analyzed using SANS (30 m NG7 beamline at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Center for Neutron Research (NCNR)) (Figure
2.5). All solutions were dialyzed against D20 to improve the scattering contrast against the pure
hydrogenated components, and samples were loaded at NIST into 2 mm thick quartz banjo cells.
Measurements were performed on an empty cell, pure D2 0, SWNT-MSP (Figure 2.5a), SC-
SWNT, size exclusion chromatography (SEC)-purified ND-SWNT (Figure 2.5b), pure ND with
model fits (Figure 2.5c), and ND-SWNT with model fit (Figure 2.5d). In each case, the
appropriate background was subtracted prior to data analysis. Measurements were not performed
on SWNT-DMPC due to obvious macroscopic phase separation. Data for the SC-SWNT solution
were dominated by a surfactant "halo" and no further analysis was performed due to inherent
errors anticipated from the weak scattering of dispersed rod-like SWNTs on top of the strong
scattering from the cholate micelles. Data for unsorted ND-SWNT were nearly identical to data
for pure ND, reflecting a preponderance of free ND in the non-SEC ND-SWNT solution, and no
further analysis was performed on this sample.
Data for SWNT-MSP are shown in Figure 2.5a and are well described by a -1 power law
characteristic of an isotropic collection of rigid rods and indicative of near ideal dispersion of
SWNT in the presence of MSP. Pure ND data were fit to the form factor of an isotropic
suspension of monodisperse disks to extract the mean disk dimensions initially determined from
AFM measurements using data reduction code written in Igor provided by the NCNR. This gave
a significantly better fit at high-q than a comparable fitting scheme to a spherical form factor of
the same radius with model polydispersity. Scattering from purified ND-SWNT complexes is
shown in Figure 2.5b, which exhibits a cutoff at a high scattered wavevector q from the ND form
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factor, with q-' scattering at intermediate q, suggestive of an isotropic arrangement of rod-like
ND-SWNT complexes. The large power law at low-q suggests that the ND-SWNT complex
further associates into aggregates at somewhat larger length scales. A quantitative description of
the scattering from such a complex object is problematic and instead we opted for the usual more
heuristic approach.
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Figure 2.5 | SANS Measurements.
SANS measurements are shown in red for SWNT-MSP (a), SEC-purified ND-
SWNT (b), purified ND with model fit (c), and ND-SWNT with model fit (d). The
blue curve in (c) denotes a model fit to the form factor of an isotropic suspension of
monodisperse disks, whereas the blue curve in (d) generates an unsatisfactory fit
assuming an isotropic disk form factor. The model fit in black (d) is in good
agreement with the experimental data, assuming a factor for sequentially adsorbed
disks, q = 2n/(2R). These results confirm that NDs have a diameter of
approximately 8 nm with a 4 nm height, and NDs are stacked along the carbon
nanotube.
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The exact full expression for the scattering intensity in the single-scattering limit is given by the
Debye equation accounting for the anisotropic shape of the structurally arranged disks, which has
the general form
Equation 2.1
where rk and rj locate the center of mass of disk k and j, respectively, andfk(q) is the complex
form amplitude of an individual disk;
Equation 2.2f k(q) = Ap(r)eirdr
In Equation 2.2, Ap(r) is the scattering contrast between disk and solvent and Vk is the volume of
the kth disc. This assumes that the SWNT merely serves as a linear scaffold for disk assembly, a
reasonable approximation given the ratio of SWNT volume to the total intra-SWNT complex
volume of disks, which is approximately 1:80. The first term in Equation 2.1 represents the
form scattering P(q) of the pure ND suspension. Under the assumptions of limited polydispersity
and limited correlation between the relative position and orientation of the disks, Equation 2.1
factors in the usual fashion as P(q) S(q), where the structure factor
Equation 2.3
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I(q) oc f, j(q) 2' + f, (q) f i * ' ( ' -
k ( jtk
S(q ) = I+ (I e'",
jvt k
contains information about the structural arrangement of disks along a SWNT. In the present
scenario, this must reflect both the sequential arrangement of ND centers along a SWNT (at
length scales comparable to a disk) and their linear relative arrangement along the axis of a
SWNT (at length scales comparable to a SWNT). Adopting the usual expression from liquid-
state theory,
S(q) ~ 1 + 4rn, f[g(r) - 1] in( r dr
qr Equation 2.4
where np is the number density of disks and g(r) is the ND center-of-mass radial distribution
function. An exact expression for g(r) is formidable but such detail is unwarranted in light of
standard assumptions and approximations. Instead, physical insight can be extracted from the
data by noting the limiting behavior of g(r).
At large length scales (relative to the SWNT length), g(r) must reflect the isotropic rigid-rod
arrangement of the underlying scaffold, with g(r) oc rD 3 and D = 1. At small length scales
(relative to the SWNT length), g(r) must reflect the near-periodic arrangement of disks along a
SWNT, which will be dictated by the ND orientation along the SWNT. Dividing the ND-SWNT
scattering (Figure 2.5b) by q~D ~ q' will thus emphasize the latter, which deviates from the ND
form factor. The effective intra-SWNT ND scattering obtained in this way exhibits a peak and
was thus fit to the product of the previously obtained ND form factor and a Gaussian peak
centered at q = 2wr/(2R) with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.5 nm-1 to model the
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sequential arrangement of NDs. The fact that the peak is located at 27/(2R) as opposed to 2wr/h is
consistent with the "banjo" type arrangement. As shown in Figure 2.5d, a model assuming the
one-dimensional alignment of NDs along the SWNT length is consistent with the experimental
data.
2.4 Background on Single-walled Carbon Nanotube (SWNT) Fluorescence
In addition to emission from Laurdan and RCs, fluorescence emissions from SWNTs were also
used to track ND formation. Unlike the Laurdan and RC emissions, SWNT emissions
demonstrate a unique chirality-dependency. A discussion on this chirality-based behavior
requires a fundamental understanding of SWNT photophysics.
The discovery of the SWNT band-gap fluorescence in 200218 has fueled the most recent and
cutting-edge developments in the field of fluorescence-based imaging and sensing. Nanotube
fluorescence is inherent due to its electronic band structure, wherein light is initially absorbed at
higher energies to promote initial electron excitation, and subsequently emitted at lower energies
during electron relaxation. A sample electronic band structure for a typical semiconducting
nanotube is shown in Figure 2.6, which illustrates the van Hove singularities that are intrinsic to
electronically unidirectional structures. In this figure, Ei denotes the optical transition energy
between i-th valence and conduction bands. In nanotube fluorescence, light absorption at E22 is
followed by fluorescence emission at El, which usually emits in the near-infrared (nIR) 18.
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Figure 2.6 1 Schematic Density of Electronic States for a SWNT.
Solid arrows depict the optical excitation and emission transitions of
interest; dashed arrows denote non-radiative relaxation of the electron
(in the conduction band) and hole (in the valence band) before emission.
(Reprinted with permission from Ref. 18. Copyright 2002 American
Association for the Advancement of Science).
Although the single-electron depiction of fluorescence is a relatively straightforward extension
of mechanisms used by most fluorophores, it does not entirely describe the more complex nature
of SWNT photophysics. In particular, semiconducting SWNTs are excitonic, rather than
electronic, in nature. An exciton is a photo-excited electron-hole pair bound by a Coulomb
interaction. One of the first experimental studies revealed that although the radiative lifetime of
an exciton is about 10 ns, trapping defects, which are attributed to non-radiative decay channels,
reduce the lifetime to on the order of 10 ps. 109 The initial estimated quantum efficiency of
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luminescence is 1.7 x 10-4 , and this low fluorescence quantum yield is attributed to the rapid
quenching behavior of the fluorescence, instead of the inherent weakness of the radiative
transition. 109 Recent improvements in sample preparation methods for monodisperse, individual
SWNTs" 0"'" have resulted in higher quantum yields of 1-8%.112-15 The presence of excitons
and their strong binding energies in SWNTs were initially predicted by theoretical calculations
116 and then first proved experimentally by two-photon experiments. 11 '118 The direct observation
of the excitons in semiconducting SWNTs at room temperature is attributed to the strong
excitonic effects, and two primary explanations have been proposed to account for these
significant effects. First, compared to metals, semiconducting materials contain fewer free
electrons, minimizing the screening effects.'" 9 In addition, due to the high aspect ratio, SWNTs
are essentially unidimensional materials. Compared to typical three-dimensional semiconductors
in bulk form, long-range one-dimensional Coulomb interactions in the SWNT are not as
effectively reduced by the surrounding dielectric constant and therefore give rise to a relatively
large binding energy even at room temperature.119,120 This large excitonic effect is characterized
by a strong exciton binding energy, or EBind, with its first direct measurement performed using
two-color pump-probe experiments that measured a 0.40 eV binding energy for the (8,3)
nanotube. 2 1 SWNT fluorescence experiments, on the other hand, measure the optical transition
energy, or Eoptical, which is largely tuned by EBind, and another type of energy that describes
electron-electron repulsion energy, EBGR. As shown in the schematic of Figure 2.7, Eoptical is
determined by a combination of the single-particle band gap, Ese, EBGR, as well as EBind, and is
described by the relation, EO,, = ESP + E BGR - E Bind . The latter two variables are inversely
proportional to the dielectric of the medium, varying Eoptical and the emitted fluorescence to
provide a mechanism for SWNT sensing.
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Figure 2.7 Schematic of Relationship Among Electron Energies.
Eopticai, which is directly related to fluorescence emission, is determined by three parameters:
the single-particle band gap (Esp), the electron-electron interaction (EBGR), and the exciton
binding energy (EBind). The screening effect changes the dielectric, thus affecting both EBGR
and Efind. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.". Copyright 2007 American Chemical
Society).
In addition to depending on the local dielectric constant, Eopticai is also chirality dependent: it
varies with the chirality-dependent band gaps of the different nanotube species. SWNTs can be
viewed as rolled-up, cylindrical sheets of graphene lattices where the starting and ending lattice
points coincide. Depending on the direction in which the sheet is rolled, different SWNT species
with varying band gaps are formed. As shown in Figure 2.8, nanotubes are designated by a
chirality index, (n, m), which is indicative of the direction in which the graphene sheet is rolled
and is obtained by rolling the sheet in the vectoral direction from (0, 0) to (n, M).1 s,122 The
fluorescence properties of SWNTs are specific to nanotube chirality18 as SWNTs with different
chiralities have a distinct set of E11 and E22 within the same surrounding medium.18 The first
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experimental spectral assignment was constructed using a 2D excitation-emission profile (Figure
2.9), where the fluorescence plot reveals multiple local maxima in peak fluorescence emission
with each peak location corresponding to a specific nanotube chirality.18 In this contour profile,
the horizontal axis corresponds to Ell emissions, and the vertical axis corresponds to the E2 2
excitation wavelength. This relationship between the band gap, diameter, and chirality of
SWNTs is also illustrated in the Kataura plot, which is a diagram introduced by Kataura using
123SWNTs prepared using laser vaporization and electric arc methods. In this plot, energy
separation is a function of tube diameter for nanotubes with varying chiralities. Following these
efforts, several groups have provided revised Kataura plots based on either theoretical
calculations or experiments (Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11). 22,110,124,125 The two most commonly
used revised Kataura plots using a surfactant-suspended SWNT solution were proposed by
Strano 4 and Weisman
A QA 4 MA I.4 1L4 M44
43 75 96 1"5 12, 1&S
11.10
Figure 2.8 | Schematic Depiction of SWNT Nomenclature.
SWNTs are named according to the direction in which a graphene lattice is rolled to produce them. In a
zigzag nanotube, the lattice is rolled horizontally, resulting in the "zig-zag", jagged arrangement of the
sp2 hybridized carbon rings along the circumference of the nanotube. The armchair nanotube is formed
by rolling the graphene sheet at an angle a = 300 relative to the horizontal directionality vector.
Remaining nanotubes are named according to a set of indices (n,m), that correspond to the direction in
which the sheet is rolled relative to the origin of the lattice. (Reprinted with permission from Ref. .
Copyright 2002 American Association for the Advancement of Science).
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Figure 2.9 | SWNT Excitation-emission Profile.
A solution of individually-suspended SWNTs is illuminated with excitation wavelengths
ranging from 500 - 900 nm as emission wavelengths between 800-1600 nm are recorded. The
resulting excitation-emission profile map illustrates the existence of local maxima in emission
intensity, with the location of each maximum corresponding to a particular semiconducting
nanotube chirality. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.18 . Copyright 2002 American
Association for the Advancement of Science).
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Figure 2.10 | Eii Dependence on Diameter for Semiconducting SWNTs.
Solid symbols are experimental data; open squares and circles are
predictions of EI and E22 , respectively, from the empirical fitting
functions. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.2 2 . Copyright 2003
American Chemical Society).
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Figure 2.111 Comparison Between Model-based and Empirical
Transition Energies.
Open symbols were computed using a simple tight binding (TB) model
with yo = 2.90 eV, and solid symbols were obtained from empirically
based fitting functions. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.2 2 .
Copyright 2003 American Chemical Society).
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The latter study also includes a set of empirical equations, shown below, describing how EI and
E22 van Hove frequencies (v11 and v22 , respectively) correlate to tube diameters (dt) ranging from
0.483 nm to 1.985 nm and chirality angles (a) ranging from 3 0 to 28'. 22,124
I110' cm -_ [cos(3a )] f 3741
v 1 (modl1)= x n -771cm[cs3) 1 7
157.5+1066.9d, d,
IX107CM [cos(3a )] 0886
v, (mod 2)= + 347cm [cds(.19]
157.5+1 066.9d, ,.2
V (modI) cX10 M 1 + 1326 m [cos(3a 
)]0.828
145.6+575.7d, d 10
1x107 cm 1i [cos(3a)] 1 "
v, (mod 2) - 142 1cm-2 > 145.6+ 575.7d, d,2.497
Equation 2.5
Equation 2.6
Equation 2.7
Equation 2.8
The locations of these local maxima, or the true values of E11 and E22 within the same SWNT
species, vary as the surrounding medium changes. In other words, the change in the local
dielectric affects both EBGR and EBind , Which effectively change Ell and E2 2. Therefore, the
Kataura plot is medium-dependent with the most common plot historically based on SWNTs
suspended in sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) rather than on more logical references such as
vacuum or a medium with a dielectric constant of 1, where the effect of surfactant coverage is
eliminated. To extrapolate the plot to SWNTs in differing mediums, Choi, et al. proposed a
scaling relationship9
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where Ei, is measured in vacuum, c is the dielectric constant of the solvent, 7 is the reflective
index of the solvent, R is the radius of the SWNT, L is a fluctuation factor, and k is a constant.
Plotting (E a)2(E air - EDS) Vs d4 in Figure 2.12 results in a collapsed, linear relationship with
slopes of 0.05 and 0.188 eV3 nm 4 for the Ell and E22 of SDS-suspended SWNTs, respectively.
Fitting the Ei, data of other medium-suspended SWNTs also yields a linear relationship, with
slopes of 0.053, 0.063 and 0.056 eV 3 nm 4 for the Ell of SWNTs in a 2% SC solution, a 24 base-
long single-stranded DNA, and a solid thin film made of PMAOVE solutions.9 The linear trend
between (Ear )2 (Eair - E SDS ) vS 4 validates the scaling of the optical transition indicated by
Equation 2.9.
The fluorescence of SWNTs can be affected by not only a change in the local dielectric
environment, 9,126,127 but also charge transfer. 128As discussed above, the former relies on the
dependence of Eoptical on the local dielectric, which can be detected as a change in the
fluorescence emissions using spectroscopic techniques. The latter operates mainly via an
intramolecular mechanism wherein ground-state or excited-state electrons are either donated to
or withdrawn from the SWNT, which enhances or quenches SWNT fluorescence. 129 ,130 These
mechanisms often rely on either redox-active molecules, active fluorophores, or Coulombic
interactions with surrounding mediators that behave as electron-accepting or electron-donating
partners. Electron addition and removal results in changes in fluorescence, as opposed to the
solvatochromic shifts demonstrated for nanotubes in varying dielectric constants. Hence, both
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the immediate SWNT environment and the presence of reactive species capable of charge
transfer can be detected and measured via the modulation of SWNT fluorescence.
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Figure 2.12 | Diameter-dependence of SWNT Solvatochromic Shifts in SDS Relative to Air.
(a) The solvatochromic shift in fluorescence emissions demonstrates a strong nonlinear
dependence on nanotube diameter for both Eln and E22 transitions. (b) Plotting the shifts against
the inverse of nanotube diameter results in a linear dependence on d~4. The slope of these lines
depends on the nature of the transition, with slopes of 0.05 and 0.188 eV3 nm 4 for ElI and E22
transitions, respectively. (Reprinted with permission from Ref.9'"0 . Copyright 2007 American
Institute of Physics).
2.5 Photophysical Characterization of SWNT-based Complex
The solvatochi-omic modulation of SWNT fluorescence was used in this study to monitor the
formation of NDs along the nanotube surface. Figure 2.13a compares the excitation-emission
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profile of a heterogeneous nanotube solution before and after SC dialysis. When SC is dialyzed
from this system in the presence of DMPC and MSP, the near-armchair nanotubes selectively
demonstrate a red-shift in their emission wavelengths (Figure 2.13b). To verify the reversibility
of this system, we monitored the fluorescence shifting of the (6,5) nanotube upon cyclic
surfactant addition and removal (Figure 2.13c). As shown in the figure, this red-shifting is
completely reversible in that the re-addition of surfactant to the solution returns the fluorescence
emission peaks to their initial, blue-shifted location.
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Figure 2.131 Optical Signatures of Assembled RC-ND-SWNT Complex.
(a) PLE contour of carbon nanotubes before (top) and after (bottom) dialysis. A few SWNT species
demonstrate large fluorescence red-shifts upon SC removal, which is indicative of ND formation along the
nanotube axis. (b) SWNT fluorescence wavelength shifts upon ND formation on the SWNT as identified
from PLE spectra. Near armchair species (n, n-1) undergo large red-shifts of 49-60 nm, whereas the
spectral changes in other species are moderate. (c) A plot of (6,5) PL maxima in a spectral window of 985-
1015 nm as a function of time during serial self-assembly and decomposition verifies cyclic PL recovery.
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To verify that this red-shifting is strictly due to ND adsorption as opposed to nonspecific DMPC
and/or MSP adsorption, the PL spectrum of the nanotube solution was monitored in the presence
of DMPC (in the absence of MSP) and of MSP (in the absence of DMPC). Figure 2.14 shows the
PL spectra of SC-suspended SWNT, along with dialyzed samples consisting of MSP-SWNT,
DMPC-SWNT, ND-SWNT, ND and ND-SWNT upon re-addition of SC. As shown in Figure
2.14a, only the ND-SWNT PL undergoes a perceived decrease in (6,5) PL intensity due to red-
shifting of the PL emission. Re-addition of SC (ND-SWNT + cholate, red), recovers the (6,5)
emission intensity. The optical signatures of the MSP-suspended and DMPC-suspended SWNT
(Figure 2.14b) depict the expected (6,5) nanotube fluorescence, which differ from the ND-
SWNT optical signature. These results unambiguously demonstrate that optical transduction is
observed with near-armchair nanotubes only upon ND formation on their surface.
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Figure 2.14| Optical Signatures of Various SWNT Complexes.
(a) nIR PL spectra of self-assembled complexes via membrane dialysis. (b) Enlarged PL spectra of
MSP- and lipid-coated SWNT from (a). In the presence of NDs, the PL peak position of the (6,5)
nanotube is largely red-shifted to -1035 nm, which overlaps with that of the (7,5) nanotube. On the
other hand, the (6,5) PL peak in the presence of lipid or MSP alone remains unchanged.
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The precise electronic mechanism responsible for this selective red-shifting of nanotube PL
remains unknown. Provided the PL dependency of nanotube chirality, we hypothesize that
specificity in the PL shift is at least partially subjected to the interaction of the ND with the
angled graphene lattice that is rolled in the nanotube. An alternative hypothesis would attribute
this specificity to the diameter heterogeneity of the nanotube solution. However, the near-
armchair nanotubes that undergo red-shifting, the (6,5), (7,6), and (8,7) nanotubes (Figure
2.13b), display a wide range of nanotube diameters despite their uniform PL response. The
interaction between the ND and nanotube lattice is specific to the adsorption of the individual
DMPC molecule within the ND and the graphene lattice of the nanotube. Since the nanotube is
hydrophobic, the interaction will be largely limited to the hydrophobic lipid tail rather than the
polar lipid head.131 We examined the lipid tail alignment on the graphene lattice to evaluate
whether lipid confinement causes the ND to cover the near-armchair nanotubes in manner
different from that of other nanotube species. The DMPC molecule was randomly oriented onto
a grapheme lattice and relaxed using the Hyperchem geometry optimization function in vacuo.
The Polak-Ribiere conjugate-gradient algorithm was used with termination criteria of energy
gradients greater than 0.0001 kcal/mol or 32767 cycles. The simulation was completed upon
meeting the energy gradient criterium with a final gradient of 0.005 kcal/mol. Van der Waals
interaction energies of the 13-carbon tails were calculated using an AMBER force field, and the
binding energy of the relaxed molecule is 1 kcal/mol lower than that of the randomly oriented
molecule.13 2 As shown in Figure 2.15, regardless of the initial orientation of the DMPC
molecule, the hydrophobic tails of the DMPC molecule preferentially align along the jagged
vector of the graphene lattice where carbon density is maximized. The orientation of this vector
varies according to the direction of the curvature of the graphene lattice, which is chiral-
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dependent, thus imparting the SWNT surface with a ND adsorption mechanism that is chiral
dependent. A detailed discussion of this analysis is also provided elsewhere. 33
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Figure 2.15 | Energetic Relaxation of DMPC Lipid Tail on Graphene Lattice.
A randomly oriented DMPC lipid tail (left) with a van der Waals binding energy of
-27.9851 kcal/mol was energetically relaxed in vacuo. The energy minimized
configuration (right) has a binding energy of -27.0204 kcal/mol.
2.6 Photoelectrochemical Measurements
The photoelectrochemical properties of the assembled RC-ND-SWNT complex were
characterized to evaluate the practical implications of complex self-assembly. The setup for the
photoelectrochemical cell is shown in Figure 2.16. A 700 nM solution containing RC-ND-
SWNT was placed within a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mold and illuminated below using a
785 nm laser. A SWNT-cast film was used as a working electrode, with a Pt counter-electrode
and Ag/AgC1 reference.
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Figure 2.16 1 Photoelectrochemical Cell Setup.
The setup for the photoelectrochemical measurements consists of a PDMS mold containing a 700 nM
RC-ND-SWNT solution. The sample is illuminated below using a 785 nm laser, and photocurrent is
measured using a SWNT-cast film working electrode, a Pt counter-electrode, and a Ag/AgCl
reference electrode. Utilization of a regeneration cycle requires the addition of two dialyzers.
To cast the SWNT films on a glass substrate, a vacuum filtration method was carried out with a
porous alumina filtration membrane (Whatman). A dilute suspension of high-pressure carbon
monoxide (HiPco) SWNT (HPR 111.1 from Rice University) in water with 1 wt% SDS (Sigma-
Aldrich) was prepared. The suspended SWNTs in the solution were collected on the surface of
the filtration membrane, and the SWNTs were subsequently rinsed with deionized (DI) water to
remove the SDS surfactant. The alumina membrane that supported SWNT film was dissolved in
a 3 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution, and the pH of the solution was adjusted to -7.0
through replacement with DI water via circulation. The floating SWNT film in the DI water was
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attached to the glass substrate by slowly removing the water, and the film was dried in an oven at
60'C for 12 hours. The advantage of using a SWNT-cast film as a working electrode, as opposed
to more traditional electrodes such as indium tin dioxide (ITO), is decreased noise. Figure
2.17compares the photoresponse of an illuminated RC solution in the presence of a mediator
using an ITO and a SWNT-cast film. Though the responses for the two electrodes are
comparable in magnitude, the baseline measurement using the SWNT-cast electrode is less
noisy. This decreased noise level is attributed to reduced contact resistance at the electrode-
solution interface due to enhanced SWNT surface area and minimized fouling of carbon-based
materials.
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Figure 2.17 | Comparison of ITO and SWNT-cast Working Electrodes.
Photoresponse of the RC solution with mediator in the photoelectrochemical cell obtained under
open-circuit conditions using ITO (black solid line) and SWNT (blue solid line) working
electrodes. The signal to noise level is improved by using the SWNT film as a working electrode as
opposed to ITO.
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A dual mediator system was used in conjunction with the SWNT-based electrode to optimize cell
measurements. Figure 2.18 compares photocurrent measurements of RC-ND complexes in the
presence of a single mediator, ubiquinone/ubiquinol (UQ), and of a dual mediator, UQ and
ferricyanide/ferrocyanide. As shown in the figure, enhanced photocurrent measurements are
achieved using the dual mediator system. Table 2.1 summarizes the effects of various mediators
on photocurrent measurement. Section 2.7discusses the role of UQ in RC charge extraction in
greater detail.
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Figure 2.18 | Effect of Mediator of RC-ND Photocurrent.
Photoresponse of the RC-ND complex solutions with UQ alone (black solid line)
and UQ and ferrocyanide (blue solid line) as mediators (70 pM each) in the
photoelectrochemical cell obtained at open-circuit conditions. The use of a dual
mediator system (UQ and ferrocyanide) leads to the enhancement of photocurrent
compared to a single mediator system consisting of only UQ.
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Table 2.11 Effect of Mediator on Measured Photoelectrochemical Activity.
0, X, and A denote present, absent, and partial photo-activity, respectively. The concentrations
of the mediators used were fixed at 70 gM.
Mediator
Complex
Ferrocyanide Ubiquinone Ferrocyanide & Ubiqumione
RC 0 0 0
RC-ND X A 0
RC-ND-SWNT X A 0
ND-SWNT X X X
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Figure 2.19 | Photocurrent Measurements of Self-assembled Complexes.
Photoresponse of the purified RC-based complex solutions with a dual mediator (70 piM) system
containing UQ and ferrocyanide in the photoelectrochemical cell obtained at open-circuit conditions.
The photocurrent generated from the RC-ND-SWNT complex is approximately 20 nA, comparable to
that from the RC-ND complex. The RC concentrations in both samples were approximately 700 nM.
The comparable photocurrent between RC-ND and RC-ND-SWNT indicates no loss of the
photocurrent when the complex is further assembled onto the SWNT scaffold.
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Using this platform, the measured photoresponse for the RC-ND-SWNT, along with the RC-ND
and ND-SWNT, complex is shown in Figure 2.19. As expected, only solutions containing
photoactive RC proteins have a photoresponse. Photoresponse is diminished in the absence of
illumination and fully recovered upon re-illumination.
Under illumination, both the RC-ND-SWNT and the RC-ND complexes produce a photocurrent
of 22 nA, indicating that the SWNT behaves as an efficient scaffold for extracting electron
charge. Provided a photocurrent of 20 nA for a 700 nM RC-ND-SWNT complex solution using
785 nm excitation, we estimate an external quantum efficiency (EQE) of 8 X 10-5 %. For a 700 nM
solution, the total number of complexes in the cell is
Total RC # = (700 x 10-9 mol/L) x (6.02x 1023 molecules/mol) x 0.002 L = 8.4 x 1014 RC
Total complex # = (8.4 x 1014 RC) x (1 complex/100 RC)= 8.4 x 1012 complexes
The complex is photoelectrochemically active in free solution, as the saturation current is the
same whether illumination is directed at the electrodes or the bulk solution, as shown in Figure
2.20. We can assume that the complexes are uniformly and randomly distributed in the
photoelectrochemical cell (Figure 2.20), and we conclude that the active volume of the RC is that
associated with the surface area of the electrode.
Hence, as seen in Figure 2.21, the complex fraction on the electrode surface is 2x 10~6, where the
cell volume is 15(width)x 15(length)x8(height) mm3 and the complex volume is
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Figure 2.20 | Effect of Illumination
Time (min)
on Photoresponse.
Photoresponse of the RC solution with the mediator in the photoelectrochemical cell obtained under
open-circuit conditions with illumination of electrode surface (black solid line) and bulk solution
(blue solid line). The laser beam illuminates the whole cell from the surface or the side of the cell,
and the photocurrent does not change upon illumination of the electrode or bulk solution. This
reveals that the suspended complexes are isotropically and uniformly distributed in the solution.
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SWNToletrode
Figure 2.21 | Photoactive Volume of
15mm
Electrochemical Cell.
Photoelectrochemical cell volume with the indicated active volume within the vicinity of
the working electrode (SWNT film, bottom).
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A complex height of 16 nm is on the same order as the Debye-Huckel length of ferricyanide.
According to Helmholtz theory,134 charge accumulation at the electrode interface results in a
double-layer formation with potential decreasing over a distance on the order of the Debye-
Huckel length. The Debye-Huckel length can be calculated according to the relation
(F 2 Z C0  Equation 2.10
R T
where F is Faraday's constant (F = 9.65 x 104 C/mol), z is the mediator charge (z -3), Co is
mediator concentration in the bulk solution (Co = 0.07 mol/m 3), F is the dielectric constant of
water (F ~ 80 x 8.85 x 10 1 C2 s2 /(kg M3) ), R is the ideal gas constant (R = 8.31 kg m 2/(mol S2
K)), and T is temperature (T~298 K). With the aforementioned values, the resulting screening
length is approximately 17 nm.
So, based on this complex volume fraction, the number of complexes within the active region of
the electrode becomes
Active complex # = (8.4 x 1012 complex) x (2 x 10-6) = 1.7 x 107
If we consider that these complexes produce the photocurrent, the EQE in our system can be
estimated as
EQE = (8 x 10-5%) x (8.4 x 1012) / (1.7 x 107) = 40%
To increase overall cell efficiency, which is < 1% for a 700 nM cell, we examined the effect of
RC-ND-SWNT concentration on photocurrent (Figure 2.23), which has been shown to increase
linearly with increasing concentration towards the 40% per complex limit.5
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Application of the dynamic, self-assembling capabilities of the RC-ND-SWNT complex was
subsequently used to demonstrate regeneration of the photoelecrtochemical cell. As shown in
Figure 2.22, in addition to the aforementioned setup consisting of the mold, source of
illumination, and pertinent electrodes, the setup also contained two dialyzers. The first dialyzer
(Figure 2.22, left) is used for surfactant removal to initiate complex self-assembly. The second
dialyzer (Figure 2.22, right) is use for surfactant addition for the disassembly of the complex.
Photocurrent is monitored under continuous illumination as the RCs become photo-damaged,
and the corresponding photocurrent undergoes photodecay (Figure 2.24). When ~20% of the
initial photocurrent is achieved, surfactant is introduced into the system to initiate complex
disassembly. The photo-damaged components are removed from the system. Introduction of
newly synthesized RCs is followed by the removal of surfactant from the solution and the
autonomous re-assembly of the photoactive complex. Incorporation of the newly synthesized
protein into the assembled complex recovers the initial photocurrent of the photoelectrochemical
cell. Upon photodecay of this newly synthesized complex, the complex is once more subjected to
a regeneration cycle wherein photo-damaged components are disassembled and replaced with
newly isolated RCs. Utilization of this regeneration cycle over 168 hours increases overall cell
efficiency by over 300% and prolongs cell lifetime indefinitely.5 The absorption spectrum of the
RC was also monitored during the reversible assembly/disassembly process to verify complete
removal of the RC during the regeneration cycle (Figure 2.25).
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Figure 2.23 | Effect of Complex Concentration on Photocurrent.
The measured photocurrent linearly increases with RC-ND-SWNT concentration.
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Figure 2.22 | Photoelectrochemical Cell Setup for Regeneration.
The setup for the photoelectrochemical measurements consists of a PDMS mold containing a 700
nM RC-ND-SWNT solution. The sample is illuminated below using a 785 nm laser, and
photocurrent is measured using a SWNT-cast film working electrode, a Pt counter-electrode, and
a Ag/AgCl reference electrode. Utilization of a regeneration cycle requires the addition of two
dialyzers. One dialyzer is responsible for the removal of surfactant from the solution for complex
assembly (left). The second dialyzer is responsible for the addition of surfactant to the solution
for complex disassembly and the removal of photo-damaged components (right). The damaged
components are replaced by new components, which are added directly to the PDMS mold.
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Figure 2.24 | Photoelectrochemical Measurements with Regeneration.
The RC-ND-SWNT solution demonstrates a decay in photocurrent (black) when under continuous
illumination. This decay rate is comparable to those found in the literature for a solid-state dye-sensitized
solar cell (DSSC).' 9 Utilization of the regeneration cycle allows for the recovery of photocurrent upon
replacement of the damaged components. Operation of the regeneration cycle for 8 hours after 32 hours
of illumination results in a 300% increase in overall efficiency over 168 hours.
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Figure 2.25 1 Complex Absorbance During Regeneration.
During the disassembly of the complexes, the complexes are broken up and the RCs, which have
three primary peaks at 757, 802, and 865 nm, are almost completely removed.
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2.7 Docking Simulation for RC Photoelectron Extraction
The photoelectrochemical response described above hinges on the addition of an adequate
electron mediator capable of extracting the electron from the buried QA/QB sites of the RC. In the
absence of UQ, no photocurrent is observed. Therefore, appropriate mediator selection plays a
pivotal role in the measured device efficiency. In the photoelectrochemical cell, strong mediator
binding to the buried QB site is essential for electron extraction. If the binding energy is too
high, however, the carrier will not be reversibly released into the surrounding solution to
transport the electron to the appropriate electrode. In some solar cell designs, irreversible
mediator binding to the QB pocket is desirable. For example, in a recent study by Terasaki and
co-workers,8 8 a UQ analog was used as a molecular wire to directly tether the QB site of the RC
to a Au nanoparticle for direct electron extraction in a mediatorless device. In this section, we
examine the binding energies of various UQ analogs to design constructs that more favorably
bind to the QB site for electron extraction and RC purification purposes.
The mediator used in our study, UQ, is an endogenous electron carrier that specifically docks to
the QB site of the RC to extract the photosynthetic electron and transport it to the neighboring
protein complex, cyt b6 . As shown in Figure 2.26, UQ consists of a conjugated chain. The
resulting pi-pi interactions of the neighboring, conjugated bonds allow for electron
delocalization, rendering the molecule an efficient electron acceptor (Em =+ 90mV) with a
conductive chain that allows for tethering mechanisms for charge extraction. UQ docks to the
RC according to the configuration shown in Figure 2.26, with the aromatic head positioned at the
QB site and the conjugated tail emitting outwards from the RC center. Here, we discuss the
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thermodynamic binding interaction between a quinone-derivative and a monomer of the RC. In
vivo, the RCs are typically dimeric.
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Figure 2.26 | UQ Docking in a RC Monomer.
UQ (black) docks within the RC (yellow) such that its aromatic head group is positioned at the
QB site of PSII, and its conjugated tail is protruding outward from the RC center.
The thermodynamic binding energy of various UQ derivatives was studied using the AutoDock
feature of HyperChem. To summarize, this software applies a Lamarckian genetic algorithm,
which generates an initial, randomized population of analytes in different configurations around
a pre-defined region of interest surrounding the binding site. The fitness of each individual
configuration in the population is evaluated as the total interaction energy between the protein
and the binding ligand. The most fit configurations, or those that demonstrate the lowest binding
energies, are then selected for the next round of iterations. The best fit-configurations, which are
described using specific state variables such as translation location, orientation, bond-angle
conformations, and bond lengths, are then crossed to create a new population of conformations
derived from the best-fit configurations in the previous selection round. The algorithm allows for
the specification of a mutation rate, which introduces a random perturbation to the new
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generation of configurations that is independent of the state variables demonstrated by the
previous generation. Introduction of this mutation rate allows for the convergence to a global,
rather than a local, energy minimum.
To evaluate the binding energies of UQ derivatives, the algorithm was applied to an initial
population of 150 randomized configurations. Each configuration is defined by three state
variables: translation (three values for x, y and z locations), orientation (four values defining a
quaternion composed of a random unit vector and an angle between -180' and +180'), and
torsion (one value between -180' and + 1800). After selection, a two-point crossover criteria was
used to cross the selected configurations. The random mutations in each population were defined
such that a random real number is added from a Cauchy distribution with a mean of 0, a variance
of 1, and a mutation rate of 0.02. The number of offspring, no, for each individual configuration
is scaled according to his fitness (or binding energy), according to the relation
no = Equation 2.11f,- < f >
where fw is the fitness level of the worst (least energetically favored) configuration in the
population, fi is the individual configuration's fitness level, and <f> is the mean fitness level of
the generation. For each run with an initial population of 150 configurations, the algorithm was
repeated over 2700 generations or 2500000 function evaluations. Each run was repeated 10 times
to ensure a representative distribution of randomized initial populations. The specified binding
area used in the simulations relative to the locations of the endogenous UQ-bound configuration
is shown in Figure 2.27. In the RC (PDB entry: lZ9J), the endogenous UQ molecules were
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removed, though they are shown in Figure 2.27 for illustration purposes. As indicated in the
figure, a protein dimer (with two UQ binding sites) was used, though the binding area was
confined to one monomeric site.
Figure 2.27 | Volume Tested for Docking Simulations.
UQ docks within the RC such that its aromatic head group is positioned at the QB site of PSII
and its conjugated tail is protruding outward from the RC center.
We first examined the docking energies of various aromatic head groups binding to the RC
(Figure 2.28), including the artificial vitamin Ki molecule designed by Terasaki and co-workers
to molecularly wire the RC to a Au nanoparticle to create a light sensor. Except for the
molecularly design vitamin Ki head group, the endogenous binding molecule, UQ, has the
lowest binding energy.
We next examined the binding energies of vitamin K1 derivatives to search for alternative
candidates with more favorable binding energies (Figure 2.29). The results, summarized in
Figure 2.30, predict that the majority of these designed molecules have lower binding energies
than that of vitamin K1 (-7.3 kcal/mol).
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Figure 2.28 | Binding of Aromatic Head Groups to the QB Site of the RC.
The lowest binding energies were achieved for the endogenous UQ head group and the
synthetic vitamin Ki head group designed to tether the RC to a Au nanoparticle.
To validate the simulation results, the calculated values were compared to both experimental and
computational simulations in the literature. A study performed by Hucke and co-workers
evaluated the binding energies of 29 different 1,4-naphthiquinone derivatives with methyl,
hydrogen and undecyl chain derivatives.135 Binding energies were evaluated experimentally
based on redox measurements of charge-transfer interactions with the RC. Computational
binding energies were calculated using the FLEXX docking algorithm, which models the RC as
a rigid structure and sequentially docks fragments of the binding ligand to the active site of the
protein. The scoring function in this algorithm accounts for van der Waals, entropic, hydrogen,
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ionic, electrostatic, aromatic, and hydrophilic interactions. AutoDock, on the other hand,
accounts for van der Waals, electrostatic, entropic, hydrogen, and solvation effects. This study
calculates experimental and computational binding energies of -5.8 and -6.2 kcal/mol,
respectively,m compared to the more favorable -7.1 kcal/mol binding energy calculated in this
work. As discussed previously,' 6 the discrepancies are attributed to the fact that unlike
FLEXX, AutoDomk generates a large number of duplicate poses, with a root mean square
deviation (RMSD) within 2A. FLEXX, which samples a smaller configuration space,
demonstrates a RMSD of 4A for only the top 25% energetically favorable configurations; thus
biasing the distribution to higher binding energies compared to AutoDock. Also, aromatic
contributions, which have been shown to play a key role in UQ binding, are not incorporated in
the AutoDock algorithm. Nonetheless, the results of this simulation were able to predict vitamin
K1 binding energies within 1 kcal/mol of the energies evaluated by Hucke and co-workers.
Further, the results of this study predict favorable binding energies for derivatives containing
electron-donating groups, such as methyl and amine conjugates. This trend is consistent with that
of Hucke and co-workers. Though docking simulations of methoxy-substituted napthoquinones
remain largely under-explored in the literature, the results of this study show promise in the
design of synthetic tethers with enhanced binding energies with the RC.
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Figure 2.29 | Structures of Vitamin K1 Analogs.
The vitamin Ki analogs were screened by evaluating their binding energies to the
the RC.
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Figure 2.30 | Binding Energies for Vitamin K1 Analogs.
The majority of the proposed constructs exhibit lower binding energies than the synthetic vitamin
K1.
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2.8 Future Direction: Towards Solid-state Devices
The data shown in Figure 2.23 indicate a linear increase in photocurrent with complex
concentration. To approach the 40% complex efficiency, we propose a densely stacked array of
RC-ND-SWNT complexes (Figure 2.31, or an analogous configuration with vertically aligned
SWNT for light-trapping and more efficient electron-transfer mechanisms). Such densely
stacked arrays may be incorporated into solid-state devices that circumvent evaporative
instabilities inherent to liquid devices.
RC
ND
SWNT
Electrode
Figure 2.31 | Densely Stacked Array of Photoactive Complexes.
The future direction of this work includes the development of self-assembled stacked
complexes, which is expected to lead to a vast improvement in photo-conversion efficiency.
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2.8.1 Theoretical Film Thickness for an RC-based Solid-State Device
Solid-state devices for photoconversion offer advantages in stability, manufacturing, and
practicality. 17-21 At the forefront of these advancements is the development of thin-film
23-24technologies. To examine the possibility of implementing photosynthetic RCs into these
technologies, one must determine the concentration required to obtain comparable absorbances.
Typical film thicknesses are on the order of 1 pim. For a 1 gm-thick film, resulting
transmissivities for cadmium telluride (CdTe) films are approximately 45% at 802 nm.25 Given
an extinction coefficient of C80 2 = 288 mM~1cm-1 for RCs at 802 nm,26 the required concentration
can be calculated using the Beer-Lambert relation
T = 10-c Equation 2.12
where T denotes transmissivity, I is the light path length, and c is the RC concentration. To
obtain 45% transmissivity for a 1 gm-thick film, the required concentration is
-logT
c Equation 2.13
- log 0.45
288mM 'cm 1*1.103x10cm
c = 10 mM
The variation of concentration with thickness is summarized in Figure 2.32.
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Figure 2.32 | RC Concentration as a Function of Film Thickness.
For a constant transmissivity of 45% for a solar device, the required concentration of RC
decreases with increasing film thickness.
2.8.2 Porosity and Diffusion Considerations
To determine the maximum pore size of an RC-embedded gel, one must consider the diffusion
limitations of the RC into the pore. For a given cycle time, the maximum pore size can be
approximated according to the relation
t = Equation 2.14
D
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In this approximation, t is the cycle time, D is the diffusion coefficient of the RC, and L is the
diffusion length. Given an aqueous diffusion coefficient of Dpore = 0.5 x 10-6 cm2/s in solution,27
one can calculate the hydrodynamic radius from the Stokes-Einstein relation
kTD = Equation 2.15
where kB is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, r is viscosity, and r is hydrodynamic radius.
In an aqueous solution at room temperature, the radius is calculated as
r =kB
6rqD
1.38x10 m2kgs 2 K '* 298K
6r *.000891kgm 's '*5x10 "m 2 s
= 4.9 nm
For diffusion within a gel, the diffusion coefficient can be calculated using a gel viscosity of 10
P, 2 8
1.38x10- 2 3 m 2 kgs 2 K '*298K
Dgel1 16)c *lkgm s * 4.9x10- m
=4.5 x 10 -1 mIs
For diffusion through a porous layer of total thickness L,
D L2 Equation 2.16
t
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This effective diffusion coefficient takes into account the travel time of the RC through the
aqueous pores and gel substrate
ge 2 L 2 Equation 2.17
D DD gel D pore
where Lge1 is the travel length within the gel and Lpore is the travel length through the pore. If we
assume diffusion entirely through a gel, which would provide us with the maximum diffusion
time, substitution into Equation 2.14 yields
(1.013x10 -'m)2
4.5x10- m 2s-
t 27s
Therefore, the minimum cycle time required for sufficient diffusion of the RC into the gel, 27
sec, is less than the cycle time required for RC self-assembly, 2 hours.
2.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, we develop a synthetic construct that utilizes biomimetic mechanisms of self-
assembly in a regenerative photoelectrochemical cell. By applying a regeneration cycle, we
were able to increase efficiency by 300% over 168 hours and prolong cell lifetime indefinitely.
Though the photoactive complexes have a 40% per complex efficiency, the overall cell
efficiency is less than 1%. We have shown that overall cell efficiency increases with increasing
photoactive complex concentration. For the next generation of devices, we propose the synthesis
of a densely stacked array of complexes to maximize solar conversion efficiency.
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3. Modeling Biomimetic Self-assembly
In this chapter, we kinetically model of the reversible self-assembly of the photoactive RC-ND-
SWNT complex discussed in Section 2.
3.1 Introduction
The self-assembly of this complex relies on a variety of thermodynamic driving forces, ranging
from ionic and electronic forces 137-139 to steric and hydrophobic/hydrophilic interactions. 140-143
Advantages of utilizing this self-assembly process in the production of photovoltaic materials
include lowering manufacturing costs 144 and increasing carrier mobilities, 14,146 which in turn
result in enhanced EQE. 143 It should be noted that natural systems employing photosynthesis
necessarily assemble and disassemble the infrastructure for energy generation dynamically and
continuously, providing advantages with respect to photo-damage resistance, collection
efficiency, and material conservation. 45' 54
Several studies have examined the use of such self-assembling mechanisms in the development
of new electrode materials for supramolecular photoelectrochemical devices. 147-150 For instance,
studies by Imahori and co-workers147'148 examined the self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of a
highly ordered, supramolecular complex consisting of a ferrocene-porphyrin-fullerene conjugate
adsorbed onto Au and tin (Sn) electrodes. In this platform, the porphyrin, which behaves as the
photosensitizer, donates the electron to the fullerene. The remaining hole is collected by the
neighboring ferrocene that is adsorbed onto the electrode surface. Other studies incorporated
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self-assembled electrodes containing SWNTs as electron acceptors, hole acceptors, and even
charge generating sensitizers.149' 150 These devices often incorporate self-assembling mechanisms
for fullerenes such as SWNTs that exploit the surface's hydrophobic characteristics. In many
ways, SWNTs exhibit characteristics that make them ideal for use in photoelectrochemical
devices. 151,152 With diameters of approximately 1 nm and lengths on the order of microns, these
one-dimensional structures behave as pathways for charge transport. m The small electron
transfer energies affiliated with such fullerenes allow for efficient charge separation while
minimizing charge recombination in solar devices. 154"155 In the absence of an electron donor,
SWNTs may function as current-generating devices themselves, where electron-hole pairs are
generated upon illumination and absorption of visible light. 156
As discussed above, SWNTs were used to develop a photoelectrochemical complex capable of a
reversible self-assembly process that mimics key aspects of the self-repair process used by plants
(Figure 2.1). In this system, we synthesized a buffered solution consisting of DMPC, MSP,
SWNTs, RCs isolated from the purple bacterium, Rhodobacter sphaeroides, and the surfactant
SC. This solution was placed within a dialysis bag that allowed for the selective removal of
surfactant from the system. Upon removal of the surfactant, the remaining components
spontaneously self-assemble into the complex shown in Figure 2.1 (right). As shown in the
figure, the DMPC and MSP self-assemble into a lipid bilayer ND (Figure 2.2). In these NDs, the
DMPC molecules arrange themselves into a disk-like lipid bilayer, with the MSPs wrapped along
the circumference of these disks. In the absence of surfactant, these NDs align along the length
of the nanotube to shield its hydrophobic surface from its aqueous surroundings. The formation
of these ND-SWNT complexes is marked by the subsequent change in nanotube fluorescence.
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ND formation results in a red-shifting of the near-armchair SWNT fluorescence. Upon 785 nm
excitation, this red-shifting is perceived as a decrease of the (6,5) nanotube emission
fluorescence.
The SWNT-aligned NDs house the RCs, which are oriented such that their hydrophobic ends are
embedded within the ND bilayer and their hydrophilic ends point outwards towards the aqueous
solution. The self-assembly of this complex is completely reversible such that the re-addition of
SC results in the disassembly of the complex into its initial micellar solution. Thus, by repeatedly
removing and adding SC from the solution, one can cyclically transition between the assembled
and disassembled states indefinitely.
To exemplify the benefits of a self-assembled system, the complex solution was subject to a
regeneration cycle, in which photocurrent was continuously monitored under illumination. As
the complex becomes damaged over time, the resulting photocurrent decreases. This decrease in
photocurrent triggers the introduction of surfactant to the system to disassemble the complex.
Upon disassembly, the photo-damaged components of the solution are replaced with new
functional components, and the system is once more dialyzed to selectively remove surfactant
and re-assemble the complex. Re-assembly of the complex results in a recovery of the
photocurrent. By cyclically subjecting the complex to disassemble and re-assemble upon photo-
damage, device efficiency was increased over 300% over 168 hours, and cell lifetime was
prolonged indefinitely.
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In this photoelectrochemical cell, the self-assembly process was key to developing a regenerable,
dynamic device capable of prolonged lifetimes. The self-assembly of the photoactive complex is
driven by the formation of NDs and their alignment along the nanotube length. Although
experimental results indicate a strong dependence of the ND-SWNT self-assembly on the
dialysis rate, quantitative assessment of the self-assembly remains limited.
3.2 Experimental Setup: Surfactant Dialysis
We quantify the thermodynamic and kinetic driving forces behind the reversible self-assembly of
the ND-SWNT complex. Specifically, we determine the concentration of the ND-SWNT
complexes as surfactant is continually removed from the system. To synthesize the ND-SWNT
complex, we prepared a starting mixture consisting of 60 mM SC surfactant, 12.86 mM DMPC,
0.13 mM MSP, and 0.36 mM SWNT in a 0.1M tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane
hydrochloride (Tris-HCl) (pH 8.0) solution. This mixture was placed within a 10-12 kDa porous
dialysis bag (Spectrum Laboratories), which allows for the selective diffusion of surfactant
across the membrane barrier. The enclosed bag was suspended within a 4 L beaker containing
Tris buffer to allow for the diffusion of the surfactant into the buffered beaker solution (Figure
3.1). The beaker solution and suspended dialysis bag were continuously stirred to promote
surfactant removal across the membrane barrier via convection. The convective mass transfer of
the surfactant is confined to the areas within and exterior to the dialysis membrane; the stagnant
reaction solution, which is contained within the dialysis bag, is not affected by this flow velocity
and remains under diffusion-controlled conditions. 5
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Figure 3.1 | Dialysis Setup for Complex Assembly.
A solution consisting of SC, DMPC, MSP, and SWNT is placed within a 10-12 kDa porous
membrane, which is placed within a beaker containing Tris buffer to selectively remove SC. The
system is constantly stirred as the dialysis rate is varied by altering the concentration of SC
contained within the Tris buffer solution.
To control dialysis rate, the buffered beaker solution was replaced every 8 hours for 24 hours.
Under fast dialysis conditions, the buffer was replaced with a surfactant-free solution to
maximize the concentration gradient across the dialysis membrane and promote surfactant
removal. Under slower dialysis conditions, the system was sequentially dialyzed against buffered
solutions containing 30, 15, and 0 mM of surfactant, respectively, each substituted every 8 hours.
Upon removal of the surfactant from the mixture, the remaining SWNTs form one of two
agglomerates: SWNT bundles or ND-SWNT complexes (Figure 3.2).
To monitor the concentration of ND-SWNTs, we obtained nanotube fluorescence spectra at one-
hour intervals throughout dialysis. As discussed above, the perceived amount of (6,5) nanotube
quenching is indicative of ND-SWNT formation. Assuming a proportional change in
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fluorescence with ND-SWNT formation, one can observe the normalized change in ND-SWNT
concentration over time under varying dialysis rates.
SC-suspended SWNT Bundled SWNT
SC removal
~ N~DSC-suspendetN
SWNT SC micelle
SC micelle SC removal
S 4CssvnddMSP
*-SC-DMPC SWNT
mixed micelle
Figure 3.2 | Competitive Mechanisms of Self-assembly.
When surfactant is removed from the system, the hydrophobic surface of the SWNT will either
(top) form irreversible van der Waals interactions with neighboring SWNTs to create bundles
or (bottom) promote a reversible nanodisk arrangement along its length..
3.3 Kinetic Model: Modeling the Self-assembly Process
As surfactant is removed throughout the dialysis, the system undergoes three main stages: quasi-
equilibration prior to dialysis, dialysis above the critical micelle concentration (CMC), and
dialysis below the CMC. These three stages represent both physical and corresponding
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mathematical changes the system undergoes throughout the dialysis. When the individual
components of the mixture are initially mixed, they do not remain as separate entities; instead
they spontaneously assemble into thermodynamically favored agglomerates, such as micelles,
SC-suspended SWNT, etc. Hence, prior to dialyzing the system, one must equilibrate the
solution to determine the starting concentrations of these agglomerates. Once these starting
concentrations have been established, dialysis can begin. In the second stage, surfactant is being
removed from the system. Mathematically, this is represented as a decrease in surfactant
concentration and a perturbation in the equilibrium concentrations of the remaining components.
As we continue to remove surfactant from the system, we approach dialysis below the CMC.
Only below the CMC do we start to get ND formation, 5 and extra terms must be added to
account for ND and ND-SWNT formation mathematically. Therefore, each of the stages in the
system is governed by a different system of mathematical equations that represent physical
differences in the system. 5 The physical and mathematical representations for each of these three
stages are discussed below in greater detail.
3.3.1 Stage 1: Modeling Quasi-equilibrium Prior to Dialysis
Prior to dialyzing the solution, the system is in an initial state of pseudo-equilibrium consisting
of micellar and surfactant-suspended complexes. The formation of these complexes is
summarized by the following system of reactions
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A[SC ] Sreee Reaction 3.1
B[DMPC] + C[SC] .[SC - DMPC ],el,,
k3 [S - DM P]C 1
[MSP] + D[SC] [ SC - MSP]
k 3
E[SC ] (SWNT] ->[SC - SWNT]
F[DMPC]+[SWNT ] x[DMPC - SWNT]
k6
G[MSP]+[SWNT] [ MSP-SWNT]
k6r
k7 j
2[SWNT] [ > SWNT,]
k7 r
Reaction 3.2
Reaction 3.3
Reaction 3.4
Reaction 3.5
Reaction 3.6
Reaction 3.7
where [SC]fe is free SC concentration in monomeric form, [SC]micenie is SC concentration in
micellar form, [DMPC] is free lipid concentration in monomeric form, [SC-DMPC]micelle is SC-
lipid mixed micelle concentration, [MSP] is MSP concentration, [SC-MSP] is SC-suspended
MSP concentration, [SWNT] is free SWNT concentration, [SC-SWNT] is SC-suspended SWNT
concentration, [DMPC-SWNT] is lipid-SWNT aggregate concentration, [MSP-SWNT] is
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protein-SWNT aggregate concentration, and [SWNT 2] designates SWNT bundle concentration.
In these reactions, kf designates the forward rate constant, kr is the reverse rate constant, and A-G
are stoichiometric coefficients. According to mass-action, the following expressions can be
written for the formation rate of each component with respect to time, t:
d[SC= C * k2.f[DMPC][SC] +C * k2 ,[SC - DMPC]- D *k 3 f[ MSP][SC ]dt Equation 3.2
+D*k 3 [SC -MSP] - E *k4 .f [SC][SWNT] + E * k4 rSC -SWNT]
d(DMPC ]d[ PC= - B * k 2 [DMPC][SC] + B * k 2 ,[SC -DMPC]- Equation 3.3
dt Euto .
F * k5 Jf[DMPC][SWNT] + F * k5, [DMPC - SWNT]
d[ MSP]d[MS= -k 3 [MSP][SC + k,[ SC - MSP] Equation 3.4
dt Euto .
-G * k6f [MSP][SWNT] + G * k6 , [MSP - SWNT]
d[SWNT]
= -k 4 f[SC][SWNT]+ k 4 [SC - SWNT]-k 5f[DMPC][SWNT]dt
+k5,[DMPC - SWNT] - k6 I[MSP][SWNT] + k6 ,( MSP - SWNT] Equation 3.5
-2*k 7f[SWNT ] 2 + 2*k 7,[SWNT 2]
d=SC - MSP] 
_ k3 f[MSP][SC] - k,[ SC - MSP] Equation 3.6
dt
d(SC - SWNT ]
d T = k4 f[SC][SWNT] - k4 ,[SC - SWNT] Equation 3.7dt
d[DMPC - SWNT ]
D - = k 5 .f[DMPC][SWNT] - k5,,[DMPC - SWNT] Equation 3.8dt
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d[ MSP - SWNT ]
- = k, [MSP][S WNT] - k6, MSP - SWNT] Equation 3.9dt
d[SWNT2]
d = k7 1 [SWNT] 2 - k7 r SWNT2] Equation 
3.10
In these equations, the mixed micelle formation (Reaction 3.2) rate can be written in analogy to
the expression proposed by Nakagawa15 7
d[SC - DMPC ]
C -= -k,[SC - DMPC]+ k21 [DMPC][SC][SC - DMPC] Equation 3.11
where the rate at which the monomers are captured by the agglomerate is proportional to the
product of the monomer concentrations and the total agglomerate surface area per unit volume,
which is proportional to the agglomerate concentration. However, relevant literature values
available for micelle formation are only available assuming formation kinetics that are
independent of agglomerate concentration. In these expressions, [SC] represents the sum of both
monomeric and micellar SC concentrations. This implies the assumption that SC micelles
spontaneously form only after less soluble species, such as the phospholipid, MSP, and SWNT,
have been suspended. According to a study that examined the formation of DMPC and sodium
deoxycholate mixed micelles,15 8 this assumption is justified by the fact that nearly all
phospholipids and other less soluble molecules are suspended in micelles above the CMC.
Therefore, only SC molecules in excess of this solubility limit will be able to spontaneously form
pure SC micelles.
3.3.2 Stage 2: Modeling dialysis above the CMC
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The final concentrations obtained after establishing quasi-equilibrium (i.e. the stabilization of the
system after approximately one hour, since the system tends towards irreversible SWNT
bundling as t->oo) were used as the initial concentrations at the start of dialysis, which must be
above the CMC to subsequently form ND complexes. 159 In addition to Reaction 3.1 - Reaction
3.7, the start of dialysis must take into account the removal of the surfactant SC
[SC]--"-[SC ]emoved Reaction 3.8
where [SC]removed is the concentration of SC that has been removed from the system. The
removal rate was modeled similar to the case of kidney dialysis of urea , 160 which is an
exponential decay
"t Equation 3.12d[SC ]eo'ed [
dt
where [SC]initial is the starting SC concentration and r is the dialysis rate. The SC balance
(Equation 3.2) is rewritten to account for this removal.
d[SC] 
- k2[DMPC][SC] +C * k2 ,[SC -DMPC]-D* k[3f MSP ][SC ]
dt
+D*k 3 [SC-MSP]-E*k 4 f[SC][SWNT]+E*k [SC-SWNT]-r*[SC] ,,e - Equation 3.13
During dialysis, Equation 3.3-Equation 3.13 are used to describe the system above the CMC.
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3.3.3 Stage 3: Modeling dialysis below the CMC
Below the CMC, NDs and ND-SWNTs begin to form. These reactions are summarized below
k9
H[DMPC]+ I[MSP] -r7[ND]
A9 r
J[ND]+[SWNT] [ND -SWNT]
Reaction 3.9
Reaction 3.10
In these reactions, [ND] is ND concentration, [ND-SWNT] is ND-SWNT concentration, and H-J
are the corresponding stoichiometric coefficients. According to Bayburt and co-workers 159, the
stoichiometric ratio of DMPC:MSP in ND formation is approximately 150:2. The corresponding
rate of ND and ND-SWNT formation can be expressed as follows
d[ND] k9 [[DMPC][MSP]-k,, [ND]
dt
-J* k10,[ND][SWNT]+ J * k 10 [ND -SWNT]
d[ ND - SWNT ]
D - = k 10 1(ND][SWNT] - k10jND - SWNT]dt
Equation 3.14
Equation 3.15
The DMPC, MSP and SWNT balances are rewritten to account for the ND formation.
d[DMPC]
dt = - B* k 2/[DMPC ][SC ]+ B * k .(SC - DMPC ]- F *k k J'[DMPC ][SWNT] ]qain31dt Equation 3.16
±F * k,,[DMPC - SWNT ]- H *k [DMPC ][MSP]+ H * k,,[ND ]
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d[ MSP ]
d[MP= -k 3 f[MSP][SC] + k 3 1 SC - MSP] - G * k6 f,[MSP][SWNT] Equation 3.17dtEqain31
+G* k [MSP - SWNT] - I * kf [DMPC][MSP] + I * k9 [ND]
d[SWNT] 
-k 4f[SWNT][SC]+ k4 [SC - SWNT]
dt
-k 5 f[DMPC][SWNT] + k5,,[DMPC - SWNT] - k6 f[MSP][SWNT] Equation 3.18
+k,[MSP - SWNT]- 2* k7 f[SWNT ] 2 + 2* k,,[SWNT 2]
-k,,[ND][SWNT]+ k9 ND - SWNT]
During dialysis, Equation 3.6 -Equation 3.18 are used to describe the system above the CMC.
3.3.4 Phase Transitions and Agglomerate Properties
As the system transitions from above CMC to below CMC conditions during dialysis, the SC-
lipid agglomerates transition from discoidal micelles to vesicles. These phase transitions are
characterized by changes in the SC:DMPC ratio, Re, and the total agglomeration number, N.
Physically, these changes in agglomerate properties can be represented as a monolayer of mixed
detergents and lipids that exhibit variations in radius, R, with a constant monolayer thickness, h
(Figure 3.3) 161. Specifically, the monolayer transitions from a micellar state where R ~ h to a flat
bilayer state where R >> h as the radius of curvature increases relative to the monolayer
thickness. The spontaneous curvature, co, of these agglomerates is geometrically related to other
agglomerate dimensions according to the relation
1 2(ah - v)
c = - ah2 Equation 3.19
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where a is the total hydrophilic surface area of the agglomerate, and v is the total hydrophobic
volume of the agglomerate. The total hydrophilic area and hydrophobic volume is the weighted
sum of the areas and volumes of individual SC and DMPC molecules
a = NsCasc + N DMCaDMPC Equation 3.20
v = Nvsc + NDMPC vDMPC Equation 3.21
where asc and aDMPC are the SC and DMPC hydrophilic surface areas, vsc and vDMPC are the SC
and DMPC hydrophobic volumes, and Nsc and NDMPC are the numbers of SC and DMPC
molecules. Mean surface areas of DMPC aDMPC 0.6 nm 2 and SC asc 1.2 nm2 and the
hydrophobic volumes of DMPC VDMPC = 0.9 nm3and SC vSC 0.6 nm 3 were used to approximate
total average surface area and volume for acyl chains with a length h = 1.5 nm. 162 Provided Re =
Nsc : NDMPC, substitution of Equation 3.20 and Equation 3.21 into Equation 3.19 yields
cO (R,) - 2 (aDMPch - VDMPC) + Re(a5 ch - vsc Equation 3.22h aDMPC+ Re aSC
Equation 3.19-Equation 3.22, along with the relation Re = Nsc : NDMPC, can be used to determine
the agglomerate size N, where N = Nsc + NDMPC for a given value of Re.
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Figure 3.3 | Schematic Diagram of Discoidal SC-DMPC Mixed Micelle.
Total volume of the hydrophobic tails, v, and total surface area of the hydrophilic heads, a, consist of
contributions from individual SC and DMPC hydrophobic volumes, vsc and VDMPC, and hydrophilic
areas, asc and aDMPC. The spontaneous curvature of the micelle can be used to geometrically relate
the radius of the agglomerate, R, and the thickness of the mixed monolayer, h, to the hydrophobic
volumes and hydrophilic areas of its constituents.
Kinetically, changes in N and Re with agglomerate geometry and size are incorporated into the
stoichiometric coefficients. In this thesis, we generalize that the system undergoes three distinct
stages during dialysis: simple micellar, transitional mixed micellar, and bilayer lamellar. Within
each of these stages, Re and N are modeled to vary linearly according to the dominant
agglomerate property affiliated with each phase. To mark these phase transitions, data from pure
SC-DMPC systems were used2 0 (Figure 3.4). Corresponding CMC values were determined from
SC-DMPC phase diagrams by fitting the diagram lines to the expression 159
[SC]Tota1= Re x [DMPC]Aggomerate + [SCfree Equation 3.23
where [SC]Total is total SC concentration, [SC]fre is free SC concentration, and [DMPC]Agglomerate
is lipid concentration within the agglomerates. The calculated intercept, [SC]fee, is used to
determine the concentration of SC in which these transitions occur.
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Figure 3.4 | SC-DMPC Phase Diagram.
Phase diagram of SC-DMPC system obtained by from Polozova et. al.20 ,21
indicates regions of simple micelles, mixed micelles, and lamellar phases. Phase
boundaries at low (blue) and high (red) temperatures were obtained by fitting the
data according to the relation DT= Re x L + Dw. Values obtained for D, and Re
were used to determine the concentration of free detergent and the SC:lipid ratio
at the onset of each phase.
The value of Re was specified at the onset of each phase and approximated to vary linearly
within the phases. It was determined from the slope of the phase diagram2o using the relation
discussed above (Equation 3.23). Corresponding values for N were approximated from Re
through the spontaneous curvature of the resulting agglomerate size and shape for mixed SC-
DMPC systems, as described previously.161 At concentrations well above the CMC, agglomerate
properties approach those of pure SC systems.16 The variation of Re and N with free SC
concentration is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 1 Variation of Agglomerate Properties with SC Concentration.
The agglomerate variables, Re and N, vary with SC concentration, assuming linear
variation of Re within each region. As SC concentration decreases throughout dialysis, Re
decreases as N increases, reflecting the transformation from discoidal micellar to flat,
bilayer agglomerates.
3.3.5 Agglomerate Kinetics
In this study, micelle formation is modeled by a single-step mechanism described by Reaction
3.1 - Reaction 3.2. Alternatively, agglomerate formation may be described by a series of
reactions of the form
[SC]A [zzz1NSC]A_1 + [SC]
[SC] <zZ'A2 >[SC]A 2 + [SC]
kA- , -
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[SC] 2 p 'i > 2[SC]
where agglomerate formation (and dissociation) consists of the consecutive addition (and
removal) of individual SC molecules. (An analogous representation of such a reaction scheme
can also be derived with respect to the formation of mixed SC-DMPC agglomerates). Studies
that implement such a reaction scheme 163 often model the first step as the rate determining step,
neglecting the equilibration time of the consecutive steps and the formation of intermediate
species. Under these assumptions, the one-step mechanisms described by Reaction 3.1 and
Reaction 3.2 exhibit identical kinetics similar to those described by a series of consecutive
reactions. 157
3.3.6 Estimating Stoichiometric Coefficients
Given the aforementioned system of equations, one must approximate the stoichiometric
coefficients A-J to model the dialysis. The stoichiometric coefficients for the SC-DMPC mixed
micelle, B and C, were calculated based on the agglomerate properties for a given SC
concentration. These coefficients, which vary throughout dialysis, are related to the agglomerate
properties according to the relations
B =N Equation 3.24
1 + R e
c Re* N Equation 3.25
1+ Re
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The remaining coefficients, A, D-J, were calculated according to literature values and surface
area approximations. Coefficient A, which corresponds to the size of a SC micelle, is
approximately 4.16 Coefficients D, F, and G were approximated as the quotient of the length of
the larger molecule (MSP, SWNT and SWNT for Reaction 3.3, Reaction 3.5, and Reaction 3.6,
respectively) and the projected length of the respective smaller molecule (SC, DMPC, and MSP
respectively). Coefficient E was evaluated based on the theoretical number of SC molecules per
SWNT length as we have calculated previously.2 8 Coefficients H and I were approximated
according to literature values. To determine the value for J, the number of NDs per unit length of
SWNT was calculated based on AFM data, which indicates that 10 nm. -wide NDs align on either
side of the SWNT.5 This value was multiplied by the average length of the SWNTs to yield the
total number of NDs per SWNT, J. A summary of the approximated stoichiometric coefficients
used in this study is shown in Table 3.1 .As a noted, mass conservation in this proposed model is
not held, and an explicit constraint on the system must be applied to uphold these considerations.
A more detailed discussion on this approach and its implications is provided in Section 3.3.9.
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Table 3.1| Stoichiometric Coefficients for Kinetic Equations.a
Stoichiometric Value
coefficient
Ab 4
Be N
1 -Re
cc Re*N
I+Re
D d L.1P- Minn 
_ 2Do 20
L,. lum
E* L ST &k4 1000nm11 SoP , , 800
L, 1.2nm
Fd L- 10Onn 300
La 3nim
Gd Ls I 000nm
LY 20nm
Hb 150
Ib 2
NL = 2x1000nmx 2
L31 360nm
aCoefficients were calculated for different kinetic relations using five approaches, which are
designated with the corresponding superscripts.
Values were determined directly from literature.
"Values were calculated according to agglomerate properties as described by the phase diagram
and spontaneous curvature of the agglomerate, as described in Section 3.3.4.
dValues were approximated by dividing the length of the larger molecule in the corresponding
reaction by the projected length of the smaller molecule. LMSP, Lsc, LSWNT, LDMPC denote the
lengths of MSP, SC, SWNT, and DMPC, respectively. Except for the SWNTs, these values were
approximated from molecular energy-minimized configurations in vacuo.
eValue was obtained by multiplying SWNT length by the number of SC molecules per unit length
as determined by Nair et. a,28. SWNT lengths were calculated via SPT, assuming a lognormal
distribution of SWNTs, as described in the Section 3.37.
fValue was obtained multiplying SWNT length by the number of NDs per nanotube length
according to AFM results.5 . Since AFM data reveal that NDs lie on either side of the SWNT
length, this quotient must be multiplied by 2.
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3.3.7 Determination of Average SWNT Length by Single Particle Tracking (SPT)
In order to determine the average SWNT length, SPT was used to determine SWNT diffusivity,
which in turn was used to calculate average SWNT diameter .164 To summarize, polydisperse
SC-suspended CoMoCAT SWNT solutions were imaged using a two-dimensional (2D) InGaAs
imaging array coupled to an inverted microscope. 165 Under 658 nrn illumination, SWNT
fluorescence in the nIR was used to monitor and track location of individual SWNTs as the
particles undergo Brownian diffusion (Figure 3.6a). The ParticleTracker plugin of ImageJ 166 was
used to track over 1000 trajectories over 50 minutes. The mean squared displacement (MSD)
was determined for each trace to monitor position over timel67168 (Figure 3.6 b). Trajectories
representative of normal diffusion exhibit a linear increase in time
MSD = 4Dt Equation 3.26
where D is the microscopic diffusion coefficient and t is time. MSD traces were filtered to
contain trajectories consisting of two or more data points and linear fits with r2  0.9. Further,
traces exhibiting confined diffusion with slopes 20 pm2/s were filtered to isolate SWNT
particles that undergo free Brownian motion.
With diffusion coefficients calculated for each trace exhibiting unconfined diffusion, the
frequency distribution of these coefficients was fit to a lognormal distribution
1 -(In De-n )2f (D; D,nea,, 0D)= I p ,nD ea Equation 3.27
Do-D127 L 2a7D2
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where Dmean is the average diffusion coefficient and uD is the standard deviation (Figure 3.6c,
blue). For this model, SWNT diameters can be assumed to be roughly constant at approximately
1 nm.164 Thus, the lognormal distribution in diffusivity can be attributed to the distribution in
SWNT length, where the length distribution is described by
f'(L;lLlCI,,1 F -(in L - L ) 1 Equation 3.28
La-L I L 2f (L L_ o[2 ) =Lxp
where Lmean is the mean length and oL is the standard deviation. To fit this lognormal distribution
of length to the lognormal distribution of SWNT diffusivity, one must determine the relationship
between SWNT length and diffusivity. Assuming diffusion of a rigid, rod-like structure, in the
limit of infinite dilution, the diffusivity of SWNT undergoing only hydrodynamic friction
interactions with the solvent can be expressed as 169
kB T F L ( ~ d >d Equation3.29D = |In - + 0.3 16 +0.5 8 25 - +0.05 - |2E t n
3;xiiLL d L L
where kB is Boltzmann's constant, T is temperature, r is viscosity, and d is SWNT diameter
assumed to be approximately 1 nm. Assuming a lognormal distribution of lengths of SWNT,
corresponding diffusivities were calculated (Figure 3.6c, red) and fit to the lognormal
distribution of diffusivities obtained from SPT to evaluate the best-fit mean SWNT length of
approximately Lnen = 1 pm.
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Figure 3.6 | SPT Analysis for Determining SWNT Length.
(a) Polydisperse solutions of SC-suspended SWNT were monitored using a 2D InGaAs array
coupled to a microscope. Solutions were excited with a 658 nm laser as SWNT
photoluminescence emissions were used to locate and track SWNT locations over time. (b)
Trajectories of individual SWNTs (red, blue, green) were used to determine MSD over time for
particles undergoing purely Brownian diffusion. A closer examination of the MSD plot reveals a
"gap" in the diffusivities of the SWNTs which occurs at approximately D = 20 [tm 2/s . MSD
traces with diffusivities less than this threshold were considered to undergo confined diffusion.
(inset) Select traces from the MSD plot. (c) Plot of experimental diffusivities and corresponding
frequencies (blue marks) within the SWNT solution. The frequency distribution was fit to a
lognormal model (blue line). The frequency distribution was fit to a model assuming a uniform
diameter of approximately 1 nm, and a lognormal distribution of lengths. Provided a uniform
diameter and a lognormal distribution of lengths, the calculated distribution of diffusivities (red
line) were fit to the lognormal model (blue line) to determine the best-fit mean length.
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3.3.8 Approximating Reaction Rate Constants
Reaction rate constants for all reactions except Reaction 3.9 and Reaction 3.10 were evaluated
according literature values and theoretical approximations. Rate constants for micelle formation
and dissociation were approximated from previous kinetic studies. 2,s7,170 Specifically, formation
and dissociation reaction rate constants vary with surfactant concentration, 17 with rate constants
approaching those of pure SC micelles above the CMC (large Re) and those of DMPC bilayers
below the CBC (small Re). Between these two extremities, this model will assume a linear
variation in rate constants proportional to agglomerate composition in the transition region. As
discussed above, in a reaction scheme that models the removal of the first surfactant molecule
from an agglomerate as the rate-determining step, associative (and dissociative) rate constants
for agglomerate formation (and dissociation) would be approximately equal to the rate constants
of individual monomer addition (and removal).
For concentrations exceeding the CMC, the dissociation of the mixed SC-DMPC micelle
approaches rates comparable to those of simple SC micelles. The rate constant for the removal of
a surfactant molecule from a micelle is on the order of ~10 9 L s-1 mol-1 x CMC (mol/L),3 which
yields k2r- 107 s-1 for a SC-based system. Provided the equilibrium constant, K2, is
approximately'
K2 = 1 / CMC Equation 3.30
the rate constant for SC micellization is approximately k2f~ 109 L mol-' s-.
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Similarly, for concentrations below the CBC, the association and dissociation rate approaches
those of DMPC bilayers, with rate constants on the order of k2,= 10-5S-1 for the dissociation
rate.2,172 The association rate constants can be calculated from the equilibrium constant
AG" = -RT In K 2  Equation 3.31
where AG" is the change in free energy, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is temperature. The
change in free energy is linearly related to the acyl chain according to the relation 2
AG = C - n m Equation 3.32
where C is a constant, ne is the number of methyl groups in the lipid chain, and m is the change in
CMC for lipids with different nc. The value of ne for molecules with two acyl chains is
effectively evaluated as the sum of CH 2 groups in the larger chain and 60% of the groups in the
211shorter chain.2 For DMPC, ne, = 13 + 0.6 x 13 =20.8 and m is approximately 646 cal/mol 2,1
with a constant of C= 2514 cal/mol.2 1 Using these values, the calculated change in free energy at
298 K is approximately AG" = -104 cal/mol, resulting in a forward rate constant of
approximately k2f ~ 103 L mol-'s'.
The remaining reactions, except for Reaction 3.9 and Reaction 3.10, were calculated assuming
diffusion-controlled kinetics. Under diffusion-controlled conditions, rate constants are calculated
according to the expression 7 1
k = 4;T(r + rB + DB) Equation 3.33
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where rA and rB are the radii of the two interacting molecules, and DA and DB are their respective
diffusivity coefficients. Diffusivity coefficients for SC, mixed micelles, DMPC, and MSP were
approximated according to literature values. 16,173,174 The SWNT diffusivity coefficient was
calculated using SPT.169 The remaining diffusivities were calculated according to the Stokes-
Einstein relation'7 5
D = kB Equation 3.34
rcpJ q r
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, P is the number of neighboring particles, ri
is viscosity of water, and r is the hydrodynamic radius. All reverse reaction rate constants, except
that for SWNT bundling, were assumed to be the same as the micelle dissociation rate on the
order of 107 s-1. Since bundling of bare SWNT is irreversible, we can state that k7, 0. A
summary of the calculated rate constants is shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.21 Rate constants for Kinetic Equations.a
Forward rate Value (mM' s-) Reverse rate Value (s-)
constant constant
k2f 106-1 k2 ,b 107-10-5
k3fc 17 k3rb 107
k4f 1.4 x 103  k4,b 107
k. 6.2 x 102  k5rb 107
kaf 1.9 x 102  k6rb 107
k1 k7r 0
k8 - k8r 0
f79 0
kiof 5.4x10 2  kiore 0
aRate constants were calculated for different kinetic relations. Values were determined
based on literature values or assuming diffusion-controlled kinetics, as denoted.
b Values were determined directly from literature.'-3
"Values were calculated assuming diffusion-controlled kinetics.
dReaction kinetics were modeled to follow an exponential decrease over time. 105
eValues were determined by fitting the kinetic model to experimental data
3.3.9 Mass Conservation Throughout Dialysis
Throughout the dialysis, the variation of the stoichiometric coefficients B and C with SC
concentration ultimately results in the generation of moles. Specifically, as SC is removed from
the system, the SC:lipid ratio Re decreases as the agglomeration number N increases. For
example, given an initial SC concentration of [SC] 1 with SC-DMPC agglomerate size N1 and
ratio Re1 and a subsequent SC concentration of [SC] 2 < [SC]1 with SC-DMPC agglomerate size
N2 > N1 and ratio Re2 < Rei, the micelle is initially assumed to contain N molecules. Upon SC
removal, the agglomerate size increases from N to N2 as the number of agglomerates remain
constant, hence generating moles. To account for this, the agglomerate concentration is adjusted
to conserve the number lipid molecules within the agglomerate according to the mass balance for
the lipid shown below,
[DMPC]tota [DMPC] + [DMPC]miceiei Equation 3.35
where [DMPC]totai is the total concentration of DMPC, [DMPC] is the concentration of free
DMPC monomers in solution, and [DMPC]miceiei is the initial concentration of DMPC affiliated
with a mixed micelle at [SC]1 . At each differential time-step, the total number of lipids in the
micelles at [SC] 1 is divided by the stoichiometric coefficient corresponding to the number of
lipids per micelle at the new SC concentration of [SC] 2 , B2 , to determine the adjusted micelle
concentration, [SC-DMPC] 2, as shown below
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[SC-DMPC] 2 [DMPC]niceiei / B2  Equation 3.36
The concentration of SC in these mixed micelles, [SC]miceiie 2 , is determined by multiplying the
concentration of DMPC affiliated with the mixed micelle by the new SC:lipid ratio of Re2, as
shown below
[SC]micelle2 =[DMPC]micenei x Re 2  Equation 3.37
Since Re2 < Rei, there will be excess SC molecules that are no longer affiliated with the mixed
micelle. These molecules are simply removed from the system during dialysis.
3.4 Results and Discussion
Figure 3.7 illustrates both the experimental and the predicted normalized concentration of ND-
SWNT over time under fast (red) and slow (blue) dialysis conditions. The model was fit to this
experimental data (Figure 3.7) with the best fit rate constants k9f= 79 mM-' s-I and k1of= 5.4 x
102 mM-1 s-1. In contrast to the diffusion-controlled case, which predicts faster ND formation
relative to that of ND-SWNT (due to lower SWNT diffusivity), we instead observe a faster ND-
SWNT formation constant. This increased ND-SWNT rate constant can be attributed to the
highly hydrophobic nature of the SWNT, which must quickly interact with relatively
hydrophobic interfaces upon surfactant removal. Hence, the diffusion-controlled approximation
is more accurately represented by the formation of the ND-SWNT complex rather than the ND.
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Figure 3.7 | Fitting Kinetic Model to Dialysis Data to Determine Rate Constants.
SWNT PL intensity changes were monitored over time for fast (red) and slow (blue) dialysis
rates. The kinetic model was fit to the experimental data to determine the ND and ND-S WNT
rate constants.
To examine the sensitivity of the model to the kinetic rate constants, both k9f and k1of were each
varied an order of magnitude above and below their best-fit values of k9 =79 mM' s- and k1of
5.4 x 102 mM sI , respectively. As shown in Figure 3.8, these perturbations did not affect the
location of the onset of ND-SWNT formation; however, they did alter the curvature of the
sigmoidal plot. Specifically, decreasing values of k9f and k1of decreases the curvature of the
lower and upper curves of the plot, respectively. This variation in curvature is obviated by
examining the effect of varying k1of (red) on the upper curve. At k1of = 5400 mM-1 s-1, the upper
curvature of the sigmoid decreases as the graph transitions from a smooth sigmoidal curve to a
nearly step-like change in concentration. The resulting large change in curvature as a result of the
perturbation indicates that the best-fit values are accurate within an order of magnitude.
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Figure 3.8 | Model Sensitivity to Best-fit Values.
The sensitivity of the model to perturbations in the fitting was evaluated by varying the rate
constants kND (blue) and kND-SWNT (red) and monitoring their effect on the curvature of the
kinetic model. Variations in kND and kND-SWNT affect the lower and upper curvatures,
respectively, of the sigmoidal plot, with smaller rates (dotted) decreasing curvature radius. Rate
constants were varied over three orders of magnitudes (kND= 7.9, 7.9x10, 7.9x102 mM 1 s1, kND-
SWNT= 5.4x10, 5.4x102, 5.4x10 3 mM-Is-1).
In addition to sensitivity towards calculated rate constants, we also examined the sensitivity of
the system with respect to perturbations in the CMC. In this study, the CMC was determined
from the SC-DMPC phase diagram obtained in the absence of proteins and nanotubes. In
addition to proteins and nanotubes, the CMC is also perturbed by the presence of buffer. Namely,
the introduction of salts from the buffer is known to decrease the CMC of the system. 171"176 For
the same dialysis rate, a decrease in the CMC increases the time at which ND-SWNT formation
begins, shifting the concentration versus time plot presented in Figure 3.7right-ward towards
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larger times. However, the curvature of these plots, which is sensitive to the values of the ND
and ND-S WNT rate constants, remains unaffected.
Throughout this study, we have treated the system assuming uniform kinetics among the various
interactions present in the solution, using mean length and diffusivity values to represent the
assortment of nanotubes. The variation in nanotube length is expected to quantitatively affect
the model two ways. First, it influences the SWNT diffusion coefficient, affecting all the SWNT-
based, diffusion-controlled rate constants calculated using Equation 3.33. Second, it alters the
stoichiometric coefficient H, which represents the number of NDs that can align along the
nanotube length. To examine the effect of SWNT length on ND-SWNT kinetics, we modeled
ND-SWNT formation with a 100% increase in nanotube length (Figure 3.9). As shown in the
figure, such a large perturbation in length has a negligible effect on the overall formation of ND-
SWNT.
Having examined the sensitivity of these best-fit rate parameters to various perturbations to the
system, the kinetic model was then fit to the fluorescence shifting upon cyclic complex assembly
and disassembly that was discussed in the previous chapter (Figure 3.10). 5 As illustrated in the
figure, the model results in a relatively good fit throughout repeated dialysis.
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The effect of length was evaluated by simulating the dialysis with different mean lengths. An
increase in nanotube length from 1 to 2 ptm results in negligible changes in ND-SWNT formation.
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Figure 3.10| Modeling Cyclic Assembly.
Using the best-fit rate constants, the kinetic model was used to model the repeated assembly and
disassembly of the ND-SWNT complex that was discussed in the previous chapter. 5 The results
of this model are in good agreement with the experimental data gathered in the previous chapter.
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A kinetic phase diagram was also generated by varying the dialysis rate using the best-fit rate
parameters (Figure 3.11). As expected, ND-SWNT concentration increases throughout dialysis
as SC concentration decreases. However, ND-SWNT concentration is locally maximized at a
surfactant removal rate of approximately 8x 10~4 s-1. This optimum occurs because at faster
dialysis rates, one may achieve the faster formation of ND-S WNT. However, the formation of
these ND-SWNT complexes is in competition with the irreversible formation of SWNT bundles,
which according to this model, occurs at a faster rate such that too fast of a dialysis rate would
favor the formation of these SWNT bundles (Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.11| Kinetic Phase Diagram.
Phase diagram illustrating ND-S WNT concentration with decreasing SC concentration at various
dialysis rates. Maximum ND-SWNT concentration can be obtained at an optimized dialysis rate of
approximately 8x10-4 s-1.
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Figure 3.12 | Metastable Phase Transitions During Dialysis.
Kinetic and thermodynamic forces compete throughout the dialysis. The solution transitions from
the unassembled state to either the metastable assembled state or the stable precipitated state.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we developed a kinetic model to study the reversible self-assembly of ND-
SWNT. In this model, the system is approximated with a series of differential equations based on
mass-action kinetics. Fitting this model to experimental data reveals forward rate constants of
ND and ND-SWNT formation to be 79 mM~1 s-1 and 5.4 x 102 mM~1 s1 , respectively. Based on
these values, one can infer that the formation of these complexes is not diffusion-controlled due
to the relatively high SWNT hydrophobicity upon surfactant removal. These best-fit rate
parameters were then fit to cyclic assembly and disassembly data to model the regeneration
process used in the previous chapter. According to the phase diagram, a local maximum ND-
SWNT concentration can be achieved at a dialysis rate of approximately 8x 10~4s~1.
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4. Single-molecule Approach for Individual Chloroplast Measurements
This chapter focuses on algorithmic approaches for measuring metabolite export of photoactive,
isolated chloroplasts for biofuel cell applications. In this section, we have developed an
algorithm that can be used to monitor the efflux of individual chloroplasts down to the single-
molecule level. The platform for such a setup is shown in Figure 4.1. As shown in the figure,
individual chloroplasts can be placed atop a film of nanotubes that are wrapped with a specific
polymer, nucleotide, or DNA sequence that imparts the nanotube with binding specificities
towards an analyte of interest. In this particular example, the nanotube is wrapped with a glucose
binding protein (GBP) construct that is selective to glucose. Glucose released from the
chloroplast during photosynthesis binds to the nanotube construct. With illumination of the
nanotube film below using a 785 nm laser, one can monitor the individual nanotube fluorescence
emissions. As shown in Figure 4.2, nanotubes in the vicinity of the chloroplast undergo
stochastic, step-like changes in intensity over time that are demonstrative of single-molecule
glucose binding events. Nanotubes further from the chloroplast do not undergo such stochastic
changes in intensity over time.
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Figure 4.1 | Platform for Studying Single Molecule Glucose Emissions.
(a) A SWNT-based film coating the bottom of a glass-bottom petri dish is illuminated at 785
nm, and fluorescence emissions are monitored using a nIR array detector. The film consists of
GBP-wrapped SWNT, which reversibly binds to glucose. The conformational change of the
GBP modulates SWNT fluorescence, whereby binding events incur a decrease in fluorescence,
and un-binding events result in an increase in fluorescence. (Modified with permission from
Ref.2 7. Copyright 2011 John Wiley and Sons. Modified with permission from Ref.. Copyright
2011 American Chemical Society). (b) The illuminated film (left) fluoresces in the nIR, where
the bright spots are individual, fluorescing SWNTs. Reversible binding events result in step-
wise changes in fluorescence (right). (c) Fluorescence emissions in the visible region from an
overlaying chloroplast atop the nanotube-based film (left) are separated from the nIR emissions
from the underlaying nanotube film (right) in a dual-channel microscope setup. 115
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Figure 4.2 1 Single-molecule Sensing Glucose Released from Individual Chloroplast.
An optical image of an individual chloroplast on a nanotube film (top, left) shows the location
of the chloroplast. The fluorescence image at 658 nm excitation (right) reveals the location of
the chloroplast (image center), along with a few fluorescing nanotubes. Individual nanotube
fluorescence was monitored over time. Nanotubes closer to the chloroplast undergo stochastic
variation in fluorescence reminiscent of single-molecule binding of the specific analyte,
glucose.
A quantitative analysis requires the ability to derive glucose concentrations based on these
stochastic changes in nanotube fluorescence. This analysis would provide information on the
spatial distribution of glucose release from an individual chloroplast. Such an algorithm can also
be applied to any nanotube-based fluorescent sensor specific to any metabolite of interest. The
ability to obtain spatial distributions of analyte production and release within and around cells
can be used to help elucidate metabolic cellular processes. For example, such a platform can be
applied to monitor the production of chemical signals such as nitric oxide (NO) down to the
single-molecule level.13 The ability to monitor individual chloroplast efflux, specifically, will
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elucidate heterogeneity in chloroplast behavior and photoactivity, allowing researchers to
evaluate whether the ensemble measurements in bulk chloroplast solutions can be attributed to a
heterogeneous sample containing both over-active and under-active chloroplasts or a uniform
sample with homogeneous photoactivity. This insight will elucidate mechanisms for exploiting
over-active chloroplast characteristics for enhanced fuel cell efficiencies.
4.1 Introduction
Recent advances in the fluorescence detection of individual molecules have motivated interest in
single-molecule dynamics and analytical methods for understanding their networks of
transitions. 177-190 Traditionally, these measurements have provided scientists with insight into
previously intractable phenomena, ranging from enzyme and protein 78,191-200 conformational
dynamics to various inner cell mechanisms. 201-208 These measurements have elucidated the
mechanisms behind conformationally heterogeneous systems that would otherwise remain
ambiguous using conventional bulk measurements susceptible to ensemble averaging. Current
advancements in the field have extended the application of single molecule measurements to the
development of nanotube-based sensors capable of resolving single-molecule adsorption
dynamics.12,13,209-211 In these particular systems, adsorption or binding of a specific molecule
onto a SWNT results in the step-wise quenching of the nanotube fluorescence (Figure 4.3a).
Each single adsorption event of a quenching molecule onto an unquenched segment of the
nanotube results in a discrete decrease in SWNT fluorescence intensity. Although these
quenching events are indicative of the presence or absence of the molecule of interest, a more
quantitative analysis is required to determine properties such as analyte concentration or flux.
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Specifically, these quenching events can be modeled as a series of reversible adsorption reactions
on the SWNT surface with a forward rate constant of kf and a reverse rate constant of k, (Figure
4.3b). As we have shown previously,1 2 these reactions obey rate laws of orders greater than 0,
and an increase in analyte concentration results in an increase in the forward rate. Recent studies
have focused on using a variety of techniques for extracting rate information from single-
molecule fluorescence events, including variations of hidden Markov modeling12, 209 ,2 12 -2 19 and
220,221information theory.
In this study, we exploit the parallelism of these different methods for extracting rate information
and compare their accuracies under various kinetic conditions in the presence of simulated noise.
A summary of this comparative analysis is shown in Figure 4.4. Simulated traces, much like the
one shown in Figure 4.3a, are generated under various forward rate, reverse rate, and noise
conditions. In the first step of the analysis, we determine the total number of states, or intensity
(fluorescence) levels, the sensor exhibits in each trace. In the second step of the analysis, we use
this information to fit the simulated trace to an idealized, de-noised trace, as would be done to
traces obtained experimentally. Using these fitted traces, we calculate the extracted forward and
reverse reaction rate constants in the third step of the analysis and compare them to the input
values to compute an error. Each of these steps is described in detail below.
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Figure 4.31 Single Molecule Fluorescence Quenching Events.
(a) Sample intensity trace of a SWNT undergoing subsequent analyte adsorption and desorption
events with changes in intensity. Single-molecule adsorption events result in the stepwise
decrease in fluorescence whereas desorption events result in the stepwise increase in
fluorescence. (b) Adsorption and desorption reactions can be modeled as a series of reversible
adsorption reaction steps. The forward rate constant, kf, and the reverse rate constant, kr,
determine the rate of adsorption and desorption, respectively.
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Figure 4.4 1 Outline of Algorithms Used for Rate Calculations.
Different algorithms can be used to calculate and compare concentration-dependent rate
constants. Fluorescence traces are analyzed to evaluate rate constants using three steps. In the
first step, the algorithm determines the number of states that are expressed by the trace. The
maximum number of states expressed by the trace is then used in the second step of the
algorithm where the trace is fit to an idealized trace specifying the number and location of the
transitions. In the third step of the algorithm, the frequency of these transitions is used to
calculate corresponding forward and reverse rate constants.
4.2 Generating Simulated Fluorescence Traces
In order to simulate experimental SWNT fluorescence traces in the presence of different
concentrations of analyte, a kinetic monte carlo (KMC) algorithm was implemented.222 In a
detailed study performed by Harrah and Swan, 223 the stochastic fluctuation of nanotube
fluorescence was examined under exciton diffusion-limiting conditions. Introduction and
removal of dynamic point defects were distributed throughout the nanotube length to obtain the
time- and spatially resolved quantum efficiencies of a fluorescing nanotube. To simulate the
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First and Second Moment Analysis
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diffraction-limited experimental conditions, overall nanotube fluorescence emissions were
determined from concentration-based binding rates. For a specified pair of forward and reverse
rate constants, reaction probabilities for adsorption and desorption during the next reaction event
were determined from the product of the forward rate and reverse rate constants, respectively,
with the maximum number of sites per nanotube. The expressions below differ from standard
chemical kinetics in two important ways: 1) the concentration of ligand is assumed to be constant
and lumped into the forward rate constant, and 2) since the calculation looks at a single
nanotube, the number of sites, and not a nanotube concentration, is appropriate.
Based on these guidelines, reaction events are assumed to occur with probabilities, Prxn,
according to a Poisson process:2
2 4
,
2 25
Pr = e (k,,,',,' ' k,'Q, t 
Equation 4.1
where kf is the forward reaction rate constant, Qer,,,t is the number of empty sites on the
nanotube, k, is the reverse rate constant, and Qoccupied is the number of occupied sites, and t is the
time. At each reaction event, either an adsorption or desorption instance takes. The probability of
an adsorption event occurring in the forward reaction becomes
k1 Q Equation 4.2
k,1/Qempty + kQoCupied
Subsequently, the probability of the reverse reaction occurring becomes
Equation 4.3
P = I - P,
Provided SWNTs with an average length of approximately 900 nm and a recent experimental
estimate of the exciton excursion distance' 2 of approximately 90 nm, no more than Qtota = 10
states are expected. We impose a site balance as:
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Qempt, + Qoccupied Qtotal Equation 4.4
As discussed above, the forward reaction results in a step decrease in fluorescence whereas the
reverse reaction results in a step increase. These reaction events were carried out for a total
reaction time of 3000 s to simulate observation times used experimentally. 12,13 This simulation
was repeated to generate 100 SWNT fluorescence traces at each specified forward rate constant,
reverse rate constant, and noise level. Forward rate constants were varied over seven orders of
magnitude, ranging from 10-5- 10 S-1, and reverse rate constants were varied over eight orders of
magnitude, ranging from 1010 - 10-3 s-1.
4.3 Effect of Observation or Exposure Time
To simulate data collected experimentally, reaction events were binned in time assuming a finite
observation time, similar to an exposure or shutter time from a camera or light collection device.
This binning is required in practice and does result in the loss of adsorption and desorption
events. The KMC was written to account for the net adsorption at each exposure interval. We
examined the effect of exposure time on the accuracy of the analysis, specifically with respect to
varying forward and reverse rates (Figure 4.5). As shown in the figure, at relatively high
adsorption rates, the number of observed binding events increases with decreasing exposure
times. With decreasing exposure times, the number of observed transitions approaches the
number of actual transitions. Therefore, smaller exposure times are expected to yield a more
accurate count of adsorption and desorption events. To simulate typical experimental conditions,
an exposure time of 1s was used throughout the course of this study.
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Figure 4.5 | Effect of Exposure on Perceived Adsorption and Desorption Events.
The number of adsorption events with varying forward rates and exposure times were
counted and averaged over 100 traces. At high adsorption rates, the number of perceived
binding instances increases with decreasing exposure times.
The variance in the KMC model due to stochastic effects can be solved exactly.226 For fixed
forward and backward rate constants, kf and kr,, the stochastic relative standard deviation will
scale with 1/ Qt . Thus, as the number of sites becomes large, the KMC model will converge
to the continuum solution. This is intuitive, as the nanotube sites are considered to be
independent in the KMC code. Observing increasing numbers of independent stochastic
elements should decrease the observed stochastic variance with independent variations averaging
out.
As shown in Figure 4.6, these ranges in rate constants have captured the wide variety of traces
possible under experimental conditions. Reactions where k,>> kf result in traces with very few
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quenching steps, which are almost immediately recovered due to the relatively high reverse rate.
Reactions where kf>> kr, on the other hand, result in the immediate, complete quenching of the
nanotube fluorescence. In cases where both kf and kr are large, we observe multiple instances of
quenching and dequenching steps ,whereas in cases where both constants are small, we observe
almost no quenching/de-quenching events. Traces with intermediate values, with k(~ 10-3 and kr
~10-, shown at the center of the figure, are representative of typical traces observed under most
common experimental conditions.12,13
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Various values of kf and kr were used to generate traces, with sample traces shown. Intensity traces were
generated for randomized events using KMC quenching and unquenching events, where the probabilities
of adsorption and desorption are governed by the magnitude of the forward and reverse rate constants,
respectively. Forward rate constants were varied over seven orders of magnitude whereas reverse rate
constants were varied over eight orders. Traces with large equilibrium constants (kf >> kr) exhibit
complete quenching within the first few frames, and traces with small equilibrium constants (kf << kr)
exhibit multiple instances of desorption. Representative traces from previous studies12,13 are centered
within the range of forward and reverse rate constants tested, with k ~10-3 S-, kr ~10~ s-1.
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Traces were also generated under five different noise levels for each combination of kf and kr. At
each time-step, a random value between -0.5 and 0.5 is added to the fluorescence intensity. To
simulate different noise levels, this random number is multiplied by a noise scaling factor. In this
study, we examined scaling factors with values of 0 (no noise), 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, and 0.40 with
corresponding root mean squares (rms) of 0, 0.22, 0.32, 0.45, and 0.63, in units of normalized
intensity (I/Io).
4.4 Step 1: Determining the Number of States
Once the simulated traces were generated, the first step of the analysis is determining the number
of states, or fluorescence levels, exhibited by each trace. To do this, we implemented an error-
minimizing stepping algorithm.227 In this algorithm, we initially fit the simulated trace to a flat
trace with a value equal to the mean value of the simulated trace, or
f /inal
At
Y Iexp(t =n At)
I ,t) = "= +Equation 4.5
At
where Ir, is the best-fit intensity value as a function of time, t, Iexp is the experimental intensity
value at time t, At is the exposure time, tfrmal is the final time of the trace (which is a multiple of
the exposure time), and n is an integer ranging from 0 to tfina/At. We then assume the existence
of a step and iteratively specify the location of this step at each time value in the trace. At each
iteration, the error between the fitted trace and the simulated trace is calculated and compared to
the initial error between the simulated trace and the flat trace that contains no quenching steps. If
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the addition of a step results in a better fit than the initial flat trace, then that trace is selected as
the best fit. Thus, best fits are achieved by minimizing the mean-square error, F,
tfinal
At
I I If, t = ~- ICX (t = nAt)| Equation 4.6
The location of the step is evaluated by the trace that exhibits the least amount of error. Once the
error-minimized location of the first step is determined, we assume the existence of an additional
step on either side of the first step and once more evaluate the existence and location of that step.
The process is repeated until it is determined that no more steps appear in the trace. In summary,
this technique performs an iterative, error-minimization fitting analogous to that of linear
regression (Figure 4.7). Once the traces have been fit using this error-minimizing algorithm, the
total number of states is determined by counting the number of different fluorescence levels each
best-fit trace exhibits.
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Figure 4.7 | Error-minimizing Algorithm for Fitting Traces.
Experimental traces were fit using a sequential, error-minimizing stepping algorithm. (a)
Initially, the best-fit trace is obtained assuming a uniform value equal to the mean value of the
trace. (b) Steps are sequentially assumed at each time frame, where the intensity value before the
step is the mean intensity value before the transition, and the intensity value after the step is the
mean intensity value after the transition. Sample traces are shown in blue, red, purple and green.
Theses fits are compared to the initial fit obtained in (a), and the trace demonstrating the least
error (red) is selected as the best-fit trace. (c) After the location and size of the first step is
obtained, the process is repeated for the portion of the trace prior to the transition. Sample traces
are shown in blue, red, and purple. As before, these traces are compared to the fit obtained in (b),
and the trace demonstrating the least error (red) is selected. (d) The process is also repeated for
the portion of the trace after the transition, where steps are sequentially assumed to occur at each
time frame. Sample traces are shown in blue, red, and purple, and the best-fit trace (red) is
selected. For each of the new steps described in (c) and (d), the algorithm is repeated for the
portions before and after each step, until a globally minimized, best-fit trace is obtained.
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4.5 Step 2: Determining the Number and Location of Transitions
The number of states determined for each trace is next used to fit the simulated traces to
idealized, de-noised traces using three fitting algorithms: error-minimized step fitting, hidden
markov modeling, and first and second moment analysis. When determining the number of states
using the error-minimized step fitting algorithm described above, the simulated trace is
essentially already fit to an idealized trace contained quenching and de-quenching steps. Hence,
this algorithm can be used to directly fit the simulated traces to idealized, best-fit traces.
The second method for fitting the simulated traces is hidden markov modeling. 228 As described
in earlier work, 12 ,209 ,212-2 19 steps are fit to the simulated traces in a manner that maximizes the
probability of the stochastic quenching and dequenching events.
The third method used to fit simulated traces is the moment analysis. A system of first order
reactions can be shown to have a first moment (mean) that is equivalent to the continuum
solution, even when populations are discrete and the system behaves stochastically (jumping
between states). 229 The continuous model for this reaction is
A0 + 00 <- f AO Reaction 4.1
k,
where AO is the free analyte molecule, 0 0 is a free binding site on the SWNT, and AG is the
molecule bound to the SWNT site with a binding rate constant of k1 and a reverse rate constant
kr. Assuming mass-action kinetics, the rate of change for the concentration of the bound sites
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[AO] is related to the concentrations of the free analyte [Ao] and free sites [0o]
relation
d( AG] = kf[AO ][00]- k[AO]
dt
according to the
Equation 4.7
Furthermore, the three species will be related through a site balance
[00] + [AO] [O, ] Equation 4.8
where [OT] is the overall site concentration. Assuming the fluorescence intensity is related
linearly to the concentration of empty sites and normalized by the intensity at t=O, the mean
intensity (the first moment) for an initially empty surface ([AO]=O, [0]I=[OT]) will be
k + k e ((I)(t)=FM = ' Equation 4.9
k, + kr
The mean normalized intensity (I) (t) will be unity at t=O and tend to the equilibrium value
k, / (k, + kr) at long times.
Two primary effects will cause the observed intensity signal to deviate from this first moment:
fluctuations from the stochastic nature of the process and measurement noise in the fluorescence
signal. Modeling the time-dependent stochastic variance in the signal requires a discrete model,
such as the birth-and-death model presented later. The stochastic variance will scale with
1 / 0 T as discussed above. For large numbers of sites, the larger effect will be measurement
error in the fluorescence signal. Including an error model can improve the fitting procedure.
The error was modeled as a normal distribution with the probability density function
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Equation 4.101 -(1~>I(t) )2 2f (I(t) - (I)(t)) = 1 , e
22zcm~
and a standard deviation, a. Both the first moment (i) and second central moment a2 are fit to
the simulated data via weighted error minimization.
Typical fits obtained using the three fitting algorithms, the error-minimized step fitting, hidden
Markov modeling, and moment analysis, are shown in Figure 4.8. Although the error-
minimization algorithm and hidden Markov model rely on two fundamentally different
approaches for fitting traces to the simulated data, they both result in nearly identical fits.
Because the hidden Markov model is significantly more computationally time intensive than the
error-minimization fits, herein the error-minimization fit will be used in lieu of the fits obtained
with the Markov model.
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Figure 4.8 1 Comparison of Fitting Algorithms.
Simulated traces were fitted using (a) hidden Markov modeling, (b) error-minimized fitting, and
(c) moment analyses, including the first moment (c) and the second moment (c, inset). Fitting
simulated traces to idealized, step-like traces using hidden Markov modeling and error-
minimized fitting resulted in nearly identical fits. Fits obtained using the moment analysis, on the
other hand, resulted in exponential decays characteristic of ensemble measurements in bulk
solution.
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4.6 Step 3: Calculating Forward and Reverse Rate Constants
Forward and reverse rate constants are calculated from the fits once the simulated data are fit to
idealized traces. Four methods were used to calculate rate constants: the moment analysis, site
probability calculations assuming site independence, 12,209 site probability calculations assuming
site dependence, and birth-and-death population modeling. 230
4.6.1 Moment Analysis
The moment analysis can only calculate rate constants for traces fit using the first and second
moments. The rate constants are directly determined from the best-fit first and second moments
according to the deterministic relations discussed above.
4.6.2. Single-Site Probability Calculations (Site Independence)
The remaining three methods for calculating rate constants were applied to traces fit using the
step-fitting error minimization (see discussion above on comparison of fits to Markov modeling).
For the site probability calculations, we assume a Poisson rate process convolution model
described in previous studies.12,231,232 We consider the probability of a site going from an
unquenched to a quenched state as P1 and the probability of a site going from a quenched to an
unquenched state as P2 . Therefore, the probability of an unquenched site remaining unquenched
is 1-P1, and the probability of a quenched site remaining quenched is 1-P2. If we consider a
nanotube with only two indistinguishable binding sites, three fluorescence states are possible:
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two quenched sites (minimum fluorescence, state1), two unquenched sites (maximum
fluorescence, state3 ), and one quenched and one unquenched site (intermediate fluorescence
state, state2). The probability of the nanotube fluorescence exhibiting a step decrease in
fluorescence from a completely unquenched state for the next time-step is proportional to the
product of the probability of one site remaining unquenched, 1-P1, and the other site quenching,
P 1. These probability expressions can be set equal to the experimental probabilities, which are
determined as the number of times the best-fit trace shows a step decrease (or step increase) in
fluorescence divided by the number of 1-second fluorescence measurements, and solved for PI
and P2 . For the case of a two-site model, the governing equations are
N (sae-> state2P (1 - P ) transitions (state 3  2
V dwell (state3
2 N ransitions (state3 -> state, )P1  
Vdwell (state3 )
2 N transitions(state3 -> state,)
dwell (state3 )
P2 (1 - P2) =
Equation 4.11
Equation 4.12
Equation 4.13
Equation 4.14N (state, -> state2 )
T dwell (state1)
Equation 4.15
(1 - P2 )2 N (state -+ state,)
Tdwell (state1 )
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Equation 4.162 N,,. (state, -> state )
T ~ s ta te, )
N o(state, - state,)
P (1 - P2
2state )
N (state2 -> state )
P2 (1 - p) = ran. on 2 3
S0r )dell(state 
2 )
N t (state, -> state, )(1 P )(1 -P 2 )2
r1 ,,,( state2)
Equation 4.17
Equation 4.18
Equation 4.19
Where Ntransitions(statex->statey) designates the total number of transitions from statex to statey,
and T dwell(statex) is the total amount of time frames occupied in the initial state, statex. In this
model, we assume that the probability of a particular site quenching or de-quenching is the same
regardless of the state; the site probabilities are treated independently of one another.
4.6.3. Single-Site Probability Calculations (Site Dependence)
An alternative approach to these calculations is to assume that the probability of a particular site
quenching or de-quenching is dependent on the state of the sensor, such as the fluorescence
intensity of nanotube sensor. For example, in our two-site nanotube model, the probability of
both sites quenching would be half the probability of one site quenching. This approach will
change the probability expressions written for each nanotube state, although the resulting
probabilities are calculated in an analogous manner (i.e. set expressions equal to the
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experimental value, solve for the probabilities). Once single-site quenching and de-quenching
probabilities have been determined, the corresponding rate constants are calculated using the
probability-rate constant expression derived from Gillespie 225
(1
2 In
kf - P
At
1
k =2 In p
SAt
Equation 4.20
Equation 4.21
4.6.4 Birth-and-Death Population Modeling
An alternative approach to extracting rate constants from idealized, best-fit traces is using the
birth-and-death population modeling approach. 13,233 To summarize, in this model, a quenching
event is treated as a "death" with rate of kf, and a de-quenching event is treated as a "birth" with
rate of k,. Based on these analogies, the fluorescence value of a nanotube at any given time point
is equivalent to the total population at that time. So, assuming a nanotube is at a fluorescence
state i at a given time to, the probability it will be at statej at time t+At is dependent on whether
the final statej is a de-quenched state (j= i+l), a quenched state (j i-1), or an unchanged state
( = i)
(I - i)kAt
P(IAI = j|I I = 1-(I_-i)kAt -ikAt
ikAt
if j= i+1
if j = i
if j = i-1
Equation 4.22
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where Imax is the maximum possible value of the intensity. Mathematically, Equation 21
represents a Markov jump process, allowing the likelihood, L, of the observed process to be
expressed as'3 2 30
-
1 T (X )du
L = P(I, ,=j Io = i)e L Equation 4.23
Where n(t) is the number of jumps at time t and T(Xu) is defined as
T (X,,) = (I- ,,)k, + I,k Equation 4.24
Now we define g, the probabilities of transitioning to statej from state i for the next transition,
and St, the total time lived by a population during the trace time interval [O,t]:
FN quenched k,
g(,I, ,=j I =i)= ik,
0
if j=i+1
if j=i-i
otherwise
Equation 4.25
Equation 4.26
.s, = f I1d,
This gives
L Jn (t) j i)e(I" ". < ,k1 k, )S, Equation 4.27
L 9g( It, =j It, = j
The maximum likelihood estimators of kf and kr are found by maximizing the above probability
expression. It is most convenient to take the derivatives of the natural log of Equation 4.27,
which leads to the following estimators 13
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Nquenched 
Equation 4.28
S,
k Nde-quenched Equation 
4.29
I t -S,
where Nquenched is the number of instances the trace undergoes a quenching step, Nde-quenched is the
number of instances the trace undergoes a de-quenching step, and t is the total time of the trace.
4.7 Comparing Relative Error Among the Different Algorithms
The forward and reverse rate constants calculated using each of the algorithms described above
were compared to the actual rate constants that were initially used to generate the KMC traces.
The relative error, s-ei, was calculated between the actual (kinput) and calculated (kcalculated) forward
rate constants and normalized with respect to the actual value, or
rel k. Equation 4.30
input
This error was averaged over the 100 traces simulated at a particular forward rate, reverse rate,
and noise level. A summary of this mean error for different rate and noise conditions is shown in
Figure 4.9. Overall, the single-site probability approaches to calculating rate constants exhibited
the largest amount of error, and the moment analysis and birth-and-death population modeling
resulted in the least amount of error. Under typical experimental conditions, with kp~10-3 s- and
kr~10- s-1, the birth-and-death model provides the least amount of error. For each plot, the largest
amount of error tends to occur at the highest and lowest values of kf.
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For all the algorithms, overall error increases with increasing noise levels. However, these
algorithms exhibited varying sensitivities to noise. The first and second moment analysis is the
least sensitive to the noise level. This can be accounted for by the deterministic nature of this
approach. Specifically, this algorithm fits the traces to the deterministic equation for ensemble
measurements, which for first order adsorption, is an exponential decay with time. Although
increased noise levels may mask the existence of a step in a trace, the moment analysis does not
rely on the existence of step-like changes in fluorescence over time; instead it relies on the
overall decaying trend of the trace, which remains largely unaffected by noise.
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Figure 4.9 | Comparison of Relative Error for Various kf and kr Values.
Relative error between calculated and actual forward rate constants wa calculated when varying actual
forward and reverse rate constants. Error plots were generated using four different algorithms (single-
site probability calculations assuming dependent quenching rate constants, single-site probability
calculations assuming independent quenching rate constants, first and second moment analysis, and
birth-and-death modeling) at five different noise levels. Overall, relative error increases with increasing
noise levels, with some algorithms, such as the moment analysis, less affected by the noise level. For
rate constants on the order of those demonstrated in the literature (kp 10-3 s- 1, kr -10~ 7 s-), the birth-and-
death population model exhibits the least about of relative error.
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On the other hand, the error calculated from algorithms that rely on step-like changes in intensity
over time was significantly affected by noise. As shown in Figure 4.10, as noise level increases,
the error-minimization fitting algorithm largely neglects to fit steps that are masked by the
decreased signal to noise ratio while occasionally introducing fictitious states introduced by the
noise. Hence, the increase in error at high noise levels is due to the failure of the step-fitting
algorithms used in the second step of this analysis.
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Figure 4.10 | Effect of Noise on Fitting Traces.
Error-minimized fits were obtained for traces with noise levels of (a) 0, (b) 0.05, (c) 0.10, (d)
0.20, and (e) 0.40, with sample traces and fits as shown. Increased noise levels result in both the
erroneous fitting of nonexistent transitions and the omission of existent transitions. These
discrepancies result in increased error in the calculated rate constants.
In addition to examining relative error, we also directly compared the calculated rate constant
with the actual constant at different reverse rates (Figure 4.11). All algorithms tested were able to
calculate an increased rate constant for traces simulated at higher rates. When compared to the
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idealized trendline where calculated rate is precisely equal to the actual rate (slope = 1), the
algorithms show varying degrees of conformity, with the birth-and-death modeling algorithm
being the most accurate. At large values of k1, the algorithm begins to underestimate rate
constants. At these values, the traces exhibit complete quenching within the first few seconds of
the simulation, where it becomes more difficult to distinguish very high rates from even higher
rates.
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of Actual and Calculated Rate Constants.
Actual and calculated rate constants were compared for (a) single-site probability calculations
assuming dependent quenching rate constants, (b) single-site probability calculations assuming
independent quenching rate constants, (c) first and second moment analysis, and (d) birth-and-
death modeling. For comparison, a trendline with a slope of one was included to visualize the
ideal behavior of an algorithm where the calculated rate constant is precisely equal to the actual
rate constant.
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4.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we focus on algorithms that would allow for the single-molecule detection of
exports from individual chloroplasts. A comparison of the various algorithms used to calculate
rate constants from single-molecule intensity traces reveals that precision is dependent not only
on the algorithm used, but also the noise level of the data and the particular forward and reverse
rate regime the data were taken in. Greatest error was observed at extreme values of kf (very
large and very small forward rate constants) and at large noise to signal ratios. The algorithms
illustrate varying degrees of sensitivity to noise, with the first and second moment analysis being
the least sensitive. Overall, forward rate constants were recovered most accurately using the
birth-and-death population model, mostly in the regimes reminiscent of experimental conditions.
The future direction of this work includes the application of this algorithm for chloroplast
measurement. This direction hinges on the development of a nanotube-based sensor selective for
the sugars of interest, such as glucose and maltose. By overlaying the chloroplast onto a film of
these sensors, as has been done with carcinoma cells, 234 one can spatially resolve the metabolite
export of individual chloroplasts down to the single-molecule level.
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5. ROS Generation in Isolated Chloroplasts
In this chapter, we develop platforms for monitoring the photoactivity of isolated chloroplasts
over time that directly measure ROS generation. We examine the effect of nanoparticle additives
on promoting chloroplast regeneration. Since the regeneration cycle is triggered by the photo-
generation of damaging ROS, we focus on the addition of particles capable of effective ROS
scavenging mechanisms.
5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 1.1, plants have robust mechanisms of regeneration to protect against
protein damage during photosynthesis.42,s4,235,236 To summarize, during photosynthesis, light is
absorbed by the P680 site on the D1 protein, where electron-hole separation takes places. When
under oxidative stress, the Dl protein in PSII becomes photo-damaged, triggering the
denaturation of the protein and its spontaneous release from PSII. Upon PSII disassembly, the
photo-damaged D1 protein is replaced with a newly synthesized D1 protein; the newly
synthesized protein diffuses from the stroma towards the appressed region of the thylakoid
membrane as the photo-damaged protein undergoes proteolytic degradation. Introduction of the
newly synthesized protein triggers the re-assembly of PSII into a functional photosystem. 30 In the
absence of this self-repair cycle, the plant would produce only 5% of its photosynthetic yield.42
This relatively low yield is attributed to the high D1 protein turnover rate of approximately 30
minutes.
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Initial photo-degradation of the D1 protein occurs on account of the formation of ROS within the
chloroplast of the plant.23 7 ROS photo-production is enhanced under saturating light conditions
where photon intensity is in excess of that required for CO2 assimilation. The primary sites for
singlet oxygen generation are the chlorophyll pigments embedded within the antenna structure
surrounding PSII. Photon absorption excites the pigment from the ground state (Chl) to the
singlet state (1Chl*) (Reaction 5.1). Three possible de-excitation pathways from this short-lived
state include energy transfer to the RC (Reaction 5.2), fluorescence (Reaction 5.3), and
conversion to the triplet state (3Chl*). The latter reacts with ground-state oxygen to produce
singlet oxygen (102) (Reaction 5.4). The reactions governing singlet oxygen formation and
energy dissipation are summarized below.
Chl -hv Chl Reaction 5.1
1 Chl * -C > Chl Reaction 5.2
Chl* -- + Chl + hv Reaction 5.3
1 oC 0 g) Reaction 5.4
In addition to singlet oxygen production in chlorophyll, superoxide radicals (02~) are also
produced in PSII and PSI. Under intense illumination, the accumulated negative charge in the
quinone sites of PSII drives the electron-transfer reaction with oxygen, yielding 02. Meanwhile,
the electrons that are transferred through the electron transport chain to PSI are ultimately used
to reduce ferredoxin. The strongly negative electrochemical potential of the reduced ferredoxin is
sufficient to donate electrons to ground-state oxygen to generate 02. 236,238,239
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To address the issues of ROS generation and subsequent protein photo-degradation, plants have
evolved highly sophisticated ROS preventative and scavenging mechanisms.
236
,
2 38
,
2 39
Preventative mechanisms focus on the annihilation of the triplet-state chlorophyll. As discussed
above, this can be achieved via fluorescence-based de-excitation of the singlet state.
Alternatively, triplet-state chlorophyll may interact with carotenoids in the organelle to yield
lower energy triplet-state carotenoids.240 Since the lowest energy triplet state of the carotenoid is
below that of 102, unlike the chlorophyll, the excited state carotenoid is unable to react with
oxygen to produce 102.241 In the event that 102 is produced, these carotenoids may also react
directly with 102 to yield ground-state oxygen and excited-state carotenoids. Carotenoids also
behave as a means of thermal dissipation by screening the amount of energy funneled to the RCs
under excess illumination conditions via non-photochemical quenching. Regeneration of the
reduced carotenoid is subsequently achieved through the xanthophyll cycle.24 2,243 To scavenge
02~, plants utilize the water-water cycle. 239,244 In the water-water cycle, 02 is immediately
converted into H20 2, which is subsequently reduced to H20. A schematic of the water-water
cycle reaction network is presented in Figure 5.1. In this mechanism, the enzyme a-ascorbate
peroxidase (APX) is used to ultimately convert reactive species to water. In the presence of
H20 2, this enzyme undergoes degradation with a half-life on the order of 15 seconds.24 s To
maintain ROS scavenging capabilities, enzymic activity is continually regenerated through the
ascorbic acid (ASC) cycle shown in the figure. In this cycle, APX reacts with H20 2 to form an
intermediate compound, Col. Col may either react with H20 2 to convert APX to its inactive
form, APXj, or it can react with ASC to form another intermediate compound CoIl as the ASC is
converted to monodehydroascorbate (MDA). CoIl further reacts with ASC, as it generates
another molecule of MDA, to recover the functional enzyme, APX. Since APX regeneration
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requires the conversion of ASC to MDA, a continuous supply of ASC is essential for
maintaining enzyme activity. ASC is ultimately recovered from the glutathione (GSH) cycle
shown on the right of Figure 5.1. Briefly, dehydroascorbate reductase (DHAR) catalyzes the
reaction of dehydroascorbate (DHA) and GSH to form ASC and glutathione disulfide (GSSG),
which is converted back to GSH with glutathion reductase (GR). Alternatively, MDA may also
be directly converted to ASC with MDA reductase (MDAR). In these reactions, NADPH and Fe
behave as redox carriers. .
Figure 5.11 Water-water Cycle and Regeneration of APX.
The water-water cycle in plants is one mechanism of ROS scavenging that specifically converts
damaging superoxide (02- ) radicals to water. The 02 is initially formed at PSI due to excess charge
accumulation, and it subsequently reacts with superoxide disumutase (SOD) to form hydrogen
peroxide (H20 2). The H20 2 is converted to water via a-ascorbate peroxidase (APX). In the presence
of H20 2, APX undergoes degradation. Enzyme regeneration relies on the availability of ascorbic acid
(ASC), which is continually regenerated from the glutathione (GSH) cycle shown on the right.
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Recently, researchers have focused on the development of synthetic nanoparticles to promote
effective ROS scavenging mechanisms in natural systems.246-2so Nanoparticles offer several
advantages over the traditional microscopic means of ROS scavenging. For instance,
nanoparticles have increased surface area to volume ratios, enhancing the ROS scavenging
capability of the particulate. The smaller length-scales allow nanoparticles to penetrate cell
membranes and other transport-related barriers, allowing for effective ROS scavenging at the
generation site. The increased diffusivities of the particles on the nanoscale also allow for the
increased radical reaction rates, which are often diffusion-limited. Such advantages have been
exemplified in previous studies that illustrate the prevention of vision loss in vivo with the
addition of cerium oxide (CeO 2) nanoparticles, or nanoceria (NC). 251 The prevention of vision
loss is attributed to the effective ROS scavenging of the NC (Figure 5.2). Unlike most other rare
earth elements, Ce can readily alternate between the Ce** and Ce3+ oxidation states with a redox
capacity comparable to that of oxygen.252 The CeO 2 forms oxygen vacancies, resulting in
dynamic defect sites with dangling Ce 3* bonds that can effectively scavenge oxygen radicals. At
the nanoscale, lattice strains promote the formation of defect sites and the preferential formation
of the Ce3* oxidation state.25 3 254 This preferential formation of the Ce3+ state at the nanoscale
allows for the regeneration of the defect site via the redox cycling reactions2
Ce3+e +-+Ce 4 Reaction 5.5
or, specifically in the cases of superoxide and radical hydroxide scavenging,
4+ .- 3+
Ce +02 <-*Ce +02 Reaction 5.6
3+ 4+ -
Ce +OH -+Ce +OH Reaction 5.7
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This ability to reversibly transition between the 3+ and 4+ oxidation states is highly pH
dependent. Under basic conditions, both Ce3 4 and Ce4 - precipitate out of solution in the presence
of a hydroxide anion according to the reactions
4+
Ce +40H -+Ce(OH)4 Reaction 5.8
3+ -
Ce +30H --- Ce(OH)3 Reaction 5.9
Because of this precipitation, Ce can only reversibly transition between the 3+ and 4+ oxidation
states at low pHs (pH 2-3.5). Since colloidal stability is dependent on parameters such as surface
electrostatic charge, surface chemistry, and steric stability, one can modulate the pH range in
which NC demonstrate colloidal stability by modifying the surface properties through various
wrappings. Previous studies have shown that the auto-regenerative property of NC requires an
initial, "catalytic" amount of Ce 3 .Under acidic conditions, NC loses its regeneration capabilities
and remains in the Ce 4 state, even after the pH is re-adjusted to regimes that favor a Ce3*/Ce4*
equilibration. The mechanism behind this acidic, irreversible de-activation of NC regeneration is
currently under investigation.25 5 The proposed reaction mechanism as described by Perez and
co-workers is summarized in Figure 5.3.255 As shown in the figure, in the presence of a Ce 3+/Ce4 +
equilibrium, the NC is able to effectively scavenge for radicals while regenerating the Ce 3+ state.
Shown in red are the mechanisms of de-activation that occur at pH extremities. As discussed
above, acidic conditions result in the irreversible formation of Ce4* ions, and basic conditions
result in Ce hydroxide precipitation. In addition to retinal protection, 25 1 NC ROS scavenging
capabilities have also shown neuro-protective, 256,257 radio-protective 25 8 , cardio-protective,259 and
UV-protective260 properties.
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Figure 5.2| ROS Scavenging Mechanism for NC.
Defect sites in the nanoparticle contain dangling bonds with Ce in the +3 oxidation state. Ce
reacts with singlet oxygen to form an oxygen trimer.
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Figure 5.3 | NC Reaction Schematic.
Ce3+ scavenging of ROS results in the generation of Ce4*. The Ce3+state is regenerated through
several mechanisms, including superoxide reduction and regeneration of defect states on the
surface lattice. Highlighted in red are pH dependent de-activation mechanisms.
In this study, we examine for the first time the effect of NC on the photoactive lifetime of
isolated organelles, specifically chloroplasts. Although photosynthesis offers an efficient, low-
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cost pathway for solar energy transformation 60 with a negative carbon footprint,261 bioreactor
application is limited due to extracellular protein instability in the presence of damaging ROS.2 62
The direct addition of regenerative ROS-scavenging particles is hypothesized to prolong
organelle photoactivity external to the cell and promote extracellular regeneration.
5.2 Experimental Methods & Materials
5.2.1 Chloroplast Isolation
Chloroplasts were isolated according to the method described by Giebel.263 Briefly, chloroplast
isolation medium was synthesized (3.97 g sodium phosphate dibasic (Na 2HPO4), 2.99 g
potassium hydrogen dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO 4), 136.9 g sucrose (C12H220 1 ), and 0.745
potassium chloride (KCl) in 1 L) with the pH adjusted to 7.3 using potassium hydroxide (KOH).
The buffer solution was stored in 4'C. The solution was not permitted to stand for more than a
week to prevent fungal growth in the medium. 15 g of baby spinach leaves (Spinacia oleracea)
were de-vined and ground in a pre-chilled mortar and pestle with 30 mL buffer. The resulting
green, viscous solution was filtered through four bilayers of cheesecloth to remove leaf fiber and
un-ground portions of the leaf. The filtered solution was centrifuged at 1500 x g for 10 minutes
at 4'C (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5810R, 15 Amp Version). The supernatant was discarded, and the
remaining pellet was re-suspended in 35 mL of the chilled isolation buffer. The solution was
once more centrifuged at 1500 x g rpm for 10 minutes at 4'C. Any remaining chlorophyll was
removed by discarding the supernatant. The pellet was re-suspended in 15 mL buffer and stored
at 4'C. All procedures were conducted in the dark.
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Chlorophyll concentration was determined according to Amon. 264 1p L of the chloroplast
solution was added to 1 mL 80:20 acetone:water to rupture the chloroplast membrane and release
its chlorophyll contents. The solution was vortexed for one minute and centrifuged at 3000 x g
(Spectrafuge 24D, Labnet International) for two minutes. The supernatant was collected, and the
small white pellet containing the chloroplasts remnants was discarded. Absorption measurements
were obtained using a Shimadzu UV-3 101 PC at 652 nm. An extinction coefficient of 36 mL/mg
was used to determine chlorophyll content. Typical chlorophyll concentrations were about 0.6
mg/mL, though deviations in concentration were observed due to leaf heterogeneity.
To verify chloroplast isolation, the samples were imaged with a fluorescence microscope (Carl
Zeiss, Axiovert 200), with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Carl Zeiss, ZXioCam Mrm)
and a 2D InGaAs array (Princeton Instruments OMA 2D). Photoactivity was assayed using the
dichloroindophenol (DCPIP) assay described in previous studies. 263 DCPIP selectively intercepts
electrons during transfer between PSII and PSI. Upon reduction, DCPIP undergoes a decrease in
absorption at 620 nm. Samples were purified via Percoll density gradient centrifugation 263 and
analyzed using absorption measurements at 430 nm, fluorescence measurements with 520 nm
excitation and 735 nm emission wavelengths, and both optical and fluorescent imaging at a 658
nm excitation wavelength. Since photoactivity measurements indicate decreased activities of
Percoll-purified samples and optical imaging showed negligible improvements in chloroplast
purification, the study was conducted with as-is separated chloroplasts.
5.2.2 NC Synthesis
The NC was synthesized as described in previously published methods.265 267 Briefly,
approximately 0.68 g cerium nitrate hexahydrate (Ce(III) NO3 e6H 2O) (Sigma Aldrich) was
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dissolved in 50 mL de-ionized DI water (18.2 M). 0.2 mL H20 2 (30% w/w, Sigma Aldrich)
was added to the Ce solution, followed by nitric acid (HNO 3) addition (ca. 5 pL, Mallinckrodt
Chemicals) to obtain a final pH of 2-3.5. Absorption spectra were taken using a Shimadzu UV-
3101 PV spectrophotometer from 200 nm - 800 nm in a quartz cuvette with a 1 cm pathlength.
5.2.3 Dextran-wrapped NC (dNC) Synthesis
For NC to transition between the Ce 3 and the Ce 4 + oxidation states at physiologically relevant
pHs, the nanoparticles must be encapsulated by polymers such as dextran. dNC was synthesized
according to previously published protocols.266-268 A 5 mM dNC solution was made by
dissolving 0.25 g dextran (1,000 MW, Sigma Aldrich) in 50 mL DI water (18.2 Mn).
Approximately 0.68 g Ce(III) NO 3 e6H20 (Sigma Aldrich) was added to the reaction solution,
which was rigorously stirred for 2 hours to promote dextran complexation. After complexation,
NH40H (ca. 50 pL, 27% w/w, Mallinckrodt Chemicals) was added to achieve pH 7.3-7.6.
Absorption spectra were taken using a Shimadzu UV-3 101 PV spectrophotometer from 200 nm -
800 nm in a quartz cuvette with a 1 cm pathlength.
5.2.4 DNA-wrapped SWNT Synthesis
DNA-wrapped SWNTs were synthesized using a specific DNA sequence of (AT 15)
oligonucleotides. 3 HiPCo SWNTs (Unidym) were suspended in a 2 mg/mL solution of a 30-
base (dAdT) sequence of ssDNA (Integrated DNA Technologies) in 0.1 M NaCl. A 2:1
SWNT:DNA ratio was used. The solution was sonicated with a 3mm probe tip (Cole-parmer) for
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10 min at 10 W and subsequently centrifuged for 180 min at 16,100 RCF (Eppendorf Centrifuge
5415D). The supernatant was collected and the remaining pellet was discarded. The final
concentration of the DNA-wrapped SWNT solution used for further analysis was 5 mg/L.
5.2.5 Fullerenol
Polyhydroxylated fullerenol (C60) was purchased from Bucky USA with a functionalization of
C6 0(OH) 1 8-2 2 . A stock solution of fullerenol was made by dissolving 26.5 mg in 5 mL DI water,
yielding a 5 mM solution (based on a median molecular weight of 1060.8 g/mol).
5.2.6 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) Measurements
30 ptL aliquots of the samples were placed atop Cu TEM grids and allowed to dry. Measurements
were taken using a JEOL 200CX at 120 kV and 27000x magnification for NC and 68000x
magnification for dNC.
5.2.7 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) Measurements
Samples were prepared on a (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APTES)-functionalized silicon (Si)
substrate. To summarize, a clean Si wafer (1 cm2) was immersed in a 10% (v/v) APTES solution
for four minutes and subsequently rinsed with DI water for one minute. The functionalized
surface was dried under a stream of nitrogen (N2). 200 ptL of the sample solution (either NC or
dNC) was added to the Si surface and incubated for 10 minutes. The surface was rinsed with DI
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water and dried with N2. Sample measurements were taken using an Asylum Research AFM
with a Si tip (sprint constant: 2 N/m) in air.
5.2.8 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) Measurements
The dNC sample was prepared on a clean Si substrate. 500 ptL of the sample was placed onto a
1 in2 wafer and allowed to dry overnight in a vacuumed desiccator. Measurements were taken on
a Kratos AXIS Ultra X-ray Photoelectron Spectrometer with x-ray irradiation at 150 W.
5.2.9 Time-resolved Well Plate Analysis
Time-resolved measurements were taken for reaction wells in a 96-well plate containing 50 pL
isolated chloroplasts, 150 ptL ROS detection dye, and 50 pL nanoparticle additives. Three dyes
were used to measure ROS generation and chloroplast photoactivity: 2',7'-
dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (H2DCF-DA) (Sigma Aldrich), 2,3-bis(2-methoxy-4-nitro-
5-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium-5-carboxanilide sodium salt (XTT) (Sigma Aldrich),269 270 and
dichloroindophenol (DCPIP) (Sigma Aldrich). These dyes were used to measure the effect of
four additives: dNC, Ce (ILL) NO 3, DNA-wrapped SWNT, and fullerenol.
In all studies, chloroplast solutions were diluted in a 1:5 ratio in the presence of dye and
nanoparticle additives, yielding final concentrations of approximately 0.12 mg chlorophyll/mL.
Experiments that compared the effects of different nanoparticle additives in the presence of the
same dye used the same chloroplast stock solution. This ensures that the chlorophyll activities
and concentrations are the same, allowing for the direct comparison of nanoparticle efficacy.
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The stoichiometric amounts of dye:chloroplasts were optimized based on a chloroplast assay
containing ca. 0.12 mg/mL chlorophyll. Dye solutions were diluted in a 3:5 ratio in the presence
of chloroplast and nanoparticle additives. For H2DCF-DA, 2 mg H2DCF-DA was dissolved in 10
mL sucrose buffer, and 150 tL of this solution was added to the reaction well to yield a final
concentration of 250 pM. For the XTT stock solution, 2 mg XTT was dissolved in 18 mL
sucrose buffer, yielding a final concentration of 100 pIM in the presence of chloroplasts and
nanoparticle additives. For the DCPIP stock solution, 5.6 mg DCPIP was dissolved in 10 mL
sucrose buffer. This solution was diluted with buffer in a 1:10 ratio, and the final concentration
in the reaction well was 100 pM. Upon oxidation, H2DCF-DA undergoes an increase in
fluorescence at 520 nm upon 480 nm illumination. Equivalent H20 2 concentrations were
determined based on previously published calibration plots.2 7 ' Similarly, XTT undergoes an
increase in absorbance at 470 nm upon reaction with 02-, and DCPIP undergoes a decrease in
absorbance at 620 nm upon interception of the photo-generated electron within the chloroplast.
To calculate 02~ and reduced DCPIP concentrations, extinction coefficients of 21.6 mM-Icm-'
and 21 mM- Icm- were used for XTT2 69 ,27 2 and DCPIP27 measurements, respectively.
Nanoparticle additive concentrations were varied to examine the concentration dependency on
ROS scavenging. dNC solutions prepared as described above were added with final
concentrations ranging from 0 to 1 mM. As a control, the effect of Ce (III) (Sigma Aldrich) was
also examined via addition of Ce (III) NO3 solutions at final concentrations ranging from 0 to 1
mM. Similarly, fullerenol concentrations were varied from 0 to 1 mM, and DNA-wrapped
SWNT concentrations were varied from 0 to 1 mg/L.
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In addition to dye fluorescence and absorbance, chloroplast fluorescence was also monitored
over time at 520 nm excitation and 735 nm emissions. All measurements were performed in
triplicate.
5.2.10 Confocal Microscopy
The dNC was synthesized as described above, except Alex Fluor 488-labelled dextran (1,000
MW, Invitrogen Molecular Probes) was used for fluorescence-based imaging. Following Alexa-
labeled dNC synthesis, the sample was centrifuged at 14,000 x g for 15 minutes using a 10,000
MWCO centrifugal filter unit (Millipore). The supernatant was collected, re-suspended in DI
water to its initial volume, and the centrifugation was repeated until the free, labeled dextran was
completely removed from the solution, as determined by fluorescence detection in the filtrate
(10-15 centrifugal runs). Chloroplasts were incubated with the labeled dNC for approximately
one hour prior to sample imaging. As a control, chloroplasts were also incubated in the presence
of free, labeled dextran. The samples were imaged using a Zeiss LSM 710 NLO microscope with
488 nm excitation. Dextran fluorescence emissions were measured at 500-530 nm and
chloroplast fluorescence emissions were measured at 660 - 700 nm.
5.3 Results and Discussion
The results of the Percoll purification of chloroplasts are shown in Figure 5.4. Chlorophyll
absorbance and fluorescence measurements along the centrifuge tube length were maximum at
regions containing isolated chloroplasts, as verified with optical and fluorescent imaging. The
purified chloroplasts (isolated in the area defined by the red lines) were photoactive (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.4 | Percoll Purification of Isolated Chloroplasts.
The centrifuge tube containing separated chloroplasts (left) was analyzed for absorbance at
430 nm (center, left) and fluorescence (excitation: 520 nm, emission: 735 nm) (center, right)
along the tube length. Optical and fluorescent images (right) were taken for each layer to
verify chloroplast isolation and purity.
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Figure 5.5 | Verification of Chloroplast Photoactivity.
Chloroplasts in the presence of DCPIP (black) were incubated under dark (dark blue) and
illuminated (gray) conditions. Illuminated samples undergo a decrease in absorption at 620
nm, consistent with DCPIP reduction due to chloroplast photoactivity. Control
measurements were obtained for DCPIP (green) and chloroplast (light blue) solutions.
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NC and dNC were structurally characterized via TEM (Figure 5.6) and AFM (Figure 5.7).
According to TEM measurements, the NC particles range from 3 - 20 nm. These values are in
agreement with the range of sizes obtained for dNC, and they are consistent with the formation
of both individual (3-5 nm) and clustered (10-18 nm) particles.26 s,267 As observed in previous
studies,267 polymeric agglomerates of dextran encapsulate several NC particles and clusters. The
disparity in size between the NC and the dextran-wrapped complexes is easily seen with AFM
(Figure 5.7). Bare NC readily adsorbed onto the positively charged Si surface with measured
heights ranging from 3-20 nm, consistent with TEM measurements. On the other hand, dNC
adsorption onto the Si surface was not as pronounced, likely due to dextran charge screening.
dNC height measurements (40-60 nm) were significantly larger than those obtained for bare NC
particles due to the formation of larger, polymeric clusters of NC.
'94'
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Figure 5.61 TEM Images of ND and dNC.
(a) TEM images of NC confirm the formation of monodisperse nanoparticles with diameters
ranging from 6 -20 nm. (b) TEM images of dNC reveal polymeric agglomerates containing
nanoparticles with diameter ranges of 4 - 10 nm.
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Figure 5.7 AFM Images of ND and dNC.
(a) AFM images of reveal nanoparticles with measured diameters ranging from 6-20 nm. (b) AFM
images of dNC reveal particles with measured diameters ranging from 20-80 nm. These particles
are polymeric agglomerates. A cross-sectional height profile (bottom) is shown for the cross-
section defined by the red line in the image (top).
NC and dNC oxidation states were also measured using both absorbance (Figure 5.9) and XPS
(Figure 5.8). Previous studies have reported absorbance between 250-350 nm for Ce (III) and
beyond 350 nm for Ce (IV). 2 68 Relative to NC, freshly prepared dNC solutions have a higher
concentration of Ce (IV) ions and demonstrate enhanced Ce3+/Ce 4* equilibrium stabilities over
extended periods of time. These observations are consistent with the absorbance measurements
observed in this study. XPS measurements also verified the existence of a mixed Ce3+/Ce 4+
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valence state, which suggests that the dextran wrapping does not diminish the nanoparticle
valence state (Figure 5.8).255,275
- Nanoceria (pH 2.86)
- Dextran Nanoceria (pH 7.55)
2 -
0 '
Figure 5.8
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Figure 5.9 | XPS Measurements of dNC.
XPS measurements verify the presence of Ce3+ and
Ce4 * ion peaks in dNC.
Prior to incubation with chloroplasts, dNC efficacy was verified in the presence of H202 (Figure
5.10). In this study, H2DCF-DA fluorescence upon 485 nm illumination was monitored in the
presence of 1% H202. As expected, a fluorescence increase was observed at 520 nm. Addition of
0.2 mM dNC to the reaction mixture was shown to eliminate dye fluorescence, indicative of
effective ROS scavenging.
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Figure 5.10 1 Verification of dNC Functionality.
The ROS scavenging capability of dNC was monitored in the presence of an ROS generator
(H 20 2) and a fluorescent dye (H2DCF-DA). Upon oxidation via ROS interaction, H2DCF-DA
undergoes an increase in fluorescence emission at 520 nm upon 485 nm excitation (top). The
molecular structure of the dye is shown on the right. Fluorescence measurements were taken in the
presence of H2 0 2(red), in the absence of H20 2 (blue), in the presence of dNC (green), and in the
presence of dNC and H2 0 2 (orange).H 2DCF-DA fluorescence is quenched in the presence of dNC.
The effect of dNC (Figure 5.1 la), Ce3* (Figure 5.1 lb), fullerenol (Figure 5.1 1c) and DNA-
wrapped SWNT (Figure 5.11 d) on chloroplast ROS generation was first examined using H2DCF-
DA both under illumination and in the dark. In the presence of nonspecific oxidizing species,
such as H2 0 2 , NO, superoxides, and peroxidases,276 H2DCF-DA fluoresces upon oxidation. As
these measurements were performed in triplicate, dNC and Ce 3+ demonstrate a statistical
decrease in H2DCF-DA fluorescence at concentrations above 0 mM under illumination. A
comparable decrease in fluorescence is also observed for Ce 3 + at concentrations > 5pM, though
this decrease is attributed to diminished chloroplast photoactivity at excessive ionic
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concentrations (see discussion below). The remedial effect of dNC is expected to be two-fold.
First, as discussed above, dNC offers ROS scavenging capabilities due to defect surface sites.
Second, Ce ion leaching is expected to provide the chloroplast with additional regenerative
capabilities. Previous studies have reported on anti-oxidative stress conditions in the presence of
Ce ions in vivo.277-281 These studies concluded that Ce can partly replace Mg under Mg-deficient
conditions to reduce oxidative stress as well as promote chlorophyll, Rubisco, and protein
formation to enhance photosynthesis. Unlike the Ce-based additives, neither the fullerenol nor
the SWNT affected H2DCF-DA fluorescence. In all cases, H2DCF-DA fluorescence was
negligible in the absence of illumination (open symbols), thus verifying the photogeneration of
ROS. The corresponding chloroplast fluorescence measurements (Figure 5.11, right) are
relatively stable in the dark (open symbols). However, under illumination, the chloroplast
undergoes a gradual decrease in fluorescence over time independent of additive type and
concentration. Therefore, the gradual decrease in fluorescence can be attributed to inherent
chloroplast photobleaching and not additive-induced photo-inhibition.
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ROS production was monitored for chloroplasts in the presence of (a) dNC, (b) Ce (III)
NO3 , (c) fullerenol, and (d) AT15-SWNT. Both dye fluorescence (i) and chloroplast
fluorescence (ii) were measured.
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The O2concentration was specifically evaluated using XTT both under illumination and in the
dark (Figure 5.12). Above 0 mM dNC, increasing dNC concentrations demonstrate a statistical
decrease in 02 detection (Figure 5.12a). However, in contrast to the results obtained using
H2DCF-DA, Ce 3+ addition was found to have little effect on 02 concentrations as measured with
XTT (Figure 5.12b). This observation is consistent with the lack of regenerative 02 scavenging
capabilities of Ce 3*. As was observed With H2DCF-DA, neither the fullerenol nor the SWNTs
affect the detected amount of 02 (Figure 5.12c, Figure 5.12d). In the absence of illumination
(open symbols), XTT absorption is negligible. Corresponding chloroplast fluorescence
measurements (Figure 5.12, right) remain stable in the dark (closed symbols). Under
illumination, chloroplast fluorescence measurements were less than those measured in the dark
due to possible photobleaching effects.
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Figure 5.12 I ROS Measurements Using XTT.
ROS production was monitored for chloroplasts in the presence of (a) dNC,
(b) Ce (III) NO3, (c) fullerenol, and (d) AT 1 5-SWNT. Both dye absorbance
(i) and chloroplast fluorescence (ii) were measured.
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To evaluate whether the decrease in ROS detection in the presence of dNC is due to effective
dNC scavenging rather than loss of chloroplast photoactivity, chloroplast photoactivity was
measured using DCPIP. During photosynthesis, electron-hole separation occurs in PSII of the
thylakoid membrane within the chloroplast. The electron is subsequently extracted and
transferred to the neighboring protein complexes, cyt b6f and PSI. DCPIP serves as an artificial
electron acceptor, intercepting the electron as it is transferred between PSII and PSI. In the
presence of a photoactive chloroplast, DCPIP is reduced, and dye absorption decreases at 620
nm. Both in the presence and absence of nanoparticle additives, an increase in reduced DCPIP
concentration is observed for the first two hours of illumination, consistent with electron
generation during photosynthesis (Figure 5.13). Recovery of oxidized DCPIP is observed after
two hours of illumination as the electron photo-generation rate decreases up until about eight
hours of illumination, where the concentration of reduced DCPIP remains stable. To verify that
this variation in dye absorption is strictly due to chloroplast photoactivity, dye absorption was
also measured in the absence of chloroplasts and in the absence of chloroplasts and nanoparticle
additives. In both cases, reduced DCPIP concentration remains constant in the absence of
chloroplasts when under illumination. In the dark, the reduced DCPIP concentration remains
stable in the presence of chloroplasts. Together, these controls verify that the measured variation
in DCPIP absorption under illumination is due to chloroplast photoactivity.
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Figure 5.131 ROS Measurements Using DCPIP.
ROS production was monitored for chloroplasts in the presence of (a) dNC, (b)
Ce (III) NO 3, (c) fullerenol, and (d) AT15-SWNT. Both dye absorbance (i) and
chloroplast fluorescence (ii) were measured.
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Analogous variations are observed for the chloroplast fluorescence measurements (Figure 5.13,
right). For the first two hours of illumination, chloroplast fluorescence increases as the
chloroplast dissipates excess photo-generated energy. After approximately two hours, chloroplast
fluorescence decreases and stabilizes at approximately eight hours to the intensities obtained for
samples incubated in the dark (open symbols). As expected, no fluorescence is observed for
samples in the absence of chloroplast, and as before, samples incubated in the dark demonstrate
no change in fluorescence intensity over time.
Since no such chloroplast fluorescence variation is observed in the presence of H2DCF-DA and
XTT, the change in photoactivity under illumination is attributed to the presence of the dye,
DCPIP. As shown in Figure 5.13, the inflection in both dye absorption (left) and chloroplast
fluorescence (right), which occur after approximately two hours of illumination, occurs in the
absence of any additives. Further, maximum chloroplast fluorescence is maintained in the
absence of dye. Therefore, the DCPIP dye itself appears to directly interfere with chloroplast
fluorescence and possibly photoactivity. In the presence of nanoparticle additives, no significant
change in DCPIP dye absorption is observed below additive-specific threshold concentrations.
Below 5 pM dNC, 5 pM Ce 3*, and 50 pM fullerenol, no change in DCPIP dye reduction is
observed. No concentration threshold was observed for SWNT, as no change in DCPIP dye
reduction is observed over the range of SWNT concentrations tested. No additive concentration
dependency was observed for the chloroplast fluorescence measurements.
To elucidate the ROS scavenging capabilities of dNC in the presence of chloroplasts, confocal
images of Alexa Fluor 488-labelled dNC in the presence of chloroplast were taken (Figure 5.14).
As a control, chloroplast images were also taken in the presence of free, labeled dextran. After
one hour of incubation, free dextran readily accumulates within the individual chloroplasts
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(Figure 5.14, left). Upon complexation with NC (Figure 5.14, middle), the dextran-wrapped
nanoparticles are unable to penetrate the chloroplast membrane. To verify that the perceived
absence of Alexa fluorescence within the chloroplast is due to the absence of dNC uptake rather
than optical contrast against saturating Alexa fluorescence in the surrounding solution, the
chloroplast solution was subsequently washed (Figure 5.14, right). The absence of Alexa
fluorescence in the washed samples confirms that the dNC did not accumulate in the chloroplast.
This observation is consistent with a model where dNC scavenging occurs external to the
chloroplast. In future directions, we propose a mechanism that promotes the internalization of
these dNC particles within the isolated chloroplast.
Since the dNC remain external to the chloroplast, we hypothesize that the primary means of ROS
scavenging is scavenging of H20 2 species that have diffused through the chloroplast membrane.
Reactive radicals such as 0 have limited diffusion lengths on the order of 0.07 gm282 compared
to more stable H20 2 species which can more readily cross the chloroplast membrane. One
proposed scavenging mechanism in this study includes H20 2 decomposition outside or near the
membrane surface, resulting in subsequent radical formation and scavenging outside the
chloroplast. As shown in Figure 5.11, H2DCF-DA, which is selective for H20 2 , as well as other
oxidizing agents, shows an effective decrease in ROS detection in the presence of dNC and Ce
ions. Previous studies indicate that addition of Ce3 ions directly to plant media decreases H20 2
generation in vivo in chloroplasts. 27,278 An alternative mechanism contributing to the observed
ROS scavenging effects is the enhancement of chlorophyll activity and diminished H2 0 2
formation due to Ce leeching within the chloroplast. To differentiate between scavenging
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mechanisms within and outside the cell, and to possibly enhance the dNC scavenging effects, the
focus of our future work is the delivery of the NC within the chloroplast.
Free Dextran (After Washing) dNC (Before Washing) dNC (After Washing)
Figure 5.14 1 Confocal Microscope Images of dNC and Chloroplasts.
Confocal images were taken for chloroplasts in the presence of free dextran after washing (left),
dNC before washing (middle), and dNC after washing (right). Fluorescence from dextran labeled
with Alex480 (top) was compared to an overlay of dextran fluorescence and chloroplast
fluorescence (bottom). Shown in red are emissions from dextran, and in green are emissions
from chloroplasts.
5.4 Conclusions
We examined the ROS scavenging effects of dNC, Ce 3 , fullerenol, and DNA-wrapped SWNTs
in the presence of photoactive chloroplasts using the dyes H2DCF-DA, XTT, and DCPIP.
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According to the H2DCF-DA measurements, the addition of dNC and Ce3+ decreases the
detected amount of oxidants, such as H20 2 and NO. A stronger effect is measured in the presence
of dNC, which behaves as a ROS scavenger as well as a source of remedial Ce ions. Fullerenol
and DNA-SWNTs have no statistical effect on the detected amount of oxidants. According to
XTT measurements, the addition of dNC was found to decrease the detected amount of 02.-. The
Ce3+ has a negligible effect on 02~ detection, whereas fullerenol and DNA-SWNTs have no
effect.
To verify that the remedial decrease in ROS concentration is due to effective nanoparticle
scavenging rather than loss of chloroplast photoactivity, DCPIP was used to measure
photoactivity in the presence of the nanoparticles. Since DCPIP itself behaves as an inhibitive
source of photoactivity, photoactivity measurements in the presence of nanoparticle additives
were compared to control measurements in the presence of DCPIP. At concentrations exceeding
5 pM, dNC and Ce3+ were found to decrease the photo-production of electrons in the
chloroplasts. Above 50 tM, fullerenol demonstrates a similar inhibitory effect. No photoactivity
inhibition was observed over the concentration range tested with the DNA-SWNTs.
To elucidate the mechanism of ROS scavenging, dNC uptake in chloroplasts were imaged via
confocal microscopy using fluorescently labeled dNC. Control measurements verified that
though free, labeled dextran readily accumulated within the chloroplasts, the labeled dNC
particles were unable to penetrate the organelle membrane. Therefore, ROS scavenging of the
dNC occurs external to the chloroplast. We hypothesize that internalization of the dNC may
enhance the ROS scavenging capabilities of the nanoparticle as it scavenges in the vicinity of the
ROS generation site. Such enhancements would allow for the prolongation of chloroplast
photoactivity for light-harvesting and solar energy conversion purposes.
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6. Integrating Regenerative Chloroplasts into Solar Devices
This chapter focuses on the development of platforms that can measure the metabolic export of
photoactive, isolated chloroplasts. In Section 6.2 we measure glucose concentrations of both
suspended and encapsulated chloroplasts. In Section 6.3 we apply these chloroplasts to a biofuel
cell to measure power output.
6.1 Introduction
In Chapters 2 and 3, we focused on interfacing photoactive proteins with nanotubes to develop a
regenerative light-harvesting device. In Chapters 4 and 5, we establish platforms for measuring
chloroplast viability extracellularly and explore the effect of nanoparticle additives on
chloroplast photoactivity. This last chapter combines the concepts described in Chapters 2 and 3,
where we integrate plant derivatives into solar devices, with the concepts described in Chapters 4
and 5, which establishes a platform for studying chloroplasts. Here, we focus on using the
metabolites exported by chloroplasts, such as glucose, to create a light-harvesting biofuel cell.
We discuss approaches to measuring the amount of sugars exported by photoactive chloroplasts
encapsulated in a variety of encapsulants, and we obtain biofuel measurements for the
chloroplast.
6.2 Measuring Metabolite Export of Isolated Chloroplasts
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The export of triose phosphates by the chloroplast plays a key role in the carbon fixation
reactions that occur during the Calvin-Benson Cycle. During the Calvin-Benson Cycle,
triosphosphates are used to synthesize more complex carbohydrates, such as sucrose, fructose,
and glucose. These carbohydrates are subsequently derivatized by the plant cell into useful
starches, cellulose, proteins, and fatty acids. 2 83-287 In addition to triose phosphates, the plant
chloroplast also directly exports sugars such as glucose and maltose. These sugars, which are
produced under illumination, accumulate in the chloroplast. In the dark, the chloroplast exports
these sugars as plant reserves. Although several studies have monitored the export behavior of
chloroplasts in vivo, 288,289 their prolonged behavior ex vivo remains largely under-explored.
Since many cellular processes are triggered by in vivo signaling mechanisms, the behavior of
chloroplasts isolated from the cell nucleus may depart from that measured in vivo. Here, we
measure for the first time glucose export of isolated chloroplasts over extended periods of time
under both illuminated and dark conditions.
6.2.1 Experimental Methods and Procedures
Chloroplast Suspension in Sucrose Buffer
Chloroplasts were isolated according to the procedures described in Section Chapter 5 with a
final chlorophyll concentration of approximately 0.6 mg/mL. A 15 mL sample was incubated
under ambient light conditions, and another 15 mL sample was incubated in the dark.
Chloroplast Encapsulation in Sodium Alginate
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Chloroplasts were encapsulated in sodium alginate as described in previous studies, 290 with
several modifications, as noted. Briefly, 3 mL isolated chloroplasts in sucrose buffer were added
to a 9 mL 1 wt% sodium alginate solution. After vortexing, the chloroplast-alginate solution was
added drop-wise to a constantly stirred solution containing 12 mL 1 M BaCl2. The BaCl2 solution
was stirred within a wide diameter beaker to maximize BaCl2 solution surface area exposure and
minimize particle agglomeration. The alginate-chloroplast suspension polymerized into spherical
particles upon immediate contact with the BaCl2 solution.
Glucose Measurement of Chloroplasts via Glucose Oxidase Assay
To verify that exported concentrations yield measurable amounts of glucose, an Analox GM9D
Glucose Direct instrument was used to verify glucose production under illumination and dark
conditions for buffer-suspended and alginate encapsulated chloroplasts. Chloroplasts that were
isolated according to the procedures described in Chapter 5, were injected as 10 pL aliquots at
various times throughout the incubation. This glucose oxidase-based assay specifically measures
glucose concentration. Although other sugars, such as maltose and triose phosphates, are
exported by chloroplasts in vivo, their assessment ex vivo will require more comprehensive
HPLC measurements.
Glucose Measurement of Chloroplasts via HPLC
An alternative approach for detecting glucose, as well as other exported metabolites, include
HPLC analysis. Sugar separation was achieved on an Agilent 1260 LC/MS coupled to a 1260
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ELSD detector at 75 0C and 3.5 psi with a gain setting of 6. Due to the presence of salts and
stringent requirements for ionization of sugars using an electrospray (ES) source, MS analysis
was not performed on the chloroplast metabolites. A Zorbax carbohydrate column performed the
sugar separation. A NH2 guard column was initially used to protect the separation column from
irreversible adsorption of chloroplast components; however, the use of a guard column results in
peak broadening. Therefore, samples were instead filtered using a 0.2 ptm filtered syringe prior to
HPLC injection.
6.2.2 Results and Discussion
This results of this study confirmed that the bulk chloroplast solution was able to produce
glucose in measureable amounts. Further, it was discovered that when chloroplasts were
encapsulated in the presence of Ba2+ ions, glucose production was increased-a finding that is
unreported in the literature (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1 | Total Glucose Export from Isolated Chloroplasts.
Isolated chloroplasts suspended in sucrose buffer, in alginate-containing buffer, BaCl2-
containing buffer, and in alginate/BaCl 2 gels were illuminated until photo-deactivation,
and the resulting glucose concentrations were measured. Concentrations were corrected
to account for dilution effects. (inset) Alginate-encapsulated chloroplast spheres. 173
As discussed above, a comprehensive characterization of the complete metabolic library of
sugars exported by isolated chloroplasts ex vivo requires alternative measurement techniques,
such as HPLC analysis. Coupled to a high-throughput approach for sampling chloroplast
solutions at various times throughout the analysis, this technique would offer insight as to the
metabolic activity of isolated chloroplasts.
Sugar detection using the HPLC is largely limited by the presence of salts, which deposit onto
the ELSD detector, causing erratic fluctuations in the signal. Therefore, alginate encapsulated
samples, which contain 1MBaCl 2 could not be analyzed without prior de-salination. Although
buffered solutions also contain salts, at low enough injection volumes (15 pL) and high enough
run times (25 minutes), the ELSD is able to maintain baseline measurements. The calibration
curve of glucose under these separation conditions is provided in Figure 6.2
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Figure 6.2 | HPLC Calibration Curve.
Glucose standards ranging from 1mM to 500 mM were injected into the HPLC, and
ELSD peak area was measured. The resulting best-fit linear curve has a slope of 1.78 an
intercept of -6.16 and an r2 value of 0.96. 174
Glucose separation was achieved for both the buffer-suspended chloroplasts and the PAAm
encapsulated chloroplasts, and a sample separation is shown in Figure 6.3. Glucose elution at
these specified conditions occurs at 8.3 minutes. Previous studies have indicated an in vivo
chloroplast export rate that consists largely of triose phosphates at 39.0 stmol/(mg chlorophyll h),
hexose phosphates at 12.9 [tmol/(mg chlorophyll h), glucose at 21.2 [Lmol/(mg chlorophyll h),
and maltose at 13.7 [tmol/(mg chlorophyll h). 2 89 Due to strong column adsorption, the current
setup does not detect sugar phosphates. Though glucose has been detected, measurements
thusfar show no sign of significant maltose accumulation, which elutes at 22.3 minutes, which is
in contrast to in vivo measurements. The chloroplast ELSD measurements contain an additional
saturating peak at 17 min, coincident with the elution time of the sucrose within the buffer.
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Figure 6.3 | HPLC Sugar Separation of Isolated Chloroplasts.
A representative spectrum of the sugar separation achieved for chloroplasts in sucrose buffer
that has been illuminated until diminished photoactivity is shown (black), along with 10 mM
sample injections of glucose (red) and maltose (blue).
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Time measurements of buffer and PAAm are shown in Figure 6.4. The calculated initial glucose
production rates for buffer-suspended and PAAm encapsulated chloroplasts are 1.9 pmol/(mg
chlorophyll h) and 1.8 ptmol/(mg chlorophyll h), less than the in vivo rate of 21.2 tmol/(mg
chlorophyll h), as expected due to extracellular de-activation in the absence of prolonged cellular
regeneration.
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Figure 6.4 Time-lapsed Measurements of Exported Sugars from Isolated Chloroplasts.
The glucose elution peak was monitored for buffer-suspended (left) and PAAm-encapsulated
(right) chloroplasts. Sample measurements were obtained under illumination, in the dark, and
within an illuminated sample prepared in the absence of chloroplasts to verify photosynthetic
glucose production.
6.3 Chloroplast Biofuel Cell Measurements
With measureable amounts of glucose detected for isolated chloroplasts ex vivo, this final section
focuses on the proof-of-concept biofuel measurements of isolated chloroplasts. The use of algae,
cyanobacteria, and even whole plants is ubiquitous in the biofuel cell literature. 291 Although
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several studies have explored the incorporation of encapsulated chloroplasts into reactors
containing added enzymes, such as hydrogenases, 262,290,292-296 these studies have yet to directly
utilize the metabolitic export generated from intact, isolated chloroplasts. In this study, we
develop a chloroplast-based biofuel cell that uses exported glucose from encapsulated and
solution-phase chloroplasts. Coupled to a mechanism for promoting chloroplast regeneration,
these proof-of-concept measurements may be used to elucidate the development of a regenerable
chloroplast-based solar device with enhanced stabilities and robust mechanisms of fault
tolerance.
6.3.1 Experimental Methods and Procedures
Chloroplast Suspension in Sucrose Buffer
Chloroplasts were isolated according to the procedures described above, with a final chlorophyll
concentration of approximately 1 mg/mL. A 15 mL sample was incubated under ambient light
conditions, and another 15 mL sample was incubated in the dark. A 15 mL blank sucrose
solution under illumination was also included as a control.
Chloroplast Suspension in Sorbitol Buffer
Analogous isolation procedures were performed for chloroplasts as described above, except with
a sorbitol-based, rather than a sucrose-based buffer. The sorbitol buffer, which contains 0.33 M
sorbitol (C6H1 40 6 ), 2 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), 1 mM magnesium chloride
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(MgCl 2), and 50 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid (HEPES), was chilled
prior to chloroplast extraction.
Chloroplast Encapsulation in Sodium Alginate
Chloroplasts were encapsulated according to the procedures described in Section 6.2.1.
Chloroplast Encapsulation in Polyacrylamide (PAAm)
Chloroplasts were encapsulated in PAAm gels according to previously published procedures,297
with modifications as noted. 3 mL of the isolated chloroplast solution was added to a reaction
vial containing acrylamide and N,N'-methylene-bisacrylamide (BIS) to yield final monomer and
cross-linking concentrations of 20 wt% and 1.2 wt%, respectively. 0.5 mL
tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) 0.5 wt% was added to the reaction vial, followed by the
addition of 0.5 mL ammonium persulfate ((NH 4)2S208) as the initiator. A stream of N2 was
blown into the vial to minimize oxygen inhibition of the polymerization reaction. Previous
studies,297 which have reported photosynthetic protein damage due to radical formation during a
polymerization reaction with a potassium persulfate (KHS0 4) initiator and
dimethylaminopropionitrile (C5HioN 2) accelerator, indicate that damaging conditions can be
minimized under cooled polymerization reactions conducted over two hours in the absence of an
initiator. Thus, the reaction was carried at the specified conditions on ice. After the
polymerization reaction was completed, the gel was washed several times with DI water. 7 mL
of DI was added to the encapsulated chloroplasts for fuel cell analysis.
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Biofuel Cell Measurement of Exported Glucose
A glucose biofuel cell was constructed, evaluated, and applied to analyze the sugar contents of
samples as described by Zebda and co-workers. 29 8 A schematic diagram illustrating the
proposed platform is shown in Figure 6.5. The anode (Figure 6.5a, left) consists of a nanotube-
platinum nanoparticle pellet containing glucose oxidase, which catalyzes the anodic reaction
Glu cos e - -"> Gluconolactone + 2H + + 2e Reaction 6.1
The cathode contains the enzyme lacasse, which catalyzes the cathodic half reaction
Reaction 6.2 ~02 + 22 + 2e - 202~
a
Nanotube-Pt
nanoparticle-
Glucose,.
oxidase
Anode
GOx
Porous
Membrane I b AnodeI
Lacasse
Cathode
Laccase
Glucose -* Gluconolactone + 2H+ + 2e- % 02 + 2H++ 2e- - H20
Figure 6.5 1 Biofuel Cell Design.
(a) The schematic diagram shows that the anode contains glucose oxidase, which catalyzes the anodic
oxidation of glucose. The cathode contains lacasse, as an ezyme that catalyzes the cathodic formation of
water. Addition of ROS scavenging solutions to the chloroplasts is proposed to enhance photo-
regeneration. (b) The actual fuel cell setup uses a compact membrane system, with a cavity for
chloroplast addition (green). The inset shows the underlying, perforated electrode system used to
extract current.
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The synthesis procedure for the underlying electrode design shown in Figure 6.5b is illustrated in
Figure 6.6. To summarize, a compact electrode system is made by heat pressing the anodic and
cathodic pellets against a Nafion membrane, which is used to separate the electrodes in this
mediatorless fuel cell design. The compact electrode membrane is inserted between teflon glass
fibers and electrode charge collectors, and the composite is sandwiched between the cathode and
anode holders to create the fuel cell shown in Figure 6.5b.
Heat Press Electrodes
Cathode Cathode I Teflon e/ Teflon Anode I Anode
Holder Collector Glass Fiber Cathode Glass Fiber Collector Holder
Figure 6.6 1 Electrode Fabrication for Biofuel Cell Design.
A heat press (top) is used consolidate the glucose-oxidase containing anode and lacasse-containing
cathode, separated by a Nafion membrane. These compact electrodes are sandwiched between
teflon fiber and electrode charge collectors on either side. This stacked membrane configuration is
them placed in between the cathodic and anodic holders to complete biofuel cell construction.
6.3.2 Results and Discussion
The anode and cathode of the biofuel cell were separately tested to verify functionality (Figure
6.7). As expected, the anode exhibits a response in the presence of glucose that is attributed to
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glucose oxidase activity. Similarly, the anode exhibits oxygen sensitivity as anodic current
decreases with depleting oxygen concentration. An anodic glucose calibration curve was
obtained via serial addition of glucose to the reaction solution (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.7 | Anodic and Cathodic Characterization of Biofuel Cell.
(a) The anodic response upon glucose addition was measured in the presence (black) of glucose
oxidase and the absence (red) of glucose oxidase. (b) The cathodic response was measured in the
presence of depleting oxygen concentrations.
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Figure 6.8 | Calibration Curve for Biofuel Cell Anode.
(a) Step-like increases in current at a constant potential of 0.5 Vis observed upon sequential
addition of 10 mM glucose. (b) The curvilinear calibration plot of anodic current versus glucose
concentration is achieved. The curvilinear response is due to the change in open circuit potential
due to glucose consumption during each measurement.
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The power output of the various isolated chloroplast solutions is shown Figure 6.9. A
comparison of measurements obtained for alginate encapsulated, agarose encapsulated, sucrose
buffer suspended, and sorbitol suspended chloroplasts reveals that increased power output is
observed for alginate encapsulated chloroplasts, in agreement with measurements taken by the
Analox Glucose Direct instrument. Encapsulated chloroplasts incubated in the dark (red) have
decreased power densities compared to those under illumination (black), verifying that glucose
release in due to photosynthetic behavior rather than the export of stores remaining in
chloroplasts after isolation.
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Figure 6.9 | Biofuel Cell Measurements of Chloroplasts.
Power output was measured for chloroplasts encapsulated in alginate (black, red), encapsulated
in agarose (pink), suspended in sucrose buffer (blue) and suspended in sorbitol (cyan). Light
(black) and dark (red) measurements were taken for the alginate encapsulated chloroplasts to
verify the photoactive-dependent glucose formation.
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Time measurements were also obtained for PAAm encapsulated chloroplasts (Figure 6.10).
Under illumination, the PAAm encapsulated chloroplasts generate increased photocurrents over
time with initial export rates of 6pmol/(mg chlorophyll hr), consistent with values obtained with
the HPLC and in the literature.
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Figure 6.10 | Time-lapsed Biofuel Cell Measurements of PAAm-encapsulated Chloroplasts
The current was monitored for PAAm-encapsulated chloroplasts over time under illumination.
6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we study metabolite export of isolated chloroplasts ex vivo. Metabolite export
was examined for suspended chloroplasts in sucrose and sorbitol as well as encapsulated
chloroplasts in alginate, agarose, and PAAm. In the first part of this chapter, glucose production
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was measured using an Analox Glucose Direct meter. Preliminary glucose measurements verify
the light-sensitive production of glucose over time, with enhanced glucose concentrations
measured for alginate encapsulated chloroplasts compared to sucrose buffer-suspended
chloroplasts. HPLC measurements of buffer-suspended and PAAm-encapsulated chloroplasts
indicate glucose export rates of 1.9 tmol/(mg chlorophyll hr) and 1.8 pmol/(mg chlorophyll hr),
less than the 21.2 pmol/(mg chlorophyll hr) in vivo rates described in the literature.
In the second part of this chapter, proof-of-concept measurements were obtained using a biofuel
cell setup for both encapsulated and solution-suspended chloroplasts. Maximum power outputs
were measured for alginate encapsulated chloroplasts with a power of 110 piW/cm 2 . Alginate
samples incubated in the dark have decreased power, consistent with the photo-dependent
production of glucose. Time-lapsed measurements of PAAm encapsulated chloroplasts reveal
export rates on the order of 6 ptmol/(mg chlorophyll hr), comparable to values obtained using the
HPLC. Coupled to a ROS scavenging or regeneration-promoting mechanism, this setup
establishes a viable platform for the development of the first chloroplast-based, regenerative
biofuel cell.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we study and apply both synthetic and natural mechanisms of regeneration with a
focus on solar energy applications.
In the first chapter, we develop the first synthetic photoelectrochemical complex capable of
mimicking key aspects of the plant self-repair cycle. We synthesize, purify, and characterize our
nanotube-based complex using AFM, SANS, fluorescence, and absorbance measurements. We
also studied the photoelectrochemical properties of the complex. By applying a regeneration
cycle that utilizes the reversible self-assembly of the complex to alternate between the assembled
and disassembled states, we were able to increase the solar cell efficiency by over 300% over
168 hours and extend the cell lifetime indefinitely. Though we report a 40% EQE per complex
under 785 nm illumination, our overall cell efficiency is less than 1%. We found that overall
efficiency linearly increases with the photoactive complex concentration.
To optimize cell efficiency, we propose the development of densely stacked arrays of
photoactive complexes to maximize the concentration of photoactive proteins. This can be
achieved by growing vertically aligned SWNTs onto an electrode substrate and reversibly
assembling the photoactive complexes along the nanotube length. In addition to maximizing
efficiencies, the proposed platform is hypothesized to be advantageous in the self-assembly
mechanism and in device absorption. Provided the hydrophobic nature of SWNTs, as
photoactive complexes are cyclically assembled and disassembled, we expect increased
formation of irreversibly bundled nanotubes over extended periods of time. By immobilizing the
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nanotubes onto a substrate, we can circumvent bundling issues that would otherwise arise in
solution-phase nanotube suspensions. In addition, we expect light-trapping mechanisms to
contribute to the enhanced device efficiency of vertically aligned nanotube complexes.
An alternative cell design would be the direct tethering of photoactive RC proteins to SWNTs for
direct electron extraction in a solar cell. This design is hypothesized to yield increased electron
extraction efficiencies, as direct molecular tethering replaces less efficient mechanisms of charge
extraction, such as tunneling and mediator-based interactions. Based on docking calculations, we
were able to design molecules that preferentially bind to the electron-holding QB site with higher
binding energies than those of endogenous electron carriers. Although these molecules can be
used as mediators in the current cell design, one must consider that since increased electron
binding efficiencies are dependent on the reversible binding and un-binding of the molecule, that
a strong binding affinity may in fact lead to decreased transfer efficiencies. Hence, for a
mediator-based device, binding affinities must be optimized to account for this tradeoff.
Nonetheless, by synthesizing molecular tether with controlled binding affinities to the
photoactive protein, one can tailor the molecule design to address their specific energy
application, whether it be mediator optimization, direct electron extraction, or simply protein
purification (discussed below).
The third cell design proposed directly utilizes the densely stacked arrays of photoactive proteins
in chloroplasts to increase device efficiency. This platform is the focus of the second of this
thesis. The direct integration of isolated chloroplasts in a solar cell design offers several
advantages. First, chloroplast isolation only requires the low-energy isolation techniques of
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mechanical abrasion and filtration, compared to the more energy intensive purification
techniques required for protein isolation. However, as discussed above, by designing molecular
tethers specific to the photoactive RC, one can circumvent these otherwise energy intensive
purification techniques by simply dipping a surface functionalized with these tethers directly into
an unpurified, photosynthetic slurry. Another advantage of integrating whole chloroplasts is their
inherent regeneration mechanism. Rather than having to apply an extracellular, synthetic
approach for regenerating proteins, one can utilize the built-in, robust self-repair mechanism in
chloroplasts to create a fault-tolerant solar cell.
In the next chapter, we model the biomimetic self-assembly mechanisms of the nanotube-based
construct. The regeneration cycle used to enhance cell efficiency and increase lifetime relies on
the reversible self-assembly process. By kinetically modeling this self-assembly process, we
were able to develop a more quantitative understanding of the kinetic and thermodynamic forces
that drive the self-repair cycle. By fitting this model to our experimental data, we were able to
calculate best-fit rate constants for ND and ND-SWNT formation of 79 mM- Is and 5.4 x 102
mM-1 s-1. We were also able to predict a locally optimal dialysis rate of approximately 8 x 10-4 s-
This dialysis optimum is attributed to the simultaneous effects of several competing forces: the
kinetically slower, but thermodynamically favorable formation of nanotube bundles, the
kinetically faster, but thermodynamically less favorable complex formation, and increased
reaction rates with increased dialysis rates.
In future work, we propose the refinement of the model based on advancements in the kinetic
characterization of mixed lipid-surfactant systems, specifically that of DMPC-SC. The calculated
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values rely on the varying lipid-surfactant kinetics of the systems as the solution is dialyzed
throughout different phases. Though available phase diagrams provide thermodynamic
information on the DMPC-SC system, detailed kinetic information on such a system
simultaneously undergoing phase transitions remains limited. Instead, this model pre-supposed a
linear variation in kinetic parameters throughout a phase. A more accurate description of the
kinetics of this specific phase transition would result in the more precise evaluation of the ND
and ND-SWNT rate constants.
We also developed a platform for detecting single-molecule metabolites exported from
individual chloroplasts. Previous studies have synthesized fluorescence-based nanotube sensors
that detect single-molecule binding events as stochastic variations in nanotube fluorescence.
Films containing these sensors were placed beneath individual cells to spatially resolve the
metabolitic export of individual cells. In this work, we develop a program that determines the
bulk concentration of an analyte based on the stochastic fluctuations of individual nanotubes.
We used a KMC algorithm to simulate stochastic fluctuations in intensity by inputting known
concentration-dependent rate constants. We then calculated the rate constants using several
algorithms, including a single-site probability model assuming site dependence, single-site
probability model assuming site independence, first and second moment analysis, hidden
Markov model, and birth-and-death Markov models. We found that overall, the birth-and-death
model was able to most accurately recover the input rate constants.
This algorithm has been applied to subsequent studies for single-molecule NO sensing. This
MATLAB program offers a user-friendly interface that allows a user with little to no
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programming experience to directly calculate the distribution of rate constants for spatially
resolved nanotubes from a movie. Future directions in this field include the compilation of this
code into an executable format for ubiquitous use by the single-molecule scientific community.
We also propose the application of such an algorithm for detecting spatially resolved
distributions of metabolite export from individual chloroplasts, as shown in the construct
illustrated in Figure 4.1.
The next chapter focused on natural mechanisms of regeneration by developing platforms to
evaluate isolated chloroplast photoactivity extracellularly. As discussed above, chloroplasts
naturally provide densely stacked arrays of protein for maximum absorption and efficiencies.
Inherent, dynamic mechanisms of self-repair are naturally modulated based on an intricate
design of feedback mechanisms. For the first time, we interfaced isolated chloroplasts with
various nanoparticle additives and monitored additive effect on extracellular photoactivity. We
specifically monitored ROS generation, as ROS triggers the self-repair cycle by damaging the
photoactive proteins. We examined the effect of dNC, Ce 3+, SWNTs, and fullerenol in the
presence of various dyes for measuring the formation of specific ROS and for evaluating
chloroplast photoactivity. We confirmed that dNC was able to effectively scavenge for ROS.
Confocal microscopy images verify that the dNC is not internalized by the chloroplast. To
promote chloroplast regeneration, we propose a platform wherein the dNC is delivered into the
chloroplast for direct ROS scavenging in the vicinity of the photosensitive protein.
The final chapter of this thesis focuses on characterizing bulk measurements of chloroplasts for
biofuel cell applications. Chloroplasts were isolated and subsequently encapsulated in alginate,
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agarose, and PAAm gels. Glucose concentrations were measured for both encapsulated and
buffer-suspended chloroplasts under illuminated and dark conditions. Higher glucose
concentrations were measured for illuminated chloroplasts, compared to chloroplasts incubated
in the dark. Maximum glucose concentrations were achieved for alginate encapsulated
chloroplasts. Although several studies have measured the metabolic export of isolated
chloroplasts immediately upon plant extraction, the extracellular export of isolated, photoactive
chloroplasts over extended periods of time in the presence of additives has not been studied. In
this study, we report HPLC-measured export rates of 1.9 ptmol glucose/(mg chlorophyll hr),
which is less than the in vivo measurements reported in the literature (21 pmol/(mg chlorophyll
hr). In the future directions of this work, we propose to develop a high-throughput approach for
detecting the various sugars exporting by isolated chloroplasts incubated under light and dark
conditions over time. In addition to studying the behavior of unmodified chloroplasts, we would
also like to extend this platform to measure the metabolite export of chloroplasts in the presence
of additives proposed to enhance productivity, such as ROS scavengers like dNC.
Finally, we performed the first proof-of-concept biofuel cell measurements of intact chloroplasts
that were both buffer-suspended and encapsulated. In agreement with measurements obtained
using the Analox Glucose Direct meter, we measured maximum glucose concentrations of
chloroplasts encapsulated in alginate gels, with maximum power densities of 110 piW/cm2 . Initial
glucose export rates of 6 pmol/(mg chlorophyll hr) are in close agreement with values obtained
using the HPLC. Future studies include the biofuel time-based measurement of chloroplasts in
the presence of regenerative additives.
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Appendix A: MATLAB Program for SPT SWNT Analysis
This program was used to perform the SPT analysis, which evaluated the distribution of
nanotube lengths based on the calculated distribution of diffusion coefficients. Movies of
nanotubes undergoing Brownian motion were analyzed using the Mosaic Particle Tracker 2D/3D
plugin for ImageJ. The output of this analysis is a text file containing the x- and y-coordinates of
each tracked nanotube at each time frame. This text file was selected as the input for the Matlab
analysis program, which evaluated the MSD of each particle over time. The slope of MSD plot
for each nanotube was used to calculate the corresponding diffusion coefficient. This program
filters out MSD trajectories that exhibit confined diffusion (slopes less than 20), slopes
consisting of only 2 data points, and slopes with r2 values less than 0.9. One version of the
program is presented below.
% input--text file--no header in *.txt that generated from ImageJ
% sort the trajectories and plot
% This version calcualtes MSD, calculates diffusion coefficient and fits
% the distribution to a lognormal frequency
function diffusionmodel(deltat)
[filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.txt', 'Select the trajectory *.txt file);
[expcoeff, fexpcoeff] = MSDsort(deltat, filename, pathname); %Plot MSD and linear fits and
calculate diffusivities
[Diffvector, fmodelcoeff] = fitDifftoLogNorm(expcoeff, fexpcoeff); %Fit diffusivities to
lognormal model
[d model, diamDcoeff, fdiammodelcoeff, Lmean, sigmaL]=
fitLengthtoLogNorm(Diff vector, expcoeff); %fit length distribution to lognormal model
assuming a diameter
%Plot data
figure;
plot(expcoeff, f expcoeff, '.');
hold on;
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plot(expcoeff, f modelcoeff, 'b');
plot(diamDcoeff, fdiammodelcoeff, 'r');
legend('Experimental Data', 'LogNormal Model', 'Length Distribution Model');
title('Comparison of LogNormal Model and Length Model Diffusion Coefficients');
xlabel('Diffusion Coefficient (umA2/s)');
ylabel('Frequency');
hold off;
DiffusivityMatrix [expcoeff f expcoeff f modelcoeff fdiammodelcoeff];
LogNormParams [Diff vector(1) Diffvector(2) dmodel(1) d-model(2)];
xlswrite([pwd '\DiffusivityPlot.xls'], DiffusivityMatrix, 'DiffusivityMatrix');
xlswrite([pwd '\DiffusivityPlot.xls'], LogNormParams, 'LogNormParams');
%Display results
display(['Mean Length (um) ',num2str(d-model(1))]);
display(['St. Dev. Length (um) ', num2str(d model(2))]);
display(['Mean Diffisivity (umA2/s) : ', num2str(Diff vector(l))]);
display(['St. Dev. Diffusivity (umA2/s) : ', num2str(Diff vector(2))]);
%% -------------------------- MSD SORT ------------------------------
% input--text file--no header in *.txt that generated from ImageJ
% sort the trajectories and plot
function [expcoeff, f expcoeffl = MSDsort(deltat,name, pathname)
datafilelD = fopen([pathname name],'r');
%Reads file
vindex = 0;
frameindex = 0;
alpha = 0.0;
tline = 1;
while (tline -1)
tline = fgetl(datafileID);
if (tline == -1)
continue;
end;
if ((sum(isletter(tline)) == 0)&&(sum(isspace(tline)==O)))
frameindex = frameindex + 1;
A = sscanf(tline,'%d %f %f %f %f %f);
frame(vindex,frameindex) = A(l);
y(vindex,frameindex)= A(2);
x(vindex,frameindex) = A(3);
zerom(vindex,frameindex)= A(4);
secondm(vindex,frameindex)= A(5);
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test(vindex,frameindex) = A(6);
else
tline = fgetl(datafileID);
vindex = vindex + 1;
frameindex = 0;
end;
end;
fclose(datafileID);
hold on;
sizeX=size(x);
numparticles = sizeX(1);
%Calculates mean squared distances over time
for particle = 1:1 :numparticles
disp = sizeX(2);
if (x(particle,disp) <= 0.)
for n = 1:1:disp
if (x(particle,n) <= 0.)
break;
end
end
disp = n-1;
end
for i = 1:1:disp-1
newMSD = calculateMSD(x(particle,i), x(particle,i+1), y(particle,i), y(particle,i+1));
if i == 1
MSD(particle, i) = newMSD;
else
MSD(particle, i) = MSD(particle, i-1) + newMSD;
end
end
end
[MSDrows, MSDcolumns] = size(MSD);
for i = 1:1:(MSDcolumns+1)
time(i) = (i-1)*deltat;
end
%Performs linear regression on MSD plot
for particle = 1:1 :MSDrows
MSDnozero(particle, 1) = 0;
if (MSD(particle,MSDcolumns) <= 0.)
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for n = 1:1 :MSDcolumns
if (MSD(particle,n) <= 0.)
break;
end
end
disp = n-1;
else
disp MSDcolumns;
end
time _nozero(particle, 1:disp+1) = time(1:disp+1);
MSDnozero (particle, 2:disp+1) = MSD(particle, 1:disp);
stats = regstats(MSDnozero(particle, :), time nozero(particle,:));
statssummary(particle,1) = stats.beta(2,1);
statssummary(particle,2) = stats.beta(1,1);
statssummary(particle,3) = stats.rsquare;
clear stats;
end
% %Plot unfiltered data
j = 0;
for particle = 1:1 :MSDrows
j =j+1;
timetemp(j,:) time_nozero(particle, :);
MSDtemp(j,:) = MSDnozero(particle, :);
[timerows, timecols] = size(timetemp);
modeltemp(j,:) = timetemp(j,:)*statssummary(particle, 1) + ones(1,
timecols)*statssummary(particle,2);
% if j == 25
% plot(timetemp',MSDtemp', '.');
% hold on;
% plot(timetemp', modeltemp');
% x = [0:5];
% y=20*x;
% plot(x, y, 'y', 'LineStyle', '-,'LineWidth', 2);
% title('MSD Versus Time');
% ylabel('MSD (um^2)');
% xlabel('Time (s)');
% figure;
% j=0;
% end
end
ModelMatrix = [time' MSDtemp'];
ExperimentalMatrix = [time' modeltemp'];
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for i = 1:1:6
if i == 6
xlswrite([pwd '\MSDExpPlot.xls'], ExperimentalMatrix(:,(256*i-255):end), ['ExpMSD'
num2str(i)]);
xlswrite([pwd '\MSDModelPlot.xls'], ModelMatrix(:,(256*i-255):end), ['ModelMSD'
num2str(i)]);
else
xlswrite([pwd '\MSDExpPlot.xls'], ExperimentalMatrix(:,(256*i-255):(i*256)), ['ExpMSD'
num2str(i)]);
xlswrite([pwd '\MSDModelPlot.xls'], ModelMatrix(:,(256*i-255):(i*256)), ['ModelMSD'
num2str(i)]);
end
end
%Filter rejected data if slope is less than 20, if r^2 is less than .9, and
%if there are only 2 points in the line (r^2 = 1)
m= 1;
for particle = 1:1 :MSDrows
if statssummary(particle, 1) > 20 && statssummary(particle,3) > 0.95 &&
statssummary(particle,3) < 1.
filteredMSD(m,:)= MSDnozero(particle,:);
filteredtime(m,:) = timenozero(particle, :);
filteredstatssummary(m,1) = statssummary(particle, 1);
filteredstatssummary(m,2) = statssummary(particle, 2);
filteredstatssummary(m,3) = statssummary(particle, 3);
m = m+1;
end
end
%Plot filtered data
j = 0;
[filtMSDrows, filtMSDcols] = size(filteredMSD);
for particle = 50:1:70
i =j+e;
timetempoj, :)=filteredtime(particle,:)
MSDtemp(j, :) = filteredMSD(particle, :);
[timerows, timecols] = size(timetemp);
modeltemp(j,:) = timetemp(j,:)*filteredstatssummary(particle,1) +
ones( 1,timecols)*filteredstatssummary(particle,2);
if j == 20
plot(timetemp',MSDtemp', '.');
hold on;
plot(timetemp', modeltemp');
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title('MSD Versus Time');
ylabel('MSD (umA2)');
xlabel('Time (s)');
figure;
j =0;
clear timetemp;
clear MSDtemp;
clear modeltemp;
end
end
%Calculate diffusion coefficient from slopes and plot
D_coeff(:, 1) = 63/100*0.18*filteredstatssummary(:, 1)/4;
D_coeff = D_coeff;
increment = (max(Dcoeff) - min(Dcoeff))/60;
for i = 1:1:61
bins(i) = min(Dcoeff) + (i-1)*increment;
end
frequency = hist(D_coeff bins);
f expcoeff = frequency/(sum(frequency));
expcoeff= bins;
bar(expcoeff, fexpcoeff);
xlabel('Diffusion Coefficient umA2/s');
ylabel('Frequency');
title('Distribution of Experimental Diffusion Coefficients');
return;
% CALCULATE MSD
%Calculates mean squared displacement for two x and y coordinates
function [msdXY] = calculateMSD(x1,x2,yl,y2)
msdXY = (x1 - x2)^2 + (y1 - y2)A2;
return
%% -------------------------- FIT DATA --------------------------------
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%This function returns the optmized parameters, dmean and sigma d for a given frequency
distribution of diffusion coefficients
function [Diffvector, fmodelcoeff] = fitDifftoLogNorm(expcoeff, fexpcoeff)
%Initial guess for dmodel
DiffvectorO = [5 1];%um^2/s
options= optimset('MaxFunEvals', 10^5, 'Maxlter', 10 ^5, 'display', 'off);
[Diff vector] = fminunc(@minimizedifference, DiffvectorO, options, f expcoeff, expcoeff);
[f modelcoeff] = calculatefmodel(Diff vector, expcoeff);
return
function [coeff minimize] = minimizedifference(Diffvector, f expcoeff, expcoeff)
Diff mean = Diff vector(l);
sigmaDiff = Diffvector(2);
for i = 1:1:length(expcoeff)
D_coeff = expcoeff(i);
f model(i) = 1/(Dcoeff*sigmaDiff*sqrt(2*pi))*exp((-(log(Dcoeff)-
Diff mean)^2)/(2*sigmaDiff^2));
end
f_modelcoeff = fmodel/(sum(f model));
for i= 1:1:length(expcoeff)
difference(i) = (f modelcoeff(i) - f expcoeff(i))^2;
end
coeff minimize = sum(difference);
return;
function [f modelcoeff] = calculatefmodel(Diff vector, expcoeff)
Diffmean = Diffvector(l);
sigmaDiff = Diff vector(2);
for i = 2:1 :length(expcoeff)
D-coeff = expcoeff(i);
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f_model(i) = 1/(Dcoeff*sigmaDiff*sqrt(2*pi))*exp((-(log(Dcoeff)-
Diffmean)A2)/(2*sigmaDiff^2));
end
f_modelcoeff= fmodel/(sum(f model));
return
%% -------------------- FIND DIAMETER --------------------------------
%This function returns the optmizaed parameters, dmean, sigmad, and
%delta-d for a given frequency distribution of diffusion coefficients
function [d model, diamDcoeff, fdiammodelcoeff, Lmean, sigmaL]
fitLengthtoLogNorm(Diff vector, expcoeff)
Diffmean = Diff vector(1);
sigma Diff = Diff vector(2);
L_mean 1.0478; %um
sigmaL 0.9146; %um
diameter 1*10A(-3);%um
k_B = 1.3806503*10A(-23)*(10A6)A2; %umA2*kg/(sA2*K)
T = 298; %K
ada = 10A(-3)*1/(10A6); %kg/(um*s)
%Initial guess for dmodel
d_model0(1) = L_mean;%um
d_model0(2) = sigmaL;%um
%dmodel0(3) = diameter;%um
options = optimset('display', 'off);
for i = 1:1:length(expcoeff)
lengthdist(i) = calculateL(diameter, expcoeff(i));
end
[d model] = fminunc(@minimizedifference2, dmodelO, options, Diffmean, sigmaDiff, k_B,
T, ada, diameter, lengthdist, expcoeff);
[diamDcoeff, fdiammodelcoeff]= fitmodel(dmodel, k_B, T, ada, diameter, lengthdist);
return;
function [coeff minimize]= minimizedifference2(d model, Diffmean, sigmaDiff, k_B, T,
ada, diameter, lengthdist, expcoeff)
L mean = d model(1);
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sigmaL = d_model(2);
%diameter = d-model(3);
for i = 1:1 :length(lengthdist)
L = lengthdist(i);
D coeff = expcoeff(i);
fL(i) = calculatef(L mean, sigmaL, L);
fDiff(i)= calculatef(Diff mean, sigmaDiff, Dcoeff);
end
f_Lnorm = fL/(sum(fL));
f_Diffnorm = fDiff/(sum(fDiff));
for i = 1:1:length(lengthdist)
difference(i) = (f Lnorm(i) - f Diffnorm(i))^2;
end
coeff minimize = sum(difference);
return;
function [DO] = calculateD(L, D, k_B, T, ada)
D_0 = kB*T/(3*pi*ada*L)*(log(L/D) + 0.316 + 0.5825*(D/L) + 0.05*(D/L)A2);
return;
function [f] = calculatef(x mean, sigma x, x)
f = 1/(x*sigma-x*sqrt(2*pi))*exp((-(log(x)-x_mean)A2)/(2*sigma-xA2));
return;
function [D coeff, fmodelcoeff] = fitmodel(d model, k_B, T, ada, diameter, lengthdist)
L_mean =d_model(1);
sigmaL = dmodel(2);
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%diameter = d-model(3);
for i = 1:1:length(lengthdist)
L = lengthdist(i);
D_coeff(i)= calculateD(L, diameter, k_B, T, ada);
f(i) = calculatef(L mean, sigmaL, L);
end
f_modelcoeff= f/(sum(f));
return;
%% -------------------- CALCULATEL ------------------------
function [L] = calculateL(D, DO)
%This function calculates the length from the diffusion coefficient based on the
%expression
%D_0 = kB*T/(3*Pi*ada*L)*(ln(L/D) + 0.316 + 0.5825*(D/L)) + 0.05(D/L)A2
%where D_0 is diffusion coefficient, kB is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, ada is
viscosity, L is length, D is
%diameter.
%INPUT: D_0 Diffusion coefficient in mA2/s
%Output: LtoD Length to diameter ratio
kB =1.3806503* 1OA(-23)*( 1 0A6)^2; %um^2*kg/(sA2*K)
T = 298; %K
ada = 10A(-3)*1/(10A6); %kg/(um*s)
L-ini = 750*10A(-3);%um
options = optimset('display', 'off);
[L, fval]= fsolve(@diffexpression, L-ini, options, D_0, k_B, T, ada, D);
return;
function diffexp = diffexpression(L, D_0, k_B, T, ada, D)
%This function is the expression for the diffusion coefficient that must be
%minimized
diffexp = kB*T/(3*pi*ada*L)*(log(L/D) + 0.316 + 0.5825*(D/L) + 0.05*(D/L)A2) - D_0;
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return;
%/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Appendix B: Application of SPT-SWNT Analysis to GBP Construct
This SPT algorithm was applied to a GBP-nanotube construct used for glucose sensing. GBP is
non-covalently attached to a SWNT. Addition of glucose induces a conformation change of the
GBP, modulating SWNT fluorescence. Since glucose binding to the GBP construct is expected
to decrease the diffusion coefficient, nanotube diffusivity was monitored before and after glucose
addition to verify binding. The results of this analysis, which was published in our study,27 is
presented in Figure B 1. The highlighted region containing glucose (gray) shows an increase in
diffusivity on account of the increased MSD slopes.
MSD Ipm 2
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Figure B1 | MSD Traces of GBP-SWNT Over Time. Example traces are shown for three
time sections: I) no glucose-GBP interaction; II) glucose-GBP binding; III) glucose-GBP
One version of the program is provided below.
% input--text file--no header in *.txt that generated from ImageJ
% sort the trajectories and plot
%%For Hyeonsoek - Determines MSD and fits it to a linear trend. It then
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%calculates instantaneous diffusion coefficient that has been averaged
%overe time to be denoised
function diffusionmodelforGBP(deltat, time-span)
%This function plots MSD and Diffusion coefficients in a time-dependent
%manner, without fitting data to lognormal distributions
%INPUTS:
% deltat exposure time in seconds for each frame
% timespan time span over which to over diffusivites to reduce noise
[filename, pathname] = uigetfile('*.txt', 'Select the trajectory *.txt file');
[Dcoeffinstvector, filteredtime, filtnumparticles, sortedtime, sortedDiffCoeff] =
MSDsort(deltat, filename, pathname, timespan);
return;
%% --------------------------- MSD SORT ----------------------------
% input--text file--no header in *.txt that generated from ImageJ
% sort the trajectories and plot
function [Dcoeffinstvector, filteredtime, filt numparticles, sorted-time, sortedDiffCoeff] =
MSDsort(deltat,name, pathname, time-span)
datafilelD = fopen([pathname name],'r');
%Reads text file from image J
vindex = 0;
frameindex = 0;
alpha = 0.0;
tline = 1;
while (tline ~ -1)
tline = fgetl(datafileID);
if (tline == -1)
continue;
end;
if ((sum(isletter(tline)) == 0)&&(sum(isspace(tline)==0)))
frameindex = frameindex+1;
A = sscanf(tline,'%d %f %f %f %f %f);
frametemp(frameindex) = A(1);
y_temp(frameindex) = A(2);
x-temp(frameindex) = A(3);
zeromtemp(frameindex) = A(4);
secondmtemp(frameindex) = A(5);
testtemp(frameindex) = A(6);
else
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if vindex ~-0
frame {vindex }= frame temp;
y{vindex}=y_temp;
x {vindex} =x-temp;
end
tline = fgetl(datafileID);
vindex = vindex + 1;
frameindex 0;
frame temp -1;
clear ytemp;
clear x_temp;
end;
end;
if frame temp ~ -1
frame {vindex} = frametemp;
y {vindex} =y_temp;
x {vindex } =x-temp;
end
fclose(datafileID);
sizeX=size(x);
numparticles = sizeX(2);
%Calculates mean squared distances over time
for particle = 1:1 :numparticles
sizetrace=size(x {particle}.);
disp = sizetrace(2);
MSD temp(1) = 0;
time temp(1) = (frame {particle}(1))*deltat;
for i =2:1:(disp)
newMSD = calculateMSD(x {particle} (i-1), x{particle}(i), y{particle}(i-i), y{particle}(i));
if i ==2
MSDtemp(i) = newMSD;
else
MSDtemp(i) = MSD-temp(i-1) + newMSD;
end
time temp(i) = (frame {particle} (i))*deltat;
MSDslopetemp(i-1) = (MSD-temp(i-1) - MSD_temp(i))/(time-temp(i-1) - time temp(i));
end
MSD{particle} MSD-temp;
time {particle} time_temp;
MSDslope {particle} = MSDslopetemp;
clear MSDtemp;
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clear timetemp;
clear MSDslope-temp;
end
%Performs linear regression on MSD plot
for particle = 1:1 :numparticles
sizetrace=size(MSD {particle });
stats = regstats(MSD {particle}, time {particle});
statssummary(particle, 1) = stats.beta(2, 1);
statssummary(particle,2) = stats.beta(1,1);
statssummary(particle,3) = stats.rsquare;
clear stats;
end
%Filter rejected data if rA2 (the linear fit) is less than .95 and if there are only 2 points in the line
(r^2 = 1)
%statssummary(particle,3) is the r^2 value of the fit for that particle
%statssummary(particle,2) is the slope of the best-fit line
%statssummary(particle, 1) is the y-intercept of the best-fit line
m= 1;
for particle = 1:1 :numparticles
if statssummary(particle,3) > 0.95 && statssummary(particle,3) < 1.
filteredMSD {m} = MSD {particle};
filteredtime {m} = time {particle};
filteredMSDslope {m} = MSDslope {particle};
filteredstatssummary(m,1) = statssummary(particle,1);
filteredstatssummary(m,2) = statssummary(particle,2);
filteredstatssummary(m,3) = statssummary(particle,3);
m = m+1;
end
end
%Plot filtered data
sizefiltered=size(filteredMSD);
filtnumparticles = sizefiltered(2);
figure;
title('MSD Versus Time');
ylabel('MSD (umA2)');
xlabel('Time (s)');
hold on;
for particle = 1:1:filtnumparticles
[timerows, timecols] = size(filteredtime {particle});
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modeltemp {particle} = filteredtime {particle} *filteredstatssummary(particle, 1) +
ones( 1,timecols)*filteredstatssummary(particle,2);
plot(filteredtime {particle} ',filteredMSD {particle}', '.');
plot(filteredtime {particle}', modeltemp {particle}');
end
figure-name = [pathname ['MSDVsTime','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
%Calculate diffusion coefficient from slopes and plot
figure;
title('Instantaneous Diffusion Coefficients Over Time');
ylabel('Instantaneous Diffusion Coefficient (umA2/s)');
xlabel('Time (s)');
hold on;
%Plot Diffusion Coefficient Over Time
for particle = 1:1:filt-numparticles
lengthtime = length(filteredtimef{particle });
Dcoeffinstvector{particle} = 20/100*0.18*filteredMSDslope {particle}/4; %instantaneous
diff. coeff. per trace
plot(filteredtime {particle } (1:(lengthtime-1))',Dcoeff instvector{particle}', '.');
end
figure-name = [pathname ['InstDiffVsTime','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
%Average diffusion coeffient for each time to obtain one averaged diffusion
%coefficient for each time
i = 0;
filteredtime temp = filteredtime;
for particle = 1:1:filt numparticles %for each particle trajectory
timelength = length(filteredtimetemp{particle});
forj = 1:1:(timelength-1) %for each time point in that particle trajectory
if filteredtimetemp {particle}(j) ~ -1
timevalue= filteredtimetemp {particle} (j); %find the specific time
i = i+1;
timeaveraged(i) = time-value;
DiffCoeffsum= 0;
counter = 0;
for particle2 = 1:1 :filt numparticles %loop through all the particle trajectories
timelength2 = length(filteredtimetemp{particle2});
for k = 1:1:(timelength2-1)
if filteredtimetemp {particle2} (k) == time-value %if you find a point that has a
coefficient at that time
counter = counter + 1;
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filteredtime temp {particle2} (k)= -1;
DiffCoeffsum= DiffCoeffsum + Dcoeffinst-vector{particle2}(k);
end
end
end
DiffCoeffaveraged(i) = DiffCoeffsum/counter;
end
end
end
%Sort the time (and corresponding averaged diffusion coefficients) in order
%of increasing value
[sortedtime, sorted-index]= sort(timeaveraged);
for i = 1:1 :length(sorted index)
sortedDiffCoeff(i) = DiffCoeff averaged(sorted-index(i));
end
%Average diffusivities over times specified by the user as timespan to
%reduce noise
num timepts = length(sortedtime);
numnewtimepts = floor(num timepts/timespan);
avgdsortedtime = zeros(1,numnewtimepts+l);
avgdsortedDiffCoeff = zeros(1 ,num-newtimepts+ 1);
for i = 1:1 :numnewtimepts
avgd sorted time(i)= mean(sortedtime(((i-1)*timespan+1):(i*timespan)));
avgd sortedDiffCoeff(i) = mean(sortedDiffCoeff(((i-1)*timespan+1):(i*time span)));
end
avgdsortedtime(numnewtimepts+1)= mean(sorted-time(((numnewtimepts-
1)*timespan+ 1):end));
avgdsortedDiffCoeff(num newtimepts+1) = mean(sortedDiffCoeff(((num-newtimepts-
1)*timespan+ 1):end));
%Plot data
%Plot diffusivity averaged over several times as specifiec by timespan
figure;
title('Diffusion Coefficients Averaged Over Several Times');
ylabel('Diffusion Coefficient Averaged Over Time Span (um^2/s)');
xlabel('Time (s)');
hold on;
plot(avgd sortedtime, avgd-sortedDiffCoeff, '.');
figure_ name = [pathname ['TimeSpanAvgdDiffVsTime','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurename,'fig');
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%Plot averaged diffusivity
figure;
title('Averaged Diffusion Coefficients Over Time');
ylabel('Averaged Diffusion Coefficient (umA2/s)');
xlabel('Time (s)');
hold on;
plot(sortedtime, sorted_DiffCoeff, '.');
figure-name = [pathname ['AvgdDiffVsTime','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
%Plot histogram
increment inst =(max([Dcoeff instvector {:}]) - min([Dcoeff inst vector{:}]))/60;
for i = 1:1:61
binsinst(i) = min([Dcoeffinstvector{:}]) + (i-1)*incrementinst;
end
frequencyinst = hist([Dcoeffinstvector {: }], bins inst);
f expcoeffinst = frequency inst/(sum(frequencyinst));
expcoeff inst = bins inst;
figure;
bar(expcoeffinst, f expcoeff inst);
xlabel('Diffusion Coefficient um^2/s');
ylabel('Frequency');
title('Distribution of Experimental Instantaneous Diffusion Coefficients');
figure-name = [pathname ['DiffHistogram','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
%Save Excel file with data
start = 1;
%Write out the headings for the Excel file
o _filel = [pathname, 'MSDVsTime.txt'];
o_file2 = [pathname, 'DiffVsTime.txt'];
o_file3 = [pathname, 'AvgdDiffVsTime.txt'];
o_file4 = [pathname, 'TimeSpanAvgdDiffVsTime.txt'];
fl = fopen(ofilel,'w+');
2 = fopen(ofile2,'w+');
f3 = fopen(ofile3,'w+');
f4 = fopen(ofile4,'w+');
fprintf(fl,'Time MSD ModelMSD\r\n');
fprintf(f2,'Time Diffusion Coefficient\r\n');
fprintf(f3,'Time Average Diff. Coeff.\r\n');
fprintf(f4,'Time Time Span-Averaged Diff. Coeff.\r\n');
for particle = 1:1:filt numparticles
%Write MSD and Coefficient data to sheet labelled "MSDVSTime" and
%"InstDiffVsTime"
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datalength = length(filteredtime {particle});
MSDVsTimedata = [filteredtime {particle};filteredMSD {particle} ;modeltemp {particle}];
DiffVsTimedata= [filteredtime {particle}(1:(datalength-1)); Dcoeffinstvector {particle}];
fprintf(fl,'%d %d %d\r\n', MSDVsTime_data);
fprintf(f2,'%d %d\r\n', DiffVsTimedata);
clear MSDVsTime data;
clear DiffVsTimedata;
end
AvgDiffVsTime__data = [sorted-time; sortedDiffCoeff];
TimeSpanAvgdDiffVsTime_data = [avgd sortedtime; avgdsortedDiffCoeff];
fprintf(f3,'%d %d\r\n', AvgDiffVsTimedata);
fprintf(f4,'%d %d\r\n', TimeSpanAvgdDiffVsTimedata);
fclose(fl);
fclose(f2);
fclose(f3);
fclose(f4);
return;
% CALCULATE MSD
%//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
%Calculates mean squared displacement for two x and y coordinates
function [msdXY] = calculateMSD(xl,x2,yl,y2)
msdXY = (xl - x2)^2 + (yl - y2)A2;
return
%/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Appendix C: MATLAB Program for ND-SWNT Self-Assembly Model
This program was used to solve the differential system of equations to kinetically model the
ND-SWNT self-assembly and to fit this model to the experimental data. The program presented
below was used to run the dialysis model.
function [final time, finalNDSWNT, Re, N, SCremoved, SC] = dialysismodel
%This function plots concentrations over time based on nanodisc kinetics
%Uses correct rate constants for everything
%Use best-fit parameters
%kguess(1)= NDSWNT forward rate constant
%kguess(2) = NDSWNT backward rate constant
%kguess(3) = CMC
%kguess(4) = CBC
%kguess(5) = rate
%kguess(6)= ND forward rate constant
%k guess(7)= ND reverse rate constant
k_NDSWNT(1) = 5.4*10A2;
k_NDSWNT(2) =0;
k_NDSWNT(3) = 3.5;
k_NDSWNT(4) = 2;
k_NDSWNT(5) =.00019;
k_NDSWNT(6) = 7.9* 10;
k_NDSWNT(7) = 0;
%Define minimum and maximum dialysis rate of SC where [SC] [SC]_initial*exp(-rt)
rate = k_NDSWNT(5);
%Define buffer concentrations in mM during dialysis, where first value is
%concentration for first 8 hours, second is concentration for next 8
%hours, and third is concentration for the last 8 hours.
buffer(1)= 30;
buffer(2)= 15;
buffer(3)= 0;
%Define rate constants and stoichiometric coefficients
[k, coeff] = ratecons(kNDSWNT);
%Define micelle properties for different regimes
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[Re-regime, N_regime, SC regime] = micelleregimes(kNDSWNT);
%Define starting concentrations in mM
[c_ini] = initialconc(Re regime, N regime);
SCtotal = c_ini(1);
%Equilibrate concentrations prior to dialysis
region = 0; %Indicates conditions prior to dialysis
t_start = 0;
t_end = 100; %dialysis end time
[c equil, time_equil, concequil] = calculateconc(region, c_ini, k, coeff, t-start, t-end,
SC regime, rate, SCtotal, buffer);
%Loop through different rates and dialyze
region = 1; %Under dialysis conditions
deltat = 10; %Time increments for running dialysis before checking SC concentration/regime
%Determine concentrations after dialysis
[time, conc] = rundialysis(region, cequil, k, coeff, rate, deltat, SC regime, Re_regime,
N_regime, SCtotal, buffer);
[numrows, n] = size(time);
%Check mass balances
%checkbal(region, time, conc, coeff);
%Allocate concentration into matrices for each component
SC(1, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 1)';
NDSWNT(1, 1:numrows) = [conc(:, 12)'];
SC removed(l, 1:numrows)= [conc(:, 15)'];
Re(l, 1:numrows) = [conc(:, 13)'];
N(1, 1:numrows) = [conc(:, 14)'];
time matrix(l, 1:numrows) = [time(:, 1)'];
final time = timematrix/3600;
finalNDSWNT = NDSWNT/(max(NDSWNT));
%Plot concentrations
%plotcontours(SCremoved, SC, ND_SWNT, timematrix);
return;
function [k, C] = ratecons(kNDSWNT)
%This function defines the rate constants and stoichiometric coefficients
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k_3f = k(1);
k_3r = k(2);
k_4f = k(3);
k_4r = k(4);
k_5f = k(5);
k_5r = k(6);
k 6f = k(7);
k_6r = k(8);
k_7f = k(9);
%//
10);
11);
12);
13);
14);
%SC-MSP forward
%SC-MSP reverse
%SC-SWNT forward
%SC-SWNT reverse
%DMPC-SWNT forward
%DMPC-SWNT reverse
%MSP-SWNT forward
%MSP-SWNT reverse
%SWNT-SWNT forward
%SWNT-SWNT reverse
%ND forward
%ND reverse
%ND-SWNT forward
%ND-SWNT reverse
%Rate constants
k(1) = 17; %L s^(-1) mmolA(-1)
k(2) = 10A7; %s^(-1)
k(3) = 1.4*10A3; %L sA(-1) mM
k(4) = 10A7; %s^(-1)
k(5) = 6.2*10A2; %L sA(-1) min
k(6) = 10A7; %sA(-1)
k(7) = 1.9*10A2; %L sA(-1) mM
k(8) = 10^7; %sA(-1)
k(9) = 1; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k(10) = 0; %sA(-1)
k(1 1) = k_NDSWNT(6); %L s^(
k(12) = k_NDSWNT(7); %sA(-1
k(13) = k_NDSWNT(1); %L SA(
k(14) = k_NDSWNT(2); %sA(-1
%Stoichiometric constants
C(1) = 4; %A
C(2) = 20; %D
C(3) = 800; %E
C(4) = 300; %F
C(5) = 50; %G
C(6) = 25; %H
olA(-1)
olA(-1)
ol^(-1)
1) mmol^(- 1)
)
)
return
function [Re regime, Nregime, SC regime] = micelleregimes(kNDSWNT)
%This functions defines micelle properties and times for different regimes
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k_7r
k_8f
k_8r
k_9f
k_9r
%Re = SC:DMPC in agglomerate
%N = agglomeration number
%tregime = times at which different regimes begin
%Define Re = SC:DMPC ratio in agglomerate for each region
Reregime(1) = 1; %Re initial values (excess SC)
Reregime(2) = 0.339; %enter transition region
Re regime(3) = 0.139; %enter lamellar region
Reregime(4)= 0.01; %final Re
%Define N=agglomeration number in agglomerate for each region
N_regime(l) = 4; %initial agglomeration number for SC-DMPC (excess SC)
N_regime(2) = 88; %enter transition region
N_regime(3) = 106; %enter lamellar region
N_regime(4) = 150; %end of dialysis
%Define free SC concentration for each regime in mM
SCregime(l) = 4; %above which N and Re remain constant
SCregime(2) = kNDSWNT(3); %above which is CMC
SCregime(3) = kNDSWNT(4); %below which is lamellar
return
function [c_ini] = initialconc(Reregime, N regime)
%This function sets the starting concentrations
c_ini(1) 60;% sodium cholate (SC)
c_ini(2) 0; %SC-DMPC mixed micelle
cini(3) 12.86;% DMPC
c_ini(4) 0.13;% MSP
c_mi(5) 0.36;% SWNT
c_ini(6) 0; %SC-MSP
c_ini(7)= 0; %SC-SWNT
c_ini(8)= 0; %DMPC-SWNT
c ini(9)= 0; %MSP-SWNT
c_ini(10) = 0; %SWNT2
c_ini(11) = 0; %ND
c_ini(12) = 0; %ND-SWNT
c_ini(13) = Re regime(1); %Re
c_ini(14)= N regime(1); %N
cini(15)= 0; %sodium cholate removed (SC)
return
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function [y] = calcReandN(xl, x2, yl, y2, x)
%This function returns the value of N or Re for a particular time, assuming
%that Re and N vary as a linear function within a region
%x1 = initial time
%x2 = final time
%y1 = initial Re or N
%y2 = final Re or N
%x = present time, t
%y = Re or N corresponding to time t
m= (y2 - yl)/(x2 - x1); %slope
b =yl - m*x1;
y m*x + b;
return
function [cfinal, time, conc] = calculateconc(region, c_0, k, coeff, t-start, t-end, SCregime, r,
SCtotal, buffer)
%This function returns a vector of initial concentrations in mM after
%equilibriation
%c_0(1) = sodium cholate (actually in micelles + free lipid)
%c_0(2) = SC-DMPC mixed micelle
%c_0(3) = DMPC
%c_0(4) = MSP
%c_0(5) = SWNT
%c_0(6) = SC-MSP
%c_0(7) = SC-SV/NT
%c_0(8) = DMPC-SWNT
%c_0(9) = MSP-SWNT
%c_0(10) = SWNT2
%cO (1 1) = ND
%c_0(12) = ND-SWNT
%cO(13) = Re
%c_0(14) = N
%cO(15) = sodium cholate removed
%Define time ranges
tspan = [t-start tend];
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%Calculate concentrations over time and plot
options = odeset('Jacobian', @calculateJacobian);
[time, conc] = ode23s(@diffeqns, tspan, cO, [options], region, k, coeff, SC regime, r, SCtotal,
buffer);
%Final equilibrium concentrations
c_final = conc(end, :);
return;
function [dc]= diffeqns(t, c, region, k, coeff, SC regime, r, SCtotal, buffer)
%This function returns the set of differential kinetic equations, dc/dt
%In this function, region = 0 indicates that we are equilibriating the
%system prior to dialysis.
%dc(1)= d[SC]/dt
%dc(2) = d[SC-DMPC]/dt
%dc(3) = d[DMPC]/dt
%dc(4) = d[MSP]dt
%dc(5)= d[SWNT]/dt
%dc(6) = d[SC-MSP]/dt
%dc(7) = d[SC-SWNT]/dt
%dc(8)= d[DMPC-SWNT]/dt
%dc(9)= d[MSP-SWNT]/dt
%dc(10) = d[SWNT2]/dt
%dc(1 1)= d[ND]/dt
%dc(12) = d[ND-SWNT]/dt
%dc(13) = d(Re)/dt
%dc(14) = d(N)/dt
%dc(15)= d(SC-removed)/dt
%Expand concentration vector
SC = c(1);
SCDMPC = c(2);
DMPC = c(3);
MSP = c(4);
SWNT = c(5);
SCMSP = c(6);
SCSWNT = c(7);
DMPC_SWNT = c(8);
MSPSWNT = c(9);
SWNT2 = c(10);
ND = c(11);
NDSWNT = c(12);
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Re = c(13);
N = c(14);
SCremoved = c(15);
%Expand rate vector
k 3f = k(1); %SC-MSP forward
k_3r = k(2); %SC-MSP reverse
k_4f = k(3); %SC-SWNT forward
k_4r = k(4); %SC-SWNT reverse
k_5f = k(5); %DMPC-SWNT forward
k_5r = k(6); %DMPC-SWNT reverse
k_6f = k(7); %MSP-SWNT forward
k_6r = k(8); %MSP-SWNT reverse
k_7f = k(9); %SWNT-SWNT forward
k 7r = k(10); %SWNT-SWNT reverse
k_8f = k(1 1); %ND forward
k_8r = k(12); %ND reverse
k_9f = k(13); %ND-SWNT forward
k_9r = k(14); %ND-SWNT reverse
%Expand stoichiometric coefficients
A = coeff(1);
D = coeff(2);
E = coeff(3);
F = coeff(4);
G = coeff(5);
H = coeff(6);
%Define the rate and composition of the SC-DMPC micelle based on region
if region == 0 %Before dialysis
k_2f = 10A6; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 10A7; %sA(-1)
elseif region ~ 0
if SC <= SCregime(3) %After dialysis, in lamellar
k_2f = 1OAO; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 1OA(-5); %sA(-1)
elseif SC <= SC regime(2) %After dialysis, in transition
slopeforward = (10A6 - 1OAO)/(SC regime(2) - SC-regime(3));
slope reverse = (10A7 - 1OA(-5))/(SC regime(2) - SC-regime(3));
k_2f = slopeforward*(SC - SCregime(3)) + 1OAO; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = slopereverse*(SC - SCregime(3)) + 1OA(-5); %sA(-1)
% k_2f = 10A3;
% k_2r = 1OA1;
elseif SC > SC regime(2) %After dialysis, above CMC
k_2f = 10A6; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 10A7; %sA(-1)
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end
end
B = N/(1+Re);
C = Re*N/(1+Re);
%Define rates
rate2 = k_2f*DMPC*SC - k_2r*SCDMPC;
rate3 = k_3f*MSP*SC - k_3r*SCMSP;
rate4 = k_4f*SWNT*SC - k_4r*SCSWNT;
rate5 = k_5f*DMPC*SWNT - k_5r*DMPCSWNT;
rate6 = k_6f*MSP*SWNT - k_6r*MSP_SWNT;
rate7 = k 7f*SWNT^2 - k_7r*SWNT2;
rate8 = k_8f*DMPC*MSP - k_8r*ND;
rate9 = k_9f*ND*SWNT - k_9r*NDSWNT;
ratelO = r*SCtotal*exp(-r*t);
%Define differential equations
if region == 0 %Equilibriation before dialysis
dc(1) = -C*rate2 - D*rate3 - E*rate4;
dc(2) = rate2;
dc(3) = -B*rate2 - F*rate5;
dc(4)= -rate3 - G*rate6;
dc(5) = -rate4 - rate5 - rate6 - 2*rate7;
dc(6) = rate3;
dc(7) = rate4;
dc(8) = rate5;
dc(9)= rate6;
dc(10)= rate7;
dc(11) = 0;
dc(12) = 0;
dc(13) = 0;
dc(14)= 0;
dc(15)= 0;
elseif region - 0 && SC <= SCregime(2) %During dialysis, during transition and lamellar
dc(1)= -C*rate2 - D*rate3 - E*rate4 - rate10;
dc(2) = rate2;
dc(3)= -B*rate2 - F*rate5 - 150*rate8;
dc(4) = -rate3 - G*rate6 - 2*rate8;
dc(5)= -rate4 - rate5 - rate6 - 2*rate7 - rate9;
dc(6) = rate3;
dc(7) = rate4;
dc(8) = rate5;
dc(9) = rate6;
dc(10) = rate7;
dc(1 1) = rate8 - H*rate9;
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dc(12)= rate9;
dc(13) =0;
dc(14) =0;
dc(15) = rate10;
elseif region ~ 0 && SC > SC regime(2) %During dialysis, aboveCMC
dc(1)= -C*rate2 - D*rate3 - E*rate4 - rate10;
dc(2)= rate2;
dc(3)= -B*rate2 - F*rate5;
dc(4)= -rate3 - G*rate6;
dc(5)= -rate4 - rate5 - rate6 - 2*rate7;
dc(6)= rate3;
dc(7)= rate4;
dc(8)= rate5;
dc(9)= rate6;
dc(10)= rate7;
dc( 1) = 0;
dc(12)=0;
dc(13) =0;
dc(14) =0;
dc(15) = rate10;
end
de = dc';
return
function [] = plotconc(region, time, c)
%This function plots the concentrations as a function of time
figure;
%Plot concentrations
plot(time, c(:,1), 'r');
hold on;
plot(time, c(:,2), 'g');
plot(time, c(:,3), 'b');
plot(time, c(:,4), 'c');
plot(time, c(:,5), 'm');
plot(time, c(:,6), 'y');
plot(time, c(:,7), 'k');
plot(time, c(:,8), '--r');
plot(time, c(:,9), '--g');
plot(time, c(:,10), '--b');
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plot(time, c(:,11), '--c');
plot(time, c(:,12), '--m');
plot(time, c(:, 15), '--y');
%Plot labels
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Concentration (mM)');
legend('SC', 'SC-DMPC', 'DMPC', 'MSP', 'SWNT', 'SC-MSP', 'SC-SWNT', 'DMPC-SWNT',
'MSP-SWNT', 'SWNT2', 'ND', 'ND-SWNT', 'SC Removed');
if region == 0
title('Equilibrium Concentrations Before Dialysis');
elseif region ~ 0
title('Concentration During Dialysis');
end
hold off;
%Plot Re
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 13));
xlabel('Time(s)');
ylabel('SC:DMPC Rate in Aggregate, Re');
if region == 0
title('Re Values During Equilibriation');
elseif region - 0
title('Re Values During Dialysis');
end
%Plot N
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 14));
xlabel('Time(s)');
ylabel('Agglomeration Number, N');
if region == 0
title('N Values During Equilibriation');
elseif region ~ 0
title('N Values During Dialysis');
end
figure;
plot(time, c(:,12));
title('ND-SWNT');
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 11));
title('ND');
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figure;
plot(time, c(:,10));
title('SWNT2');
figure;
plot(time, c(:,7));
title('SC-SWNT');
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 1));
title('SC');
return
function [] = checkbal(region, t, conc, coeff)
%This function plots the total concentration of each component over time to
%ensure that mass balances are maintained
%totalconc(:, 1) = sodium cholate
%totalconc(:,2) = DMPC
%totalconc(:,3) = MSP
%totalconc(:,4) = SWNT
%conc(:,1) = sodium cholate (actually in micelles)
%conc(:,2) = SC-DMPC mixed micelle
%conc(:,3) = DMPC
%conc(:,4) = MSP
%conc(:,5) = SWNT
%conc(:,6) = SC-MSP
%conc(:,7) = SC-SWNT
%conc(:,8) = DMPC-SWNT
%conc(:,9) = MSP-SWNT
%conc(:,10) = SWNT2
%conc(:, 11) = ND
%conc(:,12) = ND-SWNT
%conc(:,13) = Re
%conc(:,14) = N
%conc(:,15) = SC removed
%Expand stoichiometric coefficients
A = coeff(1);
D = coeff(2);
E = coeff(3);
F = coeff(4);
G = coeff(5);
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H = coeff(6);
for i = 1:1:length(t)
B(i) = conc(i,14)/(1 + conc(i,13));
C(i)= conc(i, 1 3)*conc(i, 14)/(1 +conc(i, 13));
totalconc(i,1)= conc(i,1) + conc(i,2)*C(i) + conc(i,6)*D + conc(i,7)*E + conc(i,15);
totalconc(i,2) = conc(i,2)*B(i) + conc(i,3) + conc(i,8)*F + conc(i, 11)* 150 +
conc(i,12)*150*H;
totalconc(i,3) = conc(i,4) + conc(i,6) + conc(i,9)*G + conc(i, 11)*2 + conc(i,12)*2*H;
totalconc(i,4) = conc(i,5) + conc(i,7) + conc(i,8) + conc(i,9) + conc(i,10)*2 + conc(i,12);
end
figure;
plot(t, totalconc);
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Concentration (mM)');
legend('SC', 'DMPC', 'MSP', 'SWNT');
if region == 0
title('Total Concentrations Over Time During Equilibriation');
elseif region -= 0
title('Total Concentrations Over Time During Dialysis');
end
return
function [time, conc]= rundialysis(region, cequil, k, coeff, r, deltat, SCregime, Re-regime,
N_regime, SCtotal, buffer)
%This function runs the dialysis
t_start = 0;
i = 1; %loop iteration index
%Determine regime and corresponding Re and N
if cequil(1) <= SCregime(3) %Lamellar regime
Re-vector(i)= calcReandN(0, SC regime(3), Reregime(4), Re regime(3), cequil(1));
N vector(i) = calcReandN(0, SC regime(3), N regime(4), N regime(3), cequil(1));
elseif cequil(1) <= SCregime(2) && cequil(1) > SC regime(3) %Transition region
Re vector(i) = calcReandN(SCregime(3), SC regime(2), Reregime(3), Re-regime(2),
cequil(1));
N-vector(i) = calcReandN(SC regime(3), SC regime(2), N regime(3), N-regime(2),
c_equil(1));
elseif c_equil(1) <= SC regime(1) && c_equil(1) > SC regime(2)%Above CMC region
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Revector(i) = calcReandN(SC-regime(2), SC regime(1), Reregime(2), Reregime(1),
c_equil(1));
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(SCregime(2), SCregime(1), Nregime(2), Nregime(1),
c_equil(1));
elseif c_equil(1) > SC regime(1) %Way above CMC
Revector(i) = Re regime(1);
N_vector(i) = N regime(1);
end
%Run dialysis until we reach end sodium cholate concentration
while tstart <= 10080
SCold = c-equil(1);
c-equil(13) = Revector(i);
c-equil(14) = N-vector(i);
%Calculate new concentrations
if t_start == 0
t end = t start + deltat;
[cequil, time temp, conctemp]= calculateconc(region, cequil, k, coeff, tstart, tend,
SC regime, r, SCtotal, buffer);
[numrowstemp, numcols temp] = size(time-temp);
time(1:numrowstemp,:) = time temp;
conc(l:numrowstemp,:) = conc_temp;
else
t end = t start + deltat;
[cequil, time temp, conc_temp]= calculateconc(region, cequil, k, coeff, tstart, tend,
SC regime, r, SCtotal, buffer);
[numrowstemp, numcols temp] = size(time-temp);
[numrows, numcols] = size(time);
time((numrows+1):(numrows+numrowstemp),:) timetemp;
conc((numrows+1):(numrows+numrowstemp),:) conctemp;
end
SCnew = c-equil(1);
%Determine if we are in same regime to adjust micelle concentrations to ensure mass balance
if t start ~-0
Si=+1;
%Find new Re and N values
if SCnew <= SC regime(3) %Lamellar regime
Re vector(i) = calcReandN(0, SCregime(3), Re regime(4), Reregime(3), SCnew);
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(0, SC regime(3), Nregime(4), N regime(3), SC new);
elseif SCnew <= SC regime(2) && SC new > SC regime(3) %Transition region
Revector(i) = calcReandN(SCregime(3), SCregime(2), Reregime(3), Re-regime(2),
SCnew);
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N_vector(i)= calcReandN(SC-regime(3), SCregime(2), N regime(3), N-regime(2),
SCnew);
elseif SC new <= SC regime(1) && SCnew > SC-regime(2) %Above CMC region
Re_vector(i) = calcReandN(SC regime(2), SC regime(1), Re regime(2), Re regime(1),
SCnew);
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(SC-regime(2), SC_ regime(1), Nregime(2), Nregime(1),
SCnew);
elseif SCnew > SC regime(1) %Way above CMC
Revector(i) = Reregime(1);
N_vector(i)= Nregime(1);
end
%Calculate new coefficients
B_old = N vector(i- 1)/(1 +Re vector(i- 1));
C old = Re vector(i- 1)*N vector(i- 1)/(1 +Re vector(i- 1));
B N_vector(i)/(1I+Re_vector(i));
C = Re_vector(i)*N vector(i)/(1I+Re vector(i));
%Adjust concentrations to satisfy mass balance
[cequil(1), cequil(2), c_equil(3), cequil(15)] adjustconc(cequil(1), cequil(2),
c_equil(3), cequil(15), B, C, B_old, C_old);
end
t_start = t end;
end
return
function [SC removedrate]= SCmodel(t, r, SC_total, buffer)
%This function returns the rate at which sodium cholate is removed at a
%particular time. Buffer is changed at the 8th hour (28800 seconds) and 16th
%hour (57600 seconds) to the concentrations inidicated by buffer(2) and
%buffer(3), respectively. Initial buffer concentration fo rthe 1st 8 hours
%is indicated by buffer(1)
thrs = t/3600;
if thrs < 8
SCremovedrate = (SC_total-buffer(l))*r*exp(-r*t);
elseif thrs < 16
SCremovedrate = (buffer(l)-buffer(2))*r*exp(-r*(t-28800));
elseif thrs >=16
SCremovedrate = (buffer(2)-buffer(3))*r*exp(-r*(t-57600));
end
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return
function [SC, SCDMPC, DMPC, SCremoved]= adjustconc(SC_1, SCDMPC 1, DMPC_1,
SCremoved_1, B, C, Bold, C-old)
%This function re-calculates the SC-DMPC concentration based on the
%changing Re values in order to satisfy mass conservation
%Calculate total DMPC and SC (free molecules + micelle concentrations)
totalSC = SC 1 + SC DMPC l*C old + SC removed_1;
DMPCmicelle = SCDMPCi*Bold;
totalDMPC = DMPC_1 + DMPCmicelle;
%Repartition according to new Re values
SCDMPC = DMPCmicelle/B;
SCmicelle = SC DMPC*C;
DMPC = totalDMPC - DMPCmicelle;
SC = SC_1;
SC removed = totalSC - SCmicelle - SC;
return
function [] = plotcontours(SCremoved, SC, NDSWNT, time)
%This function plots stuff
% plot(time/3600, ND_SWNT);
% xlabel('Time (hr)');
% ylabel('ND-SWNT Concentration');
% title('ND-SWNT Concentration Over Time');
% figure;
% plot(time/3600, SC);
% xlabel('Time (hr)');
% ylabel('SC Concentration');
% title('SC Concentration Over Time');
figure;
plot(time/3600, SCremoved);
xlabel('Time (hr)');
ylabel('SC Removed Concentration');
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title('SC Removed Over Time');
return
function[J] = calculateJacobian(t, c, region, k, coeff, SC regime, r, SCtotal, buffer)
%This function returns the Jacobian for the ode to increase calculation
%speed
%Expand concentration vector
SC = c(1);
SCDMPC = c(2);
DMPC = c(3);
MSP = c(4);
SWNT = c(5);
SCMSP = c(6);
SCSWNT = c(7);
DMPCSWNT = c(8);
MSP_SWNT = c(9);
SWNT2 = c(10);
ND = c(11);
NDSWNT = c(12);
Re = c(13);
N = c(14);
SCremoved = c(15);
%Expand rate vector
k_3f = k(1);
k_3r = k(2);
k_4f = k(3);
k_4r = k(4);
k_5f=k(5);
k_5r = k(6);
k_6f=k(7);
k_6r = k(8);
k_7f = k(9);
k_7r = k(10);
k_8f = k(11);
k_8r = k(12);
k_9f = k(13);
k_9r = k(14);
%Expand stoichiometric coefficients
A = coeff(1);
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D = coeff(2);
E = coeff(3);
F = coeff(4);
G = coeff(5);
H = coeff(6);
%Define the rate and composition of the SC-DMPC micelle based on region
if region == 0 %Before dialysis
k_2f = 10^6; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 10^7; %sA(-1)
elseif region ~ 0
if SC <= SC regime(3) %After dialysis, in lamellar
k_2f = 1OAO; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 1OA(-5); %s(-1)
elseif SC <= SC regime(2) %After dialysis, in transition
slopeforward (10A6 - 1OAO)/(SC regime(2) - SC-regime(3));
slopereverse (10A7 - 1OA(-5))/(SCregime(2) - SC regime(3));
k_2f = slopeforward*(SC - SC regime(3)) + 10AO; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = slopereverse*(SC - SCregime(3)) + 1OA(-5); %sA(-1)
% k_2f = 10A3;
% k_2r = 1A;
elseif SC > SCregime(2) %After dialysis, above CMC
k_2f = 10A6; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 10A7; %sA(-1)
end
end
B = N/(1+Re);
C = Re*N/(1+Re);
%Define differential equations
if region == 0 %Equilibriation before dialysis
J = [-C*DMPC*k_2f - D*k_3f*MSP - E*k_4f*SWNT, C*k_2r, -C*k_2f*SC, -D*k_3f*SC, -
E*k_4f*SC, D*k_3r, E*k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
DMPC*k_2f, -k 2r, k_2f*SC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-B*DMPC*k_2f, B*k_2r, -B*k_2f*SC - F*k_5f*SWNT, 0, -DMPC*F*k_5f, 0, 0, F*k 5r,
0,0 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-k_3Cf*MSP, 0, 0, -k_3f*SC - G*k_6f*SWNT, -G*k_6f*MSP, k_3r, 0, 0, G*k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0;
-k 4f*SWNT, 0, -k_5f*SWNT, -k 6f*SWNT, -DMPC*k_5f - k_6f*MSP - k_4f*SC -
4*k_7f*SWNT, 0, k_4r, k_5r, k_6r, 2*k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_3f*MSP, 0, 0, k_3f*SC, 0, -k_3r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_4f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, k_4f*SC, 0, -k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_5f*SWNT, 0, DMPC*k_5f, 0, 0, -k_5r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, k_6f*SWNT, k_6f*MSP, 0, 0, 0, -k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 2*k_7f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
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0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,,00,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
00,0,0,0,0,,00,0,0,0,,00,0,0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
elseif region ~ 0 && SC <= SC regime(2) %During dialysis, during transition and lamellar
J= [-C*DMPC*k_2f - D*k_3Cf*MSP - E*k _4f*SWNT, C*k_2r, -C*k_2f*SC, -D*k_3f*SC, -
E*k_4f*SC, D*k_3r, E*k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
DMPC*k_2f, -k_2r, k_2f*SC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-B*DMPC*k_2f, B*k_2r, -150*k_8f*MSP - B*k_2f*SC - F*k_5f*SWNT, -
150*DMPC*k_8f, -DMPC*F*k 5f, 0, 0, F*k_5r, 0, 0, 150*k_8r, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-k 3f*MSP, 0, -2*k_8f*MSP, -2*DMPC*k_8f - k_3f*SC - G*k_6f*SWNT, -
G*k_6f*MSP, k_3r, 0, 0, G*k_6r, 0, 2*k_8r, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-k_4Cf*SWNT, 0, -k_5f*SWNT, -k_6f*SWNT, -DMPC*k_5f - k_6f*MSP - k_9f*ND -
k_4f*SC - 4*k_7f*SWNT, 0, k_4r, k_5r, k_6r, 2*k_7r, -k_9f*SWNT, k_9r, 0, 0, 0;
k_3fP*MSP, 0, 0, k_3f*SC, 0, -k_3r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_4f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, k_4f*SC, 0, -k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_5f*SWNT, 0, DMPC*k_5f, 0, 0, -k_5r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, k_6 f*SWNT, k_6f*MSP, 0, 0, 0, -k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 2*k_7f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_8f*MSP, DMPC*k_8f, -H*k_9f*ND, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k_8r - H*k_9f*SWNT, H*k_9r,
0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, k 9f*ND, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, k_ 9f*SWNT, -k_9r, 0, 0, 0;
0,0,0,0,0,,00,,0,00,00,00,0,0;
0, 0, 0,0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
elseif region ~ 0 && SC > SCregime(2) %During dialysis, aboveCMC
J = [-C*DMPC*k_2f - D*k_3Cf*MSP - E*k_4f*SWNT, C*k_2r, -C*k_2f*SC, -D*k_3f*SC, -
E*k_4f*SC, D*k_3r, E*k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
DMPC*k_2f -k_2r k_2f*SC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-B*DMPC*k_2f, B*k_2r, -B*k_2f*SC - F*k_5f*SWNT, 0, -DMPC*F*k_5f, 0, 0, F*k_5r,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-k__3f*MSP, 0, 0, -k_3f*SC - G*k_6f*SWNT, -G*k_6f*MSP, k_3r, 0, 0, G*k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0;
-k_4Cf*SWNT, 0, -k_5f*SWNT, -k_6f*SWNT, -DMPC*k_5f - k_6f*MSP - k_4f*SC -
4*k_7f*SWNT, 0, k_4r, k_5r, k_6r, 2*k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_3f*MSP, 0, 0, k_3f*SC, 0, -k_3r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_4f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, k_4f*SC, 0, -k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_5f*SWNT, 0, DMPC*k_5f, 0, 0, -k_5r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, k_6 f*SWNT, k_6Cf*MSP, 0, 0, 0, -k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 2*k_7f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,,00,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,,0,0,0,0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
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end
return;
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The program presented beow used to fit the dialysimodel to the experimental data. It calls on the
dialysis model program presented above.
function fitfluorescence
exp time= [0 1.166666667 2.333333333 3.3 4.616666667 5.666666667 6.416666667 7.2 8
8.766666667 10.28333333 10.98333333 12.31666667 13.06666667 13.91666667 14.83333333
15.83333333 16.75 17.68333333 18.6 19.93333333 20.98333333 21.95 23.06666667
24.06666667];
expconc = [0 -0.009369484 -0.001735477 0.004985404 0.003605016 0.000229903
0.002122528 0.007313388 0.001806431 0.003473849 0.002258803 -0.003335959
0.005267792 -0.006754386 -0.012380939 -0.011943223 -0.020268203 -0.004803899
0.069249074 1 1 1 1 1 1];
exp_conc2= [-.00111 0.001114 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1];
[modeltime, modelconc, Re, N, SCremoved, SC] = dialysismodel;
%Model concentration for fast dialysis
modeltimefast =modeltime;
modelconcfast = modelconc;
modeltime_fast(end+1) exp-time(end);
modelconcfast(end+1) 1;
%Model concentration for slow dialysis
modeltime_slow(1:2) = [0 15.9];
modelconcslow(1:2) = [0 0];
modeltime_slow(3:(length(model-time)+2)) modeltime+16;
modelconcslow(3:(length(modelconc)+2)) = modelconc;
modeltimeslow(end+1)= exp-time(end);
modelconcslow(end+1) 1;
%Plot figures
figure;
plot(exp time, exp conc, 'xr');
xlabel('Time (hrs)');
ylabel('Normalized ND-SWNT Concentration');
hold on;
plot(model timeslow, modelconcslow, 'r');
%Plot figures
figure;
plot(exp time, exp conc2, 'xb');
xlabel('Time (hrs)');
ylabel('Normalized ND-SWNT Concentration');
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hold on;
plot(modeltime_fast, modelconcfast, 'b');
% figure;
% plot(exp time, expconc);
% legend('Experimental Data Slow Dialysis');
% xlabel('Time (hrs)');
% ylabel('Normalized ND-SWNT Concentration');
% figure;
% plot(exp_ time, expconc2);
% legend('Experimental Data Fast Dialysis');
% xlabel('Time (hrs)');
% ylabel('Normalized ND-SWNT Concentration');
% figure;
% plot(model_time, modelcone);
% legend('Model');
% xlabel('Time (hrs)');
% ylabel('Normalized ND-SWNT Concentration');
% figure;
% plot(modeltime, Re);
% xlabel('Time (hrs)');
% ylabel('Re');
% figure;
% plot(model_time, N);
% xlabel('Time (hrs)');
% ylabel('N');
% figure;
% plot(model_time, SCremoved);
% xlabel('Time (hrs)');
% ylabel('SC Concentration Removed');
% figure;
% plot(modeltime, SC);
% xlabel('Time (hrs)');
% ylabel('SC Concentration');
%Write output to Excel file
% ExperimentalMatrix = [exp time' exp cone' expconc2'];
% ModelMatrix = [model time' model conc'];
% SCMatrix = [modeltime' SC'];
% SCRemovedMatrix = [model time' SC removed'];
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% ReandNMatrix = [modeltime' Re' N'];
ModelMatrix = modelconc';
TimeMatrix = modeltime';
% save([pwd '\Experimental.txt'],'ExperimentalMatrix','-ascii');
save([pwd '\Model orig.txt'],'ModelMatrix','-ascii');
save([pwd '\ModelTimeorig.txt'],'TimeMatrix','-ascii');
% save([pwd '\SC.txt'],'SCMatrix','-ascii');
% save([pwd '\SCRemoved.txt'],'SCRemovedMatrix','-ascii');
% save([pwd '\ReandN.txt'],'ReandNMatrix','-ascii');
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The program presented below was used to solve the differential system of equations and
output a contour plot of the results based on the best-fit rate constants.
function kinetics 16_ContourPlotO
%This function plots concentrations over time based on nanodisc kinetics to
%output ND_SWNT concentration over different rates
%Define minimum and macimum dialysis rate of SC where [SC] = [SC]_initial*exp(-rt)
SCfinal = .99; %fraction of free SC removed
% r min =.0002;
% r_max =.0002;
% r_vector = linspace(r-min, rmax, 1);
r_vector = [.00001 .00005 .0001 .0002 .0003 .0004 .0005 .0006 .0007 .0008 .0009 .001];
%Define rate constants and stoichiometric coefficients
[k, coeff] = rateconso;
%Define micelle properties for different regimes
[Re-regime, Nregime, SC regime] = micelleregimeso;
%Define starting concentrations in mM
[c_ini] = initialconc(Re regime, N regime);
SCtotal = c-ini(1);
%Equilibrate concentrations prior to dialysis
region = 0; %Indicates conditions prior to dialysis
t_start = 0;
t end = 100; %dialysis end time
[cequil, timeequil, conc_equil] = calculateconc(region, c_ini, k, coeff, tstart, tend,
SC regime, r vector(1), SC total);
SCtotalequil = c_equil(1);
%Loop through different rates and dialyze
%num matrixcols = 568446;
region = 1; %Under dialysis conditions
deltat = 10; %Time increments for running dialysis before checking SC concentration/regime
for i = 1:1 :length(r vector)
%Determine concentrations after dialysis
[time, conc]= rundialysis(region, cequil, k, coeff, rvector(i), deltat, SCfinal, SCregime,
Reregime, N_regime, SCtotal);
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[numrows, n] = size(time);
%Allocate concentration into matrices for each component
SC(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 1)';
SCDMPC(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 2)';
DMPC(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 3)';
MSP(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 4)';
SWNT(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 5)';
SCMSP(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 6)';
SC_SWNT(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 7)';
DMPCSWNT(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 8)';
MSPSW-NT(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 9)';
SWNT2(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 10)';
ND(i, 1:numrows) = cone(:, 11)';
NDSWNT(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 12)';
Re(i, 1:numrows)= conc(:, 13)';
N(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 14)';
SCremoved(i, 1:numrows) = conc(:, 15)';
timematrix(i, 1:numrows) = time(:, 1)';
end
%plotfigures(time, conc);
OutputforContourPlot(SC, NDSWNT, r vector);
return;
function OutputforContourPlot(SCmatrix, NDSWNTmatrix, r-vector)
for i = 1:1 :length(r vector)
SC = SC_matrix(i,:);
%find index where SC starts decreasing
forj = 1:1:length(SC)
if SC(j+1) < SC(j)
index =j;
break;
end
end
SC = SC(1,index:end);
ND_SWNT = NDSWNTmatrix(i,index:end);
%define vector of desirec SC concentrations for interpolation
newSC = linspace(4,0,1000);
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%Sort data to remove redundancies
[uniqueSC, uniqueidx] = unique(SC, 'first');
for j = 1:1:length(uniqueidx)
uniqueNDSWNT(j) = ND_SWNT(uniqueidx(j));
end
%Interpolate
newNDSWNT = interpl(uniqueSC, uniqueNDSWNT, newSC, 'spline');
newNDSWNT = newNDSWNT';
newSC = newSC';
rate = r_vector(i)*ones(length(newSC), 1);
save([pwd
save([pwd
save([pwd
'\SC_rate' num2str(i) '.txt'],'newSC','-ascii');
'\NDrate' num2str(i) '.txt'],'newNDSWNT','-ascii');
'\Rate' num2str(i) '.txt'],'rate','-ascii');
clear SC;
clear NDSWNT;
clear rate;
clear newSC;
clear newNDSWNT;
clear uniqueSC;
clear uniqueNDSWNT;
end
return
function plotfigures(time, c)
PathName = pwd;
model NDSWNT fast = c(:,12)/max(c(:,12));
Re = c(:,13);
N = c(:,14);
modeltime fast = time/3600;
% %Plot Re
% figure;
% plot(modeltimefast, Re);
% xlabel('Time(hrs)');
% ylabel('SC:DMPC Rate in Aggregate, Re');
% %Plot N
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% figure;
% plot(modeltimefast, N);
% xlabel('Time(hrs)');
% ylabel('Agglomeration Number, N');
% %Plot NDSWNT
% figure;
% plot(modeltimefast, model_NDSWNT fast);
% title('ND-SWNT');
%Experimental data
exptime= [0 1.166666667 2.333333333 3.3 4.616666667 5.666666667 6.416666667 7.2 8
8.766666667 10.28333333 10.98333333 12.31666667 13.06666667 13.91666667 14.83333333
15.83333333 16.75 17.68333333 18.6 19.93333333 20.98333333 21.95 23.06666667
24.06666667];
expNDSWNT_slow = [0 -0.009369484 -0.001735477 0.004985404 0.003605016
0.000229903 0.002122528 0.007313388 0.001806431 0.003473849 0.002258803 -0.003335959
0.005267792 -0.006754386 -0.012380939 -0.011943223 -0.020268203 -0.004803899
0.069249074 1 1 1 1 1 1];
expNDSWNT_fast = [-.00111 0.001114 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1];
%Increase time vector of model to include experimental timespan
maxmodeltime = max(model time fast);
initiallength = length(model time fast);
while maxmodeltime < max(exptime)
lastindex = length(modeltime fast);
modeltimefast(lastindex+ 1) modeltime_fast(last index) ± 1;
modelNDSWNT_fast(last index+1) = 1;
maxmodeltime = max(modeltimefast);
end
finallength = length(modeltime-fast);
numtimeptsadded = final-length - initiallength;
%initial values before dialysis
for i = 1:1 :num-timepts_added
modeltimeslow = (i-1)*.77;
modelNDSWNT_slow(i) = 0;
end
startingtime = modeltime__slow(end);
for i = (num timeptsadded+ 1): 1:initial length
modeltime slow(i) = starting_time + modeltime fast(i);
modelNDSWNT_slow(i) = modelNDSWNTfast(i);
end
figure;
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plot(exptime, expNDSWNT_slow, exp time, expNDSWNT_fast, modeltimefast,
modelNDSWNTfast, modeltimeslow, modelNDSWNT_slow);
legend('Experimental Slow Dialysis', 'Experimental Fast Dialysis', 'Model Fast Dialysis', 'Model
Slow Dialysis');
exptime = exp time';
expNDSWNTslow = expNDSWNTslow';
expNDSWNTfast = expNDSWNT_fast';
modelNDSWNTslow = modelNDSWNTslow';
modeltimeslow = modeltimeslow';
save([pwd '\Modeltimefast.txt'],'model_timefast','-ascii');
save([pwd '\Modeltime slow.txt'],'modeltimeslow','-ascii');
save([pwd '\ModelRe.txt'],'Re','-ascii');
save([pwd '\ModelN.txt'],'N','-ascii');
save([pwd '\ModelNDSWNT_fast.txt'],'modelNDSWNTfast','-ascii');
save([pwd '\ModelNDSWNTslow.txt'],'modelNDSWNT_slow','-ascii');
save([pwd '\Experimental time.txt'],'exp time','-ascii');
save([pwd '\ExperimentalNDSWNT_Slow.txt'],'expNDSWNTslow','-ascii');
save([pwd '\ExperimentalNDSWNT_Fast.txt'],'expNDSWNT_fast','-ascii');
return;
function [k, C] = rateconso
%This function defines the rate constants and stoichiometric coefficients
%Rate constants
k(1) = 1.2 *10^7; %L s^(- 1) mmol^(- 1)
k(2) = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
k(3) = 3.6*10A6; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k(4) = 3.2*10A3; %s^(-1)
k(5) = 1.4*10A5; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k(6)= 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
k(7) = 9.7*10A6; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k(8) = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
k(9) = 4.5*10A4; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k(10) = 0; %sA(-1)
k(1 1) = 7.9*10; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k(1 2) = 0; %s^(-1)
k(13) = 5.4*10A2; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k(14) = 0; %sA(-1)
%Stoichiometric constants
C(l) = 4; %A
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C(2)= 20; %D
C(3) = 100; %E
C(4) = 80; %F
C(5)= 80; %G
C(6) = 8; %H
return
function [Re-regime, Nregime, SC regime] = micelleregimeso
%This functions defines micelle properties and times for different regimes
%Re = SC:DMPC in agglomerate
%N = agglomeration number
%tregime = times at which different regimes begin
%Define Re = SC:DMPC ratio in agglomerate for each region
Reregime(1) = 1; %Re initial values (excess SC)
Reregime(2) = 0.339; %enter transition region
Reregime(3) = 0.139; %enter lamellar region
Reregime(4) = 0.01; %final Re
%Define N=agglomeration number in agglomerate for each region
N_regime(1) = 4; %initial agglomeration number for SC-DMPC (excess SC)
N_regime(2) = 88; %enter transition region
N_regime(3) = 106; %enter lamellar region
N_regime(4) = 150; %end of dialysis
%Define free SC concentration for each regime in mM
SCregime(1)= 4; %above which N and Re remain constant
SCregime(2)= 3.5; %above which is CMC
SC_regime(3) = 2; %below which is lamellar
return
function [c_ini] = initialconc(Re regime, N regime)
%This function sets the starting concentrations
c_ini(1) = 60;% sodium cholate (SC)
c_ini(2)= 0; %SC-DMPC mixed micelle
c_ini(3) = 12.86;% DMPC
c ini(4) = 0.13;% MSP
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c_ini(5) = 0.36;% SWNT
c_ini(6) = 0; %SC-MSP
cini(7) = 0; %SC-SWNT
cini(8) = 0; %DMPC-SWNT
c_ini(9)= 0; %MSP-SWNT
c_ini(10)= 0; %SWNT2
c_ini(1 1)= 0; %ND
c _ini(12) = 0; %ND-SWNT
c_ini(13) = Reregime(1); %Re
c_ini(14) = N-regime(1); %N
c_ini(15) = 0; %sodium cholate removed (SC)
return
function [y] = calcReandN(x1, x2, yl, y2, x)
%This function returns the value of N or Re for a particular time, assuming
%that Re and N vary as a linear function within a region
%x 1 = initial time
%x2 = final time
%y1 = initial Re or N
%y2 = final Re or N
%x = present time, t
%y = Re or N corresponding to time t
m (y2 - yl)/(x2 - x1); %slope
b yl - m*x1;
y m*x + b;
return
function [cfinal, time, conc] = calculateconc(region, c_0, k, coeff, t-start, tend, SCregime, r,
SC total)
%This function returns a vector of initial concentrations in mM after
%equilibriation
%c_0(1) = sodium cholate (actually in micelles + free lipid)
%c_0(2) = SC-DMPC mixed micelle
%c_0(3) = DMPC
%c_0(4) = MSP
%c_0(5) = SWNT
%c_0(6) = SC-MSP
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%c_0(7) SC-SWNT
%c_0(8) DMPC-SWNT
%c_0(9) MSP-SWNT
%c_0(10) = SWNT2
%c_0(11)=ND
%c 0(12) = ND-SWNT
%c_0(13) = Re
%c_0(14) = N
%c_0(15)= sodium cholate removed
%Define time ranges
tspan = [t start t-end];
%Calculate concentrations over time and plot
options = odeset('Jacobian', @calculateJacobian);
[time, conc] = ode23s(@diffeqns, tspan, cO, [options], region, k, coeff, SC regime, r, SCtotal);
%Final equilibrium concentrations
c_final = conc(end, :);
return;
function [dc] = diffeqns(t, c, region, k, coeff, SC regime, r, SCfree initial)
%This function returns the set of differential kinetic equations, dc/dt
%In this function, region = 0 indicates that we are equilibriating the
%system prior to dialysis.
%dc(1) = d[SC]/dt
%dc(2)= d[SC-DMPC]/dt
%dc(3) = d[DMPC]/dt
%dc(4) = d[MSP]dt
%dc(5) = d[SWNT]/dt
%dc(6) = d[SC-MSP]/dt
%dc(7) = d[SC-SWNT]/dt
%dc(8) = d[DMPC-SWNT]/dt
%dc(9)= d[MSP-SWNT]/dt
%dc(10) = d[SWNT2]/dt
%dc(1 1) = d[ND]/dt
%dc(12) = d[ND-SWNT]/dt
%dc(13) = d(Re)/dt
%dc(14) = d(N)/dt
%dc(15) = d(SC-removed)/dt
%Expand concentration vector
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SC = c(1);
SCDMPC = c(2);
DMPC = c(3);
MSP = c(4);
SWNT = c(5);
SCMSP = c(6);
SC_SWNT = c(7);
DMPC_SWNT = c(8);
MSP_SWNT = c(9);
SWNT2 = c(10);
ND = c(1 1);
ND_ SWNT = c(12);
Re = c(13);
N = c(14);
SCremoved = c(15);
%Expand rate vector
k_3f = k(1);
k_3r = k(2);
k_4f = k(3);
k_4r = k(4);
k_5f = k(5);
k_5r = k(6);
k_6f = k(7);
k_6r = k(8);
k_7f = k(9);
k_7r = k(10);
k_8f = k(1 1);
k_8r = k(12);
k_9f = k(13);
k_9r = k(14);
%Expand stoichiometric coefficients
A = coeff(1);
D = coeff(2);
E = coeff(3);
F = coeff(4);
G = coeff(5);
H = coeff(6);
%Define the rate and composition of the SC-DMPC micelle based on region
if region == 0 %Before dialysis
k_2f = 8*10^7; %L s^(-1) mmol^(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10^3; %sA(-1)
elseif region ~ 0
if SC <= SC regime(3) %After dialysis, in lamellar
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k_2f = 8*10A7; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
elseif SC <= SC regime(2) %After dialysis, in transition
k_2f = 8*10^7; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
elseif SC > SCregime(2) %After dialysis, above CMC
k_2f = 8*10A7; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k__2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
end
end
B = N/(l1+Re);
C = Re*N/(1+Re);
%Define rates
rate2 = k_2 f*DMPC*SC - k_2r*SCDMPC;
rate3 = k_3 f*MSP*SC - k_3r*SCMSP;
rate4 = k 4f'*SWNT*SC - k_4r*SCSWNT;
rate5 = k_5 f*DMPC*SWNT - k_5r*DMPCSWNT;
rate6 = k_6f*MSP*SWNT - k_6r*MSPSWNT;
rate7 = k_7f*SWNTA2 - k_7r*SWNT2;
rate8 = k_8f*DMPC*MSP - k_8r*ND;
rate9 = k_9f*ND*SWNT - k_9r*ND_SWNT;
rate10 = r*SCfreeinitial*exp(-r*t);
%Define differential equations
if region == 0 %Equilibriation before dialysis
dc(l) = -C*rate2 - D*rate3 - E*rate4;
dc(2)= rate2;
dc(3) = -B*rate2 - F*rate5;
dc(4) = -rate3 - G*rate6;
dc(5) = -rate4 - rate5 - rate6 - 2*rate7;
dc(6)= rate3;
dc(7)= rate4;
dc(8)= rate5;
dc(9) = rate6;
dc(10)= rate7;
dc(11)=0;
dc(12)=0;
dc(13) = 0;
dc(14) = 0;
dc(15) = 0;
elseif region ~= 0 && SC <= SCregime(2) %During dialysis, during transition and lamellar
dc(l) = -C*rate2 - D*rate3 - E*rate4 - rate 10;
dc(2) = rate2;
dc(3) = -B*rate2 - F*rate5 - 150*rate8;
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dc(4) = -rate3 - G*rate6 - 2*rate8;
dc(5)= -rate4 - rate5 - rate6 - 2*rate7 - rate9;
dc(6)= rate3;
dc(7) = rate4;
dc(8) = rate5;
dc(9)= rate6;
dc(10)= rate7;
dc(1 1)= rate8 - H*rate9;
dc(12) = rate9;
dc(13) = 0;
dc(14) =0;
dc(15) = rate10;
elseif region ~ 0 && SC > SC regime(2) %During dialysis, aboveCMC
dc(1)= -C*rate2 - D*rate3 - E*rate4 - rate10;
dc(2) = rate2;
dc(3)= -B*rate2 - F*rate5;
dc(4) = -rate3 - G*rate6;
dc(5) = -rate4 - rate5 - rate6 - 2*rate7;
dc(6) = rate3;
dc(7)= rate4;
dc(8) = rate5;
dc(9) = rate6;
dc(10)= rate7;
dc(11)=0;
dc(12)= 0;
dc(13)= 0;
dc(14) = 0;
dc(15) = rate10;
end
de = dc';
return
function [] = plotconc(region, time, c)
%This function plots the concentrations as a function of time
figure;
%Plot concentrations
plot(time, c(:,1), 'r');
hold on;
plot(time, c(:,2), 'g');
plot(time, c(:,3), 'b');
plot(time, c(:,4), 'c');
plot(time, c(:,5), 'm');
plot(time, c(:,6), 'y');
plot(time, c(:,7), 'k');
plot(time, c(:,8), '--r');
plot(time, c(:,9), '--g');
plot(time, c(:,10), '--b');
plot(time, c(:,11), '--c');
plot(time, c(:,12), '--m');
plot(time, c(:,15), '--y');
%Plot labels
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Concentration (mM)');
legend('SC', 'SC-DMPC', 'DMPC', 'MSP', 'SWNT', 'SC-MSP', 'SC-SWNT', 'DMPC-SWNT',
'MSP-SWNT', 'SWNT2', 'ND', 'ND-SWNT', 'SC Removed');
if region == 0
title('Equilibrium Concentrations Before Dialysis');
elseif region ~ 0
title('Concentration During Dialysis');
end
hold off;
%Plot Re
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 13));
xlabel('Time(s)');
ylabel('SC:DMPC Rate in Aggregate, Re');
if region == 0
title('Re Values During Equilibriation');
elseif region ~ 0
title('Re Values During Dialysis');
end
%Plot N
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 14));
xlabel('Time(s)');
ylabel('Agglomeration Number, N');
if region == 0
title('N Values During Equilibriation');
elseif region ~ 0
title('N Values During Dialysis');
end
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figure;
plot(time, c(:,12));
title('ND-SWNT');
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 11));
title('ND');
figure;
plot(time, c(:,10));
title('SWNT2');
figure;
plot(time, c(:,7));
title('SC-SWNT');
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 1));
title('SC');
return
function [] = checkbal(region, t, conc, coeff)
%This function plots the total concentration of each component over time to
%ensure that mass balances are maintained
%totalconc(:, 1) = sodium cholate
%totalconc(:,2) = DMPC
%totalconc(:,3) = MSP
%totalconc(:,4) = SWNT
%conc(:,1) = sodium cholate (actually in micelles)
%conc(:,2) = SC-DMPC mixed micelle
%conc(:,3) = DMPC
%conc(:,4) = MSP
%conc(:,5) = SWNT
%conc(:,6) = SC-MSP
%conc(:,7) = SC-SWNT
%conc(:,8) = DMPC-SWNT
%conc(:,9) = MSP-SWNT
%conc(:,10) = SWNT2
%conc(:, 11) = ND
%conc(:,12) = ND-S WNT
%conc(:,13) = Re
%conc(:,14) = N
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%conc(:,15) = SC removed
%Expand stoichiometric coefficients
A = coeff(1);
D = coeff(2);
E = coeff(3);
F = coeff(4);
G = coeff(5);
H = coeff(6);
for i = 1:1:length(t)
B(i) = conc(i,14)/(1 + conc(i,13));
C(i) = conc(i,13)*conc(i,14)/(1+conc(i,13));
totalconc(i,1) = conc(i,1) + conc(i,2)*C(i) + conc(i,6)*D + conc(i,7)*E + conc(i,15);
totalconc(i,2) = conc(i,2)*B(i) + conc(i,3) + conc(i,8)*F + conc(i, 11)* 150 +
conc(i,12)*150*H;
totalconc(i,3) = conc(i,4) + conc(i,6) + conc(i,9)*G + conc(i, 11)*2 + conc(i,12)*2*H;
totalconc(i,4) = conc(i,5) + conc(i,7) + conc(i,8) + conc(i,9) + conc(i,10)*2 + conc(i,12);
end
figure;
plot(t, totalconc);
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Concentration (mM)');
legend('SC', 'DMPC', 'MSP', 'SWNT');
if region == 0
title('Total Concentrations Over Time During Equilibriation');
elseif region ~ 0
title('Total Concentrations Over Time During Dialysis');
end
return
function [time, conc] = rundialysis(region, cequil, k, coeff, r, deltat, SCfinal, SC regime,
Reregime, N regime, SC total)
%This function runs the dialysis
t_start = 0;
i = 1; %loop iteration index
sameregion = 0; %0 indicates same regime, 1 indicates there is a change in regime
%Determine regime and corresponding Re and N
if cequil(1) <= SC-regime(3) %Lamellar regime
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Revector(i) = calcReandN(O, SCregime(3), Reregime(4), Reregime(3), cequil(1));
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(O, SC_regime(3), N_regime(4), Nregime(3), c equil(1));
elseif c_equil(1) <= SCregime(2) && c_equil(1) > SCregime(3) %Transition region
Revector(i) = calcReandN(SC-regime(3), SCregime(2), Reregime(3), Reregime(2),
c_equil(1));
N_vector(i) = caleReandN(SC regime(3), SC regime(2), Nregime(3), Nregime(2),
c_equil(1));
elseif c_equil(1) <= SCregime(1) && cequil(1) > SC regime(2)%Above CMC region
Revector(i) = calcReandN(SCregime(2), SC regime(1), Reregime(2), Re regime(1),
c_equil(1));
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(SCregime(2), SCregime(1), N regime(2), Nregime(1),
cequil(1));
elseif c_equil(1) > SC regime(1) %Way above CMC
Revector(i) = Re-regime(1);
N_vector(i) = N-regime(1);
end
%Run dialysis until we reach end sodium cholate concentration
while cequil(15) <= SC final*SCtotal
SCold = c-equil(1);
c-equil(13)= Revector(i);
c-equil(14)= N-vector(i);
%Calculate new concentrations
if tstart == 0
t_end = t_start + deltat;
[cequil, timetemp, conc temp] = calculateconc(region, c_equil, k, coeff, tstart, tend,
SC regime, r, SCtotal);
[numrowstemp, numcols temp] = size(time-temp);
time(l:numrowstemp,:) = time temp;
conc(1:numrowstemp,:)= conctemp;
else
t_end = t_start + deltat;
[cequil, time temp, conc temp]= calculateconc(region, cequil, k, coeff, tstart, tend,
SC regime, r, SC total);
[numrows_ temp, numcols temp] = size(timetemp);
[numrows, numcols] = size(time);
time((numrows+1):(numrows+numrows_temp),:) = time_temp;
conc((numrows+1):(numrows+numrowstemp),:)= conctemp;
end
SCnew = c-equil(1);
%Determine if we are in same regime to adjust micelle concentrations to ensure mass balance
if t start -=0
i = i+1;
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%Find new Re and N values
if SCnew <= SCregime(3) %Lamellar regime
Re_ vector(i)= calcReandN(O, SC regime(3), Reregime(4), Re-regime(3), SCnew);
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(O, SC regime(3), Nregime(4), N regime(3), SC new);
elseif SC new <= SC regime(2) && SCnew > SC regime(3) %Transition region
Revector(i)= calcReandN(SC-regime(3), SC regime(2), Re regime(3), Re-regime(2),
SCnew);
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(SC regime(3), SC regime(2), N regime(3), Nregime(2),
SCnew);
elseif SC-new <= SC regime(1) && SCnew > SC-regime(2) %Above CMC region
Revector(i) = calcReandN(SC regime(2), SC regime(l), Re_regime(2), Re-regime(1),
SCnew);
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(SC-regime(2), SC regime(1), Nregime(2), N regime(1),
SCnew);
elseif SCnew > SCregime(1) %Way above CMC
Revector(i) = Re-regime(1);
N_vector(i) = N-regime(1);
end
%Calculate new coefficients
B_old = N vector(i- 1)/(1 +Re vector(i- 1));
C_old = Revector(i-1)*Nvector(i-1)/(1+Re-vector(i-1));
B N_vector(i)/(l1+Re_vector(i));
C = Revector(i)*N vector(i)/(1+Re-vector(i));
%Adjust concentrations to satisfy mass balance
[cequil(1), cequil(2), cequil(3), c_equil(15)] adjustconc(cequil(1), cequil(2),
c_equil(3), c_equil(15), B, C, Bold, Cold);
end
t_start = t end;
end
return
%/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
function [SC, SC_DMPC, DMPC, SCremoved]= adjustconc(SC_1, SCDMPC_1, DMPC_1,
SCremoved_ 1 B, C, Bold, C_old)
%This function re-calculates the SC-DMPC concentration based on the
%changing Re values in order to satisfy mass conservation
%Calculate total DMPC and SC (free molecules + micelle concentrations)
totalSC = SC_1 + SCDMPC_ l*Cold + SCremovedl;
DMPCmicelle = SC DMPC_1 *Bold;
totalDMPC = DMPC_1 + DMPCmicelle;
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%Repartition according to new Re values
SCDMPC = DMPCmicelle/B;
SCmicelle = SCDMPC*C;
DMPC = totalDMPC - DMPCmicelle;
SC=SC_1;
SCremoved = totalSC - SCmicelle - SC;
return
function[J] = calculateJacobian(t, c, region, k, coeff, SC regime, r, SCfreeinitial)
%Expand concentration vector
SC = c(1);
SCDMPC = c(2);
DMPC = c(3);
MSP = c(4);
SWNT = c(5);
SCMSP = c(6);
SCSWNT = c(7);
DMPC_SWNT = c(8);
MSP_SWNT = c(9);
SWNT2 = c(10);
ND = c(1 1);
ND_SWNT = c(12);
Re = c(13);
N = c(14);
SC removed = c(15);
%Expand rate vector
k_3f = k(1);
k_3r = k(2);
k_4f = k(3);
k_4r = k(4);
k_5f = k(5);
k_5r = k(6);
k_6f = k(7);
k_6r = k(8);
k_7f = k(9);
k_7r = k(10);
k_8f k(1 1);
k_8r = k(12);
k_9f=k(13);
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k_9r = k(14);
%Expand stoichiometric coefficients
A = coeff(1);
D = coeff(2);
E = coeff(3);
F = coeff(4);
G = coeff(5);
H = coeff(6);
%Define the rate and composition of the SC-DMPC micelle based on region
if region == 0 %Before dialysis
k_2f= 8*10^7; %L s^(-1) mmol^(-1)
k 2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
elseif region ~ 0
if SC <= SC regime(3) %After dialysis, in lamellar
k_2f= 8*10^7; %L sA(-1) mmol^(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
elseif SC <= SC regime(2) %After dialysis, in transition
k_2f = 8*10A7; %L s^(-1) mmol^(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
elseif SC > SC regime(2) %After dialysis, above CMC
k_2f= 8*10A7; %L sA(-1) mmol^(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
end
end
B = N/(1+Re);
C = Re*N/(1+Re);
%Define differential equations
if region == 0 %Equilibriation before dialysis
J = [-C*DMPC*k_2f - D*k_3 f*MSP - E*k_4f*SWNT, C*k_2r, -C*k_2f*SC, -D*k_3f*SC, -
E*k_4f*SC, D*k_3r, E*k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
DMPC*k_2f, -k_2r, k_2f*SC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-B*DMPC*k_2f, B*k_2r, -B*k_2f*SC - F*k_5f*SWNT, 0, -DMPC*F*k_5f, 0, 0, F*k_5r,
0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-k_3f*MSP, 0, 0, -k_3f*SC - G*k_6f*SWNT, -G*k_6f*MSP, k_3r, 0, 0, G*k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0;
-k_4Cf*SWNT, 0, -k_5f*SWNT, -k_6f'SWNT, -DMPC*k_5f - k_6f*MSP - k_4f*SC -
4*k_7f*SWNT, 0, k_4r, k_5r, k_6r, 2*k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_3f*MSP, 0, 0, k_3f*SC, 0, -k_3r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_4 f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, k_4f*SC, 0, -k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_5f*SWNT, 0, DMPC*k_5f, 0, 0, -k_5r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, k_6f*SWNT, k_6f*MSP, 0, 0, 0, -k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 2*k_7f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
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0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
elseif region ~ 0 && SC <= SC regime(2) %During dialysis, during transition and lamellar
J = [-C*DMPC*k_2f - D*k_3f*MSP - E*k_4f*SWNT, C*k_2r, -C*k_2f*SC, -D*k_3f*SC, -
E*k_4f*SC, D*k_3r, E*k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
DMPC*k_2f, -k_2r, k_2f*SC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-B*DMPC*k_2f, B*k_2r, -150*k_8f*MSP - B*k_2f*SC - F*k_5f*SWNT, -
150*DMPC*k_8f, -DMPC*F*k_5f, 0, 0, F*k_5r, 0, 0, 150*k_8r, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-k 3f*MSP, 0, -2*k_8f*MSP, -2*DMPC*k 8f - k_3f*SC - G*k_6f*SWNT, -
G*k_6f*MSP, k_3r, 0, 0, G*k_6r, 0, 2*k_8r, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-k_4Cf*SWNT, 0, -k_5f*SWNT, -k_6f*SWNT, -DMPC*k_5f - k_6f*MSP - k_9f*ND -
k_4f*SC - 4*k_7 f*SWNT, 0, k_4r, k_5r, k_6r, 2*k_7r, -k_9 f*SWNT, k_9r, 0, 0, 0;
k_3f*MSP, 0, 0, k_3f*SC, 0, -k_3r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_4f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, k_4f*SC, 0, -k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_5f*SWNT, 0, DMPC*k 5f, 0, 0, -k_5r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, k_6f*SWNT, k_6f*MSP, 0, 0, 0, -k_6r, 0 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 2*k_7f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_8f*MSP, DMPC*k_8f, -H*k_9f*ND, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k_8r - H*k_9f*SWNT, H*k_9r,
0,0,0;
0, 0, 0, 0, k 9f*ND, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, k 9f*SWNT, -k_9r, 0, 0, 0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
elseif region ~ 0 && SC > SC regime(2) %During dialysis, aboveCMC
J = [-C*DMPC*k_2f - D*k_3f*MSP - E*k_4f*SWNT, C*k_2r, -C*k_2f*SC, -D*k_3f*SC, -
E*k_4f*SC, D*k_3r, E*k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
DMPC*k 2f, -k_2r, k_2f*SC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-B*DMPC*k 2f, B*k_2r, -B*k_2f*SC - F*k_5f*SWNT, 0, -DMPC*F*k_5f, 0, 0, F*k_5r,
0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0;
-k 3f*MSP, 0, 0, -k_3f*SC - G*k_6f*SWNT, -G*k_6f*MSP, k_3r, 0, 0, G*k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0;
-k_4f*SWNT, 0, -k_5f*SWNT, -k_6f*SWNT, -DMPC*k_5f - k_6f*MSP - k_4f*SC -
4*k_7f*SWNT, 0, k 4r, k 5r, k 6r, 2*k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_3f*MSP, 0, 0, k_3f*SC, 0, -k_3r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_4f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, k_4f*SC, 0, -k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_5f*SWNT, 0, DMPC*k_5f, 0, 0, -k_5r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, k_6f*SWNT, k_6f*MSP, 0, 0, 0, -k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 2*k 7f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k 7r,0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
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end
return;
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The program below was sed to compare the model results to the experimental data depicting
the cyclic assembly/dis-asembly measurements of the ND-SWNT complex.
function [finaltime, finalNDSWNT] = dialysismodel fit cyclico
%This function fits the optimized model parameters to cyclic data
%Use best-fit parameters
%k-guess(1) = NDSWNT forward rate constant
%kguess(2) = NDSWNT backward rate constant
%kguess(3) = CMC
%kguess(4) = CBC
%kguess(5) = rate
%k guess(6)= ND forward rate constant
%k guess(7) = ND reverse rate constant
k_NDSWNT(1) = 5.4*10A2;
k_NDSWNT(2) = 0;
k_NDSWNT(3) = 3.5;
k_NDSWNT(4) = 2;
kNDSWNT(5) =.00028;
k_NDSWNT(6) = 7.9* 10;
k_NDSWNT(7) = 0;
%Determine number of cycles
numcycles = 5;
%Define minimum and maximum dialysis rate of SC where [SC] = [SC]_initial*exp(-rt)
rate = k_NDSWNT(5);
%Define buffer concentrations in mM during dialysis, where first value is
%concentration for first 8 hours, second is concentration for next 8
%hours, and third is concentration for the last 8 hours.
buffer(1) = 30;
buffer(2) = 15;
buffer(3) = 0;
%Define rate constants and stoichiometric coefficients
[k, coeff] = ratecons(kNDSWNT);
%Define micelle properties for different regimes
[Re-regime, Nregime, SC regime] = micelleregimes(kNDSWNT);
%Define starting concentrations in mM
[c_ini] = initialconc(Reregime, Nregime);
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SCtotal = c_ini(1);
%Equilibrate concentrations prior to dialysis
region = 0; %Indicates conditions prior to dialysis
t_start = 0;
t_end = 100; %dialysis end time
[cequil, time_equil, conc_ equil] = calculateconc(region, c-ini, k, coeff, tstart, tend,
SCregime, rate, SCtotal, buffer);
maxtime = 0;
%Loop through different rates and dialyze
for i = 1:1:numcycles
region = 1; %Under dialysis conditions
deltat = 10; %Time increments for running dialysis before checking SC concentration/regime
%Determine concentrations after dialysis
[time, conc]= rundialysis(region, cequil, k, coeff, rate, deltat, SC_regime, Re-regime,
N_regime, SCtotal, buffer);
[numrows, n] = size(time);
if i == 1
ND_SWNT(l, 1:numrows) = [conc(:, 12)'];
timevec(1, 1:numrows) = time'+maxtime;
elseif i= 1
[matrixrows, matrixcols] = size(NDSWNT);
ND_SWNT(l, (matrixcols+1):(matrixcols+numrows)) = [conc(:, 12)'];
timevec(1, (matrixcols+1):(matrixcols+numrows)) time'+maxtime;
end
maxtime = max(timevec);
clear conc;
clear time;
i
end
final time = timevec/3600;
finalNDSWNT = NDSWNT/(max(NDSWNT));
plot(finaltime, finalNDSWNT);
hold on;
title('ND-SWNT Concentration Over Time');
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('ND-SWNT Concentration (mM)');
exptime = [0.00 0.07 0.14 0.22 0.29 0.37 0.45 0.60 0.68 0.76 0.84 0.93 1.00
1.07 1.14 1.20 1.27 1.35 1.42 1.49 1.56 1.64 1.71 1.79 1.86 1.94 2.02
2.10 2.18 2.26 2.34 2.42 2.50 2.58 2.67 2.75 2.84 2.92 3.01 3.33 3.39
3.45 3.51 3.57 3.63 3.69 3.75 3.82 3.88 3.94 4.01 4.08 4.14 4.21 4.28
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4.35
5.45
6.71
7.63
8.75
4.42
5.53
6.77
7.70
8.83
10.10 10.19
11.24 11.30
12.21 12.29
13.25 13.34
expNDSWN
0.030920252
0.011394123
0.841654989
0.925099837
0.028210543
0.008672107
4.49 4.56 4.64 4.71 4.78 4.86 4.93
5.69 5.78 5.86 5.94 6.03 6.11 6.20
6.83 6.90 6.96 7.02 7.09 7.15 7.22
7.77 7.85 7.92 7.99 8.07 8.14 8.22
8.91 9.00 9.08 9.16 9.30 9.38 9.47
10.29 10.39 10.52 10.74 10.80 10.86
11.37 11.43 11.50 11.57 11.64 11.71
12.36 12.44 12.52 12.60 12.68 12.76
F
5.01
6.29
7.28
8.35
9.56
10.92
11.78
12.84
5.09
6.38
7.35
8.43
9.73
10.98
11.85
12.92
5.16
6.53
7.42
8.51
9.83
11.05
11.99
13.00
5.29
6.59
7.49
8.59
9.92
11.11
12.06
13.08
5.37
6.65
7.56
8.67
10.01
11.17
12.14
13.17
13.42 13.51 13.60 13.69 13.78];
= [0.020867596 0.019376743 0.019345617 0.014024665 0.017377505 0
0.023977022 0.0033144 0.018557788 0.019756681 0.022745425 0.01949536
0.02266407 0.039647118 0.031592375 0.042359059 0.008949345 0.894623051
0.933838182
0.944111255
0.013006718
0.026204532
0.860182074 0.960722733 1 0.995494204 0.950351382
0.973333403 0.766685199 0.015806911 0.028118969 0.02375647
0.03168022 0.01550811 0.007377084 0.005006444 0.01657144
0.022827475 0.027933674 0.029486683 0.013645329 0.026805422
0.02339211 0.017392152 0.014754988 0.056444022
0.047631577
0.989202263
0.980502707
0.010529244
0.021443037
0.031506474
0.888514125
0.896243405
0.028630119
0.040567714
0.901436038
0.978971217
0.035144545
0.010782781
0.018277173
0.734560329
0.983254846
plot(exptime,
0.741380452
0.949509445
0.909847002
0.028468353
0.026952058
0.009423476
0.868738121
0.992257991
0.039969924
0.020373671
0.892487371
0.921119336
0.891289588 0.72952453
0.973055541 0.975768161
0.047841377 0.023692089
0.028476689 0.013256693
0.009026934 0.038645268
0.023841155 0.022545823 0.026880966
0.971329537 0.918264637 0.970391916
0.971004536 0.97255073 0.946722208
0.022956775 0.023450569 0.025336365
0.02493603 0.018591261 0.017919588
0.021026448 0.030796746 0.013427007
0.016615869 0.04166779 0.030753871 0.007054123 0.746624384
0.992082455 0.907123605 0.989753768 0.985596034 0.898750721
0.953801306 0.943741263 0.932782213 0.944350092 0.860043262
0.020272524 0.036283361 0.042600452 0.031694262 0.035039421
0.030416097 0.02319595 0.022821308 0.019990513 0.881323921
0.869072438 0.975678522 0.985956117 0.919756693 0.904201999
0.896751374 0.026393714 0.023632884 0.024123615 0.020992782
0.02890819 0.025589423 0.015970526
0.008098828 0.021094839 0.025392251
0.022455831 0.047580769 0.016281664
0.853656729 0.901746479 0.919941317
0.988632041 0.998940029 0.992231223
expNDSWNT, 'x');
0.032340173 0.018413499 0.023572796
0.017459298 0.02514041 0.027118548
0.026126436 0.016962802 0.019784331
0.96946002 0.978976848 0.949758153
axis([0 14 0 1.5]);
legend('Kinetic Model', 'Experimental Data');
finaltime = finaltime';
finalNDSWNT = finalNDSWNT';
exptime = exptime';
expNDSWNT = expNDSWNT';
save([pwd '\ModelCyclicFittingtime.txt'],'final_time','-ascii');
save([pwd '\ModelCyclicFittingNDSWNT.txt'],'finalNDSWNT','-ascii');
save([pwd '\ExpCyclicFittingtime.txt'],'exptime','-ascii');
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save([pwd '\ExpCyclicFittingNDSWNT.txt'],'expNDSWNT','-ascii');
return;
function [k, C] = ratecons(kNDSWNT)
%This function defines the rate constants and stoichiometric coefficients
%Rate constants
k(1)= 1.2*10^7;
k(2) = 3.2*10^3;
k(3) = 3.6*10^6;
k(4) = 3.2*10^3;
k(5) = 1.4*10^5;
k(6) = 3.2*10^3;
k(7) = 9.7*10^6;
k(8) = 3.2*10^3;
k(9) = 4.5*10^4;
k(10)
k( 11)
k(12)
k(13)
k(14)
%L s^(-1)
%s^(-1)
%L s^(-1)
%s^(-1)
%L s^(-1)
%s^(-1)
%L s^(-1)
%s^(-1)
%L s^(-1)
0; %sA(-1)
k_NDSWNT(6);
k_NDSWNT(7);
k_NDSWNT(1);
k_NDSWNT(2);
mmol^(-1)
mmolA(-1)
mmolA(-1)
mmolA(-1)
mmolA(-1)
%L sA(-1)
%sA(-1)
%L sA(-1)
%sA(-1)
mmolA(-1)
mmolA(-1)
%Stoichiometric constants
C(1)= 4; %A
C(2)= 20; %D
C(3)= 100; %E
C(4) = 80; %F
C(5) = 80; %G
C(6)= 8; %H
return
function [Re regime, Nregime, SC regime] = micelleregimes(kNDSWNT)
%This functions defines micelle properties and times for different regimes
%Re = SC:DMPC in agglomerate
%N = agglomeration number
%tregime = times at which different regimes begin
%Define Re = SC:DMPC ratio in agglomerate for each region
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Reregime(1) = 1; %Re initial values (excess SC)
Reregime(2) = 0.339; %enter transition region
Reregime(3) = 0.139; %enter lamellar region
Reregime(4) = 0.01; %final Re
%Define N=agglomeration number in agglomerate for each region
N_regime(1) = 4; %initial agglomeration number for SC-DMPC (excess SC)
N_regime(2) = 88; %enter transition region
N regime(3) = 106; %enter lamellar region
N_regime(4) = 150; %end of dialysis
%Define free SC concentration for each regime in mM
SCregime(1)= 4; %above which N and Re remain constant
SCregime(2)= kNDSWNT(3); %above which is CMC
SCregime(3)= kNDSWNT(4); %below which is lamellar
return
%///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
function [c_ini] = initialconc(Re regime, Nregime)
%This function sets the starting concentrations
c_ini(1)= 60;% sodium cholate (SC)
c_ini(2)= 0; %SC-DMPC mixed micelle
c_ini(3)= 12.86;% DMPC
c_ini(4)= 0.13;% MSP
c_ini(5)= 0.36;% SWNT
c_ini(6) = 0; %SC-MSP
c_ini(7) = 0; %SC-SWNT
c_ini(8) = 0; %DMPC-SWNT
c_ini(9) = 0; %MSP-SWNT
c_ini(10) = 0; %SWNT2
c ini(11) = 0; %ND
c_ini(12) = 0; %ND-SWNT
c_ini(13) = Re regime(1); %Re
c_ini(14) = N-regime(1); %N
c_ini(15)= 0; %sodium cholate removed (SC)
return
function [y] = calcReandN(x1, x2, yl, y2, x)
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%This function returns the value of N or Re for a particular time, assuming
%that Re and N vary as a linear function within a region
%x1 = initial time
%x2 = final time
%y1 = initial Re or N
%y2 = final Re or N
%x = present time, t
%y = Re or N corresponding to time t
m = (y2 - yl)/(x2 - xl); %slope
b =yl - m*xl;
y m*x + b;
return
function [c final, time, conc] = calculateconc(region, c_0, k, coeff, tstart, tend, SC regime, r,
SCtotal, buffer)
%This function returns a vector of initial concentrations in mM after
%equilibriation
%c_0(1)= sodium cholate (actually in micelles + free lipid)
%c_0(2)= SC-DMPC mixed micelle
%c_0(3) = DMPC
%c_0(4) = MSP
%c_0(5) = SWNT
%c_0(6) = SC-MSP
%c_0(7) = SC-SWNT
%c_0(8) = DMPC-SWNT
%c_0(9) = MSP-SWNT
%c_0(10) = SWNT2
%cO(1 1) = ND
%c_0(12) = ND-SWNT
%c_0(13) = Re
%c_0(14) = N
%cO(15)= sodium cholate removed
%Define time ranges
tspan = [t start t-end];
%Calculate concentrations over time and plot
options = odeset('Jacobian', @calculateJacobian);
[time, conc] = ode23s(@diffeqns, tspan, cO, [options], region, k, coeff, SC regime, r, SCtotal,
buffer);
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%Final equilibrium concentrations
c_final = conc(end, :);
return;
function [dc] = diffeqns(t, c, region, k, coeff, SC regime, r, SCtotal, buffer)
%This function returns the set of differential kinetic equations, dc/dt
%In this function, region = 0 indicates that we are equilibriating the
%system prior to dialysis.
%dc(1) = d[SC]/dt
%dc(2) = d[SC-DMPC]/dt
%dc(3) = d[DMPC]/dt
%dc(4) = d[MSP]dt
%dc(5) = d[SWNT]/dt
%dc(6) = d[SC-MSP]/dt
%dc(7) = d[SC-SWNT]/dt
%dc(8) = d[DMPC-SWNT]/dt
%dc(9) = d[MSP-SWNT]/dt
%dc(1O) = d[SWNT2]/dt
%dc(l 1) = d[ND]/dt
%dc(12) = d[ND-SWNT]/dt
%dc(13) = d(Re)/dt
%dc(14) = d(N)/dt
%dc(15) = d(SC-removed)/dt
%Expand concentration vector
SC=c(1);
SCDMPC = c(2);
DMPC = c(3);
MSP = c(4);
SWNT = c(5);
SCMSP = c(6);
SC_SWNT = c(7);
DMPC _SWNT = c(8);
MSP_SWNT = c(9);
SWNT2 = c(10);
ND = c(11);
ND_SWNT = c(12);
Re = c(13);
N = c(14);
SCremoved = c(15);
%Expand rate vector
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k_3f = k(1);
k_3r = k(2);
k_4f = k(3);
k_4r = k(4);
k_5f = k(5);
k_5r = k(6);
k_6f = k(7);
k_6r = k(8);
k_7f = k(9);
k_7r = k(10);
k_8f = k(1 1);
k_8r = k(12);
k_9f=k(13);
k_9r = k(14);
%Expand stoichiometric coefficients
A = coeff(1);
D = coeff(2);
E = coeff(3);
F = coeff(4);
G = coeff(5);
H = coeff(6);
%Define the rate and composition of the SC-DMPC micelle based on region
if region == 0 %Before dialysis
k_2f = 8*10^7; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
elseif region -= 0
if SC <= SCregime(3) %After dialysis, in lamellar
k_2f = 8*10A7; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
elseif SC <= SC regime(2) %After dialysis, in transition
k_2f = 8*10A7; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
elseif SC > SC regime(2) %After dialysis, above CMC
k_2f= 8*10A7; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
end
end
B = N/(1+Re);
C = Re*N/(1+Re);
%Define rates
rate2 = k_2f*DMPC*SC - k_2r*SCDMPC;
rate3 = k_3f*MSP*SC - k_3r*SCMSP;
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rate4 = k_4f*SWNT*SC - k_4r*SC_SWNT;
rate5 = k_5f*DMPC*SWNT - k_5r*DMPCSWNT;
rate6 = k_6f*MSP*SWNT - k_6r*MSPSWNT;
rate7 = k_7f'*SWNTA2 - k_7r*SWNT2;
rate8 = k_8f*DMPC*MSP - k_8r*ND;
rate9 = k 9f*ND*SWNT - k_9r*NDSWNT;
rate10 = r*SCtotal*exp(-r*t);
%Define differential equations
if region == 0 %Equilibriation before dialysis
dc(1)= -C*rate2 - D*rate3 - E*rate4;
dc(2)= rate2;
dc(3)= -B*rate2 - F*rate5;
dc(4)= -rate3 - G*rate6;
dc(5) = -rate4 - rate5 - rate6 - 2*rate7;
dc(6)= rate3;
dc(7)= rate4;
dc(8)= rate5;
dc(9)= rate6;
dc(10) = rate7;
dc(11) = 0;
dc(12) = 0;
dc(13) = 0;
dc(14) = 0;
dc(15)= 0;
elseif region ~ 0 && SC <= SCregime(2) %During dialysis, during transition and lamellar
dc(1) = -C*rate2 - D*rate3 - E*rate4 - rate10;
dc(2)= rate2;
dc(3) = -B*rate2 - F*rate5 - 150*rate8;
dc(4)= -rate3 - G*rate6 - 2*rate8;
dc(5) = -rate4 - rate5 - rate6 - 2*rate7 - rate9;
dc(6) = rate3;
dc(7)= rate4;
dc(8) = rate5;
dc(9) = rate6;
dc(10) = rate7;
dc(1 1) = rate8 - H*rate9;
dc(12) = rate9;
dc(13) =0;
dc(14) =0;
dc(15) = rate10;
elseif region ~ 0 && SC > SC regime(2) %During dialysis, aboveCMC
dc(1)= -C*rate2 - D*rate3 - E*rate4 - ratelO;
dc(2) = rate2;
dc(3) = -B*rate2 - F*rate5;
dc(4) = -rate3 - G*rate6;
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dc(5)= -rate4 - rate5 - rate6 - 2*rate7;
dc(6) = rate3;
dc(7)= rate4;
dc(8) = rate5;
dc(9) = rate6;
dc(1O) = rate7;
dc(1)=0;
dc(12)= 0;
dc(13) = 0;
dc(14)= 0;
dc(15) = rate10;
end
dc = de';
return
function []= plotconc(region, time, c)
%This function plots the concentrations as a function of time
figure;
%Plot concentrations
plot(time, c(:,1), 'r');
hold on;
plot(time, c(:,2), 'g');
plot(time, c(:,3), 'b');
plot(time, c(:,4), 'c');
plot(time, c(:,5), 'm');
plot(time, c(:,6), 'y');
plot(time, c(:,7), 'k');
plot(time, c(:,8), '--r');
plot(time, c(:,9), '--g');
plot(time, c(:,10), '--b');
plot(time, c(:,11), '--c');
plot(time, c(:, 12), '--M');
plot(time, c(:, 15),'-y)
%Plot labels
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Concentration (mM)');
legend('SC', 'SC-DMPC', 'DMPC', 'MSP', 'SWNT', 'SC-MSP', 'SC-SWNT', 'DMPC-SWNT',
'MSP-SWNT', 'SWNT2', 'ND', 'ND-SWNT', 'SC Removed');
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if region == 0
title('Equilibrium Concentrations Before Dialysis');
elseif region ~ 0
title('Concentration During Dialysis');
end
hold off;
%Plot Re
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 13));
xlabel('Time(s)');
ylabel('SC:DMPC Rate in Aggregate, Re');
if region == 0
title('Re Values During Equilibriation');
elseif region ~ 0
title('Re Values During Dialysis');
end
%Plot N
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 14));
xlabel('Time(s)');
ylabel('Agglomeration Number, N');
if region == 0
title('N Values During Equilibriation');
elseif region ~ 0
title('N Values During Dialysis');
end
figure;
plot(time, c(:,12));
title('ND-SWNT');
figure;
plot(time, c(:, 11));
title('ND');
figure;
plot(time, c(:,10));
title('SWNT2');
figure;
plot(time, c(:,7));
title('SC-SWNT');
figure;
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plot(time, c(:, 1));
title('SC');
return
function [] = checkbal(region, t, conc, coeff)
%This function plots the total concentration of each component over time to
%ensure that mass balances are maintained
%totalconc(:,1) = sodium cholate
%totalconc(:,2) = DMPC
%totalconc(:,3) = MSP
%totalconc(:,4) = SWNT
%conc(:,1) = sodium cholate (actually in micelles)
%conc(:,2)= SC-DMPC mixed micelle
%conc(:,3) = DMPC
%conc(:,4) = MSP
%conc(:,5) = SWNT
%conc(:,6) = SC-MSP
%conc(:,7) = SC-SWNT
%conc(:,8) = DMPC-SWNT
%conc(:,9) = MSP-SWNT
%conc(:,10) = SWNT2
%conc(:, 11) = ND
%conc(:,12) =ND-SWNT
%conc(:,13) = Re
%conc(:,14) = N
%conc(:,15) = SC removed
%Expand stoichiometric coefficients
A = coeff(l);
D = coeff(2);
E = coeff(3);
F = coeff(4);
G = coeff(5);
H = coeff(6);
for i = 1:1:length(t)
B(i) = conc(i,14)/(l + conc(i,13));
C(i) = conc(i, I 3)*conc(i, 14)/(1 +conc(i, 13));
totalconc(i,1) = conc(i,1) + conc(i,2)*C(i) + conc(i,6)*D + conc(i,7)*E + conc(i,15);
totalconc(i,2) = conc(i,2)*B(i) + conc(i,3) + conc(i,8)*F + conc(i, 11)* 150 +
conc(i,12)*150*H;
totalconc(i,3) = conc(i,4) + conc(i,6) + conc(i,9)*G + conc(i, 11)*2 + conc(i,12)*2*H;
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totalconc(i,4) = conc(i,5) + conc(i,7) + conc(i,8) + conc(i,9) + conc(i,10)*2 + conc(i,12);
end
figure;
plot(t, totalconc);
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Concentration (mM)');
legend('SC', 'DMPC', 'MSP', 'SWNT');
if region == 0
title('Total Concentrations Over Time During Equilibriation');
elseif region - 0
title('Total Concentrations Over Time During Dialysis');
end
return
function [time, conc]= rundialysis(region, cequil, k, coeff, r, deltat, SC_regime, Re-regime,
N_regime, SCtotal, buffer)
%This function runs the dialysis
t_start = 0;
i = 1; %loop iteration index
%Determine regime and corresponding Re and N
if c equil(1) <= SC regime(3) %Lamellar regime
Revector(i) = calcReandN(0, SC regime(3), Reregime(4), Re regime(3), cequil(1));
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(0, SC regime(3), Nregime(4), Nregime(3), cequil(1));
elseif cequil(1) <= SC regime(2) && cequil(1) > SC regime(3) %Transition region
Re vector(i)= calcReandN(SC-regime(3), SC regime(2), Reregime(3), Reregime(2),
c_equil(l));
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(SC-regime(3), SC regime(2), Nregime(3), N regime(2),
c_equil(1));
elseif cequil(1) <= SCregime(1) && cequil(1) > SCregime(2)%Above CMC region
Revector(i) = calcReandN(SCregime(2), SCregime(1), Reregime(2), Re regime(1),
c_equil(1));
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(SC-regime(2), SC regime(l), Nregime(2), N-regime(1),
c_equil(1));
elseif cequil(1) > SC regime(1) %Way above CMC
Revector(i) = Re-regime(1);
N vector(i) = N_regime(1);
end
%Run dialysis until we reach end sodium cholate concentration
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while tstart <= 10080
SCold = c_equil(1);
c-equil(13) = Revector(i);
c_equil(14) = Nvector(i);
%Calculate new concentrations
if t start == 0
t_end = t_start + deltat;
[cequil, timetemp, conctemp] = calculateconc(region, cequil, k, coeff, tstart, tend,
SCregime, r, SCtotal, buffer);
[numrows_temp, numcols_temp] = size(time-temp);
time(1:numrowstemp,:) time temp;
conc(1:numrowstemp,:) conc-temp;
else
t_end = tstart + deltat;
[cequil, timetemp, conctemp] = calculateconc(region, cequil, k, coeff, tstart, t-end,
SCregime, r, SCtotal, buffer);
[numrows temp, numcolstemp] = size(timetemp);
[numrows, numcols] = size(time);
time((numrows+1):(numrows+numrows temp),:) timetemp;
conc((numrows+1):(numrows+numrows temp),:) conctemp;
end
SC new = c_equil(1);
%Determine if we are in same regime to adjust micelle concentrations to ensure mass balance
if tstart ~0
i = i+1;
%Find new Re and N values
if SCnew <= SCregime(3) %Lamellar regime
Revector(i) = calcReandN(0, SC regime(3), Reregime(4), Re regime(3), SCnew);
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(0, SC regime(3), N regime(4), N regime(3), SCnew);
elseif SC new <= SC regime(2) && SCnew > SC regime(3) %Transition region
Revector(i) = calcReandN(SCregime(3), SC regime(2), Re regime(3), Reregime(2),
SCnew);
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(SCregime(3), SCregime(2), N_regime(3), N-regime(2),
SCnew);
elseif SC new <= SC regime(1) && SCnew > SC-regime(2) %Above CMC region
Revector(i)= calcReandN(SCregime(2), SC regime(1), Re regime(2), Re-regime(1),
SC_new);
N_vector(i) = calcReandN(SCregime(2), SC regime(1), N regime(2), N regime(1),
SC_new);
elseif SCnew > SC regime(1) %Way above CMC
Revector(i) = Reregime(1);
N_vector(i) = Nregime(1);
end
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%Calculate new coefficients
B_old = N_vector(i-1)/(l+Re vector(i-1));
C_old = Re vector(i-1)*N vector(i- 1)/(1 +Revector(i- 1));
B = N_vector(i)/(1-+Re vector(i));
C = Re_vector(i)*N vector(i)/(1+Re_vector(i));
%Adjust concentrations to satisfy mass balance
[cequil(1), cequil(2), c_equil(3), cequil(15)] adjustconc(cequil(1), cequil(2),
c_equil(3), cequil(15), B, C, B old, Cold);
end
t_start = t end;
end
return
function [SC removedrate]= SCmodel(t, r, SC_total, buffer)
%This function returns the rate at which sodium cholate is removed at a
%particular time. Buffer is changed at the 8th hour (28800 seconds) and 16th
%hour (57600 seconds) to the concentrations inidicated by buffer(2) and
%buffer(3), respectively. Initial buffer concentration fo rthe 1st 8 hours
%is indicated by buffer(1)
thrs = t/3600;
if thrs < 8
SCremovedrate = (SC total-buffer(l))*r*exp(-r*t);
elseif thrs < 16
SCremovedrate = (buffer( 1)-buffer(2))*r*exp(-r*(t-28800));
elseif thrs >=16
SCremovedrate = (buffer(2)-buffer(3))*r*exp(-r*(t-57600));
end
return
function [SC, SCDMPC, DMPC, SCremoved]= adjustconc(SC_1, SCDMPC_1, DMPC_1,
SCremoved_1, B, C, B_old, Cold)
%This function re-calculates the SC-DMPC concentration based on the
%changing Re values in order to satisfy mass conservation
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%Calculate total DMPC and SC (free molecules + micelle concentrations)
totalSC = SC_1 + SCDMPC_ l*Cold + SCremoved_1;
DMPCmicelle = SC DMPC_1 *Bold;
totalDMPC = DMPC_1 + DMPCmicelle;
%Repartition according to new Re values
SCDMPC = DMPCmicelle/B;
SCmicelle = SCDMPC*C;
DMPC = totalDMPC - DMPCmicelle;
SC=SC_1;
SCremoved = totalSC - SCmicelle - SC;
return
function [] = plotcontours(SC removed, SC, ND_SWNT, time)
%This function plots stuff
% plot(time/3600, ND_SWNT);
% xlabel('Time (hr)');
% ylabel('ND-SWNT Concentration');
% title('ND-SWNT Concentration Over Time');
% figure;
% plot(time/3600, SC);
% xlabel('Time (hr)');
% ylabel('SC Concentration');
% title('SC Concentration Over Time');
figure;
plot(time/3600, SCremoved);
xlabel('Time (hr)');
ylabel('SC Removed Concentration');
title('SC Removed Over Time');
return
function[J] = calculateJacobian(t, c, region, k, coeff, SC regime, r, SCtotal, buffer)
%This function returns the Jacobian for the ode to increase calculation
%speed
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%Expand concentration vector
SC = c(1);
SCDMPC = c(2);
DMPC = c(3);
MSP = c(4);
SWNT = c(5);
SCMSP = c(6);
SCSWNT = c(7);
DMPCSWNT = c(8);
MSPSWNT = c(9);
SWNT2 = c(10);
ND = c(11);
ND_SWNT = c(12);
Re = c(13);
N = c(14);
SCremoved = c(15);
%Expand rate vector
k_3f = k(1);
k_3r = k(2);
k_4f = k(3);
k_4r = k(4);
k_5f = k(5);
k_5r = k(6);
k_6f = k(7);
k_6r = k(8);
k_7f = k(9);
k_7r = k(10);
k_8f = k(l 1);
k_8r = k(12);
k_9f = k(13);
k_9r = k(14);
%Expand stoichiometric coefficients
A = coeff(l);
D = coeff(2);
E = coeff(3);
F = coeff(4);
G = coeff(5);
H = coeff(6);
%Define the rate and composition of the SC-DMPC micelle based on region
if region == 0 %Before dialysis
k_2f = 8*10^7; %L s^(-1) mmol^(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
elseif region ~= 0
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if SC <= SC regime(3) %After dialysis, in lamellar
k_2f = 8*10^7; %L sA(-1) mmol^(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*10^3; %sA(-1)
elseif SC <= SC regime(2) %After dialysis, in transition
k_2f = 8*10A7; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k 2r = 3.2*10A3; %sA(-1)
elseif SC > SC regime(2) %After dialysis, above CMC
k_2f= 8*10A7; %L sA(-1) mmolA(-1)
k_2r = 3.2*1OA3; %sA(-1)
end
end
B = N/(1+Re);
C = Re*N/(1+Re);
%Define differential equations
if region == 0 %Equilibriation before dialysis
J= [-C*DMPC*k_2f - D*k_3f*MSP - E*k_4f*SWNT, C*k_2r, -C*k_2f*SC, -D*k_3f*SC, -
E*k_4f*SC, D*k_3r, E*k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
DMPC*k_2f, -k_2r, k_2f*SC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-B*DMPC*k_2f, B*k_2r, -B*k_2f*SC - F*k_5f*SWNT, 0, -DMPC*F*k_5f, 0, 0, F*k_5r,
0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0, 0;
-k_3 f*MSP, 0, 0, -k_3f*SC - G*k_6f*SWNT, -G*k_6f*MSP, k_3r, 0, 0, G*k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0;
-k_4f*SWNT, 0, -k_5f*SWNT, -k_6f*SWNT, -DMPC*k_5f - k_6f*MSP - k_4f*SC -
4*k_7f*SWNT, 0, k_4r, k_5r, k_6r, 2*k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_3f*MSP, 0, 0, k_3f*SC, 0, -k_3r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_4f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, k_4f*SC, 0, -k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_5f*SWNT, 0, DMPC*k_5f, 0, 0, -k_5r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, k_6f*SWNT, k_6f*MSP, 0, 0, 0, -k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 2*k 7f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k 7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,,00,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0, 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
elseif region ~ 0 && SC <= SC regime(2) %During dialysis, during transition and lamellar
J = [-C*DMPC*k_2f - D*k_3Cf*MSP - E*k_4f*SWNT, C*k_2r, -C*k_2f*SC, -D*k_3f*SC, -
E*k_4f*SC, D*k_3r, E*k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
DMPC*k_2f -k_2r k_2f*SC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-B*DMPC*k_2f, B*k_2r, -150*k_8f*MSP - B*k_2f*SC - F*k_5f*SWNT, -
150*DMPC*k_8f, -DMPC*F*k 5f, 0, 0, F*k_5r, 0, 0, 150*k_8r, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-k_3f*MSP, 0, -2*k_8f*MSP, -2*DMPC*k 8f - k 3f*SC - G*k_6f*SWNT, -
G*k_6f*MSP, k_3r, 0, 0, G*k_6r, 0, 2*k_8r, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-k_4f*SWNT, 0, -k_5f*SWNT, -k_6Cf*SWNT, -DMPC*k_5f - k_6f*MSP - k_9f*ND -
k_4f*SC - 4*k_7f*SWNT, 0, k_4r, k_5r, k_6r, 2*k_7r, -k_9f*SWNT, k_9r, 0, 0, 0;
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k_3f*MSP, 0, 0, k_3f*SC, 0, -k_3r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_4f'*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, k_4f*SC, 0, -k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_5f*SWNT, 0, DMPC*k_5f, 0, 0, -k_5r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0,, 0 k_6f*SWNT, k_6f*MSP, 0, 0, 0, -k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 2*k_7f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k_8f*MSP, DMPC*k_8f, -H*k_9f*ND, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k_8r - H*k9f*SWNT, H*k_9r,
0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, k 9f*ND, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, k_9f*SWNT, -k_9r, 0, 0, 0;
0,0,0,,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,,0,,00,0,0,0,0,0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
elseif region ~ 0 && SC > SC regime(2) %During dialysis, aboveCMC
J = [-C*DMPC*k_2f - D*k_3 f*MSP - E*k_4f*SWNT, C*k_2r, -C*k_2f*SC, -D*k_3f*SC, -
E*k_4f*SC, D*k_3r, E*k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
DMPC*k_2f, -k_2r, k_2f'*SC, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-B*DMPC*k_2f, B*k_2r, -B*k_2f'*SC - F*k_5f'*SWNT, 0, -DMPC*F*k_5f, 0, 0, F*k_5r,
0,0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
-k 3f*MSP, 0, 0, -k 3f*SC - G*k_6f*SWNT, -G*k_6f*MSP, k_3r, 0, 0, G*k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0,
0, 0;
-k_4f*SWNT, 0, -k_5f*SWNT, -k_6f*SWNT, -DMPC*k_5f - k_6f*MSP - k_4f*SC -
4*k_7f*SWNT, 0, k_4r, k_5r, k_6r, 2*k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_3f*MSP, 0, 0 k_3f'*SC, 0, -k_3r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
k_4f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, k_4f*SC, 0, -k_4r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, k 5f*SWNT, 0, DMPC*k_5f, 0, 0, -k 5r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0 Ok_6f*SWNT, k_6f*MSP, 0, 0, 0, -k_6r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 2*k_7 f*SWNT, 0, 0, 0, 0, -k_7r, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0;
0,00,0,0,0,0,0,,00,0,,00,0,0;
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,,0,0,0,0;
0,0,0,0,00,0,0,,0,0,00,0,0,0;
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0];
end
return;
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Appendix D: MATLAB Program for Well-Plate Analysis for ROS Study
The folowing program was used to automate the well-plate time measurements to evaluate ROS
generation in the presence of various nanoparticles. The well-plate measurements were taken in
half-hour increments using a Varoskan Plat Reader. The output of this software is an Excel file
with multiple sheets, with each sheet containing the fluorescence or absorption measurements of
all the wells at a specific time point. This program uses this Excel sheet as input, and it
reorganizes the data such that the user can plot the individual fluorescence or absorption
measurements of a single well over time. This plot can be compared to plots from other wells.
Since measurements were taken in triplicate, the program outputs the average values (along with
standard deviations).
function AnalyzeWellPlate
%This function analyzes high-throughput well-plate data in Excel format
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian 1/21/12
%This version is for when you run the plate with NO BLANKS, and when the
%CONTROLS ARE REPEATED for each of the 3 sample sets
%The input excel sheet for this program is arranged such that the
%measurements are read using setting 6 (bottom-up). So the Excel fil order
%is HO 1,GO1,FO1,...,AO1 ,H02,G02,...,A02,H03,G03.....A12
%Specify dimensions of well-plate
numWellPlateRows = 8;
numWellPlateCols = 12;
%Prompt user to select excel file
display('Note: This program assumes that the last column of the well plate *.xls file lists the
absorption/fluorescence emission wavelengths');
[FileName, PathName] = uigetfile('*.xls', 'Select the well plate *.xls file');
%Prompt user to input the absorbance/emission wavelength of interest
prompt = {'Absorption (A) or Fluorescence (F) measurements?', 'Enter the
absorption/fluorescence emission wavelength of interest (nm):','Enter Total Number of
Measurements Taken:'};
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dlg_title ='Well-plate Conditions';
numlines = 1;
def= {'A','470','33'};
feedback = inputdlg(prompt,dlgtitlenumlines,def);
measurementType = feedback { 1 };
wavelength = str2num(feedback{2 });
numMeasurements = str2num(feedback {3});
%Time vector containing times when spectra were taken in hours
timevector = 0:1:(num Measurements-1);
timevector = timevector*0.5;
%Initialize Values
format long;
%first set of experimental conditions
output matrix1 = zeros(numMeasurements,numWellPlateRows,3); %contains values
output matrix 1_string = cell(numMeasurementsnumWellPlateRows,3); %contains well
numbers
%second set of experimental conditions
output matrix2 = zeros(num_Measurements,numWellPlateRows,3);
output matrix2_string = cell(num Measurements, numWellPlateRows,3);
%third set of experimental conditions
output matrix3 = zeros(num_Measurements,numWellPlateRows,3);
output matrix3_string = cell(numMeasurements,numWellPlateRows,3);
%fourth set of experimental conditions
output matrix4 = zeros(num_Measurements,numWellPlateRows,3);
output matrix4_string = cell(numMeasurements,numWellPlateRows,3);
for i = 1:1 :numMeasurements %Each measurement time
if measurementType =='A'
sheetname = ['Photometric' num2str(i)];
elseif measurementType =='F'
sheetname = ['Fluorometric' num2str(i)];
end
[matrix, stringmatrix]= xlsread([PathName FileName ], sheet-name); %read in all the
numbers in the excel sheet
stringvector = stringmatrix(:,1); %Contains the names of the wells
%Create vectors containing emissions at only the specified emission
%wavelength
rowswavelength = find(matrix(:,end)== wavelength); %find the rows that have wavelengths
at the specified wavelength
value vector = matrix(rows-wavelength,1); %Matrix containing emissions at specified
wavelength
wellLocationstring = string vector(rows wavelength+4); %Corresponding matrix containing
well locations (addded 4 because of headings)
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%Group according to well-plate column number
for j =1:1:numWellPlateCols %for each column
columnnumber{j} = sprintf('%02i',j); %specify column number
wellsInCollocatecell = strfind(wellLocationstring, columnnumber{j}); %look for wells
in that column
wellsInCollocate-vector-cellfun(@(x) any(x==3),wellsInCollocate cell); %change that
cell into a vector
wellsInColindex = find(wellsInCollocatevector>O); %specify the locations of the wells
in that column
%first 3 replicates (first 3 well-plate columns)
if (j>=1 && j<=3)
output matrix 1 (i,:,j)= valuevector(wellsInCol index)';
outputmatrix 1 _string(i,:,j) = wellLocationstring(wellsInColindex)';
end
%second 3 replicates (second 3 well-plate columns)
if (>=4 && j<=6)
output matrix2(i,:,j-3) = value_vector(wellsInCol_index)';
outputmatrix2_string(i,:,j-3) = wellLocationstring(wellsInCol index)';
end
%third 3 replicates (third 3 well-plate columns)
if (j>=7 && j<=9)
output matrix3(i,:,j-6) = valuevector(wellsInColindex)';
outputmatrix3_string(i,:,j-6) = wellLocation_string(wellsInCol index)';
end
%fourth 3 replicates (fourth 3 well-plate columns)
if (j>=10 &&j<=12)
output matrix4(i,:,j-9) = value_ vector(wellsInColindex)';
outputmatrix4_string(i,:,j-9) = wellLocation string(wellsInCol index)';
end
clear wellsInCol locatecell;
clear wellsInCollocatevector;
clear wellsInColindex;
end
end
%Take the average and standard deviations of 3 replicates
average run1 = mean(output matrix 1,3);
stdevrun1 = std(outputmatrix1,[],3);
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averagerun2 = mean(output_matrix2,3);
stdevrun2 = std(output matrix2,[],3);
averagerun3 = mean(outputmatrix3,3);
stdevrun3 = std(output-matrix3,[],3);
average run4 = mean(output matrix4,3);
stdevrun4 = std(output-matrix4,[],3);
%Rearrange averages and standard deviations into output format
summarymatrix1 = zeros(num_Measurements, num_WellPlateRows*3);
summary-matrix2 = zeros(numMeasurements, numWellPlateRows*3);
summarymatrix3 = zeros(num Measurements, num_WellPlateRows*3);
summary-matrix4 = zeros(numMeasurements, numWellPlateRows*3);
for i = 1:1 num_WellPlateRows
newmatrixIndex = i*3-2;
summary-matrix 1 (:,new matrixIndex)= averagerun1 (:,i);
summary matrix 1 (:,newmatrixlndex+ 1) = stdevrun 1 (:,i);
summarymatrix2(:,newmatrixlndex)= average run2(:,i);
summarymatrix2(:,newmatrixndex+1) = stdevrun2(:,i);
summary-matrix3 (:,new matrixlndex)= averagerun3(:,i);
summarymatrix3(:,newmatrixlndex+1) = stdevrun3(:,i);
summarymatrix4(:,newmatrixIndex)= averagerun4(:,i);
summarymatrix4(:,newmatrixndex+ 1) = stdev_run4(:,i);
end
color-vector = ['y' 'm' n' r1  'b' 'k''--k'];
%---------- ----- FIRST OUTPUT------ -----------------
%FileName for output
FileNameoutput = strrep(FileName, '.xls', ['_' measurementType num2str(wavelength)
'_runl.xls']);
%Column headings for summary
columnlabelsi = [strcat('Average ', output-matrix1 _string(1,1,1), '-',
output matrix 1_string( 1,1,3)) strcat('StDev', output-matrix 1_string( 1, 1, 1), '-',
output matrix 1_string(1,1,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix 1 _string(1,2,1), '-', output matrix lstring(1,2,3)) streat('StDev
', outputmatrix1 _string(1,2,1), '-', outputmatrix1_string(1,2,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix 1_string( 1,3,1), '-', output-matrix _string( 1,3,3)) strcat('StDev
' output-matrix lstring( 1,3,1), '-', outputmatrix _string( 1,3,3)) {' '}...
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strcat('Average', output-matrix 1_string(1,4,1), '-', output matrix 1_string(1,4,3))
', output-matrix 1 string(1,4,1), '-', outputmatrix 1_string(1,4,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output-matrix 1string(1,5,1), '-', output matrix 1_string(1,5,3))
', output-matrix 1string( 1,5, 1), '-', output matrix1_string(1,5,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output-matrix 1string(1,6,1), '-', output matrix 1_string(1,6,3))
', output-matrix 1string( 1,6, 1), '-', output-matrix 1_string( 1,6,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output-matrix I string(1,7,1), '-', output matrix 1_string(1,7,3))
', output-matrix1 string(1,7,1), '-', output-matrix I_string(1,7,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output-matrix I _string(1,8,1), '-', output matrix 1_string(1,8,3))
', output-matrix 1string( 1,8,1), '-', outputmatrix 1_string( 1,8,3)) {' '}];
%Write data to Excel Sheet
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
output matrix 1 (:,:, 1), 'Replicate l');
output matrix lstring(:,:, 1), 'Replicate 1 Wells');
output matrix 1 (:,:,2), 'Replicate2');
output matrix 1string(:,:,2), 'Replicate2_Wells');
output matrix 1 (:,:,3), 'Replicate3');
output matrix 1string(:,:,3), 'Replicate3_Wells');
columnlabels 1, 'Averages');
summarymatrix 1, 'Averages', 'A2');
%Plot output
%Determine the row letters correponding to each well
rowletter = output-matrix 1 _string(:,:, 1);
[numrows num cols] = size(columnnumber);
for i = 1:1:numcols
rowletter = strrep(rowletter, columnnumber {i}, ") %remove the column numbers from the
well label
end
%plot
figure;
for i = 1:1 :numWellPlateRows
newmatrixIndex = i*3-2;
errorbar(timevector, summarymatrix 1 (:,newmatrixlndex),
summary-matrix 1 (:,new matrixIndex+1), colorvector(i));
hold on;
end
%label axes and legend
xlabel('Time (hr)');
ylabel('Value');
legend(rowletter(1,:));
figurename = fullfile(PathName,[measurementType num2str(wavelength) '_runl .fig']);
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
hold off;
close;
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%--------------------------SECOND OUTPUT ----------------------------
%FileName for output
FileNameoutput = strrep(FileName, '.xls', ['_' measurementType num2str(wavelength)
'_run2.xls']);
%Column headings for summary
columnlabels2 = [strcat('Average ', output matrix2_string(1, 1, 1), '-',
outputmatrix2_string(1,1,3)) strcat('StDev', outputmatrix2_string(1 ,1,1), '-',
outputmatrix2_string(1,1,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix2_string(1,2,1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,2,3))
', output matrix2_string( 1,2,1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,2,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix2_string(1,3, 1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,3,3))
', outputmatrix2_string(1,3,1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,3,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix2_string(1,4,1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,4,3))
', outputmatrix2_string(1,4,1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,4,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix2_string(1,5,1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,5,3))
', output matrix2_string(1,5,1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,5,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix2_string(1,6,1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,6,3))
', outputmatrix2_string(1,6,1), '-', output matrix2_string( 1,6,3)) {' '}
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix2_string(1,7, 1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,7,3))
', outputmatrix2_string(1,7,1), '-', output matrix2 string(1,7,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix2_string( 1,8,1), '-', output matrix2 string(1,8,3))
', output matrix2_string(1,8,1), '-', output matrix2_string(1,8,3)) {' '}];
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
%Write data to Excel Sheet
xlswrite([PathName FileName output], output matrix2(:,:, 1), 'Replicate 1');
xlswrite([PathName FileName output], outputmatrix2_string(:,:, 1), 'Replicate 1_Wells');
xlswrite([PathName FileName output], output matrix2(:,:,2), 'Replicate2');
xlswrite([PathName FileName output], output_matrix2_string(:,:,2), 'Replicate2_Wells');
xlswrite([PathName FileName output], output matrix2(:,:,3), 'Replicate3');
xlswrite([PathName FileName output], outputmatrix2 string(:,:,3), 'Replicate3_Wells');
xlswrite([PathName FileName output], columnlabels2, 'Averages');
xlswrite([PathName FileName output], summarymatrix2, 'Averages', 'A2');
%Plot output
%Determine the row letters correponding to each well
rowletter = output matrix2_string(:,:, 1);
[num rows num cols] = size(columnnumber);
for i = 1:1:numcols
rowletter = strrep(rowletter, column-number{i}, "); %remove the column numbers from the
well label
end
%plot
figure;
for i = 1:1 :numWellPlateRows
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newmatrixlndex = i*3-2;
errorbar(time vector, summarymatrix2(:,new-matrixlndex),
summarymatrix2(:,new matrixlndex+1), color_vector(i));
hold on;
end
%label axes and legend
xlabel('Time (hr)');
ylabel('Value');
legend(rowletter(1,:));
figurename = fullfile(PathName,[measurementType num2str(wavelength) '_run2.fig']);
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
hold off;
close;
%--------------------THIRD OUTPUT -------------------
%FileName for output
FileNameoutput = strrep(FileName, '.xls', ['_' measurementType num2str(wavelength)
'_run3.xls']);
%Column headings for summary
columnlabels3 = [strcat('Average', outputmatrix3_string( 1,1,1), ',
outputmatrix3_string(1,1,3)) strcat('StDev ', output matrix3_string(1,1,1), '-',
outputmatrix3_string(1,1,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output matrix3_string(1,2,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,2,3))
', output matrix3_string(1,2,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,2,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output matrix3_string(1,3,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,3,3))
',output matrix3_string(1,3,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,3,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output matrix3_string(1,4,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,4,3))
output matrix3_string(1,4,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,4,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output matrix3_string(1,5,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,5,3))
output matrix3_string(1,5,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,5,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output matrix3_string(1,6,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,6,3))
output matrix3_string(1,6,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,6,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output matrix3_string(1,7,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,7,3))
output-matrix3_string(1,7,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,7,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output matrix3_string(1,8,l), '-', output matrix3_string(1,8,3))
', output matrix3_string(1,8,1), '-', output matrix3_string(1,8,3)) {' '}];
%Write data to Excel Sheet
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output],
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
strcat('StDev
output matrix3(:,:, 1), 'Replicate 1');
output matrix3_string(:,:, 1), 'Replicate 1 Wells');
output matrix3(:,:,2), 'Replicate2');
output matrix3_string(:,:,2), 'Replicate2 Wells');
output matrix3(:,:,3), 'Replicate3');
output matrix3_string(:,:,3), 'Replicate3_Wells');
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xlswrite([PathName FileName output], columnlabels3, 'Averages');
xlswrite([PathName FileName output], summary matrix3, 'Averages', 'A2');
%Plot output
%Determine the row letters correponding to each well
rowletter = output_matrix3_string(:,:,1);
[num rows num cols] = size(column number);
for i = 1:1:numcols
rowletter = strrep(row letter, column-number {i}, ") %remove the column numbers from the
well label
end
%plot
figure;
for i = 1:1 :numWellPlateRows
newmatrixIndex = i*3-2;
errorbar(time vector, summarymatrix3(:,newmatrixIndex),
summarymatrix3(:,new matrixlndex+1), color vector(i));
hold on;
end
%label axes and legend
xlabel('Time (hr)');
ylabel('Value');
legend(row_letter(1,:));
figure-name = fullfile(PathName,[measurementType num2str(wavelength) '_run3.fig']);
saveas(gcf,figurename,'fig');
hold off;
close;
%---------------------------FOURTH OUTPUT --------------------
%FileName for output
FileNameoutput = strrep(FileName, '.xls', ['_'measurementType num2str(wavelength)
'_run4.xls']);
%Column headings for summary
columnlabels4 = [strcat('Average ', output matrix4_string(1 ,1,1), '-',
output matrix4_string(1,1,3)) strcat('StDev ', output matrix4_string( 1,1, 1), '-',
outputmatrix4_string(1,1,3)) {''}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix4_string(1,2,1), '-', output matrix4_string(1,2,3)) strcat('StDev
', output matrix4_string(1,2,1), '-', output matrix4_string(1,2,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix4_string(1,3,1), '-', output matrix4_string(1,3,3)) strcat('StDev
', outputmatrix4_string(1,3,1), '-', output matrix4_string(1,3,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', output matrix4_string(1,4,1), '-', output matrix4 string(1,4,3)) strcat('StDev
', outputmatrix4_string(1,4,l), '-', output matrix4_string(1,4,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average ', outputmatrix4_string(1,5,1), '-', output matrix4_string(1,5,3)) strcat('StDev
', output matrix4_string(l,5,1), '-', output matrix4_string(1,5,3)) {''}
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strcat('Average', output matrix4 string(1,6,1), '-', output matrix4_string( 1,6,3)) strcat('StDev
', output matrix4_string(1,6,1), '-', output matrix4_string(1,6,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output matrix4_ string(1,7,1), '-', outputmatrix4_string(1,7,3)) strcat('StDev
', output matrix4_string(1,7,1), '-', output matrix4_string(1,7,3)) {' '}...
strcat('Average', output matrix4_string(1,8,1), '-', output matrix4_string(1,8,3)) strcat('StDev
', output matrix4_string(1,8,1), '-', output matrix4_string(1,8,3)) {' '}];
%Write data to Excel Sheet
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output], output matrix4(:,:, 1), 'Replicate 1');
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output], output matrix4_string(:,:, 1), 'Replicate 1 Wells');
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output], output matrix4(:,:,2), 'Replicate2');
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output], output matrix4_string(:,:,2), 'Replicate2_Wells');
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output], output matrix4(:,:,3), 'Replicate3');
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output], output matrix4_string(:,:,3), 'Replicate3_Wells');
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output], columnlabels4, 'Averages');
xlswrite([PathName FileName_output], summarymatrix4, 'Averages', 'A2');
%Plot output
%Determine the row letters correponding to each well
rowletter = output matrix4_string(:,:, 1);
[numrows num cols] = size(columnnumber);
for i = 1:1:numcols
rowletter = strrep(rowletter, column number {i}, ") %remove the column numbers from the
well label
end
%plot
figure;
for i = 1:1 :numWellPlateRows
newmatrixIndex = i*3-2;
errorbar(timevector, summarymatrix4(:,new matrixlndex),
summarymatrix4(:,new matrixlndex+1),colorvector(i));
hold on;
end
%label axes and legend
xlabel('Time (hr)');
ylabel('Value');
legend(rowletter(1,:));
figurename = fullfile(PathName,[measurementType num2str(wavelength) '_run4.fig']);
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
hold off;
close;
return;
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Appendix E: MATLAB Program for SM Analysis
To summarize, the SM algorithm consists of 3 steps: 1) Extraction of fluorescence vs. time traces
from individual single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs), 2) Fitting of experimental traces to
idealized, de-noised traces with discrete, step-like transitions and 3) Calculation of apparent rate
constant based on the frequency of these transitions. A summary of the program output files for
each step is provided in Figure El for the specific example where rate constants were calculated
using a birth-and-death Markov process in Step 3.
Step1_SWNTimages TraceData
SWNTCoordinates.txt NonNormalizedTracesMovieName.t
PixelAveragedSWNTMap.fig
CroppedSWNTMap.fig
SelectedSWNTMap.fig
IntensityPlot1.fig
IntensityPlot2.fig
lntensityPlot3.fig SteplNormalizedDatFiles
StartandEndntensityDistrib.fig *.dat files
Step2FitStatesDwellFiles
NumofStates.txt
*dwell.dat files
Step3_RateConstantCalc
ListofTracesToKeep.txt
NumberStepsPerTraces.fig
BirthDeathResultsSummary.txt
Figure El I Algorithm Outline. This outline maps the output files (blue) for each step. The
specific example provided here is for the birth-and-death Markov process.
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Step 1: Extraction of Traces from Individual SWNTsExperimental fluorescence vs. time data
were collected using a Zeiss AxioVision inverted microscope coupled with 658 nm laser
excitation coupled to a 2D InGaAs imaging array. Petri dishes containing DNA-wrapped films in
the presence of 2 mL buffer PBS were placed on the microscope, and a series of consecutive
movie images of the fluorescing SWNT films was recorded. The user is first prompted to select
the movie file of interest, as well as to include necessary information, such as exposure time,
strating frame ending frame, and the preferred shape for selecting the region of interest (ROI)
(Figure E2). A sample image collected by the microscope is shown in Figure E3a. In the
analysis, nanotubes were located based on the first frame of the movie. Therefore, it is essential
that the nanotubes remain stationary throughout the course of the movie. Since the diffraction
limited spots of individually fluorescence nanotubes results in 2x2 pixelated bright spots, the
pixels in the first image of the movie were averaged over 2x2 pixelated regions. The
fluorescence from the nanotubes located near the outer boundary of the illumination spot is
susceptible to laser-induced fluctuations in intensity. To avoid this, the image was cropped to
select only a ROI that excluded boundary SWNTs (Figure E3b). The 100 brightest 2x2 pixelated
regions were subsequently selected from the pixels located within this ROI (Figure E3c).
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Figure E2 I User-prompted Input for Step 1. The user is prompted for (a) analysis
parameters, (b) the location of the movie file, and (c) the ROI.
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Figure E3 I Fluorescence Images of DNA-wrapped SWNT Films. (a) Sample image of the
first frame of a movie, where the bright spots are the fluorescence emissions from individual
SWNTs. Pixel intensities were averaged over 2x2 pixelated regions, typical of diffraction-
limited SWNT emissions. (b) Cropped image from (a), where SWNTs located near the outer
ring of the laser boundary are removed. (c) Image representing the location of the 100 brightest
nanotube that were selected within the cropped image in (b).
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Fluorescence intensity vs. time traces were extracted for each SWNT based on the SWNT
locations shown in Figure E3a. For each frame of the movie, the average intensity of each 2x2
pixelated region was recorded, resulted in intensity versus time traces like those shown in Figure
E4. Sample traces for individual nanotubes are shown in Figure E4.
a 50 ' so0 M50 MO2 3 30 43 0~ 0 1 15 2so 250 3D 30 4
100-time (S) timfe (S)10a
0 '10 150 t2 50 0D so IO5'1 50 200 250 3D 350 4
100 tme(s) time (s)
0
a 0 10 tHE fi 2hs 3D 3 4e 0 sap l iesit v u tm ttimef(S) SteplConvertovietoSrace
SOD
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tim(o) time (s)
Figure E4 Experimental Intensity Traces. Sample intensity vs. time traces were generated for
the brightest nanotubes in the film. This figure presents 10 sample intensity versus time traces for
The program for this step is provided below.
function Step 1_ConvertMovietoTrace
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian
%This function takes in a *.tiff movie file, prompts the user to define a
%region of interest, finds the pixelized regions with the highest
%intensities (SWNT), and determines intensity versus time traces
%INPUT:
% num_SWNT Desired total number of SWNT traces
% startframe Starting frame of movie desired for analysis
% endframe Final frame of movie desired for analysis
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% frametime Exposure time of movie in seconds
% shape Desired shape for selecting region of interest on frame
% e = circle
% r = rectangle
% p = polygon
% *tif movie file from ImageJ (user will be prompted to selected the
% movie file from a dialog box)
%OUTPUT FILES:
% TraceData Folder > NonNormalizedTraces.txt
% File summarizing intensity values for each SWNT over time (number of
% columns = number of SWNT, number of rows = number of frames)
% TraceData Folder > Step 1_NormalizedDatFiles folder > *.dat files
% *.dat files containing normalized intensity versus time for each SWNT
% Step 1_SWNTImages folder > PixelAveragedSWNTMap.fig
% Contains image of starting frame with intensities averaged over 2x2
% (default) pixel regions
% Step 1_SWNTImages folder > CroppedSWNTMap.fig
% Shows selected region of interest within first frame
% Step1_SWNTImages folder > SelectedSWNTMap.fig
% Shows location of selected SWNT with brightest intensities
% Step1_SWNTImages folder > IntensityPlotl.fig
% Shows location of selected SWNT, with intensities correlating to the
% normalized intensity difference ebtween the maximum and minimum
% values in the trace (normalized with respect to max+min)
% Step 1_SWNTImages folder > IntensityPlot2.fig
% Shows location of selected SWNT, with intensities correlating to the
% normalized intensity difference ebtween the maximum and minimum
% values in the trace (normalized with respect to max)
% Step 1_SWNTImages folder > IntensityPlot3.fig
% Shows location of selected SWNT, with intensities correlating to the
% normalized intensity difference ebtween the maximum and minimum
% values in the trace (normalized with respect to min)
% Step1_SWNTImages > SWNTcoordinates.txt
% Matrix containing y-coordinates (row-coordinate) and x-coordinat
% (column-coordinates) of locations of upper left-hand corner of SWNT.
% Last matrix rows contain image size (total number of rows and columns
% of pixels).
% Step1_SWNTImages folder > StartandEndlntensityDistrib.fig
% Bar graph showing distribution of starting and ending intensities for
% SWNT
% Prompt user window to choose inputs for the movie, including:
% numSWNT, startframe, endframe, frametime, shape
prompt = {'Enter the number of SWNT:','Enter the starting frame:','Enter the ending frame:'...
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,'Enter the exposure time (s):','Enter the shape:'};
dlg_title ='Input for the movie';
numlines = 1;
def= {'200','100','1 500 ','0.5 ','p'};
feedback = inputdlg(prompt,dlgtitlenumlines,def);
num_SWNT = str2num(feedback{ 1});
startframe = str2num(feedback{2});
endframe = str2num(feedback{3});
frametime = str2num(feedback{4});
shape = feedback{5};
%Define pixel size of an individual SWNT.
%Default: defines a 2x2 pixel region
pixelslength =2;
pixelswidth =2;
%Read in movie file and convert to intensity versus time traces
[IntensityTraces, timevector, Program PathName, PathName, num-rows, num-cols,
rowSWNT, colSWNT, movieFileName]= readFile(numSWNT, startframe, endframe,
frame-time, pixels_length, pixelswidth, shape);
%Convert the intensity versus time traces to normalized *.dat files
[data2, data3] = converttoHammy(IntensityTraces, timevector, PathName);
%Save outputs to .xls files
folder1 ='Step _SWNTImages\';
folder2 ='TraceData\';
numrowsvector = zeros( 1,length(rowSWNT));
numcolsvector = zeros( 1,length(row_SWNT));
numrows_vector(l) = num rows;
numcolsvector(l) = numcols;
SWNTcoordinates [rowSWNT; colSWNT; numrowsvector; numcols vector];
name=['SWNTcoordinates.txt'];
save([PathName folderl name],'SWNTcoordinates','-ascii');
moviename = strrep(movieFileName, '.tif,'.txt');
name = ['NonNormalizedTraces_' moviename];
IntensityTraces = [timevector' IntensityTraces];
save([PathName folder2 name],'IntensityTraces','-ascii');
return;
%% --------------------------- READ FILE ---------------------------
function [tracesmatrix, time vector, ProgramPathName, PathName, numrows, numcols,
row_ SWNT, colSWNT, FileName] = readFile(num_SWNT, startframe, endframe,
frame__time, pixels_length, pixelswidth, shape)
%Prepared by Arde Boghossian
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%This function reads *.tif movie files from ImageJ, finds SWNT, and records
%and plots their intensity traces over time.
%INPUTS:
% numSWNT
% startframe
% endframe
% frametime
% pixelslength
% pixels-width
desired total number of SWNT traces
starting frame of movie
final frame of movie
exposure time for frames
number of vertical pixels defining SWNT region
number of horiztonal pixels defining SWNT
%OUTPUTS:
% tracesmatrix matrix containing intensity values for each SWNT over
% time (number columns = number SWNT, number rows
% number frames)
% timevector vector of times corresponding to each frame
% Program PathName Current directory where code is running from
% PathName Directory where movie is located
% numrows number of rows/pixels per frame vertically
% numcols number of columns/pixels per frame horizontally
% row_SWNT Vector containing y-coordinates (row-coordinate) of
% locations of upper left-hand corner of SWNT
% col_SWNT Vector containing x-coordinates (column-coordinates)
% of locations of upper left-hand corner of SWNT
%Determine current working directory
ProgramPathName = pwd;
%Prompts user to select and open text file from ImageJ output
[FileName, PathName] = uigetfile('*.tif, 'Select the movie *.tif file');
%Make all relevant directories
folderl ='SteplSWNTmages\';
mkdir([PathName folder1]);
%Converts first start image of movie into matrix
[ImageMatrix]= imread([PathName FileName], start-frame);
[num rows, numcols] = size(ImageMatrix);
totalframes = endframe - startframe + 1; %total num. of frames
%Create a matrix that contains average intensities of neighboring (i.e. 2x2) pixels
avgSWNTIntensity = zeros(num _rows, numcols);
for i = 1:1:(numrows-(pixels_length-1)) %loop through rows
for j = 1:1:(num cols-(pixelswidth-1)) %loop through columns
avgSWNTIntensity(i,j) = mean(mcan(ImageMatrix(i:(i+pixelslength-
1),j:(j+pixelswidth-1))));
end
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end
%Image of intensity-averaged SWNT (before finding brightest SWNT)
figure('Name', 'SELECT REGION OF INTEREST BY CLICKING ON IMAGE AND
DRAGGING MOUSE');
imagesc(avg_SWNTIntensity);
title('Map of SWNT Averaged Intensities for Pixelized Area');
colormap(gray);
figurename_fig = [PathName folderl ['PixelAveragedSWNTMap','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figure_name_fig,'fig');
%Prompt the user to crop image to include only the SWNT far from the laser edge
% method = 1 to crop a rectangle
% method = 2 to crop a polygon
% method = 3 to crop a circle
if ischar(shape)
if shape =='c'
method = 3;
elseif shape =='p'
method = 2;
elseif shape =='r'
method = 1;
else
display('Please enter either c, p, or r for a circle, polygon or rectangle shape');
z = 5/0; %error message
end
elseif islogical(shape)
method = shape;
end
[avg_SWNTIntensity] = imagecrop(avgSWNTlntensity,method);
[figurenamefig] = [PathName folderl ['CroppedSWNTMap','.fig']];
close;
figure;
imagesc(avgSWNTIntensity);
saveas(gcf,figurenamefig,'fig');
close;
%Finds the coordinates of the brightest SWNT, where the number of SWNT is
%specified by num_SWNT and dimensions are specified by pixelslength/width
BinaryIntensity = zeros(num rows, numcols);
for i = 1:1:numSWNT
maxintensity = max(max(avg_SWNTIntensity));%Find max. intensity
[max_xcoord, max_ycoord] = find(avgSWNTIntensity == max_intensity); %Find
coordinates of max. intensity
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row_SWNT(i) = max xcoord(1); %Save first set of coordinates
col_SWNT(i) = maxycoord(1);
%Set intensity of SWNT and overlapping cells to 0
%"If" statements address issues if we are on the edge of the matrix
if ((rowSWNT(i)-pixelslength+1) < 1) && ((col SWNT(i)-pixelswidth+1) < 1)
avgSWNTIntensity(1:(row_SWNT(i)+pixelslength-1), 1:(col_SWNT(i)+pixelswidth-
1)) = 0;
elseif ((row SWNT(i)-pixels length+) < 1) && ((colSWNT(i)+pixelswidth-i) >
numcols)
avgSWNTlntensity(1:(rowSWNT(i)+pixelslength-i), (colSWNT(i)-
pixels width+1):num_cols) = 0;
elseif ((rowSWNT(i)+pixels_length-1) > num rows) && ((colSWNT(i)-pixels width+1) <
1)
avg_SWNTlntensity((row_ SWNT(i)-
pixels_length+ 1):numrows, 1:(col_SWNT(i)+pixels width- 1))= 0;
elseif ((rowSWNT(i)+pixelslength-1) > num rows) && ((colSWNT(i)+pixels _width-1) >
numcols)
avgSWNTIntensity((row SWNT(i)-pixelslength+1):numrows, (colSWNT(i)-
pixels width+1):num_cols)= 0;
elseif ((row SWNT(i)-pixelslength+l) < 1)
avgSWNTIntensity(1:(row_SWNT(i)+pixelslength-1), (colSWNT(i)-
pixels width+l):(colSWNT(i)+pixelswidth-1)) =0;
elseif ((colSWNT(i)-pixels_width+1) < 1)
avgSWNTIntensity((row SWNT(i)-pixelslength+1):(rowSWNT(i)+pixelslength-1),
1:(colSWNT(i)+pixels width-1))= 0;
elseif ((row SWNT(i)+pixelslength-1) > num rows)
avgSWNTlntensity((row SWNT(i)-pixels_length+ 1):num rows, (colSWNT(i)-
pixels width+1):(colSWNT(i)+pixels width-1)) =0;
elseif ((colSWNT(i)+pixelswidth-1) > num-cols)
avgSWNTIntensity((row SWNT(i)-pixelslength+1):(row_SWNT(i)+pixelslength-1),
(colSWNT(i)-pixels-width+1):numcols)= 0;
else
avgSWNTIntensity((row _SWNT(i)-pixels_length+ 1):(rowSWNT(i)+pixelslength-1),
(col_SWNT(i)-pixelswidth+1):(col SWNT(i)+pixels width-1)) =0;
end
BinaryIntensity(rowSWNT(i):(row_SWNT(i)+pixelslength-
1),colSWNT(i):(colSWNT(i)+pixels width-1))= 1;
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clear maxxcoord;
clear maxycoord;
end
%Plots image of SWNT location
figure;
imagesc(Binarylntensity);
title('Map of Selected SWNT');
colormap(gray);
figurename_fig = [PathName folderi ['SelectedSWNTMap','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figure namefig,'fig');
close;
%Makes a matrix containing intensity values of all SWNT over time
traces _matrix = zeros(total_frames, num_SWNT);
for i = 1:1 :totalframes
for j = 1:1:num_SWNT
tracesmatrix(i,j) =
mean(mean(ImageMatrix(rowSWNT(j):(row_SWNT(j)+pixelslength- 1),
col_SWNT(j):(col_SWNT(j)+pixelswidth-1))));
end
if i < totalframes
[ImageMatrix] = imread([PathName FileName], startframe+i);
end
end
%Look at maximum-minumu intensity differences of each SWNT
Intensitydiffl = (max(tracesmatrix)-
min(traces matrix))./(max(traces matrix)+min(traces matrix));
Intensitydiff2 = (max(traces_matrix)-min(traces_matrix))./(max(traces matrix));
Intensitydiff3 = (max(traces_matrix)-min(traces_matrix))./(min(traces matrix));
Intensityplotl = zeros(num-rows, num-cols);
Intensityplot2 = zeros(numrows, numcols);
Intensityplot3 = zeros(numrows, numcols);
%Prepare matrix showing intensity differences for each SWNT location
for j = 1:1:numSWNT
Intensityplotl(row SWNT(j),col_SWNT(j)) = Intensitydiffl(j);
Intensity plot2(rowSWNT(j),col_SWNT(j)) = Intensitydiff2(j);
Intensityplot3(rowSWNT(j),col_SWNT(j)) = Intensitydiff3(j);
end
%Plot spatial map distribution of intensity differences
figure;
imagesc(Intensityplot 1);
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title('Intensity Difference = (max-min)/(max+min)');
colorbar;
figure name fig = [PathName folderl ['IntensityPlot ','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurenamefig,'fig');
imagesc(Intensityplot2);
title('Intensity Difference = (max-min)/max');
colorbar;
figure name fig = [PathName folder1 ['IntensityPlot2','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurenamefig,'fig');
imagesc(Intensityplot3);
title('Intensity Difference = (max-min)/min');
colorbar;
figure name fig = [PathName folderl ['IntensityPlot3','.fig'fl;
saveas(gcf,figurenamefig,'fig');
close;
%Create a vector of times
timevector = linspace(startframeendframetotalframes);
timevector = timevector*frametime; %vector of frame times
%Create histogram of starting and ending intensities
beginningintensity = traces matrix(1,:);
endingintensity = traces matrix(end,:);
[begin freq, begin-bin]= hist(beginningintensity);
[end freq, end-bin] = hist(endingintensity);
figure;
bar(beginbin, begin freq, 'r');
hold on;
bar(end bin, end freq, 'b');
title('Frequency Distributions of Starting and Ending Intensities');
legend('Starting Intensity', 'Ending Intensity');
figure name fig = [PathName folderl ['StartandEndlntensityDistrib','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurename_fig,'fig');
close;
return;
%% --------------- IMAGE CROP --------------------------
function [12] = imagecrop(I, v)
% Takes in intensity of original image, I, crops it based on the user-selected
% region, and outputs a '.tiff file.
if isscalar(v)
method = v;
if method == 1
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a = imrect;
elseif method 2
a = impoly;
elseif method 3
a = imellipse;
end
M = a.createMask;
elseif islogical(v)
M=v;
end
12 = bsxfun(@times, im2double( I), double( M ));
return;
%% --------------------------- CONVERT TO HAMMY ----------------------------
function [data2, data3] = converttoHammy(IntensityTraces, time-vector, PathName)
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian
%This function normalizes the intensity matrix for Hammy (*.dat format)
%INPUTS:
% IntensityTraces matrix containing intensity values for each SWNT over
% time (number columns = number SWNT, number rows
% number frames)
% time__vector vector of times corresponding to each frame
% PathName Directory where movie is located
%OUTPUTS
% data2 second column of normalized data in *.dat files
% data3 third column of normalized data in *.dat files
% - Folder named "OriginalTraces" that contains normalized traces in *.dat
% format
folderl ='TraceData\';
folder2 ='Step lNormalizedDatFiles\';
mkdir([PathName folderl]);
mkdir([PathName folderl folder2]);
%Converts matrix to .dat file format
[row, col]=size(IntensityTraces);
%Normalizes all data
for i=1:1:row
for j=1:1:(col)
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data3(i,j)= 1 000*(IntensityTraces(ij)-min(IntensityTraces(:,j)))./(max(IntensityTraces(:,j))-
min(IntensityTraces(:,j)));
end
end
data2= 1 000-data3;
%Saves the traces in .dat format in a folder called "OriginalTraces"
for j=l:1:col
resultarray=[timevector' data2(:,j) data3(:,j)];
name=[num2str(j) '.dat'];
save([PathName folderl folder2 name],'resultarray','-ascii');
end
return;
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Step 2: Fitting Experimental Traces
Once experimental intensity versus time traces are extracted, they were fit to idealized traces to
identify stochastic, step-like intensity transitions. A fitting algorithm adopted from
Kerssemakers and co-workers 299, which essentially fits the noisy traces via sequential error-
minimization algorithm. This program initially prompts the user for the text output file from the
previous step that contains intensity versus time traces for each nanotube (Figure E5). .Sample
traces are shown in Figure E6, which plots the experimental traces shown in Figure E4 (red) and
the resulting best-fit traces (black).
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Figure E5 I User-prompted Input for Step 2. The user is prompted to select the directory
containing the outnut from SteD 1.
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Figure E6 I Experimental Intensity Traces with Best-Fit Traces. Sample intensity vs. time
traces for the brightest nanotubes were fit to ideal, de-noised states. This figure presents best fits
for the sample traces shown in Figure S2.
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The program for this step is provided below.
function Step2_FitStatesNonNormalized(varargin)
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian/Jingqing Zhang
%This function uses error minimzation to fit normalized traces to determine
%the number of states for each trace. This version initializes values prior
%to determining the best-fit traces to address errors when best fit is not
%obtained (0 transitions)
% OPTIONAL INPUT:
% varargin Two-input variable. First input is the maxmimum number of
% states possible in the system (default = 10 if not
% specified). Second input is the directory containing the
% *.dat files of interest. Example:
% MaxStates = 10
% PathNamedat = ['C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\Desktop\SMtestResults\TraceData\NormalizedDatFiles\']
% User would then type: Step2_FitStates(MaxStates,
% PathNamedat)
% If the user provides no input, the program will prompt the use for input
% with pop-up dialog boxes.
% INPUT FILES (if varargin not specified by user):
% User-specified/prompted directory containing *.dat files
% OUTPUT FILES:
% TraceData Folder > Step2 NonNormFitStatesDwellFiles folder > NumofStates.txt
% Vector showing number of states for each trace as determined by
% fitstates
% TraceData Folder > Step2 NonNormFitStatesDwellFiles folder > *dwell.dat files
% Fit-states best-fit traces in dwell format
% -===== Jingqing Added Start-============= = %%
if isempty(varargin)
MaxNumofStates = 10;
%Prompt user for directory containing *.dat files of interest
display('Note: Directory must contain only *.dat files (no dwell.dat files)');
[PathName] = uigetdir(pwd, 'Select Step1_NormalizedDatFiles directory containing *.dat files
of interest');
PathName = [PathName '\'];
else
MaxNumofStates = varargin { 1};
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PathName = varargin{2};
end
% ======= Jingqing Added End = = = = = = %%
%Read in *.dat files
ProgramPathName = pwd; %Program directory
locate_ dat orig = dir([PathName '*.dat']);
datdirs = {locate dat orig.name}';
nofiles = size(datdirs, 1);
for i = 1:1:nofiles
dat = textread([PathName num2str(i) '.dat']);
time vector = dat(:,1)';
data2(:,i) = dat(:,2);
data3(:,i) = dat(:,2);
clear dat;
end
%Run fitstates to determine best-fit traces for each normalized trace
maxN = 31; %Maximum number of transitions
[NumofStates, BestFitTraces]= fitStates(maxN, timevector, data2, data3, MaxNumofStates);
%Convert the fitstates best-fits to dwell file format
convertFittoDwell(BestFitTraces, PathName);
%Save outputs of fitstates function to .xls files for Step 4
save([PathName '..\Step2_NonNormFitStatesDwellFiles\NumofStates.txt'],'NumofStates','-
ascii');
return;
%% ------------------------- FIT STATES -----------------------------
function [NumofStates, BestFitTraces] = fitStates(maxN, time-vector, data2, data3,
MaxNumofStates)
%This function determines the number of states for each trace
%INPUTS:
% maxN maximum number of transitions for each traces
% timevector vector of times corresponding to each frame
% data2 second column of normalized data in *.dat files
% data3 third column of normalized data in *.dat files
%OUTPUTS
% NumofStates row vector containing number of states for each trace
% BestFitTraces matrix showing the current states occupied by each
% trace for each frame (crude approximation)
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A {1} =time vector';
[row, cols] = size(data2); %# rows = # timeframes, # cols = # SWNT
for q = 1:1:cols %Loop through each SWNT trace
%redefine variable to match formatting used in StatesFinder
A {2} = data2(:,q);
A {3} = data3(:,q);
time=A { 1};
data=A {3 };
timeinc=time(2, 1)-time(1,1);
fulldata=[A{1} A{2} A{3}];
fitdata=data;
antifit=data;
resultArray-zeros(maxN,3); %first column the begnning index. second column is the length.
third colum is the step fit.
resultArray(1,1)=1;
resultArray(1,2)=length(data);
resultArray(1,3)=mean(data);
fitdata(:)=resultArray(1,3);
chisquaredFit=zeros(maxN, 1);
chisquaredAntifit=zeros(maxN, 1);
chisquaredFit(1)=sum((data-fitdata).^2, 1);
SS=zeros(maxN,1);
SS(1)=1;
%Initialize values
bestJ = 1;
newBeginI = resultArray(1, 1);
newLengthl = resultArray(1,2);
newValue 1 = resultArray(1,3);
newBegin2 = resultArray(1,1);
newLength2 = resultArray(1,2);
newValue2 = resultArray(1,3);
flag=O;
resultArrayO = resultArray;
for i=1:(maxN-1),
para=O;
for j=1:i,
temp=resultArray(j, 1);
temp2=resultArray(j,2);
B=data(temp:(temp2+temp- 1));
[StepSize,StepLocation,left,right]=TJstepFinder(B);
temp3=StepSize*(temp2)^0.5;
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if temp3 > para %optimal num. of transitions (maximize temp3)
para=temp3;
newBeginl=temp;
newLength 1 =StepLocation- 1;
newValue l=left;
newBegin2=temp+StepLocation- 1;
newLength2=temp2-newLengthl;
newValue2=right;
bestJ=j;
if newLength1 == 0
newLength 1 = 1;
end
end
end
resultArray(bestJ, 1)=newBegin 1;
resultArray(bestJ,2)=newLength 1;
resultArray(bestJ,3)=newValue 1;
resultArray(i+ 1, 1)=newBegin2;
resultArray(i+ 1,2)=newLength2;
resultArray(i+ 1,3)=newValue2;
currentFitAffay=sort on key(resultArray(1: i+ 1,:), 1);
antiFitArray=zeros(i+2,3);
antiFitArray(1,1)= 1;
antiFitArray(1,2)=length(data);
for j=1:(i+1),
temp=currentFitArray(, 1);
temp2=currentFitArray(j,2);
if (temp2 == 1)
flag = 1;
break;
end
B=data(temp: (temp2+temp- 1));
[StepSize,StepLocation,left,right]=TJstepFinder(B);
antiFitArray(j+ 1,1)=temp+StepLocation- 1;
end
if (flag == 1)
break;
end
for j=1:i+1,
antiFitArray(j,2)=antiFitArray(j+1,1)-antiFitArray(j,1);
antiFitArray(j,3)=mean(data(antiFitArray(j, 1):(antiFitArray(j,2)+antiFitArray(j,1)-1)));
end
antiFitArray(i+2,2)=length(data)-antiFitArray(i+2, 1)+ 1;
antiFitArray(i+2,3)=mean(data(antiFitArray(i+2, 1):end));
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for j=1:i+1,
fitdata(resultArray(j, 1):(resultArray(j,2)+resultArray(j,1)-1 ))=resultArray(j,3);
end
for j=l:i+2,
antifit(antiFitArray(j, 1):antiFitArray(j,2)+antiFitArray(j,1)-1 )=antiFitArray(j,3);
end
chisquaredFit(i+1)=sum((data-fitdata).^2, 1);
chisquaredAntifit(i+l1)=sum((data-antifit).^2, 1);
SS(i+ 1)=chisquaredAntifit(i+ 1)/chisquaredFit(i+ 1);
resultArray0 = resultArray;
end
resultArray = resultArrayO;
[C,I]=max(SS);
bestfitnumber-I;
resultArray(1,1)=1;
resultArray(1,2)=length(data);
resultArray(1,3)=mean(data);
fitdata(:)=resultArray(1,3);
chisquaredFit=zeros(maxN, 1);
chisquaredFit(1)=sum((data-fitdata).^2, 1);
for i=1:(bestfitnumber),
para=O;
for j=l:i,
temp=resultArray(j, 1);
temp2=resultArray(j,2);
B=data(temp:(temp2+temp- 1));
[StepSize,StepLocation,left,right]=TJstepFinder(B);
temp3=StepSize*(temp2)^0.5;
if temp3 > para,
para=temp3;
newBegin1=temp;
newLength 1 =StepLocation- 1;
newValue =left;
newBegin2=temp+StepLocation- 1;
newLength2=temp2-newLengthl;
newValue2=right;
bestJ=j;
end
end
resultArray(bestJ, 1)=newBegin 1;
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resultArray(bestJ,2)=newLength 1;
resultArray(bestJ,3)=newValue 1;
resultArray(i+ 1,1)=newBegin2;
resultArray(i+ 1,2)=newLength2;
resultArray(i+1,3)=newValue2;
end
for j= 1:bestfitnumber+ 1,
fitdata(resultArray(j, 1):(resultArray(j,2)+resultArray(j, 1)-i ))=resultArray(j,3);
end
finalresult=sort on key(resultArray((1:bestfitnumber+ 1),:), 1);
finalresult(:, 1)=(finalresult(:, 1)-1)*timeinc+time(1);
finalresult(:,2)=finalresult(:,2)*timeinc;
statesnum = length(unique(fitdata));
fitdata average = fitdata';
%If you do not want a limit on the maximum number of states, comment out
%the portion between "start" and "end" comment markers
%-----------------------------------start ------------------------------
if MaxNumofStates == 10 %if maximum number of states is 10
maxdata = max(data);
min _data min(data);
possiblestates = linspace(min data, maxdata, MaxNumofStates);
%Find the closest value of possible-states that the actual value of
%state corresponds to
for k= 1:1 :length(fitdata)
differencevector = abs(fitdata(k) - possible_states);
[value possiblestates index] = min(differencevector);
roundedfit(k)= possiblestates(possiblestates index);
end
fitdataaverage = zeros( 1,length(fitdata));
for i = 1:1: length(rounded fit)
if rounded fit(i) -1
sameStatecoord = find(roundedfit==rounded-fit(i));
totalsum = 0;
for j = 1:1:length(sameState coord)
totalsum = totalsum+fitdata(sameState_coord(j));
rounded fit(sameStatecoord(j)) = -1;
end
average_state = totalsum/(length(sameStatecoord));
for k = 1:1 :length(sameState coord)
fitdata-average(sameState-coord(k)) = averagestate;
end
end
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end
statesnum = length(unique(fitdataaverage));
end
%---------------------------------- end -----------------------------------
output(q,:)= [statesnum, fitdata average];
end
NumofStates = output(:,1)';
BestFitTraces = output(:, 2:end)';
return;
%% ---------------------- TJ STEP FINDER ---------------------------------
function [StepSize,StepLocation,left,right]=TJstepFinder(B)
%This function is called upon by the fitStates function to locate steps in
%the traces.
global C; %this is what we send to TJflatFit
lengthB=length(B);
%Initial conditions
fitResult=B;
tempfit=B;
StepSize=O;
bestchisquared= 1 OA 10;
time=( 1:lengthB);
StepLocation= 1;
C=zeros(1,2);
C(:,1)=(1:1)';
C(:,2)=B(1:1);
Al =mean(C(:,2));
tempfit(1: 1)=A 1;
C=zeros((lengthB- 1),2);
C(:, 1)=((1 + 1):lengthB)';
C(:,2)=B((1 +1): lengthB);
A2=mean(C(:,2));
StepSize=abs(A2-A 1);
left=Al;
right=A2;
for i=1:(lengthB-1),
C=zeros(i,2);
C(:, 1)=(1:i)';
C(:,2)=B(1:i);
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A I=mean(C(:,2));%fmins('TJflatFit',mean(C(:,2)));
tempfit(1:i)=A1;
C=zeros((lengthB-i),2);
C(:, 1)=((i+ 1):lengthB)';
C(:,2)=B((i+1):lengthB);
A2=mean(C(:,2));%fmins('TJflatFit',mean(C(:,2)));
tempfit((i+ 1):lengthB)=A2;
chisquared=sum((tempfit-B).^2, 1);
if chisquared < bestchisquared,
bestchisquared=chisquared;
fitResult=tempfit;
StepSize=abs(A2-A 1);
StepLocation=i+1;
left=A1;
right=A2;
end
end
return;
%% ---------------------- SORT ON KEY -------------------------------------
function sorteer=sortonkey(rij,key)
%This function is called upon by the fitStates function to locate steps in
%the traces. It reads a (index,props) array ands sorts along the index with one of the
%props as sort key
size=length(rij (:, 1));
sorteer=O*rij;
buf=rij;
for i=1 :size
[g,h]=min(buf(:,key));
sorteer(i,:)=buf(h,:);
buf(h,key)=max(buf(:,key))+1;
end
return;
%% --------------- CONVERT FITS TO DWELL FILES ---------------------------
function convert FittoDwell(fit data, PathName)
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian
%This sub-function converts the fits from fitstates function to dwell
%files, which can be used to evaluate rate constants
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%INPUT:
% fitdata matrix where first column is time and second column is
% occupied state
% PathName Directory containing movie
% timevector vector of times for each frame
%OUTPUT:
% *dwell.dat file located in SimulatedTraces>BestFitTraces
folderl = 'Step2_NonNormFitStatesDwellFiles\';
mkdir([PathName '..\' folderI]);
[num rows, num cols] = size(fit data);
for trace = 1:1 :numcols %loop through each trace
i= 1;
startindex = 1;
statevector = fitdata(:,trace);
fid = fopen([PathName '..\' folderi num2str(trace) 'dwell.dat'], 'w+');
while start index < num-rows %loop through all the rows
endindex = startindex;
while (endindex < numrows) && (state_vector(end index) == statevector(start index))
%keep looping through each row until the state changes from the previous state
endindex = endindex+1;
end
if (end index == num rows) && (statevector(end index)== state vector(start index))
%if we are at the end of the data and there were no additional transitions
fclose(fid);
break;
else
startstate state vector(startindex);
endstate state vector(end index);
residence endindex - startindex;
startindex = endindex;
fprintf(fid, '%10.6f %9.6f %9.0f\r\n', startstate, endstate, residence);
i=i+l;
end
end
end
return;
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Step 3: Calculating Apparent Rate Constant
Once the traces have been fit, the fits were used to determine the concentration-based apparent
rate constant. The user is prompted for input from Step 2 (Figure E7). The rate constant can be
calculated using several approaches, including single-site probability calculations, moment
analyses, and birth-and-death models.
Select NumiofStates.txt fromi Step 2
Look in: 10 SMtrace_ModulatedAnalysis
My Recent
Documents
Desktop
My Documents
My Computer
My Network
Places
Files of type: |(".txt)
Figure E7 I User-prompted Input for Step 3. The user is prompted to select the directory
containing the output from Step 2.
A sample algorithm using the Hidden Markov Model is presented below.
function Step3_RunHammy(varargin)
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian/Jingqing Zhang
%This function runs hammy using *.dat file inputs. Three different methods
%are used running hammy.
%Method 2: run Hammy
%Method 3: run Hammy, adjust fits by changing dwell files
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NewestVersion
CE frameRateAnalysis resultskfOE-3kr1OE-3
G) frameRateAnalysis resultskf1OE-3krOE-7
CE frameRateAnalysis resultskf1OE-3kr1OE-10
CE frameRateAnalysis resultskf1OE-5kr1OE-7
C frameRateAnalysis resultskf1Okr1OE-7
File name: |1 Open
Cancel
_] 4- M;] CY 0i -
%Method 4: run Hammy, adjust fits by changing original .dat files, re-run
% Hammy using the new .dat files
%IMPORTANT NOTES:
%- This code (SMtrace _analysis) must be run with a hammy.exe file located
% in the same directory
% - Except for C:/Documents and Settings, make sure neither the program
% files (SMtraceanalysis and hammy.exe) nor the movie file are located
% in a directory that contains spaces in the name
% - Make sure thet neither the movie file nor the hammy.exe program are
% located withing too many folder/subfolder, as there is a character
% limit to the directory/pathname
% OPTIONAL INPUT:
% varargin Three-input variable. First input is the filename containing
% the number of states for each trace (NumofStates.txt). The
% second input is the directory for this file. The third input
% in the directory containing the *.dat files to be analyzed.
% Example:
% FileName = ['NumofStates.txt']
% PathNameNumofStates = ['C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\Desktop\SM_testResults\TraceData\']
% PathNamedat = ['C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\Desktop\SM_testResults\TraceData\NormalizedDatFiles\']
% User would then type: Step3_RunHammy(FileName, PathNameNumofStates,
PathNamedat)
% If the user provides no input, the program will prompt the use for input
% with pop-up dialog boxes.
% INPUT FILES (if varargin is not specified by user):
% User-specified location of NumofStates.txt
% Vector showing number of states for each trace
% User-specified/prompted directory of *.dat files for Hammy input
% OUTPUT FILES:
% User-specified directory > *dwell.dat, *path.dat, *report.dat files
% Output *.dat files from Hammy containing best-fit trace results
% DeNoisedDwellFiles folder > *dwell. dat files
% Dwell files from Hammy output, but with noise removed
% DenoisedDatFiles folder > *.dat, *dwell.dat, *path.dat, *report.dat
% files
% *.dat files from initial Hammy input, but with noise removed along
% with Hammy results (dwell, path and report files) using these
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% denoised files as input
ProgramPathName = pwd;
if isempty(varargin)
%Prompt user for directory containing *.dat files of interest
[FileName, PathName] = uigetfile('*.txt', 'Select NumofStates.txt from Step 2');
cd(PathName);
NumofStates = load([PathName FileName]);
%Prompt user for directory containing *.dat files of interest
display('Note: Directory must contain only *.dat files (no dwell, path or report.dat files)');
[FileName, PathName] = uigetfile('*.dat', 'Select any *.dat file in the corresponding directory
of interest');
cd(ProgramPathName);
else
FileName varargin { 1};
PathName varargin{2};
NumofStates = load([PathName FileName]);
PathName = varargin {3 };
end
%Run Hammy
threshold = 5; %Maximum threshold number of frames used to define "noise" in a spike
runHammy(NumofStates, ProgramPathName, PathName, threshold);
return;
%% ------------------------- RUN HAMMY ------------------------------
function [] = runHammy(NumofStates, ProgramPathName, PathName, threshold)
%Prepared by: Arde Boghosssian
%This function determines the traces' best fits using 3 methods
%Method 1: run Hammy
%Method 2: run Hammy, adjust fits by changing dwell files
%Method 3: run Hammy, adjust fits by changing original .dat files, re-run
%Hammy using the new .dat files
%INPUTS:
% NumofStates row vector containing number of states for each trace
% ProgramPathName Directory where program is running from
% PathName Directory where movie is located
% - *dwell.dat, *path.dat, *report.dat file results from first HaMMy run
%Create new folder for data
folderl = 'DeNoisedDatFiles\';
%Determine which operating system is being used
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OS = windowsversion;
%Method 1: Uses original *.dat files and runs HaMMy
display(' Running HaMMy the 1st time (1/3)');
if OS == '7' %Windows 7
removestring ='C:\Users\';
elseif OS ='XP' %Windows XP
removestring ='C:\Documents and Settings\';
else %Error if neither XP or 7
display('Error: User is not running on Windows XP or Windows 7');
errormessage = 5/0;
end
locatedatorig = dir([PathName '*.dat']);
datdirs = {locatedatorig.name}';
nofiles = size(datdirs, 1);
for i = 1:1:nofiles
filename = [num2str(i)'.dat'];
fixedProgramPathName = strrep(ProgramPathName, removestring,");
fixedPathName = strrep(PathName, removestring,");
filepath = [fixed PathName file-name];
cd(removestring);
%calls Hammy using format system(hammy.exe NumberofStates FileName)
commandstring = [fixedProgramPathName '\hammy.exe 'num2str(NumofStates(i))''
filepath];
[status, result] = system([command string ' nofile']);
clear status;
clear result;
end
cd(ProgramPathName);
%Rewrite *dwell.dat files to separate the 3 columns
locatedwell_orig = dir([PathName '*dwell.dat']);
dwelldirs = {locate_dwellorig.name}';
nofiles2 = size(dwelldirs, 1);
for i = 1:1:nofiles2
filename = dwelldirs{i};
dwelldata = textread([PathName filename]);
[num rows numcols] = size(dwell_data);
if numrows == 1
datastring = textread([PathName filename], '%s', 'whitespace', ");
datachar = char(data string);
firstvalue = str2num(data char( 1:10));
secondvalue = str2num(data char( 11:26));
thirdvalue = str2num(data-char(27:end));
fid = fopen([PathName filename] ,'w+');
fprintf(fid, '%10.6f %9.6f %9.0f\r\n', first_value, secondvalue, third-value);
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end
end
%Adjusts *.dat and *dwell.dat files generated from HaMMY
display(' Removing noise from files (2/3)');
removeNoise(threshold, PathName); %remove noise from *dwell.dat and *.dat files
%Re-run Hammy with new *.dat files
display(' Running HaMMy the 2nd time (3/3)');
for i = 1:1:nofiles
filename = [num2str(i) '.dat'];
fixed ProgramPathName = strrep(ProgramPathName, remove-string,");
cd([PathName '..\' folder1]);
newDatPathName = pwd;
fixedPathName = strrep(newDat PathName, remove-string,");
file-path = [fixedPathName, '\',filename];
cd(removestring);
%calls Hammy using format system(hammy.exe NumberofStates FileName)
command string = [fixedProgramPathName '\hammy.exe ' num2str(NumofStates(i))''
file_path];
[status, result] = system([command string 'nofile']);
clear status;
clear result;
end
cd(ProgramPathName);
return;
%% ------------------- DETERMINE WINDOWS VERSION ------------------
function result = windowsversion
% created by FLF
% this function will determine whether Windows XP or Windows 7 (or vista)
% is used on the computer, and will return :
% 'XP' if the system is identified as Windows XP
% '7' if the system is identified as Windows Vista or Windows 7
% 'other windows' if the system is identified as another version of Windows
% 'other' if the system is not identified as running Windows...
operatingsystem = systemdependent('getos');
% now, parse the system name :
win = strfind(operatingsystem,'Windows');
if isempty(win)
result = 'other';
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return
end
nameend = length(operatingsystem);
win = win+8;
winversion= operatingsystem(win:nameend);
xp = strfind(winversion,'XP');
vista = strfind(winversion,'Vista');
seven = strfind(winversion,'7');
if isempty(xp)
result ='XP';
return
end
if isempty(vista) && isempty(seven)
result ='other windows';
else
result = '7';
end
return;
%% ------------------------- REMOVE NOISE ---------------------------
function removeNoise(threshold, PathName)
%This function removes the noise from a *dwell.dat file (Method 3) and
%noise from a *.dat file (Method 4) generated from HaMMy
% Input: Dwell traces and original traces in 'OrigHammy' folder.
% Output: Modified dwell and dat traces based on the high frequency region of the dwell
files.
% Parameter: concentration - concentration
% exposure - exposure time
% threshold - frequency trheshold.
Logic:
2.
3.
4.
1. Obtain input from dwell and dat time traces.
Indentify noise based on frequencies.
Find the location of the noise in the dwell and dat files.
Remove the noise.
%Create folder for new data
folderl ='DeNoisedDwellFiles\';
folder2 ='DeNoisedDatFiles\';
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%/
%0
mkdir([PathName '..\' folder1]);
mkdir([PathName '..\' folder2]);
%Obtain names of the dwell files under the folder.
locatedwell = dir([PathName '*dwell.dat']);
dwelldirs = {locatedwell.name}';
for k = 1:1 :numel(dwelldirs)
% Search for the real data .dat for the corresponding *dwell.dat
dwelldir = [num2str(k) 'dwell.dat'];
realdir = [num2str(k) '.dat'];
fulldatal = textread([PathName dwell dir]); %reads fit *dwell.dat data
fulldata2 = textread([PathName real dir]); %reads actual *.dat data
[rows, cols] = size(fulldatal);
if rows - 0
location = obtaintransitions(fulldatal,threshold); % Find the location of the high-
frequency
% Remove noise
method3_newDwellData = removetransitionsfrom dwell(fulldata ,location);
method4_newDatData = removetransitions(fulldata2,location);
else
method3_newDwellData = fulldata l;
method4_newDatData = fulldata2;
end
%Newfile names
method3_newDwellTrace name= [PathName '..\' folder1 dwell dir];
method4 _newDatTracename = [PathName '..\' folder2 realdir];
% Save modified data
save(method3_newDwellTracename, 'method3_newDwellData','-ASCII');
save(method4_newDatTrace name, 'method4_newDatData','-ASCII');
end
return;
%% ------------------ METHOD 3 & 4: OBTAIN TRANSITIONS --------------------
function location = obtaintransitions(dwelldata, threshold)
%This sub-function is called when analyzing data using Methods 3 & 4
ind = find(dwelldata(:,3)<= threshold); % find the location where the residence time is
<=threshold
location = size(numel(ind),3);
if numel(ind) > 0
for k = 1: numel(ind)
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if ind(k) >= 2 && dwelldata(ind(k)- 1,1) == dwelldata(ind(k),2) % The peak before and
after residence time has the same value.
location(k,l) = sum(dwelldata(l:ind(k)-1,3)); % Find the position of the high-fequency
location.
location(k,2) = dwelldata(ind(k),3); % Find the residence time of the high-
frequency location.
location(k,3) = dwelldata(ind(k)-1,1); % Find the value of the high-frequency
location, as the value before the transition.
location(k,4) = ind(k); % Find the index in the dwell file.
else
location(k,1)= 0;
end
end
else
location =
end
return;
%% --------------- METHOD 3: REMOVE DWELL TRANSITIONS ---------------------
%This sub-function is called when analyzing data using Method 3
function modidwelldata = removetransitionsfrom dwell(dwelldata,location)
% remove high frequency transitions
modidwelldata = dwelldata;
if -isempty(location)
for k = 1 : numel(location(:, 1))
if location(k, 1) ~ 0
modidwelldata(location(k,4), 1) = dwelldata(location(k,4)-1,1);
modidwelldata(location(k,4),2) = dwelldata(location(k,4)-1,1);
end
end
end
return;
%% ------------------- METHOD 4: REMOVE TRANSITIONS ---------------------
function modidata = removetransitions(realdata,location)
%This sub-function is called when analyzing data using Method 4
% remove high frequency transitions
modidata = [realdata(:,1),realdata(:,2),realdata(:,3)];
if ~isempty(location)
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for k = 1 : numel(location(:,1))
if location(k,1) ~ 0
modidata(location(k,1)+1 : location(k,1) + location(k,2),3) = location(k,3)*1000;
modi data(location(k,1)+1 : location(k,l) + location(k,2),2) = 1000-1000*location(k,3);
end
end
end
return;
A sample algorithm using the moment analyses is also provided below.
function Step3and4_FirstandSecondMoment(Comax, varargin)
%This functions reads in the quenching trace "signal" over time "time"
%and fits the first and second moments to yield the rate constants.
% TT = total number of sites
% Comax = total analyte number
% The quenching is modeled as:
% Co + To <----> AT
% To+AT=TT
% attime=0,To=TT,AT=0,Co=Comax
% INPUT:
% Comax Maximum concentration
% OPTIONAL INPUT:
% varargin Five-input variable. First input is the filename of the file
% containing the SWNT coordinate (SWNTcoordinates.txt). Second
% input is the directory containing this file. Third input is
% the filename containing the number of states for each trace
% (NumofStates.txt). Fourth input is the directory containing
% this file. Fifth input is the directory containing the *.dat
% files of interest. Example:
% Comax = 100
% FileNameSWNTCoord ['SWNTcoordinates.txt']
% PathNameSWNTCoord ['C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\Desktop\SM testResults\SWNTImages\']
% FileNameNumofStates ['NumofStates.txt']
% PathNameNumofStates ['C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\Desktop\SM testResults\TraceData\']
% PathNamedat = ['C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\Desktop\SM-testResults\TraceData\NormalizedDatFiles\']
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% User would then type:
% Step3and4_FirstandSecondMoment(Comax, FileNameSWNTCoord,
PathName_SWNTCoord, FileNameNumofStates, PathNameNumofStates, PathNamedat)
% If the user provides no optional input, the program will prompt the use for input
% with pop-up dialog boxes.
% INPUT FILES (if varargin is not specifed by user):
% User-specified location of SWNTcoordinates.txt
% Matrix containing y-coordinates (row-coordinate) and x-coordinates
% (column-coordinates) of locations of upper left-hand corner pixel of
% SWNT, along with image size (last 2 rows)
% User-specified location of NumofStates.txt
% Vector showing number of states for each trace
% User-specified directory containing *.dat files
% OUTPUT FILES:
% FirstMomentDwellFiles folder > *dwell.dat
% Dwell files describing the best fits to the original signal traces (the first moment)
% SecondMomentDatFiles folder > *.dat
% Dat files containing real data for the deviation between the fits and
% the signal (the second moment)
% SecondMomentDwellFiles folder > *dwell.dat
% Dwell files describing the best Gaussian fit to the real second moment
% data
% FirstandSecondMomentRateFiles folder > MomentFitRateandStates.txt
% Summary for calculated rates for each state
% FirstandSecondMomentRateFiles folder > MomentFitResultsSummary.txt
% Summary of results containing trace number, x- and y- coordinates of
% corresponding SWNT, number of states, and forward and reverse rates
% calculated
ProgramPathName = pwd;
if isempty(varargin)
%Prompt user to select SWNTcoordinates.txt
[FileName, PathName] = uigetfile('*.txt', 'Select SWNTcoordinates.txt from Step 1
(SWNTImages folder)');
cd(PathName);
SWNTcoordinates = load([PathName FileName]);
col_SWNT = SWNTcoordinates(2,:);
row_SWNT = SWNTcoordinates(l,:);
%Prompt user for NumofStates.txt
[FileName, PathName] = uigetfile('*.txt', 'Select NumofStates.txt from Step 2 (TraceData
folder)');
cd(PathName);
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NumofStates = load([PathName FileName]);
%Prompt user for dat files
display('Note: Directory must contain only *.dat files (no dwell, path or report.dat files)');
[FileName, PathName] = uigetfile('*.dat', 'Select any *.dat file in the directory of interest
(NormalizedDatFiles folder)');
display('Note: The *.dat files selected are considered to be the *.dat files for the first
moment.');
display('Note: Second moment *.dat files will be output from this program.');
else
%Get data from SWNTcoordinates.txt
FileName varargin{1};
PathName varargin{2};
SWNTcoordinates = load([PathName FileName]);
col_SWNT = SWNTcoordinates(2,:);
rowSWNT = SWNTcoordinates(l,:);
%Get data from NumofStates.txt
FileName varargin{3};
PathName varargin {4 };
NumofStates = load([PathName FileName]);
display('Note: Directory must contain only *.dat files (no dwell, path or report.dat files)');
display('Note: The *.dat files selected are considered to be the *.dat files for the first
moment.');
display('Note: Second moment *.dat files will be output from this program.');
PathName = varargin {5 };
end
%Extract data from *.dat files
locate dat orig = dir([PathName '*.dat']);
datdirs = {locate dat orig.name}';
nofiles = size(datdirs, 1);
for i = 1:1:nofiles
dat = textread([PathName num2str(i) '.dat']);
time = dat(:,1)';
signal matrix(:,i) = dat(:,3)/1000;
clear dat;
end
initial-time = time(1,1);
cd(ProgramPathName);
[num time, numSWNT] = size(signalmatrix);
xo = [.00000001 0.0001]; %guess
options=optimset('TolFun', 10^- 1 0,'TolX', 10^- 10, 'MaxFunEvals', 1OA10, 'Maxlter', 1OA10,
'Display', 'off);
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warning off all;
%Calculate rates for each SWNT
kf = zeros(1,numSWNT);
kr = zeros(1,num_SWNT);
bins = zeros(numSWNT,10);
FirstMomentfit = zeros(numSWNT,length(time));
SecondMoment-fit = zeros(numSWNT, 10);
SecondMomentreal = zeros(num_SWNT,10);
for i = 1:1:num_SWNT %Loop through signal for each SWNT
TT = NumofStates(i) - 1;
signal = signal_matrix(:,i)';
if TT <= 0 %if the number of states is 1
kf(i) = 0;
kr(i)= 0;
%Determine best fits plots for calculated rate constants
%first moment
analyticP = zeros(1, length(signal))*mean(signal);
%second moment
resid = (analyticP - signal);
bins(i,:) linspace(-round(TT/2),round(TT/2), 10);
distresid = histc(resid,bins(i,:));
fitresid = analyticaldist([kf(i) kr(i)],bins(i,:),signal,max(time),Comax,TT);
else % if the number of states is > 1
[solution,resnorm,residual,exitflag] = lsqnonlin(@objectivefunction,xo,[], [], options, time,
signal, Comax, TT, initial time); %calculate rates
kf(i) = solution(l);
kr(i)= solution(2);
%Determine best fits plots for calculated rate constants
%first moment
analyticP = analyticalmean([kf(i) kr(i)],TT,Comax,time,initial time);
%second moment
resid = (analyticP - signal);
bins(i,:) linspace(-round(TT/2),round(TT/2), 10);
distresid histc(resid,bins(i,:));
fitresid = analyticaldist([kf(i) kr(i)],bins(i,:),signal,max(time),Comax,TT);
end
FirstMoment fit(i,:) = analyticP;
SecondMoment fit(i,:) = fitresid;
SecondMomentreal(i,:) = distresid;
end
%Convert data and fits to *dwell.dat and *.dat file format
folder = 'FirstMomentDwellFiles\';
convertFittoDwell(FirstMomentfit', PathName, folder);
folder = 'SecondMomentDwellFiles\';
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convertFittoDwell(SecondMomentfit', PathName, folder);
folder = 'SecondMoment DatFiles\';
convertRealtoDat(SecondMomentreal', PathName, folder, bins');
folder1 ='FirstandSecondMomentRateFiles\';
mkdir([PathName '..\' folderl]);
methodresults = [NumofStates', kf, kr'];
%Save rate constant results as text file
fl = fopen([PathName '..\' folderI 'MomentFitRateandStates.txt'], 'w+');
fprintf(fl, '%s %s %s\r\n', 'State', 'ForwardRate', 'ReverseRate');
fprintf(fl, '%f %f %f\r\n', methodresults');
fclose(fl);
for i =1:1:length(rowSWNT)
%Determine trace number
trace no = i;
%Find corresponding number of state for each trace
state no = NumofStates(i);
%Find indices of corresponding SWNT
rowindex = rowSWNT(trace no);
colindex = colSWNT(trace no);
%Summarize Output
summary1(i,1) = trace no;
summary1(i,2) = colindex;
summaryl(i,3) = row index;
summary 1 (i,4) = stateno;
summary1(i,5) = kf(i);
summary1(i,6) = kr(i);
end
format long;
fl = fopen([PathName '..\' folder1 'MomentFitResultsSummary.txt'], 'w+');
fprintf(fl, '%s %s %s %s %s %s\r\n', 'TraceNumber', 'x(column) Coordinate', 'y(row)
Coordinate', 'NumberofStates', 'ForwardRate', 'ReverseRate');
fprintf(fl, '%f %f %f %f %12.10f %12.l1fr\n', summaryl');
fclose(fl);
return;
%% ---------------------- OBJECTIVE ------------------------------
function error = objectivefunction(params, time, signal, Comax, TT, initialtime)
%This is the objective function for minimization
%Note that global statement is needed in the location where the four
%parameters below are generated
alpha = 0; %Weighting parameter, fraction of error that is the second moment
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kf = params(1);
kr = params(2);
%first moment
analyticP = analyticalmean([kf kr],TT,Comax,time, initial-time);
%second moment
resid (analyticP - signal);
bins linspace(-round(TT/2),round(TT/2), 100);
fitresid = analyticaldist([kf kr],bins,signal,max(time),Comax,TT);
distresid = histc(resid,bins);
%Total error
error = (1 -alpha)*sum((analyticP-signal).^2./sum(signal.^2)) + alpha*sum((fitresid-
distresid).^2./sum(distresid.^2));
return;
%% ---------------------- ANALYTICAL MEAN --------------------------------
function output = analyticalmean(params,TT,Comax,t, tO)
%This function evaluates the mean of the reversible quenching reaction
% param(1)= kf
% param(2) = kr
% TT = total number of sites
% Comax = total analyte number
kf = params(1);
kr = params(2);
output = (TT - ((-exp((-kf*Comax-kr)*(t-t0))+1)*kf*Comax*TT) /(kf'*Comax+kr))/TT;
%analytical solution
return;
%% -------------------------- ANALYTICAL DIST-----------------------------
function output = analyticaldist(param,residbin,signal,tmax,Comax,TT)
%This function approximates the distribution in (data - mean) as a gaussian
%distribution with st dev = sig2
% param(1)=kf
% param(2) =kr
% residbin = vector of bins over which to simulate the distribution
% signal = vector of signal intensities
% tmax = max time reached for the data set of signal
% TT = total number of sites
% Comax = total analyte number
kf = param(1);
kr = param(2);
total = length(signal);
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mu = 0; %center the mean at zero
%sig2 = (Comax*kf*(Comax*kf - 2*exp((Comax*kf + kr)*tmax)*(Comax*kf - kr) +
%exp(2*(Comax*kf + kr)*tmax)*(Comax*kf - 2*kr + 2*kr*(Comax*kf +
%kr)*tmax))*TT)./(2.*exp(2*(Comax*kf + kr)*tmax)*(Comax*kf + kr)A3)/tmax;
if ((kf == 0) |1 (kr == 0))
sig2 1;
else
sig2 -((Comax*(-1 + exp(-((Comax*kf + kr)*tmax)))*kf*((Comax*kf)/exp((Comax*kf +
kr)*tmax) + kr)*TT)/(Comax*kf + kr)A2);
end
output = total/sqrt(2*pi(*sig2)*exp(-(residbin-mu).^2./2./sig2);
return;
%% -------------------------- CONVERT FIT TO DWELL ---------------------
function convertFittoDwell(fit data, PathName, folderl)
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian
%This sub-function converts the fits from fitstates function to dwell
%files, which can be used to evaluate rate constants
%INPUT:
% fitdata matrix where first column is time and second column is
% occupied state
% PathName Directory containing movie
% timevector vector of times for each frame
%OUTPUT:
% *dwell.dat file located in SimulatedTraces>BestFitTraces
mkdir([PathName '..' folder 1]);
[num rows, num cols] = size(fit data);
for trace = 1:1 :numcols %loop through each trace
i= 1;
startindex = 1;
statevector = fit data(:,trace);
fid = fopen([PathName '..\' folder1 num2str(trace) 'dwell.dat'], 'w+');
while startindex < numrows %loop through all the rows
end-index = startindex;
while (end index < num rows) && (statevector(end index) == state vector(start index))
%keep looping through each row until the state changes from the previous state
endindex = endindex+1;
end
if (end index == num rows) && (state vector(end index) == state vector(start index))
%if we are at the end of the data and there were no additional transitions
fclose(fid);
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break;
else
startstate state vector(startindex);
endstate state vector(endindex);
residence endindex - start-index;
start-index = end-index;
fprintf(fid, '%10.6f %9.6f %9.0f\r\n', startstate, endstate, residence);
i = i+e;
end
end
end
fclose('all');
return;
%% ----------------------- CONVERT REAL DATA TO DAT -----------------------
function convertRealtoDat(IntensityTraces, PathName, folder, bins)
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian
%This function converts real data into dat format for the second moment
%analysis
mkdir([PathName '..\' folder]);
%Converts matrix to .dat file format
[row, col]=size(IntensityTraces);
%Normalizes all data
data3 = IntensityTraces* 1000;
data2 = data3-1000;
%Saves the traces in .dat format in a folder called "OriginalTraces"
for j=1:1:col
resultarray--[bins(:,j) data2(:,j) data3(:,j)];
name=[num2str(j) '.dat'];
save([PathName '..\' folder name],'resultarray','-ascii');
end
return;
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Post-analysis Transformations
After the distribution of rate constants is evaluated using Step 3 of the algorithm, additional
programs were required to present the data in a publishable, interpretable format. These
programs allow the use to plot the intensity versus time traces and their best fits as well as
visualize the distribution of rate constants using histograms. Some of these programs are briefly
described and provided below.
The program below allows the user to plot the intensity versus time traces (extracted from Step
1), along with their idealized best-fit traces (from Step 2).
function PlotTracesWithFits(varargin)
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian
%This function reads the original *.dat files and the best-traces traces in
%the *dwell.dat files and plots all the traces and their best fits
%OPTIONAL INPUT:
% varargin Four-input variable. First input is the concentration in uM
% (this input is just used to label the plots). Second input is
% the directory containing the *.dat files of interest. Third
% input is the directory for the corresponding *dwell.dat files
% of interest. Example:
% Conc = 100
% PathNamedat = ['C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\Desktop\SMtestResults\TraceData\NormalizedDatFiles\']
% PathNamedwell = ['C:\Documents and
Settings\Administrator\Desktop\SMtestResults\TraceData\NormalizedDatFiles\']
% numtracesPerFig = 10;
% User would then type: PlotTraces(dirs,Conc)
% INPUT FILES:
% User-specified/prompted directory containing *.dat files
% User-specified directory containing corresponding *dwell.dat files
% User-specified directory for saving output
% User-specified # of plots per figure
% OUTPUT FILES:
% User-specified directory > PlotTracesWithFits folder > *.fig files
% Plots of traces and their best-fits
ProgramPathName = pwd;
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if isempty(varargin)
%Prompt user to select folder containing corresponding *.dat files
[PathNamedat]= uigetdir(pwd, 'Select Step 1 NormalizedDatFiles directory containing *.dat
files of interest');
PathNamedat = [PathNamedat '\'];
cd(PathNamedat);
%Prompt user to select folder containing corresponding *dwell.dat files
[PathName] = uigetdir(pwd, 'Select Step2_FitStatesDwellFiles directory containing *dwell.dat
files of interest');
PathName = [PathName '\'];
cd(PathName);
%Prompt user to select directory to save output folder to
[PathNameoutput]= uigetdir(pwd, 'Select directory where you output saved');
PathName_output = [PathNameoutput '\'];
cd(ProgramPathName);
%Prompt user for number of traces per figure
prompt = {'Enter the number of traces per figure (prefer even number):'};
dlgtitle ='Input for Figure Layout';
num-lines = 1;
def = {'10'}; %default input
feedback = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,numlinesdef);
numtracesPerFig = str2num(feedback{ });
Conc= {};
else
Conc = varargin{1};
PathNamedat = varargin{2};
PathName = varargin {3 };
numtracesPerFig =varargin{4}; %Number of traces per figure
end
plot traces(PathNamedat, PathName, numtracesPerFig, PathName_output, Conc);
return;
%% ------------------------ PLOT TRACES ----------------------------------
function plot traces(PathName_dat, PathName,num tracesPerFig, PathName _output, varargin)
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian
%This function traces the original traces and their best-fit traces
% Obtain names of the dwell files under the folder.
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locatedwellorig = dir([PathName '*dwell.dat']);
dwelldirs = {locatedwell_orig.name}';
folderl ='PlotTracesWithFits\';
mkdir([PathNameoutput folder 1])
m= 1;
figure;
fignumber = 1;
% -- layout of the figure -------- %
if numtracesPerFig == 1
p = 1; q= 1; m= 1;
elseif numtracesPerFig >=2
p ceil(num-tracesPerFig/2);
q 2;
m= 1;
end
% --------------------------- %
for k = 1:numel(dwelldirs)
% Search for the real data .dat for the corresponding *dwell.dat
dwelldir = [num2str(k) 'dwell.dat'];
realdir = [num2str(k) '.dat'];
fulldatal = textread([PathName dwell dir]); %reads original fitted *dwell.dat data
fulldata2 = textread([PathNamedat real dir]); %reads actual *.dat data
exposure = fulldata2(2, 1) - fulldata2(1,1);
fitdata = convertdwelldatatofitdata(fulldatal,fulldata2); %Obtain fitted data from dwell
files.
%Plot original data and fit data using methodl
time = exposure * [1:numel(fulldata2(:,1))];
subplot(p, q, in);
plot(time,fulldata2(:,3)/1 000,'r',time,fitdata,'k');
legend('real','original fit');
xlabel('time (s)')
ylabel('normalized intensity');
if isempty(varargin)
title('Original & FitStates Trace');
else
Conc = varargin{1};
title(['Original & FitStates Trace, Conc: ',num2str(Conc),' \muM']);
end
if rem(k,num tracesPerFig) == 0 %save figure after we plotted all 10 traces and then start a
new figure
% Save figures
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figurename = fullfile(PathName_ output, folderi, [num2str(fignumber),'.fig']);
saveas(gcf,figure _name,'fig');
fignumber = fignumber+1;
m = 0;
close;
figure;
end
m = m+1;
end
if rem(numel(dwelldirs),num tracesPerFig)-=O %save any remaining traces that weren't saved
% Save figures
figure-name = fullfile(PathNameoutput, folderl, [num2str(fig-number),'.fig']);
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
end
close;
return;
%% ------------------- CONVERT DWELL TO FIT DATA --------------------------
function fitdata = convertdwelldatato_fitdata(fulldatal,fulldata2)
%This sub-function reads the data from the *dwell.dat file and returns the
%corresponding best fit trace based on that file
[numrows1, numcols1] = size(fulldatal);
[numrows2, num_ cols2] = size(fulldata2);
if nurnrows1 == 0
fitdata(l:numrows2) = ones(1, num__rows2) .* mean(fulldata2(:,3)./1000);
else
fitdata = zeros(num-rows2,1)';
timepoint = 0;
fork = 1 : num_rowsl
start = fulldatal(k,1);
residence = fulldatal(k,3);
fitdata(timepoint+1:timepoint+residence) = start*ones(residence, 1);
timepoint = timepoint + residence;
end
fitdata(timepoint+1:num rows2) = fulldatal (k,2)*ones((numrows2-timepoint), 1);
end
return;
The following program plots the total number of transitions for each trace over time.
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function PlotNumStatesOverTime
%This function determines the number of states over time for each trace
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian
%INPUT:
% User-specified/prompted directory containing *.dat files
% User-specified/prompted directory containing *dwell.dat files
%OUTPUT:
% User-specified directory > StatesOverTimeTextFiles > *.txt
% Contains text file for each trace, with the first column showing the
% time and the second column showing the total number of states
% at that time
% User-specified directory > StatesOverTimePlots > *.fig
% Contains plots of number of states over time for each trace
%Prompt user to select folder containing corresponding *.dat files
[PathName dat]= uigetdir(pwd, 'Select Step 1_NormalizedDatFiles directory containing *.dat
files of interest');
cd(PathNamedat);
%Prompt user to select folder containing dwell files to convert to rate constants
[PathNamedwell]= uigetdir(pwd, 'Select Step2_FitStatesDwellFiles directory containing
*dwell.dat files of interest');
cd(ProgramPathName);
%Prompt user to select directory to save output folder to
PathNameFig = uigetdir(pwd, 'Select directory to save the output in');
PathNameFig = [PathNameFig '\'];
%Make folder containing text files describing number of transitions over time
mkdir([PathNameFig 'StatesOverTime\']);
% Obtain names of the dwell files under the folder.
locatedwellorig = dir([PathNamedwell '*dwell.dat']);
dwelldirs = {locatedwell_orig.name}';
nofiles = size(dwelldirs, 1);
num tracesPerFig = 10;
p ceil(num-tracesPerFig/2);
q 2;
m= 1;%position subplot occupies in figure
figure;
fignumber = 1;
n = 0; %Number of states
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%read in dwell files
for mm = 1: nofiles
dat = textread([PathName_ dat num2str(mm) '.dat']);
dwell = textread([PathNamedwell num2str(mm) 'dwell.dat']);
fitdata = convertdwelldatato-fitdata(dwell,dat);
[num-rows numcols] = size(dwell);
[num_rowsfit numcols fit] = size(fitdata);
time_vector = dat(:,1);
numStatevector = zeros(1,numcols_fit);
%Determine number of states as a function of time
for j =l:l:numcolsfit
if j == 1
n= 1;
statevector(n) = fitdata(1);
elseif j >1
%Determine whether this is a new or existing state
IsThisANewState = 1; %1 indicates this is a new state
for i = 1:1:length(state vector)
if fitdata(j)== statevector(i)
IsThisANewState = 0; %0 indicates this is not a new state
end
end
%if this is a new state
if IsThisANewState == I
n= n+l;
state vector(n) = fitdata(j);
end
end
numState-vector(j) = n;
end
%Output text files containing total number of transitions as a function of time for each trace
output statesmatrix = [time-vector numStatevector'];
save([PathNameFig '\StatesOverTime\' num2str(mm) 'states.txt'],'outputstates_matrix','-
ascii');
subplot(p, q, m);
plot(time-vector,numStatevector');
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xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Number of States');
%save figure after we plotted all 10 traces and then start a new figure
if rem(n,num tracesPerFig) == 0
% Save figures
figure_name = fullfile(PathNameFig, '\StatesOverTime\', [num2str(fig-number),'.fig']);
saveas(gef,figurename,'fig');
fig_number = fignumber+ 1;
m = 0;
close;
end
m = m+1;
end
return;
%% ------------ CONVERT DWELL TO FIT DATA --------------
function fitdata = convert_dwelldatatofitdata(fulldatal,fulldata2)
%This sub-function reads the data from the *dwell.dat file and returns the
%corresponding best fit trace based on that file
[numrows1, num colsI1] = size(fulldatal);
[num rows2, num cols2] = size(fulldata2);
if numrowsl == 0
fitdata(1:num-rows2) = ones(1, num rows2) .* mean(fulldata2(:,3)./l000);
else
fitdata = zeros(numrows2,1)';
timepoint = 0;
for k = 1 : num_rowsl
start = fulldatal(k,1);
residence = fulldataI(k,3);
fitdata(timepoint+l:timepoint+residence) = start*ones(residence, 1);
tirnepoint = timepoint + residence;
end
fitdata(timepoint+1:num rows2) = fulldata 1 (k,2)*ones((num rows2-timepoint), 1);
end
return;
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Appendix F: Application of SM Analysis to RDX and TNT Sensors
The SM analysis was applied to nanotube sensors selective to nitroaromatics, including
cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX) and trinitrotoluene (TNT). The results of this analysis,
which has been published,3" shows that the algorithm calculates a larger average rate constants
for nanotubes exposed to higher concentrations of analyte than those exposed to lower
concentrations. Figure G1 shows the distributions of rate constants calculated for nanotubes
exposed to 0.022 [M TNT (blue), 0.22 RM TNT (green), 1.1 IM TNT(red), and 2.2 [M TNT
(cyan). As shown in the figure, the distribution shifts towards larger rate constants at increased
concentrations.
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Figure G1| Rate Constant Distributions for SWNTs in the Presence of TNT After calculating a
rate constant for each nanotube, the distribution of rate constants were plotted in histogram format
for the nanotubes within a single film. A comparison of the frequency distribution of nanotube
exposed to 0.022 [M TNT (blue), 0.22 pM TNT (green), 1.1 [tM TNT(red), and 2.2 ptM TNT (cyan)
shows an increasing frequency of larger rate constants at higher TNT concentrations.
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In addition to analyzing stochastic increases and/or decreases in nanotube fluorescence
emissions, the algorithm can also be applied to analytes that induce spectral shifts in
fluorescence emissions. Based on the dichroic setup discussed in our published study,300 one can
simultaneously monitor nanotube fluorescence emissions at short (1000-1030 nm) and long
wavelengths (1030-1100 nm). Addition of analytes such as RDX result in the spectral red-
shifting of the nanotube fluorescence, which is perceived at the simultaneous decrease in short
wavelength intensities and increase in long wavelength intensities. A detailed discussion of these
results is provided elsewhere.30 i
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Appendix G: Applications of SM Analysis to Cellular NO Measurements
The SM analysis was also applied to detect O(2)-(2,4-dinitrophenyl) 1-(4-
ethoxycarbonyl)piperazin- 1 -yldiazen- 1 -ium- 1,2-diolate- (JS-K-) induced NO generation within
cells. In these experiments, DNA-wrapped nanotubes were incubated and taken up by HT3
human melanoma cells. Extracellular addition of JS-K to the cell medium was shown to induce
cellular NO generation.302 As published in our previous study, 303 (AT 1 5)DNA-wrapped
nanotubes undergo a decrease in nanotube fluorescence in the presence of NO. In this study,
DNA-wrapped nanotubes were incubated and taken up by HT3 cells, and extracellular JS-K was
added to the cell medium. The nanotube fluorescence within the cells were monitored and
analyzed using the SM algorithm. As shown in Figure G 1, DNA-wrapped SWNTs within the cell
undergoes a decrease in fluorescence emission in the presence of JS-K relative to the control
solution in the absence of JS-K.
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Figure G1 Nanotube Intensity in the Presence of JS-K. DNA-wrapped nanotube intensity
distributions were monitored in the presence 16 pM (left) and absence (right) of JS-K. Initial
intensities (red) were compared to the distribution of final intensities (blue) after incubation
over 400s to asses NO detection.
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As shown in FigureG2, the calculated concentration-dependent rate constant increases with JS-K
concentration, supporting that the algorithm is capable of quantifying JS-K induced NO
production within living cells.
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Figure G2 I Calculated Rate as a Function of JS-K Addition. The SM algorithm was used to
evaluate the concentration-dependent rate constant for cells exposed to varying concentrations
of JS-K.
The program for this analysis is provided below.
function IntensitySlopeAnalysisSpatialVariation(varargin)
%Arde Bogossian 7/11/11
%This function calculates the transient rate constant (k*[NO])according to
%the model NO = -dldt./intensity/rateconstant
% INPUT:
% min _intensity
% startframe
% endframe
minimum intensity threshold to be considered SWNT
Starting frame of movie desired for analysis
Final frame of movie desired for analysis
-D W
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% frametime Exposure time of movie in seconds
% FileName FileName of movie
% PathName Directory of movie
%OUTPUT:
% User-specified directory > MovieNameMomentAnalysis > BestFitParameters.xls
% Excel file containing the background intensity (IO) and the best-fit
% rate constant (k) for each SWNT
% User-specified directory > MovieNameMomentAnalysis > RateConstantHistogram.fig
% Histogram showing the distribution of rate constants
% User-specified directory > MovieName MomentAnalysis > TracePlots > #.fig
% Figure containing plots of the original traces and the best-fit traces
%Specify program pathname
ProgramPathName = pwd;
%If user does not input parameters, prompt user for input
if isempty(varargin)
% Prompt user window to choose inputs for the movie, including:
% minintensity, startframe, endframe, frametime, and movie location
prompt = {'Enter minimum intensity of SWNT:','Enter the starting frame:','Enter the ending
frame:'...
,'Enter the exposure time (s):'};
dlgtitle ='Input for the movie';
numlines = 1;
def = {'10000','100','1500','0.5'};
feedback = inputdlg(prompt,dlgtitle,numlinesdef);
min _intensity = str2num(feedback{ 1});
start_ frame = str2num(feedback{2});
endframe str2num(feedback{3});
exposure = str2num(feedback{4});
%Prompts user to select and open text file from ImageJ output
[FileName, PathName]= uigetfile('*.tif, 'Select the movie *.tif file');
else
varargin=varargin { 1};
min _intensity = varargin { 1};
startframe varargin {2 };
endframe = varargin {3 };
exposure = varargin{4};
FileName = varargin {5 };
PathName = varargin{6};
imagepath=varargin { 7 };
end
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%Input forward and reverse rate constant
k_f = 5.5*10^(-5); %uM^-1 s^-1
k_r = 0.013; %sA1
%Define pixel size of an individual SWNT.
%Default: defines a 2x2 pixel region
pixelslength= 1;
pixels-width = 1;
%Read in movie file and convert to intensity versus time traces
[IntensityMatrix, timevector, num_ rows, numcols, rowSWNT, colSWNT,
movieFileName] = readFile(min intensity, startframe, endframe, exposure, pixelslength,
pixels width, FileName, PathName);
close all;
%Output Folder
[PathName output] = PathName;
%Number of traces per figure
numtracesPerFig = 10;
%Determine size of matrices (number of SWNT, number of frames)
[totalNumFrames totalNumSWNT] = size(IntensityMatrix);
%Fit the intensity versus time traces model and determine derivative over time
warning off all;
curvefit=zeros(length(time vector),totalNumSWNT);
dldt=zeros(length(time-vector),totalNumSWNT);
for i = 1:1 :totalNumSWNT
%Fit the trace
x = time vector';
y = IntensityMatrix(:,i);
[best fitparams, dummy]=fit(x, y,'smoothingspline','SmoothingParam',8e-5);
curvefit(:,i) = best fitparams(x);
%Differentiate the trace, and save
dldt(:,i)=differentiate(best fitparams,timevector');
end
%Make folder for output
folder1 = [strrep(movie_ FileName, '.tif, ") 'IntensitySlopeAnalysis\'];
mkdir([PathNameoutput folder 1]);
%Plot traces
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PlotTraces(numtracesPerFig, PathName_output, timevector, IntensityMatrix, dldt,
totalNumSWNT, folder1, curvefit);
%Make a movie that shows rates of SWNT over time
MakeMovie(movie_FileName, PathName, dldt, row_SWNT, colSWNT, numrows, numcols,
totalNumFrames, startframe, endframe, totalNumSWNT, pixels-length, pixels-width, k_f,
k_r, IntensityMatrix);
return;
%% -------------------- READ FILE ----------------------------
function [tracesmatrix, time-vector, num_rows, numcols, rowSWNT, colSWNT, FileName]
= readFile(minintensity, start-frame, endframe, frametime, pixelslength, pixelswidth,
FileName, PathName)
%Prepared by Arde Boghossian
%This function reads *.tif movie files from ImageJ, finds SWNT, and records
%and plots their intensity traces over time.
%INPUTS:
% min _intensity minimum intensity to be considered SWNT
% startframe starting frame of movie
% endframe final frame of movie
% frametime exposure time for frames
% pixels length number of vertical pixels defining SWNT region
% pixels width number of horizontal pixels defining SWNT
% FileName filename of movie
% PathName directory of movie
%OUTPUTS:
% tracesmatrix matrix containing intensity values for each SWNT over
% time (number columns = number SWNT, number rows
% number frames)
% timevector vector of times corresponding to each frame
% ProgramPathName Current directory where code is running from
% PathName Directory where movie is located
% num__rows number of rows/pixels per frame vertically
% numcols number of columns/pixels per frame horizontally
% row_SWNT Vector containing y-coordinates (row-coordinate) of
% locations of upper left-hand corner of SWNT
% col_SWNT Vector containing x-coordinates (column-coordinates)
% of locations of upper left-hand corner of SWNT
%Make all relevant directories
folderi ='SWNTImages\';
mkdir([PathName folder l]);
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%Converts first start image of movie into matrix
[ImageMatrix] = imread([PathName FileName], start-frame);
[num rows, num cols] = size(ImageMatrix);
totalframes = endframe - startframe + 1; %total num. of frames
%Create a matrix that contains average intensities of neighboring (i.e. 2x2) pixels
avgSWNTIntensity = ImageMatrix;
[figurenamefig] = [PathName folderi ['FirstFrameMovielmage','.fig']];
figure;
imagesc(avgSWNTIntensity);
hold on;
colorbar;
saveas(gcf,figurename_fig,'fig');
hold off;
%Finds the coordinates of the brightest SWNT, where the SWNt intensity threshold is defined
by min intensity and dimensions are specified by pixelslength/width
BinaryIntensity = zeros(num rows, num-cols);
[row SWNT colSWNT] = find(avg_SWNTIntensity >=minintensity);
for i =l :1:length(rowSWNT)
Binarylntensity(rowSWNT(i):(rowSWNT(i)+pixels _length-
1),colSWNT(i): (colSWNT(i)+pixelswidth- 1))= 1;
end
%Plots image of SWNT location
figure;
imagesc(Binarylntensity);
title('Map of Selected SWNT');
colormap(gray);
figure name fig = [PathName folderi ['SelectedSWNTMap','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurename_fig,'fig');
%Makes a matrix containing intensity values of all SWNT over time
tracesmatrix = zeros(totalframes, length(rowSWNT));
for i = 1:1:totalframes
forj = 1:1:length(rowSWNT)
traces matrix(ij)=
mean(mean(ImageMatrix(row_SWNT(j):(row SWNT(j)+pixelslength- 1),
colSWNT(j):(col_SWNT(j)+pixels width-1))));
end
if i < totalframes
[ImageMatrix] = imread([PathName FileName], startframe+i);
end
end
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%Look at maximum-minumum intensity differences of each SWNT
Intensitydiffl = (max(tracesmatrix)-
min(traces matrix))./(max(traces-matrix)+min(traces-matrix));
Intensitydiff2 = (max(tracesmatrix)-min(traces_matrix))./(max(traces matrix));
Intensitydiff3 = (max(tracesmatrix)-min(traces_matrix))./(min(traces matrix));
Intensityplotl = zeros(numrows, num-cols);
Intensityplot2 = zeros(numrows, numcols);
Intensityplot3 = zeros(numrows, num_cols);
%Prepare matrix showing intensity differences for each SWNT location
for j = 1:1 :length(rowSWNT)
Intensityplot 1 (row SWNT(j),col_SWNT(j))= Intensitydiffl(j);
Intensityplot2(rowSWNT(j),col_SWNT(j)) = Intensitydiff2(j);
Intensityplot3(rowSWNT(j),col_SWNT(j))= Intensitydiff3(j);
end
%Plot spatial map distribution of intensity differences
figure;
imagesc(Intensity_plot 1);
title('Intensity Difference = (max-min)/(max+rnin)');
colorbar;
figurename_fig = [PathName folderl ['IntensityPlotl','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figure_namefig,'fig');
imagesc(Intensityplot2);
title('Intensity Difference = (max-min)/max');
colorbar;
figurename_fig = [PathName folderl ['IntensityPlot2','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurenamefig,'fig');
imagesc(Intensityplot3);
title('Intensity Difference = (max-min)/min');
colorbar;
figurename_fig = [PathName folderl ['IntensityPlot3','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurenamefig,'fig');
close;
%Create a vector of times
timevector = linspace(startframeendframetotal_frames);
timevector = timevector*frametime; %vector of frame times
%Create histogram of starting and ending intensities
beginningintensity = traces_matrix(1,:);
endingintensity = traces__matrix(end,:);
[begin freq, begin-bin] = hist(beginningintensity);
[end freq, end-bin] = hist(endingintensity);
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figure;
bar(beginbin, beginfreq, 'r');
hold on;
bar(endbin, endfreq, 'b');
title('Frequency Distributions of Starting and Ending Intensities');
legend('Starting Intensity', 'Ending Intensity');
figure name fig = [PathName folderl ['StartandEndlntensityDistrib','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurenamefig,'fig');
close;
return;
%% --------------- PLOT TRACES -------------------
function PlotTraces(num tracesPerFig, PathName output, timevector, IntensityMatrix,
kCNO, totalNumSWNT, folderl, curvefit)
%This function plots the experimental and best-fit traces and saves the
%plots in the designated folder
%INPUT:
% numtracesPerFig User-specified number of traces to include per figure
% PathNameoutput User-specified directory where to save output
% timevector Vector containing times of each frame
% IntensityMatrix Matrix containing experimental intensity versus time
% for each SWNT
% kC NO Matrix containing calculated k[NO] values
% totalNumSWNT Total number of SWNT traces
% folder1 Folder containing results of moment analysis
% paramsmatrix Matrix containing best-fit polynomial values for the paramters A, B, C, D
%OUTPUT:
% User-specified directory > MovieNameMomentAnalysis > TracePlots > #.fig
% Figure containing plots of the original traces and the best-fit traces
%Make folders to save output in
folder2 = ['TracePlots\'];
mkdir([PathNameoutput folderl folder2]);
folder3 = ['RatePlots\'];
mkdir([PathNameoutput folderl folder3]);
%Figure parameters
p ceil(num-tracesPerFig/2);
q =2;
m= 1;
figure;
fignumber = 1;
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%Plot experimental and best-fit intensity versus time for each SWNT
for i = 1:1 :totalNumSWNT
%Extract bes-fit parameter values
%Determine model intensity versus time
subplot(p, q, m);
plot(time vector,IntensityMatrix(:,i),'r', timevector, curvefit(:,i), 'k');
legend('Experimental','Best-fit');
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('Intensity');
if rem(i,numtracesPerFig)== 0 %save figure after we plotted all 10 traces and then start a
new figure
% Save figures
figure-name = fullfile(PathNameoutput, folderl, folder2, [num2str(fignumber),'.fig']);
saveas(gcf,figurename,'fig');
fignumber = fignumber+1;
m = 0;
close;
figure;
end
m = m+1;
end
if rem(totalNumSWNT,num tracesPerFig)~=0 %save any remaining traces that weren't saved
% Save figures
figurename = fullfile(PathNameoutput, folderi, folder2, [num2str(fig-number),'.fig']);
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
end
close;
%Plot k[NO] versus time for each SWNT
m= 1;
figure;
fignumber = 1;
for i = 1:1 :totalNumSWNT
subplot(p, q, m);
plot(time vectorkCNO(:,i),'k');
xlabel('Time (s)')
ylabel('k*C NO');
title('NO Rate Over Time');
if rem(i,numtracesPerFig) == 0 %save figure after we plotted all 10 traces and then start a
new figure
% Save figures
figurename = fullfile(PathName__output, folder1, folder3, [num2str(fignumber),'.fig']);
saveas(gcf,figurename,'fig');
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fig_number = fignumber+1;
m = 0;
close;
figure;
end
m = m+1;
end
if rem(totalNumSWNT,numtracesPerFig)~=O %save any remaining traces that weren't saved
% Save figures
figurename = fullfile(PathName output, folder1, folder3, [num2str(fig-number),'.fig']);
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
end
close;
return;
%% ------------------ MAKE MOVIE ----------------------------------
function MakeMovie(movieFileName, PathName, kC_NO, row_SWNT, col_SWNT,
numrows, num cols, totalframe, startframe, endframe, min-intensity, pixelslength,
pixels width, k_f, k_r, IntensityMatrix)
%This function creates a ,ovies that shows the rate of each SWNT over time
%INPUT:
% movie FileName Name of movie file
% PathName Directory where movie file is located
% kCNO Matrix containing the rate of each nanotube over time
% (number of columns = number of nanotubes, number of rows
% = number of frames)
% row_SWNT Vector containing y-coordinates (row-coordinate) of
% locations of upper left-hand corner of SWNT
% col_SWNT Vector containing x-coordinates (column-coordinates)
% of locations of upper left-hand corner of SWNT
% numrows number of rows/pixels per frame vertically
% numcols number of columns/pixels per frame horizontally
% totalframe total number of frames in the movie
% startframe starting frame of the movie
% endframe last frame of the movie
% min intensity minimum intensity threshold to b considered SWNT
% pixelslength number of vertical pixels defining SWNT region
% pixelswidth number of horiztonal pixels defining SWNT
% kf forward binding rate constant
% kr reverse binding rate constant
% IntensityMatrix Matrix containing experimental intensity versus time
% for each SWNT
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%Make folders for movie output
mkdir([PathName 'SWNTImages\movienorm']);
mkdir([PathName 'SWNTImages\movie']);
mkdir([PathName 'SWNTImages\movie_NOConc']);
%Makes a matrix containing intensity values of all SWNT over time
climsnorm = [0 1]; %scale the colorbar
clims = [0 max(max(kCNO))]; %scale the colorbar
intensitymax vec = max(IntensityMatrix);
[IMatrixrows IMatrixcols] = size(IntensityMatrix);
intensitymaxmatrix = ones(IMatrixrows, 1)*intensity-max-vec;
NOConc matrix = -1./(kf.*IntensityMatrix).*(kCNO-k r.*(intensitymaxmatrix-
IntensityMatrix));
climsNOConc = [0 max(max(NOConcmatrix))];
for i = 1:1:totalframe
%change frame to show rate intensity of SWNT
ImageMatrix image norm = zeros(num rows, num_cols);
ImageMatrix image = zeros(num rows,.num_cols);
ImageMatrixNOConc zeros(num rows, numcols);
%ImageMatriximage imread([PathName movieFileName], start frame);
%ImageMatriximage ImageMatrix_image./(max(max(ImageMatrix image)));
max-vec = max(kCNO);
for j = 1:1:length(rowSWNT)
maximum = max vec(j);
ImageMatriximage_ norm((rowSWNT(j)-
pixelslength+ 1): (row SWNT(j)+pixelslength-i), (colSWNT(j)-
pixelswidth+1):(colSWNT(j)+pixels width-1))= kCNO(ij)/maximum;
ImageMatriximage((rowSWNT(j)-pixelslength+1):(row_SWNT(j)+pixelslength- 1),
(colSWNT(j)-pixels width+l):(colSWNT(j)+pixelswidth-1)) = kCNO(ij);
ImageMatrixNOConc((row_SWNT(j)-pixelslength+ 1):(row_SWNT(j)+pixelslength-1),
(col SWNT(j)-pixelswidth+1):(colSWNT(j)+pixels width- 1)) = NOConc_matrix(ij);
end
%Save frame in movie for normalized rate
imagesc(ImageMatrix image norm, clims norm);
colorbar;
stringnumber = sprintf('%04i', i);
figure namefig = [[PathName 'SWNTImages\movie-norm\'], [['image' string number],'.tif]];
saveas(gcf,figure-name-fig,'tif);
close;
%Save frame in movie for non-normalized rate
imagesc(ImageMatrix image, clims);
colorbar;
stringnumber = sprintf('%04i', i);
figure namefig = [[PathName 'SWNTImages\movie\'], [['image' string-number],'.tif]];
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saveas(gcf,figure_namefig,'tif);
%Save frame in movie for non-normalized rate
imagesc(ImageMatrixNOConc, climsNOConc);
colorbar;
stringnumber = sprintf('%04i', i);
figurenamefig = [[PathName 'SWNTImages\movieNOConc\'], [['image'
stringnumber] ,'.tif]];
saveas(gcf,figurenamefig,'tif);
end
return;
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Appendix H: Applications of SM Analysis to Trolox and NO Systems
The SM analysis was applied to evaluate sensor sensitivity in the presence of brightening agents,
such as Trolox. In our previous study,303 we developed a SM nanotube sensor sensitive to NO. In
the presence of NO, AT(15) DNA-wrapped nanotubes undergo a decrease in intensity, and the
SM fluctuations in intensity was used to determine NO concentration. The enhanced sensitivities
of this sensor has been attributed to bright nanotubes demonstrating increased fluorescence
emissions in the absence of NO. The addition of brightening agents, such as Trolox, has been
shown to increase SWNT brightness. In this study, we examine the sensitivity of DNA-wrapped
nanotubes to NO in the presence of brightening agents such as Trolox. Figure HI shows the
intensity versus time traces and their corresponding best fits (Steps 1 and 2) for DNA-wrapped
nanotubes in the absence of Trolox and NO (a), in the presence of only NO (b), and in the
presence of both Trolox and NO (c). Traces are compared for the set of 10 brightest and next set
of 10 brightest nanotubes.
The idealized traces were used to calculate concentration-dependent rate constants according to
the birth-and-death Markov process. Histograms showing the frequencies of the calculated
distribution of rate constants is shown in Figure H2.
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Figure HI I Experimental Intensity Traces with Best-Fit Traces. Intensity vs. time traces the 10 brightest
(left) and the set of the next 10 brightest (right) nanotubes were fit to ideal, de-noised states. Experimental
data are shown in red, and the best-fit traces are shown in black. Traces shown are for those (a) in absence of
both Trolox and NO, (b) with the addition of 9.8 pM NO at t=Os, and (c) in the presence of ImM Trolox
with the addition of 19.6 pM NO. The y-axes are re-scaled compared to Figure S2 to elucidate the individual
stochastic fluctuations.
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Appendix I: Modeling Riboflavin and Trolox Systems
In this platform, both Riboflavin and Trolox were added to a film containing individually
wrapped (AT 15)DNA-wrapped nanotubes, and individual nanotube fluorescence was monitored.
Unlike the previous applications, which exhibiting stochastic transitions in fluorescence emsions,
this platform exhibited an oscillatory variation in nanotube fluorescence. These oscillations are
attributed to the competing brightening and reductive effects of a reactive system. To elucidate
the mechanism behind the observed oscillatory behavior, the photochemical Trolox-Riboflavin
reaction pathway was modeled (Figure II). The model presented in Figure Il is based on an
adaptation of the Trolox-Riboflavin reaction system described by Gutierrez and co-workers in
methanol (vhliere complexation between Riboflavin-Trolox under aqueous conditions is
avoided). 2 1 Initiation occurs with the photo-excitation of Riboflavin in the presence of Trolox
(reactions 1-5), which serves as a quencher of Riboflavin singlet and triplet states. In the
presence of excess Trolox (> 30 mM), the photodecomposition of Riboflavin is prevented
through excessive quenching of the singlet state. However, modest Trolox concentrations (< I
mM) such as those used in this study, allow for the photo-generation of triplet Riboflavin. Triplet
Riboflavin cam be quenched via oxygen and Trolox, ultimately resulting in the degradation of
both Trolox ind Riboflavin.
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Figure I1 | Reaction System for Riboflavin and Trolox Interactions. The schematic diagram
summarizes the mechanism behind ground-state Riboflavin (Rf) photo-excitation (left) and ROS
generation (right). Photo-excitation of Rf with a rate constant of ki results in the formation of
singlet excited state Riboflavin (IRf*), which subsequently relaxes down to the triplet state (3Rf*).
The 3Rf* can either relax to the ground state with a rate constant of k2 , or it can react with Trolox
(Tx) or ground-state oxygen (02(3 g)~). In one reaction with Tx (top, right), 3Rf* r(Iaxes with a rate
constant of k3 to form ground-state Tx and Rf. the Tx and Rf can each react with si.peroxide (02-)
with rate constants of k6 and k7, respectively. In the first reaction, Tx forms a reactive oxide, TxO*,
which immediately relaxes to the ground state, TxO. In the second reaction, Rf forms a reactive
radical, Rf-, which further reacts with 02-~ with a rate constant of k8 to form a peroxide, Rf(OOH).
In an alternative pathway, 3Rf* may react with Tx with a rate constant of k4 to directly form Rf-
and the Trolox radical Tx-*. The Rf- can further react with 02(3 g)- to regenerate RIf and create 02-
with a rate constant of k9. In a competing pathway, 3 Rf* may alternatively react with 02( 31g) to
form Rf and singlet oxygen (02(1 Ag)) with a rate constant of k5. The reactive 02(2!g) can react with
Tx at a rate constant of kio and kr1 to form an oxide (Tx0 2) or regenerate 02(3 g respectively. The
02(1 Ag) can also react with Rf with a constant of k1 2 to form an oxide (RfO2) or with a constant of
kn, to regenerate Od3
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Photo-excitation of Riboflavin into the singlet and triplet states has been quantified in previous
studies using laser flash photolysis304-307 and double-pulse fluorescence. 4 Photo-absorption
allows for several possible state transitions, depending on the nature of the excitation source. For
instance, ground state (So) absorption may result in excitation to the first level (Si) or a higher
level (Sn) singlet energy state. Similarly, excitation transitions are also possible from lower
energy singlet to higher energy singlet states (Si Sn), as well as from lower energy to higher
energy triplet states (Ti 4 T). At high excitation energies, singlet excited state absorption is
possible. However, at intensities below 109 W/cm2, ground-state absorption is mostly observed.
With typical excitation rates ranging between 105-1013 s-1, an excitation rate constant of 1013 s-i
was assumed.
Under continuous illumination, the system approaches steady-state concentrations as excited
states simultaneously undergo several relaxation transitions. For instance, singlet Riboflavin may
undergo fluorescence (F) or internal conversion (IC) to the ground state (Si - So) or inter-system
conversion (ISC) to the triplet state (Si-Ti), with quantum efficiencies of DF= 0.267, cFIC 0.36,
and $1sC= 0.375. In an analogous manner, the system may also undergo phosphorescence from
the triplet to the ground state (T I 4So). As is the case with absorption, relaxation transitions are
also possible among excited energy states (Sn+*Si, Tn+T 1), though on a much smaller timescale
(-r 1-100 fs) than that of phosphorescence, fluorescence and intersystem transitioning (T~ 1-
1000 ps), allowing one to assume spontaneous higher energy state transitions on the reactive
timescale.308 Provided the unstable nature of the singlet state, which ultimately relaxes to the
ground and triplet states, singlet state concentrations are typically low (~ 0 mM). In this study,
singlet concentrations are assumed to be negligible as relaxation to the triplet state is assumed to
occur spontaneously over this reaction timescale.
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In the triplet states, Riboflavin may undergo Type-I or Type-II reaction mechanisms with either
Trolox or ground-state oxygen (02(3gy) to yield singlet oxygen (02(Ag)) and superoxide (02')
molecules. These reactive molecules ultimately result in the photo-oxidation of both Riboflavin
and Trolox via the reactive network shown in Figure Il. A summary of the corresponding rate
constant for this reaction network is presented in Table Il.
The starting concentrations for Trolox and Riboflavin used in this model are 0.89 mM and 0.1
mM, respectively, with a dissolved oxygen concentration of 0.26 mM. With concentrations on
the order of 0. 1 mM and second-order reaction rate constants < 109 M 1 s-1, as expected, the
corresponding first-order reaction rates of < 105 s-1 are significantly slower than the Riboflavin
state transitions (> 107 s-1), which may be assumed to spontaneously equilibrate wherein
quantum efficiencies are essentially maintained throughout the reaction scheme.
The resulting concentrations of the reactants and products over time are shown in Figure 12a-iiii,
with normalized concentrations of the reactive products shown in Figure 12a-iv. As shown in the
control experiments, Trolox modulates nanotube fluorescence even in the absence of oxygen.
Riboflavin modulation, however, is more strongly dependent on the presence of oxygen, alluding
to the fact that nanotube fluorescence is indirectly affected by Riboflavin via the formation of
reactive oxygen species. To model the effects of the reactive products on nanotube fluorescence,
we examined the sum of the normalized concentrations, adding products (Trolox) that are
expected to increase nanotube fluorescence and subtracting those (singlet oxygen, radical
oxygen) that are expected to decrease nanotube fluorescence (Figure 12c-ii). This plot
demonstrates oscillations that are reminiscent of those seen in the experimental data. Figure 12a-i
and 12a-ii compares the experimental and theoretical quenching plots, respectively, for
Riboflavin addition in the presence of oxygen. The model is able to predict the expected decrease
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in fluorescence intensity due to ROS generation. The resulting concentrations of the reactants
and products over time are shown in Figure 12a-iii, with normalized concentrations of the
reactive products shown in Figure 12a-iv.
Table Il l Literature Reaction Rate Constants for the Network in Figure 6 in Bulk Solution.
The rate constants for the schematic network shown in Figure J1 were evaluated based on
approximations and measurements derived from the literature. Specific notes on these values are
provided below.
[a] Islam et al. (2003)3'4 using double-pulse measurements in aqueous solution at pH 7. ki was
calculated based on the combined radiative and internal conversion rates of krad = 5.28x 107 s-1 and
k1c = 7.1x10 7 s'1. k3 is calculated from the phosphorescence time constant of up = 27 s.
[b] Gutierrez et al. (2001)" in methanol.
[c] Cardoso et al. (2007).'1214
[d] Nishikimi & Machlin (1975).2,5
[e] Afanas'ev (1991)24 for glucose oxidase reaction with superoxide anion.
Rate constant Value Rate constant Value
1013 s- k8[e 8.5x10 8 M-1 s-1
kal 3.7 x 104 s-1 k9[b] 1.4x10 8 M-1 s-1
k3 [b) 4.7x10 9 M-1 s-1 ko[f 2.2x10 8 M- s-
k4 [c] 6.2x 108 M- s- kr[ 1.3x10 8 M-1 s-1
k5[b] 9x10 8 M- 1s-1 ki[bI 6x10 7 M- S1
k6 ld] 1.7x10 4 M s'-1 5x10 5 s'
kyjel 106 M-'s-1
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Figure 12 | Modeling Reaction System in the Presence of Oxygen. i) Representative control
trace (black), experimental trace (red), and fitted model trace of an individual SWNT in the
presence of oxygen. ii) Normalized concentrations of the reactive products after being exposed to
a) just Riboflavin addition, b) Trolox addition after Riboflavin incubation, c) Riboflavin addition
after Trolox incubation, d) Riboflavin and Trolox addition simultaneously.
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Similarly, we examined the predicted concentrations in the absence of oxygen (Figure 13). In the
absence of oxygen, only the effects of the decreasing concentration of Trolox are seen, as singlet
oxygen species are no longer generated by Riboflavin. Again, the traces shown in Figure 13a-ii
are reminiscent of those seen experimentally in the absence of oxygen.
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Figure 13 | Modeling Reaction System in the Absence of Oxygen. i) Representative
fluorescence intensity-time traces (red) of an individual SWNT in the absence of oxygen. ii)
Normalized concentrations of the reactive products after being exposed to (a) just Riboflavin
addition, (b) Trolox addition after Riboflavin incubation, (c) Riboflavin addition after Trolox
incubation.
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This MATLAB program was used to model simultaneous Trolox and Riboflavin addition in the
presence of oxygen. To model behavior in the absence of oxygen, the program was altered such
that
c_initial(7) = 0.
To model the addition of only Riboflavin in the absence of Trolox, analogous changes were
made in addition to the following alteration:
c_initial(5) = 0.
function TroloxRiboflavinModelTRandRF
%Read in experimental data
%Prompt user to select directory containign normalized *.dat files
[FileNametxt PathNametxt] = uigetfile(pwd, 'Select NonNormalizedTraces.txt', '*.txt');
PathName txt = [PathName txt '\'];
%Prompt user for number of traces per figure
prompt = {'Enter the trace number you want to fit/model:'};
dlgtitle ='Trace Number';
numlines = 1;
def ={' 1'}; %default input
feedback = inputdlg(prompt,dlgtitlenumlines,def);
trace-number = str2num(feedback{ 1});
%Read in experimental normalized intensity vs. time measurements for that trace
expdata textread([PathNametxt FileName txt]); %reads *.dat data
exp time expdata(:, 1);
exptrace = expdata(:,(trace_number+1)); %normalize trace to 1
%find initial point after 5 second diffusion
index = find(exp_time > 15);
index = index(l);
exptraceinitialCut exp-trace(index:end);
exp time initialCut exptime(index:end);
exp time initialCutZero = exptime initialCut - min(exp time initialCut);
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%Fit experimental data to a polynomial
figure;
[best fitparams, dummy]=fit(exp time initialCutZero,
exptraceinitialCut,'smoothingspline','SmoothingParam',8e-6);
%Plot experimental data and spline fit
expspline = best fitparams(exp time initialCutZero);
plot(exptime, exptrace, 'k', exp_timeinitialCut, expspline, 'r');
%Define rate constants for the reactions (arbitrary units)
k(l)= 10^13; %sA-1
k(2) = 3.7*10A4; %sAl
k(3) - 4.7*10^9; %MAl s^-1
k(4)= 6.2*10A8; %MA- sA
k(5) = 9*10A8; %MA- sA-
k(6)= 1.7*10A4; %MAl sAl
k(7) 10A6; %MA1 sA1
k(8)= 8.5*10A8; %MA- sA-
k(9)= 1.4*10A8; %MAl sA-
k(1O) = 2.2*10A8; %MAl sA
k(11)= 1.3*10A8; %MA- s^-1
k(12)= 6*10A7; %MA- sA
k(13) = 5*10A5; %sA
%Initial guess for fitting variables
k_scale-guess = 1OA0.2;
Txscaleguess = 1;
02_singscaleguess = 1;
02_radscaleguess 0.8;
Rfradscaleguess 0.8;
scaleguess = [k scaleguess, Tx scaleguess 02_singscaleguess 02_radscaleguess
Rf _radscaleguess];
scale = scale_guess;
%initial concentration in mM
c_initial(l) = 0.1; %Rf
c-initial(2) = 0; %Rfsing
c_initial(3) = 0; %Rftrip
c_initial(4) = 0; %Rfrad
c_initial(5) = 0.89; %Tx
c_initial(6) = 0; %Txrad
c_initial(7) = 0.26; %O2_grnd
c-initial(8) = 0; %02_sing
c_initial(9) = 0; %02_rad
c_initial(10) = 0; %TxO
c-initial(1 1) = 0; %RfOOH
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c_initial(12) = 0; %Tx02
c_initial(13) = 0; %RfO2
% %Fit experimental data to model
%[scale] = fminunc(@fitModel, scaleguess, [], k, c initial, exp time initialCut, expspline,
bestfit params);
%Determine model concentrations over time
[time, conc] = ode23s(@reactionSystem, [0 max(exp time initialCutZero)], c_initial, [], k,
scale(l));
%[time, cone] = ode23s(@reactionSystem, [0 max(exp timeinitialCutZero)], cinitial, [], k,
1A10.2);
%Plot the concentrations over time
plotConcentrations(time, conc, scale, exp time, exp trace, expspline, exp time initialCut);
return;
%% ------------------------ FIT MODEL ---------------------------------
function [difference] = fitModel(scale, k, c_initial, exp timeinitialCutZero, expspline,
bestfitparams)
%This function finds the difference between the values preducted by the
%model and the experimental values
%Determine model concentrations over time
[time, conc] = ode23s(@reactionSystem, [0 max(exp time initialCutZero)], cinitial, [], k,
scale(1));
%Concentrations of species affecting SWNT PL
Rfrad = conc(:,4);
Tx = conc(:,5);
02 sing = conc(:,8);
02_rad = conc(:,9);
%Normalizing concentrations
Rfradscaled = Rfrad/max(Rf rad);
Txscaled = Tx/max(Tx);
02 sing_scaled = O2_sing/max(02_sing);
02_radscaled = 02_rad/max(O2_rad);
%Model SWNT photoluminscence
A = scale(2);
B = scale(3);
C = scale(4);
D = scale(5);
total = A*Txscaled-B*02_singscaled-C*02_radscaled+D*Rfradscaled;
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total = total*(max(expspline)-min(expspline))/(max(total)-min(total));
total = total - min(total) + min(expspline);
%Find difference between experimental data and model data
expdata = best fitparams(time);
difference = sum(((exp_data-total).^2));
return;
%% ----------------------- REACTION SYSTEM -----------------------------
function [dconc] = reactionSystem(t, conc, k, kscale)
Rf = conc(l);
Rfsing= conc(2);
Rftrip = conc(3);
Rfrad = conc(4);
Tx = conc(5);
Txrad = conc(6);
O2_gmd = conc(7);
02_sing conc(8);
02_rad = conc(9);
TxO = conc(l0);
RfOOH = conc(l 1);
Tx02 conc(12);
RfO2 = conc(13);
k = k/k scale;
reaction1 = k(l)*Rf;
reaction2 = k(2)*Rf trip;
reaction3 = k(3)*Rf trip*Tx;
reaction4 = k(4)*Rf trip*Tx;
reaction5 = k(5)*Rf trip*O2_gmd;
reaction6 = k(6)*Tx*02_rad;
reaction7 = k(7)*Rf*02_rad;
reaction8 = k(8)*Rf rad*02_rad;
reaction9 = k(9)*Rf rad*O2_grnd;
reaction10 = k(10)*O2_sing*Tx;
reaction11 = k(11)*O2_sing*Tx;
reactionl2 = k(12)*O2_sing*Rf;
reaction 13 = k(13)*02_sing;
dRf = -reactionl + reaction2 + reaction3 + reaction5 - reaction7 + reaction9 - reactionl2;
dRf sing = 0;
dRf trip = reaction1 - reaction2 - reaction3 - reaction4 - reaction5;
dRf rad = reaction4 + reaction7 - reaction8 - reaction9;
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dTx = -reaction4 - reaction6 - reaction10;
dTxrad = reaction4;
dO2_gmd -reaction5 + reaction7 - reaction9 + reaction 1 1 +reaction 13;
d02_sing reaction5 - reaction 10 - reaction 11 - reaction 12 - reaction 13;
d02_rad = -reaction6 - reaction7 - reaction8 + reaction9;
dTxO = reaction6;
dRfOOH = reaction8;
dTx02 reaction 10;
dRfO2 reaction 12;
dconc = [dRf dRf sing dRf trip dRfrad dTx dTxrad d02_grnd d02_sing d02_rad dTxO
dRfOOH dTx02 dRfO2];
dconc=dconc';
return;
%% -------------------- Plot Concentrations ----------------------
%This function plots the concentrations over time
function plotConcentrations(time, conc, scale, exp time, exp trace, expspline,
exptimeinitialCut)
PathName = pwd;
folder = ['\TroloxRiboflavinModel'];
mkdir([PathName folder]);
[num rows num conc] = size(conc);
color_vector = ['r' 'g' 'b' 'c' 'i ' 'y' 'k' 'r' 'g''b' 'c' ' ' 'y' 'k'];
%--------------- Plot all concentrations over time --------------------
figure;
hold on;
[num rows num conc] = size(conc);
for i = 1:1:numconc
plot(time, conc(:,i), color vector(i));
end
legend('Riboflavin', 'Singlet Riboflavin', 'Triplet Riboflavin', 'Riboflavin Radical', 'Trolox',
'Trolox Radical', 'Oxygen', 'Singlet Oxygen', 'Radical Oxygen', 'Trolox Oxide', 'Riboflavin Acid',
'Trolox DiOxide', 'Riboflavin DiOxide');
figure-name = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModel','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurename,'fig');
%------Plot only normalized reactive concentrations over time --------
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Rf = conc(:,l);
Rfsing = conc(:,2);
Rftrip = conc(:,3);
Rfrad = conc(:,4);
Tx = conc(:,5);
Txrad = conc(:,6);
02_grnd = conc(:,7);
02_sing = conc(:,8);
02_rad = conc(:,9);
TxO = conc(:,10);
RfOOH = conc(:, 11);
Tx02 conc(:,12);
RfO2 conc(:,13);
Rfscaled = Rf/max(Rf);
Rftripscaled = Rftrip/max(Rftrip);
Rfradscaled Rfrad/max(Rf rad);
Txscaled = Tx/max(Tx);
Txradscaled = Txrad/max(Tx-rad);
02_singscaled = 02_sing/max(02_sing);
02_radscaled = 02_rad/max(O2_rad);
figure;
plot(time, Rfscaled, 'r');
hold on;
plot(time, Rf tripscaled, 'g');
plot(time, Rfradscaled, 'b');
plot(time, Txscaled, 'c');
plot(time, Txradscaled, 'm');
plot(time, 02_singscaled, 'y');
plot(time, 02_radscaled, 'k');
legend('Riboflavin', 'Triplet Riboflavin', 'Radical Riboflavin', 'Trolox', 'Radical Trolox', 'Singlet
Oxygen', 'Radical Oxygen');
figurename = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModelscaled','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurename,'fig');
%------------------------ Plot PL over time --------------------------
A = scale(2);
B = scale(3);
C = scale(4);
D = scale(5);
%A=1; B=1; C=.7; D=.8; %for tracel
%A=1; B=1; C=1.1; D=O.7; for trace 57
%A=1; B=1; C=.8; D=.8; %for trace12
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modeldata = Txscaled-B*O2_sing_scaled-C*O2_radscaled+D*Rfradscaled;
modeldata= modeldata*(max(expspline)-min(expspline))/(max(model-data)-
min(model data));
modeldata = modeldata - min(modeldata) + min(expspline);
timeshifted = time + min(exp time initialCut);
figure;
plot(exptime, exptrace, 'k', exp timeinitialCut, expspline, 'b', time-shifted, model-data, 'r');
figure-name = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModelPL','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figure-name,'fig');
filename = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModel','.xls']];
xlswrite(file name, [time conc], 'TRRFModel');
xlswrite(file name, [time Rfscaled Rf tripscaled Rfradscaled Txscaled Txradscaled
02_singscaled 02_radscaled], 'TRRFModel scaled');
xlswrite(file name, [time model_data], 'TRRFModel_PL');
filename = [PathName folder ['OutputForPaper','.xls']];
xlswrite(filename, [exptime exptrace], 'ExpData');
xlswrite(file name, [time-shifted, modeldata], 'ModelData');
return;
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This MATLAB program was used to model Riboflavin addition after Trolox incubation in the
presence of oxygen. To model behavior in the absence of oxygen, the program was altered such
that
c initial(7) = 0.
function TroloxRiboflavinModelTRfirst_w02
%Read in experimental data
%Prompt user to select directory containign normalized *.dat files
[FileName_xls PathName xls] = uigetfile(pwd, 'Select Sample Trace .xls file', '*.xls');
PathNamexls = [PathNamexls '\'];
%Prompt user for number of traces per figure
prompt = {'Enter the trace number you want to fit/model:'};
dlg_title = 'Trace Number';
numlines = 1;
def = {'1'}; %default input
feedback = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_titlenumlines,def);
tracenumber = str2num(feedback{ 1});
%Read in experimental normalized intensity vs. time measurements for that trace
exp_data = xlsread([PathNamexls FileName xls]); %reads *.dat data
exp time = expdata(:, 1);
exptrace = expdata(:,(trace number+ 1)); %normalize trace to 1
%find initial point after 5 second diffusion
index = find(exptime > 15);
index = index(1);
exp_trace_initialCut exptrace(index:end);
exptimeinitialCut = exp time(index:end);
exptimeinitialCutZero = exp timeinitialCut - min(exptime initialCut);
%Fit experimental dta to a polynomial
figure;
[best _fitparams, dummy]=fit(exp time initialCutZero,
exptraceinitialCut,'smoothingspline','SmoothingParam',8e-6);
%Plot experimental data and spline fit
expspline = best fitparams(exptime initialCutZero);
plot(exptime, exptrace, 'k', exp_timeinitialCut, expspline, 'r');
%Define rate constants for the reactions (arbitrary units)
k(1) = 10^13; %s^-1
k(2) = 3.7*10A4; %sA-1
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k(3) = 4.7*10^9; %M\-1 s^-1
k(4) = 6.2*10^8; %MA1 sA1
k(5)= 9*10^8; %MA1 sA-
k(6)= 1.7*10A4; %MA1 sA1
k(7) = 10A6; %MA1 sA1
k(8)= 8.5*10A8; %MA1 sA1
k(9) = 1.4*10A8; %MA1 sA1
k(10) = 2.2*10A8; %MA1 sA1
k(1 1) = 1.3*10^A8; %M^- Is^-1
k(12) = 6*10A7; %MA1 sA1
k(13) = 5*10A5; %sA1
%Initial guess for fitting variables
k_scaleguess = 110.3;
Txscaleguess = 1;
02_singscaleguess = .7;
02_radscaleguess 0.8;
Rfradscaleguess 0.9;
scale _guess = [k scaleguess, Txscaleguess 02_singscaleguess 02_rad scaleguess
Rfradscaleguess];
scale = scaleguess;
%initial concentration in mM
c_initial(1) = 0; %Rf
c_initial(2) = 0; %Rf sing
c_initial(3) = 0; %Rf trip
c_initial(4) = 0; %Rfrad
c_initial(5) = 0.89; %Tx
c_initial(6) = 0; %Txrad
c initial(7) = 0.26; %O2_grnd
c_initial(8) = 0; %02 sing
c_initial(9) = 0; %02 rad
c_initial(10) = 0; %TxO
c_initial(1 1) = 0; %RfOOH
c_initial(12) = 0; %Tx02
c_initial(13) = 0; %RfO2
% %Fit experimental data to model
%[scale] = fminunc(@fitModel, scaleguess, [], k, c initial, exptimeinitialCut, expspline,
bestfit_params);
%Determine model concentrations over time
[time, conc] = ode23s(@reactionSystem, [0 max(exp time initialCutZero)], c_initial, [], k,
scale(1));
%Plot the concentrations over time
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plotConcentrations(time, conc, scale, exp_time, exp trace, expspline, exp time initialCut, 1);
%starting concentrations after Trolox has equilibrated
concstart = conc(end,:);
conc-start(1) = 0.1; %Rf
%Determine concentrations over time
[time, conc] = ode23s(@reactionSystem, [0 max(exp_timeinitialCutZero)], concstart, [], k,
scale(1));
%Plot the concentrations over time
plotConcentrations(time, conc, scale, exptime, exp_trace, expspline, exp time initialCut,2);
return;
%% ------------------- FIT MODEL -----------------------
function [difference] = fitModel(scale, k, cinitial, exp time initialCutZero, exp_spline,
best fitparams)
%This function finds the difference between the values preducted by the
%model and the experimental values
%Determine model concentrations over time
[time, conc] = ode23s(@reactionSystem, [0 max(exp_timeinitialCutZero)], cinitial, [], k,
scale(1));
%Concentrations of species affecting SWNT PL
Rfrad = conc(:,4);
Tx = conc(:,5);
02_sing = conc(:,8);
O2_rad = conc(:,9);
%Normalizing concentrations
Rfradscaled = Rfrad/max(Rf rad);
Txscaled = Tx/max(Tx);
02_singscaled = 02_sing/max(02_sing);
02_radscaled = O2_rad/max(O2_rad);
%Model SWNT photoluminscence
A = scale(2);
B = scale(3);
C = scale(4);
D = scale(5);
total = A*Txscaled-B*02 sing_scaled-C*02_radscaled+D*Rfradscaled;
total = total*(max(expspline)-min(expspline))/(max(total)-min(total));
total = total - min(total) + min(expspline);
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%Find difference between experimental data and model data
exp data = best _fitparams(time);
difference = sum(((exp-data-total).^2));
return;
%% ---------------------- REACTION SYSTEM -----------------------------
function [dconc] = reactionSystem(t, conc, k, k-scale)
Rf = conc(1);
Rf sing= conc(2);
Rf trip conc(3);
Rfrad conc(4);
Tx = conc(5);
Txrad = conc(6);
O2_grnd conc(7);
02_sing conc(8);
02_rad = conc(9);
TxO = conc(10);
RfOOH = conc(1 1);
Tx02 conc(12);
RfO2 conc(13);
k = k/kscale;
reaction1 = k(1)*Rf;
reaction2 = k(2)*Rf trip;
reaction3 = k(3)*Rf trip*Tx;
reaction4 = k(4)*Rf trip*Tx;
reaction5 = k(5)*Rf trip*02_grnd;
reaction6 = k(6)*Tx*02_rad;
reaction7 = k(7)*Rf*02_rad;
reaction8 = k(8)*Rfrad*02_rad;
reaction9 = k(9)*Rfrad*02_grnd;
reaction10 = k(10)*02_sing*Tx;
reaction11 = k(1 1)*O2_sing*Tx;
reaction12 = k(12)*O2_sing*Rf;
reaction13 = k(13)*02_sing;
dRf = -reaction1 + reaction2 + reaction3 + reaction5 - reaction7 + reaction9 - reaction12;
dRfsing =0;
dRftrip reaction1 - reaction2 - reaction3 - reaction4 - reaction5;
dRfrad reaction4 + reaction7 - reaction8 - reaction9;
dTx = -rcaction4 - reaction6 - reaction10;
dTxrad = reaction4;
d02_grnd = -reaction5 + reaction7 - reaction9 + reaction11 +reaction 13;
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dO2_sing = reaction5 - reaction 10 - reaction 11 - reaction 12 - reaction 13;
d02_rad = -reaction6 - reaction7 - reaction8 + reaction9;
dTxO = reaction6;
dRfOOH = reaction8;
dTx02 reaction 10;
dRfO2 reaction12;
dconc = [dRf dRf sing dRf trip dRfrad dTx dTxrad d02_grnd d02_sing d02_rad dTxO
dRfOOH dTx02 dRfO2];
dconc=dconc';
return;
%% -------------------- Plot Concentrations ------------------------
%This function plots the concentrations over time
function plotConcentrations(time, conc, scale, exptime, exp trace, expspline,
exp_time_initialCut, num)
PathName = pwd;
folder = ['\TroloxRiboflavinModel'];
mkdir([PathName folder]);
[num rows num conc] = size(conc);
color-vector = ['r' 'g''b' 'c' 'm' 'y' 'k r 'g 'b' 'c' 'm''y' 'k'];
%--------------- Plot all concentrations over time -------------------
figure;
hold on;
[num rows num conc] = size(conc);
for i = 1:1:numconc
plot(time, conc(:,i), colorvector(i));
end
legend('Riboflavin', 'Singlet Riboflavin', 'Triplet Riboflavin', 'Riboflavin Radical', 'Trolox',
'Trolox Radical', 'Oxygen', 'Singlet Oxygen', 'Radical Oxygen', 'Trolox Oxide', 'Riboflavin Acid',
'Trolox DiOxide', 'Riboflavin DiOxide');
figurename = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModel',num2str(num),'.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurename,'fig');
%------Plot only normalized reactive concentrations over time ------------
Rf = conc(:,1);
Rfsing = conc(:,2);
Rftrip conc(:,3);
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Rfrad = conc(:,4);
Tx = conc(:,5);
Tx rad = conc(:,6);
O2_grnd = conc(:,7);
02_sing conc(:,8);
02_rad = conc(:,9);
TxO = conc(:,10);
RfOOH = conc(:, 11);
Tx02 conc(:,12);
RfO2 conc(:,13);
Rfscaled = Rf/max(Rf);
Rf trip_scaled = Rf trip/max(Rf trip);
Rfradscaled= Rfrad/max(Rf rad);
Tx_scaled = Tx/max(Tx);
Txradscaled = Txrad/max(Txrad);
02_singscaled = 02 sing/max(02_sing);
02_rad scaled = 02_rad/max(O2_rad);
figure;
plot(time, Rfscaled, 'r');
hold on;
plot(time, Rftrip_scaled, 'g');
plot(time, Rfrad scaled, 'b');
plot(time, Txscaled, 'c');
plot(time, Txradscaled, 'in');
plot(time, 02_singscaled, 'y');
plot(time, 02_radscaled, 'k');
legend('Riboflavin', 'Triplet Riboflavin', 'Radical Riboflavin', 'Trolox', 'Radical Trolox', 'Singlet
Oxygen', 'Radical Oxygen');
figure-name = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModelscaled',num2str(num),'.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurename,'fig');
%-------------- Plot PL over time --------------------------
A = scale(2);
B = scale(3);
C = scale(4);
D = scale(5);
modeldata = Txscaled-B*02_sing_scaled-C*02_radscaled+D*Rfradscaled;
modeldata = modeldata*(max(expspline)-min(expspline))/(max(model-data)-
min(modeldata));
modeldata = modeldata - min(model data) + min(exp_spline);
timeshifted = time + min(exp time initialCut);
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figure;
plot(exp time, exp trace, 'k', exptimeinitialCut, expspline, 'b', timeshifted, modeldata 'r');
figurename = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModel_PL',num2str(num),'.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figure_name,'fig');
file name = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModel','.xls']];
xlswrite(file name, [time conc], 'TRRFModel');
xlswrite(file name, [time Rfscaled Rf trip_scaled Rfradscaled Txscaled Txradscaled
02_sing scaled 02_rad scaled], 'TRRFModelscaled');
xlswrite(filename, [time model_data], 'TRRFModelPL');
file name = [PathName folder ['OutputForPaper','.xls']];
xlswrite(file name, [exptime exp trace], 'ExpData');
xlswrite(file name, [time-shifted, model_data], 'ModelData');
return;
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This MATLAB program was used to model Trolox addition after Riboflavin incubation in the
presence of oxygen. To model behavior in the absence of oxygen, the program was altered such
that
c_initial(7) = 0.
function TroloxRiboflavinModel_RfFirst-w02
%Read in experimental data
%Prompt user to select directory containign normalized *.dat files
[FileNametxt PathNametxt] = uigetfile(pwd, 'Select NonNormalizedTraces.txt', '*.txt');
PathName txt = [PathName txt '\'];
%Prompt user for number of traces per figure
prompt = {'Enter the trace number you want to fit/model:'};
dlgtitle ='Trace Numbert';
num lines = 1;
def ={' 1'}; %default input
feedback = inputdlg(prompt,dlgtitlenumlines,def);
tracenumber = str2num(feedback{ 1});
%Read in experimental normalized intensity vs. time measurements for that trace
expdata textread([PathNametxt FileNametxt]); %reads *.dat data
exp time expdata(:, 1);
exp trace expdata(:,(tracenumber+ 1)); %normalize trace to 1
%find initial point after 5 second diffusion
index = find(exp_time > 15);
index = index(1);
exp traceinitialCut exptrace(index: end);
exp timeinitialCut exp-time(index:end);
exp timeinitialCutZero = exp time initialCut - min(exp time initialCut);
%Fit experimental dta to a polynomial
figure;
[best fitparams, dummy]=fit(exptimeinitialCutZero,
exp traceinitialCut,'smoothingspline','SmoothingParam',8e-6);
%Plot experimental data and spline fit
expspline = best fitparams(exptimeinitialCutZero);
plot(exp_time, exptrace, 'k', exp timeinitialCut, expspline, 'r');
%Define rate constants for the reactions (arbitrary units)
k(1) = 10A13; %s^-1
k(2) = 3.7*10^4; %s^-1
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k(3)= 4.7*10A9; %MA- sA-
k(4) 6.2*10^8; %MA- sA-
k(5) 9*10A8; %MA1 sA1
k(6)= 1.7*10^4; %MA- sA-
k(7) 10A6; %MA1 sA1
k(8) = 8.5*10A8; %MA1 sA-
k(9) = 1.4*10A8; %MAl sAl
k(10) = 2.2*10A8; %M^-l sAl
k(1 1) = 1.3*10^A8; %M^-1 s^-1
k(12)= 6*10A7; %MA1 sA1
k(13)= 5*10A5; %sA
%Initial guess for fitting variables
k_scale-guess = 10A9.7;
Txscaleguess = 1;
02_singscaleguess = 1.1;
02_radscaleguess 0.7;
Rfradscaleguess 0;
scaleguess = [k scaleguess, Tx scaleguess 02_singscaleguess 02_radscaleguess
Rfradscaleguess];
scale = scale_guess;
%initial concentration in mM
c_initial(1) = 0.1; %Rf
c-initial(2) = 0; %Rfsing
c_initial(3) = 0; %Rftrip
c_initial(4) = 0; %Rfrad
c_initial(5) = 0; %Tx
c initial(6) = 0; %Txrad
c_initial(7) = 0.26; %O2_grnd
c-initial(8) = 0; %02_sing
c_initial(9) = 0; %02_rad
c_initial(10) = 0; %TxO
c_initial(1 1) = 0; %RfOOH
c_initial(12) = 0; %Tx02
c_initial(13) = 0; %RfO2
% %Fit experimental data to model
%[scale] = fminunc(@fitModel, scaleguess, [], k, c initial, exptime initialCut, expspline,
best fitparams);
%Determine model concentrations over time
[time, conc] = ode23s(@reactionSystem, [0 max(exptimeinitialCutZero)], cinitial, [], k,
scale(1));
%Plot the concentrations over time
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plotConcentrations(time, conc, scale, exp time, exp trace, expspline, exp timeinitialCut, 1);
%starting concentrations after Trolox has equilibrated
concstart = conc(end,:);
concstart(5) = 0.89; %Tr
%Determine concentrations over time
[time, conc] = ode23s(@reactionSystem, [0 max(exptimeinitialCutZero)], conc_start, [], k,
scale(l));
%Plot the concentrations over time
plotConcentrations(time, conc, scale, exp time, exp trace, expspline, exp timeinitialCut,2);
return;
%% ------------------------ FIT MODEL ------------------------------
function [difference] = fitModel(scale, k, cinitial, exptime initialCutZero, expspline,
bestfitparams)
%This function finds the difference between the values preducted by the
%model and the experimental values
%Determine model concentrations over time
[time, conc] = ode23s(@reactionSystem, [0 max(exp time initialCutZero)], c_initial, [], k,
scale(l));
%Concentrations of species affecting SWNT PL
Rfrad = conc(:,4);
Tx = conc(:,5);
02 sing = conc(:,8);
02_rad = conc(:,9);
%Normalizing concentrations
Rfradscaled = Rfrad/max(Rf rad);
Txscaled = Tx/max(Tx);
02_singscaled = O2_sing/max(02_sing);
02_radscaled = 02_rad/max(O2_rad);
%Model SWNT photoluminscence
A = scale(2);
B = scale(3);
C = scale(4);
D = scale(5);
total = A*Txscaled-B*02_sing scaled-C*02_radscaled+D*Rfradscaled;
total = total*(max(expspline)-min(exp spline))/(max(total)-min(total));
total = total - min(total) + min(expspline);
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%Find difference between experimental data and model data
exp_data = best fitparams(time);
difference = sum(((exp_data-total).^2));
return;
%% ----------------------- REACTION SYSTEM ------------------------------
function [dconc] = reactionSystem(t, conc, k, kscale)
Rf = conc(1);
Rfsing = conc(2);
Rftrip conc(3);
Rfrad = conc(4);
Tx = conc(5);
Tx rad = conc(6);
02_grnd conc(7);
02_sing = conc(8);
02_rad = conc(9);
TxO = conc(10);
RfOOH = conc(1 1);
Tx02 conc(12);
RfO2 conc(13);
k = k/kscale;
reaction1 = k(1)*Rf;
reaction2 = k(2)*Rf trip;
reaction3 = k(3)*Rf trip*Tx;
reaction4 = k(4)*Rf trip*Tx;
reaction5 = k(5)*Rf trip*O2_grnd;
reaction6 = k(6)*Tx*02_rad;
reaction7 = k(7)*Rf*02_rad;
reaction8 = k(8)*Rf rad*02_rad;
reaction9 = k(9)*Rf rad*O2_gmd;
reaction10 = k(10)*O2_sing*Tx;
reaction 11 = k(1 1)*O2_sing*Tx;
reactionl2 = k(12)*O2_sing*Rf;
reaction13 = k(13)*02_sing;
dRf = -reaction1 I+ reaction2 + reaction3 + reaction5 - reaction7 + reaction9 - reaction 12;
dRf sing= 0;
dRf trip = reaction1 - reaction2 - reaction3 - reaction4 - reaction5;
dRfrad = reaction4 + reaction7 - reaction8 - reaction9;
dTx = -reaction4 - reaction6 - reaction 10;
dTxrad = reaction4;
d02_gmd = -reaction5 + reaction7 - reaction9 + reaction11 +reaction 13;
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d02_sing = reaction5 - reaction 10 - reaction 11 - reaction 12 - reaction 13;
d02_rad = -reaction6 - reaction7 - reaction8 + reaction9;
dTxO = reaction6;
dRfOOH = reaction8;
dTx02 reaction 10;
dRfO2 - reaction 12;
dconc = [dRf dRf sing dRf trip dRfrad dTx dTxrad d02_gmd d02_sing d02_rad dTxO
dRfOOH dTx02 dRfO2];
dconc=dconc';
return;
%% ----------------- Plot Concentrations ------------------------
%This function plots the concentrations over time
function plotConcentrations(time, conc, scale, exptime, exp trace, expspline,
exp time initialCut, num)
PathName = pwd;
folder = ['\TroloxRiboflavinModel'];
mkdir([PathName folder]);
[num rows numconc] = size(conc);
colorvector = ['r' 'g' 'b' 'c' 'im' 'y' 'k' 'r' 'g''b' 'c' ' ' 'y' 'k'];
% ----------- Plot all concentrations over time ------------------
figure;
hold on;
[num rows num cone] = size(conc);
for i = 1:1:num conc
plot(time, conc(:,i), color vector(i));
end
legend('Riboflavin', 'Singlet Riboflavin', 'Triplet Riboflavin', 'Riboflavin Radical', 'Trolox',
'Trolox Radical', 'Oxygen', 'Singlet Oxygen', 'Radical Oxygen', 'Trolox Oxide', 'Riboflavin Acid',
'Trolox DiOxide', 'Riboflavin DiOxide');
figure-name = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModel',num2str(num),'.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurename,'fig');
%-----Plot only normalized reactive concentrations over time --------
Rf - conc(:,1);
Rfsing conc(:,2);
Rf trip conc(:,3);
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Rfrad = conc(:,4);
Tx = conc(:,5);
Txrad = conc(:,6);
O2_grnd conc(:,7);
02_sing = conc(:,8);
O2_rad = conc(:,9);
TxO = conc(:,10);
RfOOH = conc(:, 11);
Tx02 conc(:,12);
RfO2 conc(:,13);
Rfscaled = Rf/max(Rf);
Rftripscaled Rftrip/max(Rf trip);
Rfradscaled = Rfrad/max(Rf rad);
Tx_ scaled = Tx/max(Tx);
Txradscaled = Txrad/max(Txrad);
02_singscaled = 02_sing/max(02_sing);
02_radscaled = O2_rad/max(O2_rad);
figure;
plot(time, Rf scaled, 'r');
hold on;
plot(time, Rf tripscaled, 'g');
plot(time, Rf radscaled, 'b');
plot(time, Txscaled, 'c');
plot(time, Txradscaled, 'm');
plot(time, 02_singscaled, 'y');
plot(time, 02_radscaled, 'k');
legend('Riboflavin', 'Triplet Riboflavin', 'Radical Riboflavin', 'Trolox', 'Radical Trolox', 'Singlet
Oxygen', 'Radical Oxygen');
figure_name = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModelscaled',num2str(num),'.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurename,'fig');
%------------------------ Plot PL over time -------------------------
A = scale(2);
B = scale(3);
C = scale(4);
D = scale(5);
modeldata = Txscaled-B*02_singscaled-C*02_radscaled+D*Rfradscaled;
model-data = modeldata*(max(expspline)-min(expspline))/(max(model-data)-
min(modeldata));
modeldata = modeldata - min(model_data) + min(expspline);
timeshifted = time + min(exp time initialCut);
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figure:
plot(exptime, expjtrace, 'k', expjtime initialCut, expspline, 'b', timeshifted, model data, 'r');
figure-name = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModelPL',num2str(num),'.fig']];
saveas(gecf,figurename,'fig');
filename = [PathName folder ['\TRRFModel','.xls']];
xlswrite(file name, [time conc], 'TRRFModel');
xlswrite(fileiame, [time Rfscaled Rfjtrip-scaled Rfradscaled Txscaled Txradscaled
02_sing-scaled 02_radscaled], 'TRRFModel scaled');
xlswrite(file-name, [time modeldata], 'TRRFModel_PL');
filename = [PathName folder ['OutputForPaper','.xls']];
xlswrite(file-name, [exptime expjtrace], 'ExpData');
xlswrite(file name, [time-shifted, modeldata], 'ModelData');
return:
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Appendix J: MATLAB Program for Line Profile Image Processing
The algorithm presented herein is used to process images where it is desirable to obtain a cross-
sectional profile based of the image intensity. This algorithm can be applied to images obtained
from fluorescence microscopy or AFM where the substrate of interest contains striations in
intensity. This algorithm allows the user to specify the location of the image of interest, and it
prompts the user to draw a line across the area of interest. The program subsequently outputs a
corresponding cross-section of the image intensity along the line. This algorithm has been
applied to confocal images, such as those shown in Figure J1.
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Figure J1 I Cross-sectional Image Processing. A line (top, yellow) was drawn on a confocal
image showing a spatial variation in fluorescent functionalization (top). The corresponding intensity
cross-section along the line (bottom) anantifies the intensity striations
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The program that used to obtain cross-sectional intensties fro images is provided below.
function ImagelntensityPlot
%This program plots intensity as a function of distance for a
%user-specified cross-section of an image
%Prepared by: Arde Boghossian, 7/26/11
%INPUT:
% User-specified directory > *.tif
% Image in *.tif format for analysis
% User-specified cross-section of image for analysis
% User-specified directory to save output
%OUTPUT:
% User-specified directory > ImageIntensity > ImageCrossSection.fig
% Original image showing the cross-sectional line drawn by the user
% User-specified directory > ImageIntensity > ImagelntensityPlot.fig
% Plot of pixel intensity along the length of the line
% User-specified directory > ImageIntensity > IntensityPlot.xls
% Excel file where first column corresponds to distance along the line and
% the second column corresponds to intensity.
%Folder name
folder1 = ['Imagelntensity\'];
%Prompt user to select location of *.tif image
[FileName, PathName] = uigetfile('*.tif, 'Select the image *.tif file');
%Converts first start image of movie into matrix
[ImageMatrix] = imread([PathName FileName], 1);
[num rows, num cols] = size(ImageMatrix);
%Image of intensity-averaged SWNT (before finding brightest SWNT)
figure('Name', 'SELECT REGION OF INTEREST BY CLICKING ON IMAGE AND
DRAGGING MOUSE');
imagesc(ImageMatrix);
title('Selected Image');
colormap(gray);
%Ask user to draw a line across the cross-section of interest
[ImageofLine, endpoints] = imagecrop(ImageMatrix);
figure;
%Produce an image showing the line the user drew and save
imagesc(ImageMatrix);
X1 = endpoints(1,1);
X2 = endpoints(2,1);
Y1 = endpoints(1,2);
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Y2 = endpoints(2,2);
line([X1 X2], [Y1 Y2], 'Color', 'r');
%Prompt user to select directory to save output folder to
[PathNameoutput]= uigetdir(pwd, 'Select directory where you want output saved');
PathNameoutput = [PathName_output '\'];
%Save output image showing user-generated line
mkdir([PathName output folder 1]);
figurename_fig = [PathName_output folderl ['ImageCrossSection','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figurenamefig,'fig');
%Obtain intensity profile of cross-sectional line
[intensity] = improfile(ImageMatrix, [Xl X2], [Y1 Y2]);
[rows, cols, zeta] = size(intensity);
pixellength = 1:1:rows;
figure;
plot(pixellength, intensity(:, 1,2), 'k');
title('Intensity Profile of Cross-Section');
xlabel('Distance Along Line');
ylabel('Pixel Intensity');
%Save intensity plot
figurename_fig = [PathName_output folderi ['IntensityPlot','.fig']];
saveas(gcf,figure namefig,'fig');
%Save Excel file
intensityoutput = [pixellength' intensity(:,1,2)];
xlswrite([PathNameoutput folderi ['IntensityPlot','.xls']], intensityoutput);
return;
%% ------------------------ IMAGE CROP -------------------------------
function [12, endpoints]= imagecrop(I, v)
% Takes in intensity of original image, I, crops it based on the user-selected
% region, and outputs a '.tiff file.
a = imline;
M = a.createMask;
endpoints = a.getPositiono;
12 = bsxfun(@times, im2double( I), double( M ));
return;
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